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Foreword 
I wrote these stories into poems because I decided that, as a poet, I needed more practice, for although I wrote my first novel at 

the age of fourteen and have written and studied to that end ever since, it was only in January of 2006 that I began writing poetry. I 
began writing poetry rather than prose because my prose was too verbose, rambling, and incoherent for the average reader to 
understand; in prose, I allowed myself to go on unrelated tangents and to contemplate philosophy in endless run-on sentences that, in 
the futile end, I lost control of. Indeed, I was working on a novel for many years that remains unfinished because of its rambling style 
and utterly pointless plot. After abandoning any hope of retrieving this novel, I began to read more and more about literature. I read a 
substantial amount of Shakespeare, Chaucer, the English Romantics and a great deal of famous American literature. I was researching 
these for my school (for I am indeed a student,) but also for my personal gain. My ultimate attempt was to discover that which divided 
my rambling prose from the often rambling but loved prose of literature. In my search, I turned inevitably to a cleaner way to write, a 
writing with restrictions. Poetry was not my way of seeking linguistic beauty, but my way of restricting my writing to a form that could 
be coherent and eventually marketable. At the new year of 2006, I came to ultimate acceptance of my incoherent prose and resolved to 
begin writing only poetry as a means to correct my prosaic writing. Thus, my resolution was to write one poem per day for the entire 
year and to attempt to publish some at the end of the year. I began to write free verse without any rules or regulations with the intent 
that I would eventually ease myself into the rules and regulations: first rhyme, then meter, then deeper semantic restrictions 
(containment of theme, etc.). My first poems were useless, meterless, nonsense poems (now I do not even consider these poems.) I 
gradually learned to write in iambs, which took a long time and was an extremely tedious learning experience. I eventually wrote the 
first poem that I believed to have any worth and presented it to my English teacher for critique. She exclaimed that it was masterful and 
encouraged me to continue the project of writing these poems. I began to test out poems on various topics, trying to confine and focus 
the meaning. I began trying the various different meters: anapestic, dactylic, trochaic. I am sorry to say that my goal of writing one 
poem per day became impossible, because my time was weighted by my school work. I still wrote poems though. I began writing a 
large mythological erotic poem during the school year, though failed to finish it. I still intend to complete it when I receive the extra 
time. I decided during the school year to write an epic poem over the summer and to market it during the next year. I plotted out the 
entire plot, all of the philosophical ideas and wrote them up as prose. I began work on the epic as soon as I finished school and made 
considerable progress, though not enough. Soon after I exited from school I was taken on vacation to Florida and lost two weeks to that 
luxury and distraction. Upon return I began writing again, though was unhappy with my ability to capture the descriptions and 
philosophical ideas of my epic in poetry. I realized that I needed more practice with writing poetry, for I had only begun writing it six 
months before. To better achieve and understand my undertaking, I began to read Shakespeare’s and Marlowe’s epics and I began the 
Faery Queen and Paradise Lost. The reading of these inspired me to write a smaller epic as a practice for the larger one. I knew at this 
point that my summer was dwindling away and that I desperately needed to finish something before the end so that I could not think the 
whole time worthless. I swiftly wrote half of a small epic poem, which I modeled after Shakespeare’s two small epic poems, which 
consist of an incredible amount of description and dialogue about a very small incident. I wrote half of this poem, but began to realize 
that I was not skilled enough to write even that minor work. There were philosophical ideas that not only took me far too long to 
express but also were not fully expressed when I was done with the writing. I began this work on Aesop’s Fables because I was 
despondent about my failure to properly depict my own stories in poetry. I theorized about how I could practice writing poetry and 
realized that I should write stories that were already written in prose and convert them into poetry. In this way, I am able to focus on the 
poetry and the words, rather than on the stories themselves. I decided to use Aesop’s Fables for my project because the Aesop’s Fables 
are not only highly descriptive, emotionally provocative, and satirical pieces that give me a wide spectrum of language to use, but also 
because they are specifically philosophical stories. I am giving myself practice by writing simple philosophical tales before creating 
something myself, of larger value. On July 3, 2006 I began work on monumental project to convert all of the Aesop’s Fables stories 
from prose into poems. When starting the project, I didn’t know if I would finish each individual one and I didn’t know if I would write 
them all. I didn’t truly intend on publishing them (because they were just for practice,) but I very quickly got the idea and desire to 
publish. I began by writing a story that I liked: Androcles and the Lion. When I realized that it was far better than I anticipated, I began 
writing the rest of the stories. I wrote an average of five per day for twenty days and then eight per day for seven days and finished the 
poems in time for school. I even was able to finish my minor epic poem as well. 

Each story has been converted into a poem. I have attempted to retain the integrity of every story, though I have severely 
altered them from their original forms. My intent was not a facsimile translation of the ancient writings. Though I see value in the 
ancient writings, my own intent for this copy was to create a modernized version that holds more meaning for man and to practice my 
writing by expanding a story and an idea poetically. I have attempted to edit some of the elder translations by avoiding silly 
discontinuities in the presumed genders or races of the animals and have tried to edit any story so that it will make natural sense (for 
instance, I have switched many herbivores with carnivores because in the old stories some herbivores eat meat and that is not natural). I 
have also attempted to change several of the stories to make them more moralistic and fit with their applications better. Some of the 
stories end with the characters teaching the moral to the reader by dialogue rather than actually learning the moral themselves through 
plot. I prefer that, rather than telling the reader, the characters show the reader the moral through story; to this end, I have changed all 
of these stories into a form in which the moral is displayed by the plot of the story, rather than by the dialogue between characters. 
Every story has the plot and the moral absolutely maintained from the ancient writings, though the poetry that I have applied greatly 
changes the tone of many of the stories. The effect of this modification of tone is a different form of morality and a more enlightened 
look upon morality in general. The original stories, in Greek and Latin had a morality of Greek arete or Roman Pride at that time. They 
were converted to Christian stories over years of monks in the middle ages copy printing. Now, I have given them what is often called 
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the “American Ideal.” The stories have tinges of capitalistic ideology and the more modern, developed sense of morality that only 
massive industrialization has invoked in people. 

The tone of every story is generally the same. There is admiration for accomplishment and sorrow for folly, but throughout the 
tome there is a general aloofness. The tone of every tale, although sometimes vacillating is always light and giddy, even in sequences of 
distress and tragedy; this light tone tends to shrug accomplishment as vanity and overlook sorrow as unnecessary. 

The style of these poems is of a very simple narrative quality. The only implication that I make that there is a narrator is during 
the introduction. It is, of course, by definition, assumable that Aesop is telling these tales; the audience is assumed as King Croesus. 
However, during the telling of the stories, the narrator makes no reference to himself or to the audience, increasing the feeling of 
aloofness. The narrator is often interrupted by dialogue of characters in the tale, but sometimes, the narration passes straight through 
dialogue by simply narrating it, without any actual dialogue expressed. This further causes the characters to lose any sentimental 
attachment or individuation, because their sections of dialogue can just as easily be skipped over by the swift narrator. The descriptions 
are simple and natural, with no extreme abstractions and wild references. Figurative language is present, but rare. This is because of my 
laziness as a writer, and because of the confusion that figurative language often caused when including it into the story. The similes and 
metaphors were often confusing and could be misinterpreted as sections of the plot itself. Most of these ones were fixed, discarded, or 
used to a minimal degree. I did not fret over the loss of figurative language because the stories themselves are figurative. They are 
abstractions of philosophies themselves. The problems that the animals face are metaphors for human problems. Also, I could not have 
added personification into these stories, because the stories are nothing but personification of animals and objects. 

The poems fit into eight categories of themes, though many have combinations of themes or are obscurities with themes that 
do not fit easily into one category. The themes of all of the poems are universal and each is about an aspect of folly that sticks on 
civilization like leech that can never be extracted, an engrained part of humanity’s condition that defines humanity as what it is. The 
stories are organized into these eight categories based on the predominant theme in each specific story. Many stories have elements of 
all of these, and those are placed in which ever category I have delegated to be the strongest in that story. Some of the stories don’t 
have any of these, or only have vagaries that can inference these themes; I have placed these stories, with critical judgement, in the 
closest category that fits them. 

Many of the themes are two sided, leaving open room for debate on what the action of the character should ultimately be. The 
first theme is nature versus nurture; these poems are all about animals or sometimes humans coming into contact with the limitations 
of existence and either dealing with them and living, or not dealing with them and dying; the animals are bound by certain physical and 
biological preconditions and cannot act beyond those, but they have a certain amount of freedom to nurture themselves or be nurtured 
through a problem; thus, this theme is based around the conflict that it is difficult to perceive where the nature ends and the nurture 
begins and is indeed difficult to find where the environment begins and the individual begins; this theme takes part in a minor way in 
almost every poem; there are a few poems in which it is the dominant them and the characters are fighting their natural inclinations or 
are succumbing to them. The second theme is honesty versus deception; the characters live in a world where truth is the ultimate 
value, and denying that truth is the cause of ruination; many characters perceive ways to deceive the truth and receive more value, and 
the conflict then becomes, whether they will receive the desired outcome or their own deception will destroy any chance for the desired 
outcome because it destroyed the foundation of all things, truth; some characters are placed in situations in which they confused 
deception for truth, and are ruined by their trust and their faith in truth. The third theme is humility versus pride; many of the 
characters are humble and live a steady life, but often they erect from that state to feel the sun shine as if they owned the sun; their pride 
can be the cause of scorching devastation, while it also can be the cause of lovely warmth, while staying in humility could be the cause 
of longevity, but could also be the cause of a cold and pleasureless life. The fourth theme is reserve versus ambition; many of the 
characters are given the chance to excel themselves to some ambitious heights, though taking a risk in the process; the conflict is within 
the character, who must make the decision of a reserved and uneventful life, or a burst into the sky that could be only a brief moment of 
pleasure before the plunge back to earth and dearth. The fifth theme is unity versus division; characters find strength in numbers or 
individuality in division; those who are unified, may often find themselves crowded, but those who are divided may find themselves in 
grave dangers. The sixth theme is freedom versus security; many characters desire freedom and the delight of wild life without 
bounds, while others prefer to be confined but to have safety in that confinement; the conflict arises at that line between security and 
tyranny and between freedom and anarchy. 

Some of the themes are one sided, giving a clear statement that one action is false and the other action is correct. The sixth 
theme is appreciation versus ingratitude; some characters are very appreciative of the wondrous opportunities that life has given to 
them, while other characters show nothing but ingratitude; those who appreciate their life are bound on a course to live; those who are 
ungrateful for their life, the only life that they have, are bound to die. The seventh theme is initiation versus idleness; many of the 
characters are lured by the meaningless sloth of idleness, but are torn by the obligation of action; those characters that do not act 
inevitably fall to the ultimate state of idleness, death; those who do act, continue to live their life happily, working productively. 

Throughout all of these stories is an ultimate theme: natural selection. Most of these stories are about animals and all of these 
stories are about some sort of conflict that the animal has to face. If the animal is able to skillfully deal with the conflict, then he 
survives, receives nourishment, or excels, but if the animal unskillfully deals with the conflict then he loses nourishment, falls, or duly 
dies. This is a background theme of natural justice, that always gives a person exactly what he or she deserves. It is the fundamental 
theme of survival and death. And it is also the very comforting theme that: what is good in the universe will succeed. This simple theme 
can be seen in every one of the tales. 

The mood of each story depends on the individual story’s need. A story about happiness takes place in a beautiful vale filled 
with flowers and wildlife. A story about desperation and misery takes place in a broiling desert without water. A story about something 
sinister or mysterious takes place during the night. The mood in these stories is typically matched to the plot by means of the settings. 
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I had several limitations on myself before I began writing these. 
---I decided that the poems would all be in iambic pentameter and in rhyming couplets; I decided to do this because I did not 

want my poems to be chaotic; I sincerely need a form when writing, or else I will go on tangents that are unrelated and will write in 
unacceptable grammar. I did not change the poetic form from poem to poem because I wanted consistency and rules. I could not 
theorize rules by which to choose which poems should be of which poetic form (poetic form changes would have altered these poems 
tremendously.) 

---I decided that the figurative language would not have modern references. I did not follow this to perfection. Some of the 
stories have references to men who were not alive in ancient Greece. There are also some technologies (for instance, steel) that were 
not in use in ancient times either. I have decided that some of these chronological inconsistencies were worth having, to keep the poetic 
beauty intact. After all, although these stories were written in ancient Greece and Rome, these poems were written in 2006. 

---I limited myself to a minimum length of forty lines per fable, though I thought about editing some of the shorter stories and 
upping the personal limit to fifty. This is what I had to do to control my output. If I did not at least write that amount, then I may have 
written far less than I needed for good practice and far less than I needed to express the idea fully and to be a profitable poet. 

---I kept myself from writing on long tangents in the poems, though I was lax about this. I cannot fully express the poem in my 
own way without creating frills and tangents, and I cannot always clarify the theme without the occasional deviation into philosophical 
discussion. Instead of limiting myself to no tangents, I limited the themes of the tangents. The tangents are about the eight philosophic 
conflicts that I have stated as the themes above. The tangents are also about nature, science, and justice. The specific tangent that I 
attempted to tinge every poem with a tickle of was: natural selection. This is the primary theme of my work, and I desired it to be very 
prevalent in the stories. I also allowed myself to go on tangents that pertained to each individual story. If there was a specifically 
fantastic description, I did allow myself to indulge, and if there was a philosophic theme that was unique to the story (economics, for 
example) then I allowed lines that could express that theme. I have not left any tangents that I believe to be frivolous. I firmly believe 
that every line of this tome gives to the theme and mood and story something that is very needed for the overall work. I do not want to 
deceive my intentions by destroying any vestigial lines, and do not believe that these vestigial lines destroy the intention by their 
presence either. 
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Categories of Stories 

 

Fables of Appreciation and Ingratitude 
 

Fables of Freedom and Security 
 

Fables of Honesty and Deception 
 

Fables of Humility and Pride 
 

Fables of Initiation and Idleness 
 

Fables of Nature and Nurture 
 

Fables of Reserve and Ambition 
 

Fables of Unity and Division 
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Sapissimus homo est tamen animalia. 
 
 
 
 
 
 When our biology needs swift correction, 
 We use proficient natural selection, 
 And if our biome suffers an infection, 
 By creatures that have useless predilection 
 Then nature will attack and it will kill 
 Those animals that have no useful skill. 
 The species that we see have all prevailed 
 But many more existed and have failed, 
 And for the former feat they will survive, 
 Deserving it because on Earth they thrive, 
 Because they have succeeded when they’ve tried, 
 But for the latter all have duly died. 
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Introduction 
 
The royal court of Lydia loomed around,    
And there enthroned King Croesus, duly crowned,   
Reposed within his chambers on his throne.    
No joy existed that he didn’t own:     
Enthralling treasures lay in vast array,    
For which one thousand lives were lost to pay;   
Enchanting beauty had dearth in disguise;    
The image was tyranny on eyes;     
Great silvers, golds and hues of vibrant fruit,    
Were plating grand creations, all astute.    
Around there stood expansive marble columns   
That made the mood both beautiful) and solemn.   
There was a banquet table made of maple,    
Filled high with luscious myriads of staples:    
Grand pies of fruits and meats and sweets and treats,   
And delicate extravagance to eat.     
All laid for one great party where the host    
Allowed possessions, not his words, to boast,   
With meats of every race in sopping roasts    
And barrels brimmed with wine for elegant toasts.   
The feast was plattered with arrays of taste    
And walls were splattered with a colored paste   
Of paint, depicting scenes of luxury;    
Compared to th’art the hall was mimicry;    
Fine sculptures that portrayed their subjects better,   
Than life had done, were frozen like in fetters,   
A captured essence, never to extract,    
Or wield with wonder in a forceful act.    
Mosaics with one hundred billion tiles    
Were hanging on the walls in brilliant styles.    
Books towered all about in massive tomes,    
Compact collections filled with endless poems,   
Subversive to the mind with imagery    
Completing every possibility,     
Each possible arrangement of the letters,    
Compiled to someday be defiled to tatters,    
Drowned deep in paper, deeper though with meaning,   
Plucked from the mental source with choosy gleaning,  
With beauty and philosophy too rife    
To read in such short time span of one life.    
Brain-breaching wonders towered all about,    
But there before them stood one wretched lout,   
A slovenly and poorly polished knave,    
A freedman who once used to be a slave.    
He quivered in the presence of the king,    
Though with the trifles held a similar zing.    
The patron king expressed his bounding voice,   
An equal tone to mourn or to rejoice:    
“You lowly slave, who whimpers at my feet,    
To stand before me have you such conceit?    
You should be tilling rows across the field    
Not plotting sonnets in your mind for yield.    

What has a plebe to say that’s so profound,    
That in a king’s grand ears it should resound?   
I count in conquered kingdoms while you thus   
Count iambs with your broken abacus!”    
The wastrel cowered to the king’s demand,    
And claimed his right to serve the royal hand:   
“I’m Æsop, man of many different labels,    
A king of wit, most famous for my fables,    
A slave, then freedman, now a fabled man,    
Far too intangible to live one span,     
A legend that exists on airy breath     
That growing ever lingers without death.    
From Samos where I plowed and tended stables,   
I come to you to pilfer from your tables.    
And morals for a morsel I will trade,    
And sophistry for sustenance I’ve paid.    
So please accept me as I now intrude,    
To steal a bite of luscious, kingly food.”    
With this he toasted with a mighty chalice,    
As his great patron king watched him with malice.   
With wondrous wine his lavish lips were soaked,   
And to the fool King Croesus proudly croaked:   
“I’ve heard of you, ex-slave of Iadmon, who    
Claims animals can do as humans do,    
Who now intrudes to gorge upon my feasts,    
Embodies ideology in beasts;     
Who interrupts a king’s forever-fest;    
Whose moral stories are the bestial best.    
Fast, perseverant rumor travels far,     
Though slander and excess will often mar    
The truth that once it captured in its flight    
And vainly turn truth false and make wrong right.   
I heard that you were mute but now you speak,   
That you are strong when once your mind was meek.   
I heard that you acquired your fluid speech    
By mystic means, that once you did beseech    
Dark Hades, sold your life to have a tongue,    
And now there is no tale you haven’t sung.    
Though more amazing would it be if man    
Himself without divine assistance can    
Achieve the speech that men claim you to bear,   
If man himself can build loquacious flair,    
If eloquence was something to achieve,    
Not something mystical to just believe...    
...Enough with mystic foibles! For my brain    
Is rational and from caprice abstains.    
I can’t believe that fascinating tales     
From you can spew and endlessly avail.    
Exemplify the worth that all have found    
Within your stories, which are so renowned.”   
With Æsop’s mouth engorged with fancy foods,   
Into the throne room, his famed tongue protrudes:   
“You wish to here my fables splendid king?    
One million men I’d kill for such a thing!    
You are a man worth flattery, my liege;    
This exaltation cannot be reneged;     
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Your constant compliment is all I’ll say,    
Throughout the living length of every day.    
Do summon all the flatterers on earth,    
To live to laud your endless, seamless worth!”   
The irritated king then proudly said,    
With new self-confidence to fill his head:    
“Though these grand lauds may be sincere from you,   
And are too magnified because they’re true,    
These praises answer nothing that I ask,    
And now within my presence you just bask,    
An idler, feeding on a patient king,     
And just subduing him by flattering;    
I pay for master flatterers for such;     
I train professionals to praise me much.    
But let’s return to what you’re doing here;    
You come to tell me stories I do fear...    
Do you believe that any tale you yield    
Deserves my food to fuel the worth it wields?   
Can you, mere jester, match my works with words?   
Can eloquence emit from lips in herds?    
Can you entice despondent men to dance?     
Can you excite a genius to a trance?    
What is so special in these tales of yours,    
This substance that the whole of time adores?   
What universal fact is stored within,    
Preserved, like physics, ‘til the final din?    
Substantiate your subtleties for me     
So that in light I can more fully see.”    
Crude Æsop laughed and gulped his pleasant drink,   
So skilled in narrative he didn’t think:    
“Instructor and ambassador to you,     
I’ll be and will tell tales that are all true    
In meaning... although maybe not in plot,    
For truly animals don’t talk a lot...     
I’ll rival other stories with my fame,    
As greatest narrator I’ll duly claim.     
I’ll teach you many things  that your  great minds,   
Adept philosophers, through years don’t find.   
Competing with your court of intellects    
I’ll have on you the greatest of effects:    
Above Solon of Athens I’ll prevail,     
And Thales of Miletus soon will fail.    
I’ll wander lands of your hegemony     
To vast Greek states where they have heard of me.   
I will announce truth’s greatness in my tales    
For that is single force that naught travails;    
I will convince Corinthians from mob law    
And teach them that their chaos is their flaw;   
In Athens where King Pisistratus rules,    
I’ll teach the commons that they are such fools,   
And should prefer their current tyranny    
To dangerous unknowns of anarchy.    
Someday I’ll die at Delphi, there be framed    

As worthless thief, before Apollo shamed,    
A vase of gold implanted in my case,    
Gone from Apollo’s temple, its right place,    
From which infernal vent these augurs come    
That now I say with precognition from    
The oracle that is Apollo’s nun;     
She knows how earth will end and was begun.   
The Delphians will eject me from a cliff    
With Neptune’s wrath below and with no skiff.   
My spirit will condemn them with no pity.    
Disasters will destroy their faulted city,    
And by the flowing of my ruthless blood    
Will be grand vortexes and fearsome floods    
I’ll stand before the sapient seven sages,    
Renowned for my impressive, fabled pages;    
In sculpture in fair Athens there I’ll stand    
Carved by artistic Lysippus’s hand.     
Great Socrates will someday quote from me;    
Just as the endless mobs now dote on me.    
And someday rumors warping truth will give   
Me life, and in such rumor I will live    
Again to fight at fierce Thermopylae    
A patriot where there again I’ll die.     
Demetrius Phalereus will compile     
My works, two hundred, in assorted files    
In Alexandria’s Library where     
They will repose for all who wish to hear.    
Beneath Augustus Caesar, Phaedrus will    
Make Latinized Iambics with great skill.    
Valerius Babrius, will combine these tales    
With other tales of beasts and common ails.    
Then Maximus Planudes, Christian monk,    
Into a well of ink his quill he’ll dunk    
And copy manuscripts of them with zeal    
And change them for a slightly Christian feel.   
Within my splendid tales, truth’s tyranny    
Will linger five and twenty centuries!    
Then Walter Barta will convert the tales    
To poems that will be good enough for sales.”   
He worked these words with lubricant of wine,   
Without distracting hunger as he dined.    
The aggravated king then disapproved,    
Although by these long ramblings he was moved:   
“But tell the stories now knave, don’t delay;    
Our time on Earth will swiftly slip away.    
The glamour of your fame will only irk,    
If you don’t reinforce the worth with work!”    
And humble Æsop cleared his clogging throat,   
And he chastised himself for such a gloat;    
So he could let the stories’ meanings soak,    
He hesitated and then strongly spoke;    
With certain consecration in his words,    
He told the greatest stories ever heard...    
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Fables of 
Appreciation and 

Ingratitude 
 
 
 
 
 

Appreciation causes happiness, 
And to the universe is a caress, 
That gives recoil of joy to our existence, 
Which is so much because its just subsistence, 
And gratitude is life’s most precious duty, 
For it is what provokes the present beauty; 
Ingratitude, however, will destroy, 
Because no matter how we try to cloy, 
We cannot satisfy ourselves on earth, 
If we deny that everything has worth; 
We thus can never cause our mental mirth 
If we have all declared a constant dearth. 
Man never can appreciate enough 
And flattery will never be just fluff. 
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The Dog in the Manger      
 
A sleepy dog looked for a place to stay    
And found a comfy manger full of hay    
Upon the soft expanse of fluff he lay;    
And there he slept the summer day away.    
Within the quiet barn a hungry ox     
Returned from toil to feed upon its stocks;    
Within his stall he found the slumbering dog    
Who lay entranced in dreamy, pleasant fog.    
The ox attempted to receive its food,    
A jovial host, not wanting to intrude    
Upon the soft guest’s sleep and be so rude    
To jounce it from the peace that it pursued.    
That ox could not receive the nutrient nest    
Without awakening his canine guest.    
So he soon knocked the sleeper from its dreams,   
Though then was forced to listen to its screams.   
Enraged by such disruption then the guest    
Began to bark harsh insults and detest,    
Disparaging the ox that had destroyed    
The peaceful sleep that had so long been cloyed:   
“You bother me in sleep and now I wake;    
Your generosity I do forsake,     
For, wakening, I have a wrathful mood,    
And for your rudeness I have right to brood.    
Dumb Ox, you’d best go off to far off Naples,   
Not try to extricate me from your staples.”    
The ox replied to these barks, much annoyed    
That as its bed his food had been employed:    
“Bad guest of mine, deplore your unkind dalliance;   
Your great ingratitude is sure not valiance.    
You don’t appreciate your kindly host,    
And try to give the least and take the most,    
You should sleep when it is the silent night,    
Not during day when causing me this blight.    
You cannot sleep here anyway in light,    
For sun and I will interrupt your plight.    
You cannot have this manger as your bed    
For with no food I surely will be dead,    
And with no ox, the manger will be gone    
You can’t have this plush comfort; don’t be wan,   
And don’t deny it to me silly dog;     
You can’t have this, but I can! So don’t clog!   
I would have left some hay on which to sleep,   
But now within my stomach I will keep    
The whole of my large banquets so to fight,    
Your laziness with my large appetite.”    
The ox attacked the canine where it lay;    
It jumped out from the store of tasty hay.    
The ox then ate the whole of it that day;    
The fool dog had no place on which to stay.    
 
The Gardener and his Dog     
 

A gardener, who owned a little doggy    
Was watering his plants ‘til they were soggy,   
And as he worked, around him rushed the pup,   
Which often would knock down his water cup   
And spill the water that he worked to bring    
Out from his well upon its tensile string.    
While trying to retrieve a shallow drink    
The puppy, fearing it would drown and sink,    
Fell down into the humid bucket top    
And spilled the water that it tried to sop.    
The irritated gardener just laughed     
And brought the water new out from the shaft.   
He lowered that small pail into the well    
And down long ways into the pit it fell,    
And then he toiled to reel the bucket up    
For heavy water now had filled the cup    
But as he toiled, annoying, came the pup    
Desiring tasty food on which to sup.    
Then there the soggy pup leaped on the wall    
Above the well where soon the pup would fall.   
The dog then bit into its master’s hand,    
Which flinched and knocked the pup for its demand.   
The pup then slipped and fell, for it was brash,   
And down below there was an echoed splash.   
The gardener in fear drew up the pail    
Though in the cup the pup did not prevail.    
The man then threw his clothes upon the ground   
And jumped into the well and t’ward the sound,   
While grabbing on the ropes to lower down    
Into the depths where there the pup could drown.   
He pulled the pulley ‘til he reached the pool    
Where in the water swam a fishy school    
And swam the pup who scarcely was afloat    
On whom the master now came down to dote.   
It soon would die if it was not retrieved;    
By master’s hands its treading was relieved.    
He brought the puppy back up to the light    
Though leaving blinded fishes in their night.    
He wrapped the dog inside his cast off shirt    
And garnished up its painful, little hurts.    
He petted it and did not think to scold    
And then to warm it from its shiv’ring cold    
He went inside his home and on the stove    
There was a bubbling pot of tasty troves.    
He took some juicy meat off from his fire    
And gave it to the dog but to his ire     
The mongrel bit his hand and made it bleed.    
He took the meat and didn’t let it feed    
Then straight back to the well he kicked the fiend   
For from such habits it had long been weaned.   
Hr cast the tiny dog into the pit,     
And shouted down the well to torment it:    
“You bit the hand that tried to give you food;   
There is no tolerance for dogs so rude    
And with the fishes you will find your home,   
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For you will drown inside the murky foam!”    
The stupid mongrel tried to save itself    
By grasping on a little rocky shelf.     
It howled all day and even into night    
Though was ignored throughout its helpless plight   
The master then forgot about the pup,    
And gave it not one thing on which to sup.    
It ate the little fish that swam about     
Though soon the short supply had all run out.   
And soon it was too weak of voice to moan    
And had no food to fuel its muscle tone.    
And too weak to support its helpless swim    
Its consciousness became too frayed and dim.   
It thrashed large waves and took its final breath,   
And then it sadly sank down to its death.    
 
The Ass and his Masters      
 
An ass was discontent with all its work;    
Each day it woke and living only irked.    
The gardener that owned it worked it hard;    
By tedious toil the ass claimed to be marred.    
The donkey wished to have a kinder master,    
But when it whined the man just worked it faster.   
The donkey firmly wished to leave from there   
And wasted toiling-time in pointless prayer:    
“Grand Jupiter, I’m tortured by this man;    
From animals this demon should be banned.    
Please save me from his wrath and send me where   
I can be peaceful and can better fair.”    
But Jupiter perceived the ass to be     
A wastrel who deserved no sympathy.    
The master worked it hard though not enough,   
For Jupiter wished him to toil more tough    
With anger at its reticence from toil,    
The master forced the ass to till the soil    
Though it repined and wasted time in leisure.   
The man then sold it for a tiny measure    
Of money for he said it was a bum,     
Not worth a single coin upon your thumb.    
A potter bought the beast who worked it worse;   
The donkey moaned beneath great Zeus’s curse:   
“Great Zeus why do you only send me hate?    
To you, great god, I solely supplicate!    
I used to till the fields though now I plod    
Along the road with clay in massive clods.    
I carry tinder to the kilns for fire;     
I solve the master’s dominant desire.    
This master is not better than before;    
He tortures me and harms me much, much more!”   
The donkey in this sordid way complained    
And so his horrid fate became engrained.    
The potter didn’t like the donkey either;    
Too often it would rest to take a breather.    
It didn’t work enough to make it worth    
The food that he supplied to fill its girth.    

The ass’s search to find a better master,    
Was leading ever deeper t’ward disaster.    
A blacksmith bought the donkey, which was cursed;   
Of all the masters this man was the worst.    
Possession by the blacksmith was extreme;    
He worked within the ovens and the steam.    
The smoke and flame surrounded him with soot.   
He pained upon the master’s iron-boot.    
His life within the shop was dark and droll,    
So clouded by the metal dross and coal.    
The donkey was reluctant to obey,     
And wasted hours of work to kneel and pray:   
“I hate to pump the bellows in the heat;    
Beneath this work I suffer sure defeat;    
I’m scalded by the boiling, pouring metal    
This is no place that I would like to settle.”    
The ass was bartered to a violent tanner,    
Who treated it in quite malicious manner,    
And nothing kept him back from killing it,    
For he could seam a donkey coat to fit.    
The thankless donkey prayed a final time,    
Without repentance for his whining-crime:    
“Please take me from this master that I loathe;   
He often makes us equines into clothes.    
For if I slightly slack he will not mind,    
For he will kill and take my raw behind!    
He will not care when I have sorely) died    
For then the evil fiend will flay my hide!”    
Majestic Zeus replied with brutal scorn,    
To which the wastrel donkey was forlorn:    
“In every job you strive for your laments,    
You burrow, and you brood for discontents!    
If after such extents you still don’t thrive,    
Then gloom will be as long as you survive.”    
 
The Porcupine and the Snakes     
 
A colony of snakes lived in a hole,     
Which had been dug by some now-distant mole;   
The cave was large enough for massive numbers   
Where they could hold their cozy winter slumber.   
Though, searching for a home, a porcupine    
Approached and traveled down into this mine.   
She saw the snakes and then apologized    
For rudely walking in, not recognized.    
The snakes were happy that she was so nice;    
They did not think her vain mistake a vice.    
The snakes were kind enough that she replied:   
“Kind snakes, is there enough space here inside,   
For you to lend me just a tiny nook;     
I’m trying to find comfort and I look    
Down here and see a place where there is space;   
Can I be tenant to your noble race?     
Already you have shone your hospitality;    
The stories of you don’t reflect reality,    
For you are not beguilers like is told,    
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In many books of new and books of old.”    
The snakes were very flattered her praise,    
And they allowed her in their house to laze.    
They didn’t know how long the beast would stay,   
But didn’t think they minded anyway.    
The porcupine curled up with all her quills    
Erected all around her in great frills.    
The snakes were irritated by this trait,    
A nuisance they did not appreciate.     
For every time they moved around inside,    
They felt a pointy quill pierce through their hide.   
They knew that they had made a horrid deal,    
Because of all the pain that they would feel.    
The porcupine stayed there for all the winter,   
And gave the cozy snakes one thousand splinters.   
The friendship was completely a mistake;    
They thought it something that they could forsake;   
Eventually they told her of their frets    
That those sharp quills of hers were prodding threats:   
“We cannot coexistence, friend porcupine,    
Although we, maybe, like each other fine,    
We cannot live without the others pains;    
We snakes are punctured by your pointy banes.”   
The porcupine distressed on her effect,    
Though not in such a way that they’d expect:   
“I’m sorry that my pointy body hurts    
But I can’t help my nature, to be curt;    
I can advise some methods for the cure;    
If you snakes leave then you need not endure.   
I do not want you anymore bereaved;    
If you don’t like my company then leave.”    
The snakes were angry at her harsh request,    
And at themselves for having such a guest.    
The snakes desired to kill the great free-rider    
But couldn’t get their piercing fangs inside her,   
Without the fear that they’d be also speared.    
Those hosts could not react because they feared,   
And they had no dexterous aptitude     
To firmly fight her great ingratitude.    
The shivering snakes moved out just as she told;   
Immediately they were dead of cold.    
 
Jupiter, Minerva, Neptune, and Momus    
 
In time before the modern world began    
When pluming gods had not created man,    
There rose contention in between these three:   
Grand Neptune who commands the seething sea;   
Minerva who invented sophistry;     
And Jupiter, the king divinity.     
They bickered for a time in harsh debate    
Discussing who of those three could create    
The most impressive thing to live on earth,    
That would contain the most intrinsic worth.    
The gods disputed for long centuries,    
expanding argument to subtleties:     

“I Jupiter can monument perfection     
With beauty past your tiniest detection.    
I am most powerful of all the gods     
Compared to me you merely make crude clods.”   
“But I Minerva am the queen of wit,    
And challenging your brutal strength is fit,    
For though you can cleave mountain peaks apart,   
It scarcely sculpts a piece of brilliant art.    
Intelligence must see perfection’s flaws    
And guide its goods with fine aesthetic laws.”   
“I Neptune, though am worthy competition,    
For I can work in watery conditions;    
I live in sea, by far a better medium,    
In which abode to hold artistic tedium,    
For whales can live on sea but cannot breach    
The water’s edge to flop upon the beach,    
For then their crush themselves with their own weight;  
I sea-god can more skillfully create.”    
The gods were arguing of such a thing    
And never did some careful reasoning,    
Until Judge Momus came and then suggested   
That their contention finally be tested.    
The gods agreed to skillfully contend,    
So that their argument could cleanly end.    
They all set out to make the best creation,    
While Momus was the judge for mediation.    
Great Neptune worked to brutally design    
The fiercest animal and to refine     
The ethic of a worker in a beast,     
And also make it tasty as a feast,     
And made a massive bull who tilled the land    
By means of his immense creative hand.    
Minerva worked with architecture’s rules,    
And used her intellect to wield her tools,    
And deigned precision mathematic thoughts.    
Eventually impressive things were wrought:    
She built a Classic building on a hill,    
That stood as statue to impressive skill,    
With symmetry and balance in its art,    
A work of mind defeating works of heart.    
Grand Jupiter grabbed Chaos by the throat    
And wielding high his potency he smote    
The anarchy into a useful matter,     
Conformed to make a biologic batter    
That he could meld to make the finest plan:    
The graceful shape of self-controlling man.    
Confining all his skill into the form,    
He worked until the man was naturally warm,   
Denying all priorities for this,     
Allowing all the earth to run amiss,     
Allowing Vulcan’s smithy uncontrolled,    
To spew extremes of smoldering fire to mold   
The flatness of the flaming Earth anew,    
Into a perfect sphere intensely brewed,    
Permitting pyroclastic stone to flow,    
And all the stones with raging fire to glow,    
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Attending not the portals of the Titans,    
Allowing them to rampage and to heighten    
The disarray until the earth, denied,     
Was hurling t’ward oblivion to hide.    
But then he finished his extraneous work,    
And calmed the earth where once it ran berserk.   
At last the gods collected and their judge,    
Fair Momus (who long held an unknown grudge)   
Came to the group to judge this great contest    
And in the end to glorify the best.     
But Momus didn’t want to judge it fair,    
Though none of them of this were well aware.   
The grudge he held was envy of their power,    
Which he desired, by which he would devour   
Them all with might and potently create,    
Far better things than they could e’en berate.    
He came before Minerva’s edifice,     
A wondrous sight that one could not dismiss.   
Just Momus looked upon the house and saw    
That in the build it had a silly flaw:     
It wasn’t built with wheels so that it could,    
Traverse the land as kindly houses should,    
Avoiding places where the land is dry,    
Or where annoying neighbors settle nigh.    
He looked upon the bull and then exclaimed,    
That such a beast was by very poorly,    
Because it has its horns above its eyes,    
And can’t espy if what it punctures dies.    
Right Momus finally approached the man    
And looking on the beast for just a span,    
Against Zeus he rebelliously declared,    
That such an animal was the most weird,    
And by far of all creatures most inept,    
And should be killed and certainly not kept,    
To ruin the earth with its ineptitude,    
For earth was where the weak should not intrude   
For natural selection killed them fast,    
And only for a moment they could last.    
This man was not appareled in thick hair,    
Was naked, with no warmth of fur to wear,    
And for his heat the hairless chimp required    
The fur of animals and also fire.     
The human being did not have massive claws,   
Or teeth and had so many other flaws.    
His aptitudes of flesh had been replaced    
By strong cognition hidden by his face.    
He was a worthless state of devolution,    
Ineptitude itself in absolution.     
Intelligence was man’s one predilection    
But it was often rife with contradiction.    
Beyond his face, was evil in man’s mind,    
But there was no clean way to truly find    
If one man followed vice or followed good,    
And these two creed were not well understood,   
And sometimes seemed to blend into a gray,    
Where any morals seemed to fade away.    

Then Momus said some words that truly irked:   
“You gods have not achieved a one good work;   
The power of the universe’s in hand    
For you, great gods, to skillfully command,    
And you cannot create a work of worth;    
The universe must be a massive dearth,    
Where nothing can exist that is of beauty,    
And scolding it is our intrinsic duty.”    
Grand Jupiter was angry at this lout,    
Insulting all the gods in such a bout:    
“Fault-finder! Thinking no one should exult!    
In you I find the greatest of the faults!    
You find no worth existing in the world,    
And sabotage to builders you have hurled!    
You have no right to judge with your contempt,   
For you have never wrought a grand attempt,   
You’ve never built a creature or an art,    
You are too weak to know just where to start.   
Don’t dare insult the things on which we pride,   
You have no way to justify your chide,    
No reinforcement by achieving toil,     
To gain the right to damage us and spoil    
The gorgeous things for which we have achieved,   
For which we worked with stresses, unrelieved!”   
His anger, like the friction of a noose,    
Was tightening and never coming loose:    
“You don’t deserve to judge the works of gods!   
You cannot even manufacture clods!!!    
Great critics never gain the right to speak,    
Without some value held beyond critique.    
If you do not appreciate existence,     
Then you should not require your life’s persistence.”   
Grand Zeus expelled him with a mighty fist,    
And his disparagement was never missed.    
Zeus threw him and into the dark he dived,    
T’ward Chaos from which depths he was derived.   
 
The Hawk and the Farmer     
 
A murder pilfered one poor farmer’s crops    
And he desired this thievery to stop.    
He didn’t want his farmland so bequeathed,    
And for intense indemnity he seethed.    
He place a massive net to catch these crows,    
Protecting all the seeds that he had sewed.    
He thought that catching such a massive flock   
Would feed him with far more than his grain stock,   
And eating meat of thieves that ate his grain,    
Would be like eating his own grain again,    
For it would be inside the meat he ate,    
And make the carnage taste extremely great.    
He planted novel seeds and then awaited,    
For them to be indeftly confiscated,     
So he could run and capture all who flew,    
Down to the net to find some food to chew.    
He caught a plentitude and never stopped,    
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Although his seeds were planted and were cropped.   
But then one day a hawk flew through the net   
Attempting to out run a dove to get     
The meat upon the body of the prey.    
The farmer caught the predator that day    
And let the pigeon that it chased go free;    
The hawk was angry and it made a plea:    
“Please farmer, let me certainly assert:    
You’re not the one who I had tried to hurt;    
I tried to kill the pigeon for my food,    
And not to sorely fall and to intrude     
Upon your crops, which I do not delight    
To eat; I will not... Have not! taken bites.    
If you will eat me then it’s savagery;    
For I do not deserve your violent spree.”    
The farmer though the bird and hypocrite    
And didn’t like its tone a single bit:     
“You may not try to harm me, fearsome hawk;   
But still, hypocrisy infests your talk.    
You tried to harm the pigeon that flew by;    
It would have been devoured and sadly died.    
The pigeon wasn’t doing harm to you,    
But you were still attempting, as you flew,    
To kill it and to eat the helpless thing;    
But now you helpless are entrapped in strings,   
And feebly you fear death and sadly whine,    
That on your carcass I will deftly dine.    
You mercilessly, brutally devour,     
But you don’t think that I should wield such power   
On you, my stupid little bird of prey.    
I wasn’t going to eat you anyway,     
But now your villainy has me inspired,    
And taste of your fine meat is now desired,    
For I am going to crack you serpent spine,    
And on your evil meat morosely dine!”    
 
The Bull and the Goat      
 
A bull was grazing on a luscious prairie    
That was with tasty grasses thick and hairy.    
Within the shady brush a massive cat    
Was plotting its destruction, for his fat.    
The bull suspected something, though could not   
Perceive the danger in the grassy lot,    
For all around were grasses to be gleaned    
And only luscious tastes to all be seen,    
Concealing all the peril in the maze;    
The hazy bull ignored and bent to graze.    
The cat erupted from the nearby bush    
And straight upon the grazer took a rush.    
The bull evaded and began a sprint     
Away from such a horrid incident.     
He ran but still the lion followed fast;    
Each moment was potential as his last.    
He hurried with a grand celerity     
With goal secured in utmost clarity.    

Ahead he, panicked, saw a distant cave,    
Within which depths he could be surely saved.   
He rushed within the cavern and his keep,    
Which tunneled dark and droll and very deep.   
Upon the fearsome cat, with horns, he turned   
And scared the monster as he fiercely spurned.   
It couldn’t hurt the bull from his horned front,   
Because it would experience his brunt.    
The bull gave out a massive, mighty grunt,    
And with the burst the savage cat was shunned.   
The bull was happy with its catacomb    
And stayed within the entrance of the home.    
But then he felt attacking from behind,    
For something bit him from that side, there blind.   
The bull then turned to see the source of bites   
Though couldn’t see where there weren’t any lights,   
And as he turned he knew that it was fault    
Because the cat outside could then assault.    
He felt the bite again and caught the fiend    
That wandered up and bit his great behind.    
It was a goat who lived within the hole    
And had been irritated by the bull     
Who loomed within his doorway uninvited    
And clotted it and made it poorly lighted.    
The goat berated him for being there;    
The bull was safe and didn’t really care:    
“Friend goat, I thank you for your grand abode,   
For such a spacious chamber for my load,    
And for your most delightful hospitality,    
Which saved me from the wrathful cat’s regality!   
I’m an unwanted nuisance, I do fear;    
That must be why you’re biting on my rear.    
I can assure you that when danger’s passed,    
I’ll leave your latticed atrium at last,    
But please do not provoke me into rage,    
For I’m a knight and you’re a lowly page,    
For I’d defeat you in a blink with ease.    
Don’t be a stupid bother, if you please.    
I’ll take your small annoyance for escape    
From lions, kings, of all the jungle drapes.    
Believe me that those nibbles are just pores    
Compared to gore that claws or horns can bore.   
Compared to such a lion, you’re no threat,    
And of your presence I will never fret.    
My strong retaliation to your itch,     
Will mercilessly knock you from your niche,    
And show you why I’m scared by such a lion   
But not by your aversion to complyin’.”    
The lion left and then the angry bull    
Was free to give the goat its painful toll.    
 
The Hen and the Cat      
 
A hen was getting weak and getting old.    
It one day sorely caught an awful cold.    
It stayed within its house and there it droned    
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The days away and gruffly, feebly moaned.    
It’s chill had frozen all its brittle bones;    
All words that seeped out from its mouth were groans .  
Its throat was filmed and squeaked like sticky chalk   
And was so raspy that she couldn’t talk.    
Her muscles were recalcitrant and rigid    
And though she had a fever she was frigid.    
Her temperature was vacillating high    
And then was falling low, like in the sky,    
Where heat decreases as increases height,    
Until a point when solar heat and light    
Effects the heat to ride with altitudes.    
This oscillates its trend as height extrudes    
Into the space where all is frozen void    
And radiation has all things destroyed.    
Thus was the hen who burned until a freeze,    
Who had not energy enough to sneeze.    
She realized, when having such bad health,    
That truly health is life’s primordial wealth.    
She couldn’t eat because her stomach burned   
And deep inside she heard it as it churned    
Like it was eating organs in her gut;    
Her bowels her painful, even to her butt.    
The animals would always come to her    
And ask her if she needed help to cure,    
If she desired some seeds or any grain    
Or any treats to ease her suffering pain.    
She scarcely could reply to all of this,    
With useful mental function all amiss,    
And with her ears blockaded by her snot    
And with her quaking body boiling hot,    
And with her eyes so clotted they were blind    
And lost all their connection to her mind.    
The animals desired to be of aid     
And for the feeble hen they often prayed,    
But never were their services of use;    
In fact their kindness seemed to be abuse.    
She was ungrateful for their constant bother    
Because in care she was completely smothered   
And didn’t pay attention to her cold.    
When they would come, the hen would sickly scold   
And lose her energy upon her voice,    
And all that came from her was feeble noise.    
One day a cat came over and he asked:    
“Would you, sick hen, have me do any task?”   
The hen said no and tried to sleep, quite calm...   
“Would you, hen, like a balneation balm,    
Would you like any other kinds of alms?”    
The stupid cat was nothing more than qualms.   
The cat thus interrupted all her dreams,    
And she said no and tried to sleep through screams:   
“Would you like food or water or a sweet?    
I know that I can get a lot of treats.”    
The hen was now quite angry at the aid,    
For such a cat had meanly disobeyed    
And tried to help without her asking first:    

“I have no hunger, taste and have no thirst!    
Just leave and let me rest in dreamy sleep;    
Within my faculties this cold is deep,    
And when you talk, on me you are a curse    
And cause my body to become much worse    
For when I use the functions of my body    
It worsens them and makes them feel more shoddy.   
Just leave me in my warm and comfy nest    
And don’t barrage me as I try to rest.    
You are assaulting me with generosity,    
For when I’m sick your help is animosity;    
I cannot now keep up with your verbosity    
Because my nose is thick with great mucosity.   
I know that for me you are all concerned,    
But for your kindness I will have you spurned,   
For if on you I use my precious breath,    
Then your concern will surely cause my death.”   
The cat by this was very much dismayed,    
And to the victim angrily he said:     
“Well you are most ungrateful, chicken friend;   
Ungratefulness will surely be your end!”    
The cat left her alone to die in peace    
And since she did, the hen did not cease,    
Instead she had the potency to heal,     
And lived to scorn not mourn the big ordeal.    
 
The Wolf and the Crane      
 
A feral wolf was hunting on the marsh;    
Its reputation was extremely harsh.     
It was the fiercest of the predators,     
Most vicious of all savage murderers.    
It hunted through the weeds and found a crane,   
And slyly planned to cause its mortal pain.    
He pounced upon the bird and bit its neck;    
The tension in its spinal chord went slack    
And it deceased from such a fierce attack;    
The wolf consumed the prey as tasty snack.    
He cleaned the carcass of its juicy meat,    
Immersing in the splendor of the treat,    
But accidentally swallowed too much food,    
And in the meat a bone dared to intrude.    
The tiny bone got lodged within his throat;    
Unbridled pain within him harshly smote    
Him into misery; that small bone poked,    
And with extreme abrasion he was choked.    
He fled to many animals to find     
Assistance for the malady, consigned    
To begging, though he couldn’t even yelp;    
This gulping tyrant asked th’oppressed for help!   
No animals felt mercy for the brute,     
And left him sadly stranded with no loot:    
“I do not care when such a despot whines;    
That bone within his throat could well be mine!   
He probably is faking so that he     
Can get a meal out from his treachery!”    
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He rushed around; within him was his bane,    
And then he found a lightly wading crane:    
“Great crane can you extract out from my maw   
A tiny piece of bone that I ate raw?     
I am ashamed to say that I’m defeated;    
What hunters couldn’t beat, this clod of meat did.   
Not ruined by predators but by the prey!    
I’d hate to fall in such a worthless way!    
Could you remove this pain with your long beak,   
And reach down in my gullet where you’ll seek   
The fragment of the bone that’s pierced my gut;   
For by that pin my vitals are being cut.    
I’ll give you anything that you request,    
If you remove this pricker from my breast.”    
The crane, enticed by prospect of a gift,    
Convinced itself to help the wolf and sift    
The contents of its stomach for the bone    
That made the fiercest tyrant sorely groan.    
The wolf then opened up its foaming jaws;    
The bird dipped down into its gaping maw.    
Its head was fully in the wolf’s great gape;    
If it was bitten, it would not escape,     
For as into the mouth a morsel hangs,    
It puts itself at mercy of the fangs.     
It dunked its beak down through the narrow throat   
And like a tweezers grabbed the tiny tote.    
Relinquishing out from the pulsing hole    
It frightfully achieved its daring goal.    
The wolf was pleased by being thus relieved    
Of pain for which it long had sorely grieved.    
The bird then asked it for a nice reward;    
But to the helper said the vicious lord:    
“You think that you deserve a prize for this!?   
I’ve given you the chance to reminisce,    
Remembering that once your beak was dipped   
Into a canine’s molten maw that dripped    
With blood and fluids from your relatives;    
You dare ask more!? I’ve let you longer live!   
That is enough I think, for such an act;    
As you retracted I could have attacked.    
I sacrificed a meal so you’d survive;    
But now for more you foolishly connive?    
You’ll live to reproduce and tell your kids    
Of these adventures and what stunts you did,:   
That you have put your head inside a wolf    
And you survived to tell it, not engulfed!”    
 
The Dog invited to Supper     
 
A wealthy man was brandishing his riches    
And held such parties that he woke the liches;   
Each evening was an airy-fairy feast    
Where he invited everyone, at least!    
They had extremely luscious gourmet treats    
And dishes that were all that one could eat.    
One day the wealthy man desired to bring    

His peasant friend to come eat like a king.    
The peasant was ecstatically delighted    
That to such great events he was invited.    
The man was pleased that he made his friend glad   
And planned the largest banquet ever had.    
This wealthy man had owned a little dog,    
Which also ate the dainties like a hog    
And was the fattest dog to roam the street    
And mostly didn’t roam when it could eat.    
But this time it was wandering around    
And skirted just outside its master’s grounds    
And felt a little tired from all the walking    
But then it saw a pack of mongrels stalking;    
Amongst the dogs one was the peasants pet,    
The very peasant that the rich man let    
Come over for a taste of elegance.     
Those dogs were out to hunt for food by chance,   
Though soon the wealthy dog approached and barked:  
“Friend peasant dog, you must come when its dark,   
And gorge upon my master’s lovely food.    
You must not worry that you will intrude    
For my rich master has invited yours;    
You master is a friend that mine adores.    
Since he invites you master I invite     
You, friend, to come and take a blissful bite.”   
The peasant dog was skeptical of this    
But wouldn’t pass a chance for foodful bliss.    
The poor dog was agreeable and said:    
“Through flood and mud and blood I will be led;   
Through frost and tundra, avalanche-pursued,   
I’d go to get a bite of kingly food.”     
The dogs within his pack were jealous and    
They scorned the food as tasteless, canned, and bland.  
At night, the two dogs met, and through the yard   
The skinny dog pursued the dog of lard    
Until the wealthy dog approached the back    
And told him what to do to get a snack:    
“Just go in through the back door and approach   
The smell of dainty food and then encroach    
Upon the odor and then eat your meal;    
There’s plenty of delicious things to steal.”    
The rich dog went inside the house’s front    
And left the peasant at the back to hunt.    
The dog could smell the dainties as he stood    
Upon the back porch, and they smelled quite good:   
“This truly smells like quite a worthy dinner,   
And after this I can’t get any thinner,    
For I have found a meal to last forever    
And never from this fortune shall I sever;    
I’ll eat this source until I have exploded    
For I don’t know when I’ll need to be loaded    
So full that I will never move from here    
For future scarcity may be quite near,    
And if I do not fill my belly now     
The future may not be so well endowed    
And I could die in famines where my fat    
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Would save me from my foodless habitat.”    
The dog intruded through the dorsal door    
And looked around the kitchen to explore    
And find the food that everywhere left smell    
As if the very air was food as well.     
The smells enticed the mongrel to excite    
And jump around in splendor and delight.    
But then the dog was seen by kitchen slaves    
Who recognized the canine for a knave,    
A stray who was intruding for a taste    
Of dainties that they did not want to waste.    
A servant grabbed the beast and threw him out   
Straight through a window; it began to pout,    
The dog had understood that it was wrong    
To enter through the back door all along,    
But it had tried the method anyway     
And now had learned a lesson for the day.    
The massive doors were closed and windows sealed;   
It didn’t even taste the lovely meal,     
And drool was spewing from its slobbering tongue.   
Around the door for just a span it hung    
Until it saw its pack of dogs and stood    
And acted like it ate the luscious food.    
The dogs then asked if it had been delicious    
Or if the master spurned him and was vicious.   
The dog had tasted nothing but it said,    
That it had drunk and carnally had fed:    
“But I have had so very much to drink,    
That of the luscious tastes I cannot think!”    
 
The Old Man and Death      
 
There was an ancient man who bundled sticks;   
His bones were brittle and his skin was thick.   
The calluses conformed to trench-like wrinkles,   
And on his skin were many freckled sprinkles.   
His bones were creaking like a wagon wheel.   
His tenderness was starting to congeal    
And formed a lattice where his stiffness thrived,   
Like rigid rigor mortis while alive.     
He bumbled through his actions as he wound   
A twine around the sticks upon the ground    
And made a sturdy bundle to transmit    
Them to his hut to burn below his spit    
Where he could roast his meager daily meal.    
The man was tired and he began to feel    
That he could never lift another twig.    
He stumbled as he sat upon the rig     
Supporting spinal stooping with a stick;    
He gave this bundled seat a hurtful kick    
And only felt that he had broke a toe,    
Like he had fractured bones and didn’t know.   
With pain in back and in his tender feet    
He sadly thought that life should be complete.   
He screamed and even yelling hurt his lungs,   
As on the stack of twigs his frame was hung:    

“Most constant Death, just take me now forever;   
From this cruel world I asked to be dissevered,   
For I cannot endure this life of pain;    
This body weighs my old and withered brain.   
Just take me now, for I’m just one old man    
Who will not make a difference in a span,    
And that is all I even have ‘til death.    
My only function now is counting breaths!”    
Once his address had culminated, there    
Appeared a sulking character who scared    
The old man even further t’ward the grave.    
The figure was a skeleton and stave     
All sheathed in cloaks that were as black as light   
That isn’t ever seen by human sight.    
This character was Death and soon he said:    
“Are you this man who wishes to be dead?    
Or have you called on me for something other   
Than sending you to depths to there be smothered?”   
The ancient man, most fearful of his swell wish,   
Forgot his pains and loved his life like relish    
He mortified about the present guest,    
And gathered courage and he then addressed:   
“Stern Death, you are the last sight that I want,   
Not to be mean, but absolutely blunt.    
Until my time I want no thought of you,    
For I will see enough of you when through!    
But now that you are present in my mind    
And only nearby help that I can find,    
Can you please stay and help me with this bundle?   
You do not have to use your arms to trundle;    
Your presence is enough of potent aid    
To keep me on my work and too afraid    
To look away from this, my living task;    
This is the only favor that I ask.”     
 
The Fisherman Piping      
 
A fisherman went down into the swamp,    
So there away from people he could camp    
And lie at peace within the wilderness    
In nature and its rudiments of bliss     
And sit upon the bank just like a child,    
And catch a piece of nature while he whiled,    
For fish within the bog were large and ripe.    
He brought a net and rod and also pipes    
For music to accompany his day     
For he adored a musical display     
And he could play the pipes supremely well    
Delighting in the sounds he could expel.    
He cast his rod into the pond and waited,    
And he was bored and lightly syncopated.    
He tuned a scale and he believed that he    
Could lure some fishes with his melody.    
He tuned the flute and tooted high a tune    
And hoped that with him all the fish would croon   
And that the sea would swell to song and swoon,   
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Just like the tide attempts to reach the moon.    
He wanting all the fish to rush to dance    
By music of his fluting pipes entranced,    
And also to delight upon the shore     
And flop around so he could catch some more   
By means of music rather than by pole    
For waiting for a catch was very droll.    
He played the tune but fish did not approach    
And from the murky water didn’t broach.    
The tunes were billowing as he exhaled    
But harmony and consonance had failed,    
For fish avoided him and all his sound.    
His sleekly bated line remained unfound    
And he was disappointed by rejection    
For he had played the song to its perfection.    
Apollo was enthralled as he performed    
By nine lush Muses he was nursed and warmed.   
Although he wanted fish to synchronize    
And dance until their dance was their demise   
The fishes swished away and were not caught.   
Against his ends these silly fishes fought    
And they did not appreciate his tune;    
They’d find their punishment both harsh and soon.   
The fish were fearful and they swam away,    
But he espied their movement and delay.    
He grabbed his net and cast it through the air.   
The fish were struggling with the heavy snare,   
And as he dragged he saw the loads of fish    
That soon could make a very handsome dish.   
He dragged the net until he had enough    
And lifted it to shore, though it was tough.    
He plopped the pile upon the river bank    
And all the hopes and dreams of fishes sank.    
Upon the land they flopped in such a spree    
That one would think there was a melody    
To which they danced that was a lively song,   
For they were fiercely dancing long and strong.   
Their silver bodies struggled on the earth,    
But it appeared like dancing and like mirth.    
The old musician who was fishin’ saw    
Within the narrow netting, wriggling raw,    
One thousand little fishes dance about,    
All tasty dishes: bass, and perch, and trout.    
He was enraged that now they danced around   
When his sweet mellifluence didn’t sound.    
Just like a vicious storm across the water,    
He angrily berated and he slaughtered    
These fishes that were dancing at a time    
When music wasn’t echoing sublime:    
“You didn’t praise my music with your dance;   
You never boogied when you had the chance   
And now is not the proper dancing season    
You dance for fear; your deadly dread the reason;   
You didn’t gladly dance to praise my song    
And now I will not let you dance for long!”    
 

The Farmer and the Snake     
 
The winter time was cold and damp and dark,   
And in the snow, a snake was slithering stark;   
And it was freezing, for its body heat    
Absorbs from outer sources, where deplete    
In warmth the brutal world in winter was    
Because the sun was further and because    
The earth was tilted and had longer nights    
That could contribute to the freezing blight.    
The snake was crawling ‘til it sadly froze    
And in the state of scarcity it dozed.    
The serpent would have died upon the dirt    
But then a kindly farmer saw its hurt    
And ventured to provide its healing alms    
By holding it within his tepid palms     
And transporting it‘til he reached his house,    
Where there he gave the snake a torrid douse   
Upon the hearth where fires were blooming bright,   
That could supply the snake’s unworthy might.   
The farmer’s children gathered close to see    
The snake in its inept solidity,     
Completely at the mercy of the man,    
Who in his mind had put all snakes on ban    
But with emotion had betrayed his thoughts;    
So into his own home the fiend was brought.    
The children watched the snake as it survived   
And in the melting ice it sorely thrived.    
Within the puddle, still quite cold it writhed,    
But flames caused it to be both bold and blithe.   
Rejuvenating with the heating blast,    
The snake began to squirm severely fast    
And as it did a child approached to calm    
The fearsome snake with his adoring palm.    
The snake was fierce and saw the nearing child   
And nothing can detain a thing that’s wild,    
For it attacked and lounged its mighty teeth    
So that into the fingers he’d bequeath    
Some venom to repay the farmer’s deed    
By causing his envenomed son to bleed.    
The farmer did not think that this brutality    
Would be resultant from his hospitality.    
This man unsheathed a blade and swiftly slashed,   
And through the serpent’s spine a hole was gashed,   
And it could not yet reach the farmer’s kid,    
And luckily its venom never did,     
For it was writhing in a pool of blood,    
In halves that each provided more to flood.    
The farmer held his children back until    
The snake had died and lay there very still.    
He learned that things that were innately base,   
Could not be changed by deeds of noble grace.   
 
The Ass and his Driver      
 
A farmer drove his donkey down the road    
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But as he drove he didn’t set a code     
And let the donkey wander on its own    
Wherever it desired to venture down.    
It had no burden on its back and was    
Extremely rowdy on the road because    
It had a freedom that it hadn’t had     
Whenever with the farmer’s goods ‘twas clad.   
Meandering along the gravel way     
Its logic soon began to ravel, fray     
Because its freedom bounded through its mind   
And ruptured all constrictions that aligned    
And since the beast was often bounds by laws   
Without them it was childish, wild, and raw.    
Without the guidance to derive its trail,    
It thought it could survive and never fail    
Through any danger that obstructed it;    
It thought that liberty allowed its wit    
To be deceived by its rambunctious whim;    
The ravenous results of this were grim.    
Deciding that it didn’t like the street    
It wandered off upon its nimble feet     
Into the rocky, craggy wilderness     
Approaching t’ward a terrible abyss.    
The donkey thought that it would find a way    
To cut the trip in half, though to dismay    
It blindly neared the cliff beyond a crag    
Where it could fall and die a scalawag.    
The farmer rushed upon the roaming steed    
And tried to force the donkey to take heed,    
Though still the beast pushed on and neared the pit,   
In which would be no safe return for it.    
The precipice below was steep and deep    
And falling in would make the master weap.    
The ass was just about to climb the hill    
And fall into the pit and himself kill,    
But then the farmer grabbed it by the tail    
And tried to drag it back upon the trail.    
The stubborn ass resisted his assistance    
Approaching still the end of its existence    
By tugging t’ward the gorge were it would fall   
And there upon the bottom lose it all.    
The farmer pulled but didn’t have the strength   
To hold the donkey for a longer length    
And, as he held, the donkey plodded forth    
About to fall and lose his life on earth.    
The farmer didn’t want to also drop     
So he released the donkey, firmly stopped    
And watched the beast continue on the ledge    
And walk right off the steep and deadly edge.   
The farmer watched it as it sadly fell    
And in disdain down to the beast he yelled:    
“I’m sorry donkey, for if you desire     
To launch into these places, rough and dire,    
Then I will have to say behind and you    
Can do whatever you desire to do.     
For if you are so willful, be the master    

And go to either fortune or disaster.     
I leave you to your path and to your pace    
And never wish again to see your face.”    
 
The Stag and the Vine      
 
The arrows of the humans are not blunt    
For they are made to fly and pierce and hunt.   
And so a stag was running from the arrows    
And he escaped from them; though it was narrow.   
He dodged and flourished on his hooféd toes    
As hunters shot their arrows from their bows    
And missed though not by far as he escaped    
And through the snarling underbrush he scraped.   
The stag avoided them until his speed    
Was dwindling fast because he didn’t heed    
His rough exhaustion as he tried to flee,    
But couldn’t flee from his anatomy     
And its exhaustive limits on his mind.    
He ran into the bush to try to find     
A place where he could hide his tiring hide.    
Within a bramble he tried to confide,    
He hid amongst a deep and luscious vine    
Where he was there invisible and fine,    
Far from the nearest hunter’s twanging bow    
Deep in the dark where no one had to know.    
The stag remained within the veiling leaves    
Because of good protection it received    
When in the darkness and the greenery    
Where hunters couldn’t hear it there or see.    
The stag stood very still and then the men    
Approached the hiding place again, again,    
Until they verified that they had lost    
The fleeing stag into the mist and moss.    
The hunters wandered off to find the deer    
So they could catch and roast its tasty rear.    
They passed his secret spot and didn’t view    
That there beyond the vines it showed no clue   
And hid recondite in the trellises,     
More secret than a hidden treasure is,    
For life is treasure that must be sustained    
For other luxuries to be attained.     
The stag perceived them leave and was relieved   
Since from the danger it had been relieved.    
It was about to leave the tender groves    
But soon it realized that leafy troves    
Were all around in luscious plentitudes;    
The stag took mouthfuls of the leafy foods.    
The deer was quite ungrateful that the plant    
Had given it a place to hide and pant    
When it was tired and running from the dangers   
Of humans who were hunting forest grangers.   
The leaves that saved him from the men were fine   
And seemed a waste to leave and not to dine;   
The stag began to rustle through the bush    
And gave the leaves a pull and then a push.    
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The bush was very irritated that     
Upon its leaves the muncher now grew fat    
When it had been the bush that saved the deer   
From hunters that it had been right to fear.    
The bush was rattling with the leafy sound    
And as the hunters left they turned around    
For they perceived a rustle in the bramble    
And to the vine they fiercely tried to scramble   
And once in range they fired one hundred arrows   
Which burrowed through the stag’s internal marrow.   

The stag collapsed and realized its fault    
And that it had deserved the swift assault,    
For he had not showed gratitude and left.    
Instead he stayed, betrayed, became bereft,    
And fell to earth with many pouring wounds;   
As he was dying on the earth he swooned:    
“Those vines protected me but I have munched   
Upon their tendrils and their leafy bunch    
And I deserved exactly what ensued    
And just because of my ingratitude.”   
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Fables of 
Freedom and Security 

 
 
 
 
 

The free expand across the land to sea, 
And live amongst themselves in harmony, 
And act upon their reasoning or whim, 
But still their airy life can turn quite grim, 
For when the free become far too wide rangers, 
They can be killed by strange and unknown dangers; 
But in security they can be safe, 
And having too much freedom doesn’t chafe, 
Protected from assault and random rage 
Within a guarded vault, strong like a cage, 
That captures freedom for security, 
For safety can require a tyranny. 
So dangerous security can be, 
And from great dangers, freedom isn’t free. 
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The House Dog and the Wolf     
 
The moon above was glowing in the sky;    
A hungry wolf’s halloo resounded nigh    
The luminous surroundings cultured dread;    
The echoing outcry wished to be fed.    
A house dog roamed the forest in this night;    
It was a household guard and didn’t fright.    
A wolf pranced out from nearby shadows, where   
It exited from its deep, latent lair.     
The house dog and the wolf stood very near    
Each other where they both could view and hear.   
The house dog was extravagantly fat    
And combed and clean just like a primping cat;   
The wolf was flea-infested and was lean,    
With hunger that inspired it to be mean.    
Comparing one another, they were shocked    
Such differences could breed out from one stock.   
The wolf then howled hello and neared its friend,   
Intending to commend and not offend:    
“Good cousin dog, you are a stylish show,    
And opulence in all your features glows.    
Prosperity is proved by what you wear,    
A glossy coat of full and cleanly hair.    
You clearly are well fed by your thick flesh;    
And by your health, your dinners must be fresh.”   
The dog appreciated all its praise     
And it felt very pleased with its displays:    
“You too impress, most vicious wolf of night;   
You’re thin and muscular for grizzly fights;    
You’re flexible and streamline for the hunt;    
You’re large while I am just a meager runt;    
Compared to you, great Canis Major seems    
Like stars, which are intangible as dreams.”    
The wolf denied these claims for it espoused    
That clearly it was better to live housed:    
“How do you quantify your food to build    
Such stores of fat with, which you are so filled?   
You don’t appear as hungry as I do;     
Content and always satisfied are you.    
I scarcely can discover food enough,    
And my survival is extremely tough.”    
The dog replied to him a cogent theory    
To answer hopefully his inquiry:     
“You wander in the forest every night,    
And in such randomness is only blight,    
For with a scattered job are scattered meals,    
Though you can settle down if you make deals.   
I hold a steady job and eat my fill     
And you could also if it was your will.    
I eat consistent meals on every day;     
You’d also eat if you would work my way.”    
At this the wolf had heartily agreed,    
For he would work if it fulfilled his need:    
“I’ll work as steady as I ever can     

Though you must tell me how to work for man.   
So please disclose the details of your work,    
For daily meals would truly be a perk.”    
T’ward home the dog and wolf began to walk;   
The dog was guiding him and proudly talked:   
“I serve my master, guarding him from thieves;   
In day I sleep and during night I leave    
To sniff for any bad intruders near     
To frighten them and force their flee with fear.   
I sleep inside a shelter from the sun     
And in the evening wake to play and run.    
My master feeds me massive slabs of steak;    
On freshly ladled water I can slake.     
I lick my master’s dinner plate at meals    
And always get to find what servants steal    
And eat the meat that they do not consume.    
I’m lucky as a baby in a womb.”     
They neared the master’s house which stood in shades  
A mansion fit for rampant robber raids;    
The wolf conceded to the simple task;    
The sentry job was not too much to ask:    
“I easily can guard this shady place;    
Around its borders I will nightly pace,    
And then go back to living in my den    
And in the waking evening come again.”    
They both walked t’ward the house but in this trend,   
The wild dog saw an injury on his friend:    
“House dog, there is a sore upon your nape;    
Encircling the whole, a bloody scrape.    
How did you, being pampered, hurt your neck?   
Was it because of our deep forest trek?”    
The wound looked too intentional for chance,   
But more like purpose on a second glance:    
The house dog laughed and saw the petty scratch:   
“It’s just abrasion from where chains attach;    
At day master fastens there a leash     
With collar tightened to confine my niche.    
The humans tie me up all through the day,    
For then at night I’m rested to betray    
The thieves that lurk within the underbrush.    
...Beyond the far horizon day casts blush;    
It’s almost morning; then we’ll get our meals;   
Let’s go now to my master for the deal;    
I’m sure he’ll have another line of chains;    
Compared to hunger leashes aren’t great pains.”   
The dog requested but the wolf said, “No,”    
The savage wolf preferred his status quo:    
Domestic limitation by the collar     
Was far to much for such a free nightcrawler:   
“Please have your kindly master’s nicety,    
Though I think your condition’s slavery    
And I, a roamer, could not live like that,    
For I prefer my liberty to fat!”     
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The Horse and the Stag      
 
In ancient days when both the stag and horse    
Were wild and free to delegate their course,    
The horse and stag began a petty war    
That razed forest which they both fought for.   
They bitterly were battling until     
The horses sought to use another’s skill:    
With man they held a friendly embassy;    
Man’s cunning was their final strategy.    
The equine army sent a mighty sorrel,    
Intending to decide the futile quarrel.    
The leader horse addressed ingenious man,    
And bargained for a truce and clever plan:    
“Intelligent, erect, and hairless chimp,    
Against the stags we horses now are limp.    
We need your cunning mind to guide our hordes;   
So in this war please come and be our lords.    
We will supply an equal worth to you;    
Name any price, for anything will do,    
For we so hate the stags that we will give    
Our liberty, our force, our will to live.”    
Man was too crafty to deny the pact,    
And on these terms he sought the things he lacked:   
“I’ll help you but you have to wear a saddle,    
And on your back I’ll be allowed to straddle.    
You’ll have to bear my reins wear a bit;    
I’ll craft the harness for a perfect fit.    
You must be draped in heavy, iron mesh,    
And let me clean your hair and filthy flesh.    
You must be twined with many different straps.   
You must sustain your strength by running laps   
So very distant travels you’ll endure.    
You’ll have to bear the dolor of my spur.”    
By this we may defeat the wretched stag    
And brandish high the horse’s glorious flag.”   
The horse agreed to such suspicious plans,    
And trusted them for they were clever man’s.   
The leader led the men to aid its herd;    
The humans mounted them without a word,    
Applying all appurtenance and gear,    
So much that it caused many mares to fear.    
The horses all reluctantly conceded     
And for the work they found the help they needed.   
Both man and horse together chased the stag    
And scared all deer to live in mires of quag.    
The stags, defeated fled from such a team;    
The horse-borne rider was a beaming stream    
To which all things surrendered with no choice;   
The man and horse had reason to rejoice.    
But when they won, the horse had had enough,   
For running with a rider had been tough:    
“Now man, remove these reins for we are done   
Against the stolid stags we now have won.”    
But man did not relinquish any chains,    
He only bore the spurs and grasped the reins:   

“No horse, for to be absolutely blunt,    
You’re very useful on my daily hunt;    
Conceding to my terms you made a deal    
And now you bear the bit, in saddle sealed.    
I have you as my servant now forever    
By strong domestic pact that you won’t sever.   
I helped you with your plight; now your my slave   
For when we talked these were the terms you gave.   
No longer can you ever be free rangers,    
But live in stables eating from my mangers.    
You’ll sleep in stalls and not in sylvan dells,    
Like criminals who rot in prison cells,    
Because they satisfied their vile desire    
Though now decay forever in their mire.    
You once had broad, and rightful liberty,    
But gave it all to quench your enmity.    
You now are at the mercy of man’s spurs;    
That is the fate that your revenge incurs.”    
 
The One-Eyed Doe      
 
Beyond the wood where brilliant berries grow,   
There was a kindly, calm, and careless doe    
That was surprised by hunters on one day,    
For hunters never had trespassed that way.    
She ran from them though they were wont to follow,   
And soon they found her in a shady hollow.    
They shot an arrow through the poor deer’s eye   
But luckily from this she didn’t die.     
She fled into the forest to survive,     
Though two whole eyes did not remain alive.   
She wandered through the prairie half-way blind   
And through her travels sadly tried to find    
A place where she could safely stay and eat    
For everywhere with danger was replete,    
And she could not observe through her one eye   
If perilous intruders stumbled nigh.     
She didn’t rightly know when she should hide;   
For she could not see on that blinded side.    
But that sharp arrow didn’t pierce her mind;    
Cognition still remained intact behind.    
She found a cliff that overlooked the sea    
And with the ocean felt security.     
She stayed upon the shoreline and she grazed   
And t’ward the land with her good eye she gazed.   
Her blinded eye looked numbly on the ocean;   
It saw no color and could spy no motion.    
So she was satisfied about her place     
For she could watch for danger when her face   
Had been positioned parallel to shore.    
For land-borne enemies her eye explored.    
But danger came that she did not expect,    
Out from a source that she had never checked.   
Some fisherman were riding on a skiff    
Through ocean as they neared the rising cliff.   
Upon approach they saw the fearless doe    
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That didn’t flee because it didn’t know.    
They took their large harpoon and aimed it high   
And fired the gun into the placid sky.    
Incisive skill had aimed the arrow well;    
It cut through air with violent means to quell.   
It sliced straight through the animal’s thick hide   
And exited upon the other side.     
The rope was taut and pulled the injured beast,   
A half-blind deer that soon would be a feast.    
She sadly reminisced about her life     
And folly that had led her to this strife:    
“I trusted that from land the danger came,    
Though now the ocean proved to wield the same.   
I have mistrusted land, befriended water,    
And now the latter region caused my slaughter.   
The danger came out from the unwatched source;   
And for these hurts I hold a fool’s remorse.”    
She bled in spurts and lost her self control,    
Succumbing to the forceful, fateful dole.    
The pulleys pulled upon her meaty hip    
And pain induced the fading deer to slip.    
She fell off from the cliff into the sea,    
The trusted friend now turned to enemy.    
 
The Hawk and the Pigeons     
 
A hunting hawk surveyed the splendid skies    
And on a flock of pigeons latched his eyes.    
They idled in a field of grassy green;    
The hawk aspired for an attempt to glean    
A pigeon from the congregated group,    
But as he neared they fled into their coop.    
He dove to catch a piece of pigeon meat,    
Though they all flew and had him in defeat.    
The fleeing masses streamed into the air,    
And scurried through a bramble to their lair;    
They hid inside a deep and covered vale,    
And every sneak attack had proved to fail.    
He realized that they had seen his shadow    
As they had grazed upon the breezy meadow.   
So he delayed and waited for a cloud    
And then attacked the unsuspecting crowd,    
But they escaped for they had seen him near,    
And dodged into the bramble bush in fear,    
For as he preyed the birds contrived to spy,    
And so evaded him as he’d fly by.     
Though he was better skilled in aviation.    
They scurried and escaped from his predation.   
The tormentor decided to end force     
And change the means of evil’s awful course,   
Beguiling them instead by making fraud:    
To hate and loath while he pretends to laud.    
He flew nearby their bramble and announced,   
That though he often fiercely had them jounced,   
He now intended to negate his past,     
By being kind until the very last:     

The birds immerged though more reluctantly,   
Than faithful popes from lifelong piety.    
The tormentor was sitting in a tree,     
And all the flock he now could fully see,    
Though he did not attack the helpless flock,    
But tricked them so that later he could mock,   
With belly full and spirit full of scorn    
T’ward every living pigeon that was born:    
To all the population he addressed,     
Like Cicero’s orations he expressed     
More subtlety than substance and more words   
Than meaning to the helpless, mindless birds:   
“Dear pigeons, you won’t tremble with anxiety;   
If you will let me guard your small society.    
I will protect you from the vicious beasts;    
You never will become their gory feasts.”    
The pigeons were convinced by such a speech,   
Believing what the tyrant hawk had preached.   
The stricken pigeons took a massive poll    
They fatefully decided on their dole.    
The hawk was so elected by the birds,    
Who had coerced by his impressive words.    
To tyranny the pigeons all agreed,     
For it secured them in the sheltered mead.    
But he oppressed them with his gruesome law:   
That daily would a pigeon sate his maw    
To keep him healthy so to guard the flocks,    
Which he securely kept like ration stocks.    
He didn’t let wild animals attack,     
Though daily they had one more pigeon lacked.   
He let them reproduce, refresh his store    
Though that was just to garnish food galore.    
The pigeons never could escape their fate    
For they had fallen for the tyrant’s bate,    
And they had vindicated him with vote,    
And they deserved when they were duly smote.   
 
The Frogs Desiring a King     
 
A group of frogs lived gladly in the marsh;    
Their lives were never difficult or harsh;    
Throughout the squalid swamp they chirped and gamboled;  
They ambled through the brine and through the bramble  
Without desire to obviate their joy     
And clot them with an appetite to cloy.     
They lived for many years in thoughtless glee,   
But there soon came an ending to their spree.   
Some frogs thought revelry was devilry,    
Desiring knights and kings and chivalry;    
They wanted stricture on their celebration,    
And morals to destroy their jubilation,    
By setting boundaries to merriment,    
For excess happiness was their lament.    
The frogs did not desire to just rejoice,    
And they instated sorrow by their choice    
For they petitioned Jupiter for order:    
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They wanted laws to state their moral-borders,   
And for these rules they wished to have a king   
That could around them trace a moral ring,    
In which they were entrapped in their propriety,   
Correctly running their swamp-land society.    
They called to Jupiter the highest god,    
Who up above them gave a mighty nod,    
Just like the Numen in the days of old,    
The ancient age, so called the Age of Gold:    
“Great god, far more than any other thing    
We frogs desire a strict and splendid king.    
We want a Caesar to oppress the masses    
To make the lads respect, to guard the lasses,   
To serve the needy, to sustain our morals,    
To stop the greedy, and to calm our quarrels.    
Please Jupiter send us a sterling leader,    
Disrupt our base delights, great interceder!”    
Great Zeus was mused by such a strange request   
And so he gave them rule to let them rest,    
But he delighted in it as a joke     
And so responded to their silly croaks:    
“I’ll send a king to end your muttering;    
A reign of fearful morals will he bring.”    
He wondered what should satisfy the frogs;    
Divine cognition clicked its turning cogs.    
He then obliged to make their king a log;    
It floated down a river to the bog.     
Th’amphibians avoided it at first,     
For of all kings it seemed by far the worst,    
For it was large and floated in the lake,    
And everything was trampled by its wake.    
But soon to this the tadpoles were inured    
And realized that their king was absurd:    
“This is no king, it merely is a tree;     
It doesn’t move or rule us morally;     
It only sits within the swamp and soaks.    
Grand Jupiter, please listen to our croaks!”    
The frogs jumped on the log with great disdain   
Beseeching Jupiter to end its reign;     
They jumped upon the log and down it sunk    
Into the acrid depths that sourly stunk.    
His peaceful gift was ruined by thankless taints;   
The god was sickened by their loud complaints,   
Grand Zeus was irritated at this coup    
And to the frogs he brought a king as due:    
“I’ll give you something that you can obey.    
Dare not achieve misdeeds or you’ll be prey!”   
Zeus sent a hungry stork to be their king    
And they soon felt their wish’s painful sting.    
The bird engulfed the frogs in massive bites;    
All was offense to that king’s rampant might.   
They begged again but contrary to past,    
For being ruled was getting tiresome fast:    
“Remove this tyrant king, we make this plea!   
We want majestic law not tyranny!”    
Zeus laughed at them in their destructive mess,   

For they desired a king and got no less:    
“You have receive exactly what you wished;    
Now on your tyrants platter you’ll be dished.   
You should have just enjoyed your pleasant state.   
For now you want it back though it’s to late!”   
 
Jupiter and the Bee      
 
Once Jupiter designed a busy bee;     
She was extremely skilled in industry.    
She buzzed throughout the land collecting sweets   
To make into her sticky honey treats.    
Her legs would transport dust for pollination,   
Which spread as far as her own aviation.    
She gathered luscious nectars from the flowers   
And made a substance which her youths devoured.   
She built efficient cells of hexagons ,    
In constant work that never would be done,    
She brought her tasty nutriment back home    
And manufactured honey in the combs.    
Upon return from flowers she’d unload    
And fill the combs within her safe abode;    
Directing friends to find the food, she danced   
And all the bees within became entranced;    
She nimbly choreographed the crucial message   
And to the source of food she told the passage,   
Just like a little, dancing Mercury.     
Her hive produced the perfect recipe    
Delivering some fluid to the gods,     
Who drank the sap, approving with their nods.   
They took the honey to the highest mount    
Of Great Olympus, where exists the fount    
Of immortality, which all the deities    
Were tired of drinking, wanting new satiety.    
Ambrosia by eternity was staled;     
They wanted something new and it availed;    
Because the gods to were painfully inured,    
The simple mortal honeys were preferred    
And on the batch they endlessly could feed    
And drink fermented brews as honeyed mead.   
The bees then gave their honey to the King,    
Who was so pleased that he engulf the thing.    
He praised the bees like mortals praise the gods   
With endless compliments and matchless lauds:   
“My great creations, I’m divinely pleased.    
The best apothecaries are the bees.     
For they can stop eternity’s inanity,     
And cure the boredom that has caused insanity   
With taste that lures the stoics from their creed,   
To happily embrace their stomach’s greed!    
The fine ingredients must Delight,     
Prosperity, antithesis of blight,     
Composed with purified extract of Lust,    
And mixed with parsecs full of cosmic dust,    
Straight from the source of Chaos in the deep,   
From which the substance of the world once seeped,   
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Where it was forged in smithies of brutality,    
And spiced with just a pinch of your mortality.   
For this I must give bees some fine reward,    
For making substance of this high regard.    
My honey-hoards, what great thing do you wish   
For making such a wonder-wooing dish?”    
The bees conversed and finally decided    
The gift to which their wants were firmly guided:   
“We bees desire a venomous, sharp sting;    
Of all the wants we want, that is the king.    
To guard delicious stores of sticky honey,    
As precious as a greedy miser’s money.    
We need protection to defend our hive;    
With weapons we can keep our eggs alive.    
Make everyone who we will puncture die;    
Please give us this, grand ruler of the sky!”    
Zeus was offended by their savage want    
To mercilessly sting, and kill, and taunt    
And never share their wonders with the world;   
So Zeus commanded and the Fates unfurled.    
He didn’t satisfy their full desire     
For it inspired his angry, godly ire.     
Instead he gave them half their gruesome gift   
But with their wants he slightly made a shift:   
“I’ll give all bees a sting and it will hurt;    
And penetrate through skins and also shirts.    
But it will merely sting and scarcely kill,    
And to yourself will you inflict more ill.    
Upon attack the stinger will fall out     
Lodged in the victim’s skin, for which they’ll pout   
But you’ll be dead upon the fatal blow    
And only do small damage to your foe.    
The stinger will fatal, though to you,    
And just a single pinprick will it do.    
So though to enemies it is a curse,     
To you the stinger will be much, much worse.”   
 
The Country Mouse and the City Mouse    
 
There was a humble country mouse who lived   
On nuts and seeds and things that nature gives.   
He had a friend who lived within the city    
Who ate fine luxuries, both sweet and pretty.    
The rural mouse once had his friend invited    
To visit, and the townsman was delighted    
To go vacationing out on the land     
And followed his good country friend’s demand.   
This mouse was economic with his stash    
And never lightly shared his winter’s cache;    
He was of simple, surly country stock,    
As rough and tough and gruff as rigid rocks,    
But for his friend he opened up his doors    
And in the name of friendship poured his stores.   
He poured his oats and barley by the bowl    
And with his nuts and nuggets cups were full.   
He filled his tables full of beans and peas    

And apple cores and didn’t spare the cheese.    
The urban mouse saw this but wasn’t pleased   
For city-folk are spoiled and not appeased    
By nutriments that have no classy taste.    
They eat just treats and common food is waste.   
The mouse refined his palate in the city    
And for the common folk he had great pity:    
“My friend, to eat these clods is a great strife;   
You lead a simple, very sorry life,     
Without the opulence and class of town    
To show you what is up and what is down    
To show you good from bad and taste from droll.   
This scarcity must truly take its toll,    
For just one day of eating such a gruel    
Makes natures seems insipid, base, and cruel.   
You must come with my to the human homes;   
Then you’ll discriminate the prose from poems;   
You’ll taste the sweets that men supply to mice   
And for the luxury you’ll pay no price,    
Come! City life is hectic and is fun,     
And things are always fast and on the run,    
And living there is of just petty cost.    
Come visit! By your journey naught is lost!    
This country is too boring to endure     
And to this idleness you are inured     
And must experience the city night     
A spectacle for which you will excite.    
You’ll leave this wilderness and not return;    
Comparatively, country will be spurned.    
No mouse or man beholds eternal life    
So you must use your living not for strife.    
Commitments in the country can be severed;    
Come, farmer! Joy upon his great endeavor!”   
The country mouse agreed to join his quest    
And give the splendid city-life a test.    
They traveled far until the town was seen;    
At night it had a lucid, lurid sheen.     
They traveled to the home of that town-mouse,   
Which was a huge and bright, expansive house.   
Within the mansion it was like a party;    
A feast was waiting, which was very hearty.    
The town-mouse was a very gracious host,    
He didn’t even have to stop and boast:    
It was a self-explanatory feast,     
The most for one who always had the least.    
The towns mouse went around collecting treats   
And brought them for the country mouse to eat.   
The farmer was surprised by such a meal    
And scarcely thought the opulence as real.    
He ate the feast and reveled in the taste;    
And thought that country life was now a waste   
For he received the joyous revelation    
That every moment could be jubilation.    
Delighting in the splendor of the town    
He felt his prior self was just a clown    
Though something in him seemed to second guess   
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The luxury and feel that it was less     
Than it appeared from merely taste and look.   
He wondered how the luscious cakes were cooked   
And how the jellies molded in such shapes    
And who had picked the apples and the grapes.   
But soon he didn’t think of all these frets    
For, feasting, it was easy to forget.     
He ate the roasted meats and lovely pies    
And wished that stomachs were as big as eyes   
And rolled within the dainties and the dishes    
And licked the breads, the pastas, and the fishes.   
He loved the lush and cherished all the cherries   
And slurped the soup and burrowed in berries.   
The country mouse had totally forgotten    
Of country life where food was often rotten,    
And held all other classes with contempt    
For they were squalid, useless, and unkempt,    
Until he heard a noise erupt and shake    
His loosely lulling senses all awake;    
A massive consternation shook his mind,    
And to a fearful state he was consigned,    
As barking sounds came from outside the door;   
He didn’t even see the food, galore,     
For on the food his concentration broke;    
Above the barking raucous, he then spoke    
“What are those barking sounds outside the room?   
Just forms of city weather I presume...”    
He shivered with great fear about the sounds    
That echoed through the door and through the ground.  
The city mouse just laughed and said to him    
Now realizing that his friend was dim    
And didn’t fully know of town affairs,    
“It’s nothing that should apprehend your cares;   
That’s just the master’s dogs, who’ve caught our smell;  
We easily can flee from them and dwell    
Within the wall where they cannot discover    
Our home; those mongrels will destroy us never.”   
With this the country mouse had had enough    
Of dainty opulence and tasty stuff     
And wanted his own home where it was tough   
But where the dangers weren’t so very rough.   
“You think those vicious dogs are minor things!?   
Although you city mice may live like kings    
I cannot say that I delight to feel     
Anxiety with every single meal     
And do not much enjoy the music style    
That I now hear; it seems quite base and vile.”   
The dogs then burst into the dining room    
And both the mice feared for their coming doom.   
They rushed into a hole, as many men    
Came in to eat the banquet and were then    
Distraught that it was torn apart my mice;    
They hated vermin for this petty vice    
And plotted murder of the little rats,    
With bigger dogs and stealthy, vicious cats.    
The country mouse then scurried out the back,   

And headed to the country down the track:    
“Fine city-mouse, I thank you for inviting    
Me to the city, for it was exciting     
But I must leave, for I am not delighting    
In dogs and cats that have a knack for biting.    
The country mice don’t have such nearby threats   
To keep our simple minds in constant frets.    
The only thing that’s habit is my food;    
I don’t want wretched canines to intrude    
And make a habit of my exercise     
When running from the dogs and my demise.   
You city folk may like this high society    
But rather than to feast in great anxiety,    
I would prefer to eat my stores in peace,    
Not eat these luxuries and soon decease!”    
 
The Fox and the Bush      
 
A Fox was streaming through the underbrush   
Away from hounds that would have made him mush,   
Expending all his energy in chase     
Because he’d have none if he lost the race.    
He dodged through trees and gnarly spots of bramble   
To flee the hounds and into safety scramble,    
But hounds pursued and neared him more than ever   
While from them he was striving hard to sever.   
His speed was waning but before he tired    
He found the safety that he had desired    
A thorny bush was straight ahead and plumed   
With razor needles, for the hunter’s doom.    
“The dogs avoid these thorns at any cost,    
And in them I will be as good as lost.”    
The Fox began to crawl into the Bush    
But through the tangle had to harshly push    
He plunged into the depths inside the thorn    
And as he did his flesh was sorely torn.    
He thought that in the bramble he’d be safe    
But all the safety did was sorely chafe,    
For he was scratched with needles through his skin   
And soon preferred that he had not went in:    
“You are far worse than even vicious hounds   
From which I sadly run with fearful bounds,    
You Bush! you tangle me in nettle webs    
And spear me from the sides and give me blebs.   
I fled to you for sanctuary, yet     
You poke me and provoke me to regret.    
For I have given liberty to hide     
In safety but am prodded while inside!    
I can’t believe the horrid irony     
That safety always leads to tyranny!”    
The Fox reposed and licked his bleeding sores   
But all this movement only cultured more    
For when he merely twitched he felt the pain    
And knew that this had been no thing to gain.   
The Bush responded to the Fox’s bash    
By simply giving him another gash,     
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Right on the lip whenever he would speak,    
And cause a little drip of blood to leak.    
The bramble said to him some angry words    
And it had potency to make them heard:    
“Express no slander, stupid little knave!    
For from the grave by me you now are saved.   
You would have been destroyed by rapid dogs   
But by my thorns their entrance way is clogged.   
You asked for help and this is what I give;    
You have to make a sacrifice to live;    
I should be furious that you complain    
For I am generous and help sustain     
You, Fox, and you are now alive to whine    
Because I let you live; its my design.    
It seems to be permissible to you     
That hounds are trapped within this jagged slough   
So you should not complain when just a prick   
Comes out of brambles so adept and thick.    
I somewhat now desire that when you leave    
The hounds will catch you and you’ll sorely grieve,   
For you have been ungrateful of this nest    
Insulting me when I secure the best.    
So silence all your speech, for your vile spite,   
Induced me to relinquish speaking rights!”    
Just then the hounds approached and circled ‘round   
Because the Fox within the Bush was found.    
The hounds were vicious and they tried to chew   
Their highway inthe thorn to make it through   
But they were large and couldn’t find their way,   
Though circled ‘round and held the Fox at bay,   
And all the day was spent within that Bush    
With many thorns and thistles in his tush.    
 
The Two Frogs       
 
Across the land there fell an arid draught;    
The weepers had no water left to pout.    
The rivers dried before they reached the sea.    
The lakes were puddles and humidity    
Was small and never formed a single cloud;    
With rain, the trees and soils were not endowed.   
The frogs and fish were killed by arid spells    
And fled to find a resource like a well.    
There was one well that still contained a pond   
A worthless dripping sprout where there beyond   
The aquifers were still a bounty, deep    
Within the earth, from which it scarcely seeped.   
The bubbling source was commonly unknown   
But soon with luscious flowers it had grown    
And in the desert where its bounty bloomed    
It easily was found and then consumed.    
A pair of frogs approached the well one day;    
These nomads were as dry as sand or hay,    
And wandered from their pond to find a source   
Where they could soak, rejuvenating force,    
But frogs cannot survive for long without    

A water source, especially in drought;    
Their circumstances seemed to be the worst,    
But they discovered water for their thirst    
Within the well; they looked and found the home   
The place for which so long they harshly roamed.   
They gasped while looking down into the well,   
Both coveting the fate of those who fell;    
They were about to jump into the pool;    
One frog was rash and yelled (he was a fool):   
“This well is our oasis from the heat    
A source where we can soak our drying feet.    
We will not die, for liquid is replete     
And never in this well will come defeat.    
I’ll hop down now and taste the luscious bounty   
The best resource of fluid in the county.    
Come, lets allow the pool to soak our flesh    
With water that is lovely, lush, and fresh!”    
The hopper plummeted into the pond    
And with his friend he lost his common bond.   
Upon the surface still remained his friend;    
This frog did not desire his life to end    
By means of arid weather on the earth,    
But didn’t want to jump to find a dearth    
And be forever trapped inside a well;    
The other had been far too rash to tell:    
“My friend, you should have waited longer here   
And not plunged through the portal with no fear.   
These drops into the well are steep and sheer;   
You’ll never climb back up from way down there!   
You have a massive mouthful for your quench   
But you’re forever stranded down that trench.   
I will not jump because I want my spaces    
And room to visit many different places,    
For though my travels may have draught and danger   
Its better to meander as a ranger,     
Because although you have your safety now    
The pool may not forever be endowed    
For often wells have dried without a drip.    
If this one dries then you will have no sip    
And you will shrivel with the shrinking pond.   
Into the earth the water will abscond    
And you will be abandoned with no water,    
And no escape from your impending slaughter.   
Up here I have a have a chance of drying out    
But that is what you have when in a drought.    
I’ll find a better pool, one where I can    
Both enter and escape, so when a span    
Of drought approaches I can travel off,    
Not sealed where I can’t any longer quaff.”    
The frog within the well was now distraught    
That he had jumped before his being taught.    
Expending all his energy in thought,    
The upper frog would not survive the draught,   
So he, above, then hopped along his course    
To dry and die or find some other source.    
The frog below was sealed inside his fate    
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Though knowing this is now was just too late.   
He had a luscious resource for his thirst    
But when it dried it soon became the worst    
For he was trapped inside the arid hole    
Without the water even for his dole;    
So there within the prison he was dried    
Into a shriveled fossil left inside.     
 
The Hedge and the Vineyard     
 
There was a wise and wealthy man who owned   
A vineyard where a crop of grapes were grown.   
For many years he’d grown the crop of vines   
And always made the most expensive wines    
On which the noble dukes and kings would dine.   
The crops were that delicious, lush, and fine.    
The man eventually grew old and died    
And all his family and servants cried    
Because his verdant vines had made them rich   
But now he was interred, a useless lich.    
The man bequeathed his massive property    
To his inept and careless family     
And gave the rights of business to his son    
Who was incompetent and not the one    
Who was of greatest merit to inherit    
Because this son was of a greedy spirit    
And he desired to double growth of plants    
To brew more wine of kingly elegance    
By clearing land to make more planting room.   
He thought there’d be more produce to consume.   
As soon as he was owner of the land    
And business rights were firmly in his hand    
He told the servants to destroy the hedge    
That rampantly was growing on the edge    
Around the great perimeter to close     
The vineyard in a fence were there it grows.    
These brambles grew for many dormant years   
And still they’d never felt the horrid shears;    
The son decided that this hedge must go    
So more young vines within the earth could grow   
For these great hedges were confining him    
And using extra space (where he could trim)    
Where he could grow knew grape fields in the stead   
Of useless brambles that should have been dead.   
The servants disobeyed the man’s command    
And wouldn’t cut the bushes from the land.    
The son was mad and cut the hedge himself    
Extracting that entire bramble shelf.    
He reprimanded slaves for their denial    
Of taking on the hedge-extracting trial:    
“These brambles are a useless, worthless waste   
And they have no delish, exquisite taste.    
They’re using land that should be used for grapes;   
They have no berries on their luscious drapes.   
I don’t desire to let this useless bush    
Use up the lovely land that could be lush    

With wines and vines and things with worthy use,   
With luscious nectar-popping grapes diffuse!   
They use this fabulous grape-growing soil    
And do not grow the grapes and do not toil.    
They sit and wait and do no thing at all,    
Although they are so deep and thick and tall.    
I’ll cut them down and plant some grapes instead,   
For grapes will keep the kings and nobles fed.”   
The son then burned the hedges to the ground   
And to the earth they fell both singed and browned.   
Since all were dead, it opened up the field    
So that he could now grow a larger yield.    
But those great fences had enclosed the crop    
So that the animals and men would stop    
From coming and devouring massive piles.    
As soon as all the hedges were defiled    
Although the crops were open to expand    
They all were grown on unprotected land    
And open to the forces that are savage,    
The animals and men that love to ravage    
And steal those things that weren’t grown by them,   
The crops were ruined because they weren’t hemmed   
By bushes that defend against intruders.    
The grapes were gone within the guts of looters   
The son received no grapes to make his wine   
And there were no more sugars to refine    
And so he lost the crop and lost the farm    
Because his greed and haste had done him harm.   
He learned that though the bushes didn’t flower   
Their presence held a different kind of power   
Because the grapes were worthless just to own   
But had to be protected to be grown     
And though the Bush confined their liberty    
It caused great deals of good security.    
 
The Cat, the Rooster, and the Mouse    
 
There was a little mouse born in a hole    
That wanted to perceive the world in full    
And often asked it mother to allow     
It to escape to see what gods endowed.    
The mother gave eventual consent     
Because she didn’t want her deep lament    
So she allowed him out when he was old    
When he could be both wise and also bold,    
Because the two are useless when apart    
Though when together make the finest art.    
She gave the youthful mouse his daring chance;   
The mouse set out to see the vast expanse    
That was the world around and after time    
He rushed back in the hole, as pale as lime.    
The mother saw her son and saw his sweat    
And wondered what he saw that made him fret:   
“You’ve just been gone one minute and you come   
Back trembling, sweating, pale, and numb and dumb.   
What did you see that made you so afraid?    
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What monster caused this pale to be your shade?”   
The mouse replied with shivers down his spine.   
His voice was just a little, sheepish whine:    
“I’ve seen incredible and scary creatures    
With beautiful and horrid, vicious features.    
I saw a furry, massive animal;     
It was supremely coy and beautiful;     
It had a well-groomed face and pointy ears    
And large and yellow eyes that were quite clear,   
With lengthy whiskers that would lightly flick   
And fluffy fur that was extremely thick.    
She saw me and she seemed to like us mice    
For she encroached and smiled and seemed quite nice   
And oscillated her delightful tail.     
That’s not the creature that has made me pale.   
I shiver for the beast that I have seen    
Its feathers were a grungy shade of green    
And its revolting head was bloody red    
And I had feared that I would soon be dead    
For it had yellow feet and ugly claws    
And horrid pointing, pecking, beaky jaws.    
He witnessed me and I am sure that he    
Intended to engulf poor fleeing me,     
For he expended breath upon a crow    
A ‘Cock-A-Doodle-Doo’ so all would know    

That he was fierce above the horrid rest.    
That is the reason why I am distressed.”    
The mother laughed at this and then she said,   
Ecstatic that her son was not now dead:    
“You silly dear, the lovely thing you saw    
Was something that would love to eat you raw;   
It was a vicious, savage, prissy cat     
And would have eaten any dirty rat.     
She smiled at you because she likes your taste;   
You should have run from her with seething haste.   
The horrid monster that you saw was just    
A rooster and its stomach’s only lust    
Is for some grain and corn and little seeds;    
It will not eat you, so don’t waste you speed    
Whenever you perceive that horrid beast,    
For on young mice that rooster doesn’t feast.    
Remember this, for you have judged them wrong   
And loved foes, and scorned allies all along.    
Next time do not judge only by appearance    
For sometimes looks can just be interference    
Concealing what is truly deep inside;    
You are quite lucky that you have not died,    
For many mice are killed by one mistake    
And you have lived! That fate is quite a cake!”   
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Fables of 
Honesty and Deception 

 
 
 
 
 

The honest live within a world of truth, 
Where all is fact and nothing is uncouth, 
And specters do not roam amongst the dreams, 
And all is blatant and is as it seems, 
And lines are straight and men do what they should, 
For following the fact is what is good; 
Deceivers live in realms of contradiction 
Where they rub on the friction of their fiction 
And wander through the thickets of illusion 
Contorting minds into inept confusion, 
Where they cannot survive, for nothing’s real, 
And there is not a single fact to feel. 
But truth creates our rough realities 
While it destroys our lovely fantasies. 
For all deception will deceive itself; 
Though tyrant truth refutes the happy elf. 
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The Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing     
 
A secret wolf was hiding in the brush,    
From which concealed retreat he sought to rush   
Into the shepherd’s field and seize a sheep,    
Emerge and penetrate incisors deep     
Into its hide so that the blood would seep,    
And so like wounds the shepherd’s eyes would weep.   
The shepherd, fearing wolves, purveyed the flock   
With strict protection on his rife livestock.    
His vigil kept the virile wolf away;     
In pens at night and in the fields at day.    
The splendid sheep were satisfied and plump,   
With large amounts of meat upon their rumps.   
The hungry wolf was slender, starved, and lean;   
The state of hunger made him fierce and mean.   
Encroaching on the congregated coop,    
He soon attacked a straggler from the group    
Reposing in the aggregates of sheep,    
The shepherd woke from work-escaping sleep,   
And chased the fearsome wolf into the wood.   
It brooding there was theorizing no good.    
It cleverly devised an evil plan     
By which to fool the sheep-defending man;    
It formulated such a cunning scam,     
To secretly engulf a little lamb.     
The great beguiler flayed a prior kill,    
And in the sheep’s skin he became the fill.    
Returning to the flock-invested fields,    
It mingled with the sheep, killed massive yields.   
The shepherd had no knowledge of its act,    
And was confused by any sheep he lacked,    
And treated that masked wolf like other sheep,   
Protecting it within his guarded keep.    
But one dark night the clueless shepherd drew   
The wolf with sheep across the fields into    
The fold where they were locked inside the pen   
And through the night were trapped ‘til day again.   
Deceived, the shepherd locked the giant gate,   
(But hunger is a universal trait)     
And he went to the shed to find his axe    
So with a warming meal he could relax.    
He picked the wolf out from the wooly flock,   
And with this accident its fate was locked.    
With hungry eyes the shepherd grabbed the dog   
And tied its fighting feet upon a log     
And carried it out to the slaughter shed    
And there he severed it from its shorn head.    
Just like a savage wolf, the shepherd killed,    
And skinned the carcass, for he was so skilled.   
Though then, surprised he found it not a lamb;   
Instead it was a wolf concealed in scam.    
He brought the skinned corpse home to have a taste,   
Not daring to kill others and so waste.    
His culinary wife cooked it in stew     

And served the murdered canine with a brew.   
The wife soon commented that it was new,    
Between the gamy bites that she would chew:   
“This sheep tastes different from all other meats,   
It surely can’t be something white that bleats.”   
The shepherd then responded to his wife    
While cutting chewy meat with his dull knife:   
“It was a wolf that in the fold concealed    
Which now has constituted this poor meal.”    
Distraught she stared at him in dire surprise    
With trembling voice and fearful female eyes:   
“You caught a vile, wild wolf and killed it too?!   
How did you manage that he’d not kill you?”   
The shepherd laughed to comfort her distress,   
And of his chance of valor he confessed:    
“It hid itself inside a coat of wool     
Mistaken for a sheep; from flocks I pulled    
It, and it could not fight with such a mien    
Obstructing any strength that it contained.    
The feral wolf’s sharp wit’s tumescent wealth   
Was only a destroyer of its health.     
And its demise can’t even cause our mirth;    
For this disgusting meat contains no worth!”    
 
Mercury and the Woodsman     
 
A woodsman had surpassed a towering mount   
Where sturdy trees were growing at a fount    
Out from which source a fluid river poured.    
The spring was deep and through the earth it bored   
Down to the aquifers below that flowed    
Down to which depths no distant substance showed.   
The river flowed as thick as mercury    
So dark and cold and deep that none could see.   
Around that source the strongest trees there grew   
For secret reasons that no woodsman knew.    
This woodsman was renowned for honesty    
And truth was all that he could ever see    
He was hardworking with his trusty axe;    
He chopped the trees with brutal hacks and whacks,   
But they were so immense and hard to chop    
That he had to relax and so he stopped.    
Upon his entry back into the work     
He strained far harder with his power perk.    
The massive woodsman cut the massive tree    
And as it fell he watched it happily;     
He was a monument to all his trade;    
But then from sweating hands he felt the blade   
Slip out with speed and fling into the air    
And t’ward the sprightly spring that blossomed there.   
His tool then plunged into the rapid flow;    
His flowing tears evinced his horrid woe.    
He kneeled upon the soggy banks and whined   
Beyond his flooded optics being blind;    
His eyes like purling mountain fountains streamed,   
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With dignity into the wild he screamed:    
“Now in a river my poor life will rust,    
Ejected there by my misguided thrust;    
I am a poor man, can’t afford lost tools.    
Now lost, I’m proved a worthless, useless fool;   
I need the wood to feed my family,     
Though with no axe, cannot chop down one tree.   
My folly will object me now to ruin;    
There is no force that can bring back my boon.   
For I’m a man and don’t expect an aid;    
For my own folly now I well have paid.”    
But then as he erected from this bed    
And facing at the spring he raised his head    
He saw a glowing figure in the sky,     
A sight that had control upon his eye.    
The ray-ringed stranger spoke with fluid words   
There levitating high just like the birds:    
“I’m Mercury, the god of messengers;    
I’ve seen your trials and come here with cures;   
This is my river and I’ll dive down deep    
To where from Tartarus this fountain seeps    
Into this source from which this whole land drinks,   
Retrieving your fine tool from where it sinks”   
The god then dove into the depths unseen    
In chasms, where were treasures to be gleaned.   
The man, amazed, awaited his return    
Receiving kindness that he did not spurn    
Though that he felt he hadn’t ever earned.    
With apprehension his whole being burned.    
Then effervescent Hermes reemerged    
Out from the depths where dead with living merged,   
Though wielding high an axe of solid gold.    
Then to the woodsman many things he told:    
“I found this golden axe down in the lair,    
Though many more fine axes lie down there...   
I grabbed it first, for it was worth the most;    
A golden axe is quite a thing to boast.    
Is this the splendid axe, for which you sigh,    
Or does within the well the your axe still lie?”   
The woodsman seeing such a precious gift,    
Such gorgeous majesty that he could grift,    
Admired that such things could on earth exist,   
And pitied how he merely did subsist;    
Though he did not attempt to take and lie,    
And saying words he proudly stood up high:    
“That axe is not my own, must be a king’s;    
A woodsman can’t afford expensive things.    
A golden axe is of no use to me;     
It will not chop; it’s softer than a tree.”    
Kind Mercury then nodded with great bliss    
Returning deep into the dark abyss.     
He soon returned though bore a silver axe    
And asked the man, who on a trunk relaxed.    
The woodsman did not hesitate to say:    
That his fine axe still at the bottom lay,    
That it reposed still deep within the pool,    

That such a silver axe was not his tool.    
Kind Mercury then dove again into     
That spring that reached Elysium and through.   
He brought back then a crystal axe so bright    
And filled with worth that king’s fell to its might.   
The woodsman told the god to take it back    
For that was not the tool by which he hacked.   
Then Mercury returned and finally     
Procured the axe that was facsimile     
Of that trustworthy woodsman’s very own,    
Though it was sharpened on a whetting stone,   
Well-polished with fine rust removing sands,   
And had non-splintered wood to smooth the hands.   
On this inspection then the man replied,    
That this was not his axe, he had not lied:    
“Mine is imperfect Mercury, kind god;    
It is of rotten wood and metal clods.    
This axe is of a master who affords     
Good blacksmiths with their extra money stored.   
Its shape and head of steel is like my own    
But this is perfect, not mine, that is known.”    
Then kindly Mercury asked him why he    
Did not take these fine opportunities    
To have these gorgeous, precious luxuries    
And was so trapped in ruinous honesty.    
“These treasures are all yours great Mercury;   
I can’t lie and say: they belong to me.    
I have no skill to find them as you do    
And thus they must belong to only you.    
You offered to find mine and asked which was;   
I cannot say that frauds are mine because    
Raw truth is all that my blind eyes can see.    
Thus lying is impossibility”     
Proud Mercury stared at the man with joy    
And tossed the man the axe just like a toy:    
“This steel one is your axe, which I refined,    
And made to something worth your honest mind.   
Gods cannot use materiality;     
I now invest it to your honesty.     
And take the crystal, silver, and gold too,    
And know that they are yours, and that is true,   
For you deserve their worth far more than me   
For I used fraud to test your verity.”    
He disappeared and left upon the banks    
The axes as the woodsman shouted “thanks.”   
The man bore down them to his town, with awe   
At all the splendid truths that he now saw.    
He sold them to a merchant in his town;    
They were then smelted into kingly crowns.    
With profit then he opened up a mill    
And ran the factory with honest skill,    
And with efficient money that he made,    
More rich than kings he was by his true trade.   
The town was most amazed at these fine treasures   
And one foul woodsman tried to earn such pleasures.   
He climbed up to the mountain with his tool    
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And cast it purposefully into the pool.    
He falsely cried and Mercury soon came;    
The things that he then did were all the same,   
As when the honest woodsman came to him    
Though this false woodsman tried to serve his whim.   
Kind Mercury showed him the axe of gold    
And greedily the lying fraud was bold    
And said that it was his great, precious tool,    
And Mercury knew him to be a fool:    
“False man, you lie and now I take from you    
This golden axe and leave the other too    
In Tartarus to find when you will die    
Condemned there for your disrespectful lie    
Upon the bottom of this endless well    
For you to use when you will toil in hell.”    
 
The Fox and the Crow      
 
A crow that had her hunger to appease    
Flew in a barn and stole a piece of cheese.    
She scarcely could escape with such a weight,   
So big that there were wolves that it would sate.   
With such a wedge within her pointed beak    
She found a tree and soared up to the peak.    
She perched upon the branch and tried to eat    
Though could not gulp the whole entire treat.   
So there she sat attempting to enjoy     
Though she could not digest the cheese to cloy.   
An undeserving fox then wandered by    
And on the piece of cheese he had his eye,    
He saw the bird’s distress and he was sly,    
Developing a way of wit to try     
To seize the piece that she had seized from man;   
He cleverly devised his secret plan:     
“I think that I can win that tasty slice;    
For using other’s folly is not vice;     
For she has pilfered it from others, so    
If I retrieve it, then I’m not the foe.”    
So covetously he approached the tree    
To seize the goods by means of flattery:    
“Miss crow, most radiant and gorgeous queen   
Of all the sights that ever have I seen,    
Your sable wings are of a perfect tone    
A perfect hue that I have never known,    
Except when looking at the nighttime sky    
Where stars glint endless sparkles to the eye;    
Your beak is of a monumental shape,    
And sheen advances down your slender nape,    
Your tender talons, sharp as your fine eyes.    
Are you some gorgeous goddess in disguise?   
Your pride is shown by your great pluming breast;   
Of all the Aves you by far are best     
Fine crow, you are most beautiful of birds    
Far more exquisite than is said in words,    
But only said by your delightful voice,    
Which you should use to sing and thus rejoice   

Your beauty by the means of such a beauty.    
Expressing mirth for beauty is your duty.    
Though I have never really heard you caw,    
And would be pleasured if these arts I saw    
Were matched by music to fulfill my ears,    
Which envy m’eyes for what great sight appears!”   
The opportunist fox then smiled in wait    
To see if this she would appreciate.     
She fluttered with an aura of delight    
Responding to the eloquence with flight.    
She landed then again and flapped her wings    
So better to display these lauded things.    
She beckoned him for more praise with belief   
That such a suitor was not just a thief    
But meant what he had said and liked her look   
And wasn’t just another lying crook.    
She danced to show her grace and to rejoice,    
Ecstatic with his praise about her voice.    
She was somewhat self-conscious of her noise   
And had been told that mostly it annoys.    
She opened up her beak to sing and please,    
And dropped the tasty wedge of cheddar cheese.   
She sang harsh sounds of cawed cacophony,    
Immersed inside her foolish vanity.     
Fox folded up his ears upon the sound,    
While licking up the cheese off from the ground.   
She realized that she had dropped the cheese    
And that he ate the whole of it with ease.    
That clever orator then walked away    
And as he did, he was inclined to say:    
“You’re ugly Mistress Crow, you must have known,   
You are far worse than all that winds have blown,   
And you sing worse than any other bird,    
So you should never say and single word,    
And you are also stupid, you don’t know    
That you should not trust flattery as so.”    
 
The Angler and the Little Fish     
 
An angler sat upon a rotted dock     
And through the day he waited with no clock   
Attempting to achieve a worthy catch    
Though knowing not what his strong pole would fetch  
Unable to control the fish that would    
Perpetuate his unskilled livelihood.     
His easy work was merely boring wait    
As he rechecked the line and hooked new bate,   
Without a care to fill his empty mind    
Except his gut, which rarely poorly dined.    
The line was cast into a shallow lake,    
And its small surface didn’t make a wake.    
Attached onto the hook a writhing worm    
Attempted to escape and so it squirmed,    
But even if it had escaped the flay     
It would have sadly drowned there anyway.    
Forever through his boredom he endured,    
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Just waiting for a fish to be allured.     
It soon became the ending of the day;    
The sunset turned as orange as iron-clay.    
The evening came and he began to reel    
The line in without one fish for a meal    
Though nibbles on the line he soon could feel   
And left the bate alone for fate to deal.    
He watched the motion for a subtle sign    
And felt the tingling tension on the line.    
A little fish approached the hidden hook,    
And gave the thrashing bate a hungry look.    
Attracted by olfaction to the meal     
It snapped the painful hook with hungry zeal.   
The angler swiftly reeled the small fish in    
Though it was short as fingers and line-thin.    
The disappointed angler grabbed his pail    
And in it threw the one fish that availed.    
Afraid that it itself would be consumed,    
The fish decided that it was not doomed.    
The fearful fish prophetically announced    
“Don’t eat me fisher, for I weigh an ounce    
By far too small to be of use as feed    
For you, who are a man with massive need.    
I’m unfit as a meal for you, so please    
Relinquish me back into placid seas.”    
The angler laughed at this and then he said    
With nothing but his stomach in his head:    
“Though you’re not food enough for me, you’re bate;   
You’ll be the meal that larger fishes ate.    
And then I’ll have a monumental feast    
Caught by a fish who was the very least.”    
The fish protested this for then he cried    
Great plans that had the man’s mind occupied:   
“But someday I’ll grow up to be so big    
That catching me you’ll break you pole, your twig.   
I’ll come back and I’ll give myself to you    
And be a massive fish within your stew.    
I promise that you can return for me    
At any time you wish and I will be     
All fattened up to seal our friendly deal    
Obliged to be the climax of your meal”    
The angler thought of this as quite a pact    
And he agreed to do part of the act:     
“Return someday when fat my tiny fish,    
And then you’ll be a very worthy dish.”    
The kindly angler dropped minnow back    
Though as it swam away he felt its lack    
Within his stomach where the gut was hollow   
Because he scorned the fish and didn’t swallow.   
And then as from the man the small fish fled,   
It turned to face the angler and it said:    
“Fool man, I won’t return to you as food;    
I’m free now and, so sorry to be rude,    
But I will not come back when I am large    
Won’t visit you if I am like a barge     
And from this you should learn some good advice,   

Although your generosity was nice,     
Don’t trust a man who’s caught in desperation   
For he will only seek is own salvation.”    
To flowing rivers that always abscond    
It swam forever out from of that small pond.    
 
The Fox and the Goat      
 
A wandering fox was stalking through a dell    
And there he, stumbling, fell into a well    
That, hidden from the eyes beyond a hill,    
Was dark and dry, with sand and pebbles filled.   
The fox was trapped inside the narrow pit    
For digging he could not escape from it,    
For he was not an excavating mole,     
And he could not jump out of that steep hole,   
For he was not an eagle who could fly.    
He strove to climb and didn’t want to die    
But he could not climb from that great abyss;   
He had no fingers for dire times like this.    
So stranded at the bottom of a gorge,    
There was no good escape that he could forge.   
But then upon the ledge he saw a goat    
Who searched for water for his arid throat.    
The goat approached to look into the pit,    
Though couldn’t see the very base of it.    
The fox devised a plan to soon escape,    
Though it would be a very daring scrape:    
“Friend goat, it’s I, the fox, who lie down here   
Though you don’t seem to see me as you peer.”   
The goat was startled by the friend’s salute    
And then replied, his understanding moot:    
“Why fox, do you repose down in the deep?    
It’s dark and your return is very steep.”    
The fox returned an answer to the goat,    
“There’s really luscious water where I float;    
Have you not heard about the present draught?   
I came down here to drink and splash about,    
For here is single place with water left;    
All other humid sources are bereft.     
This water is the tastiest of stuff;     
Abundance only is down here enough;    
You must come down and join me for a drink;   
You won’t regret the jump for you won’t sink.   
It is not deep; it’s just a shallow fall;    
I would come up but want to drink it all!”    
The goat then jumped without a hesitation    
And fell into the hole of desolation.     
Surprised, the goat stood up and looked around   
Expecting not to be on arid ground     
And not to be so deep within the earth    
But be immersed in water and in mirth.    
The fox then hopped upon its back in scorn,    
And borne that high hopped to its lifted horns,   
And scrambled up to reach the very cap,    
While leaving that poor goat within the trap.    
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The fox was safe and jumped upon the ledge,   
Disparaging the goat off from the edge:    
“You are quite right, friend goat: that cliff is steep,   
Though you should look next time before you leap!”   
The fox then left and there within the muck,    
The goat of gullibility was stuck.     
 
The Cat and the Mice      
 
There was an ancient cat who played with yarn,   
And lived inside a mouse-infested barn.    
The feline’s potency decreased with age;    
Her feeble body soon became her cage.    
Enraged she couldn’t catch the plundering mice   
Intruding through the barn and causing vice.    
She didn’t kill a single roguish mouse    
And so the rodents overwhelmed her house.    
Although the hunting cat was very old,    
Decrepit, she was still well skilled and bold;    
Her aching bones and quaking joints were flaws,   
Though not the will beyond the aging claws.    
She thought of all the ways to capture mice,    
And wondered how she wholly could entice    
The rodents to approach her so to snatch    
The mischievous intruders in a batch.    
The cat conceived that she should fake her death   
And for a period should hold her breath    
And draw the mice within her savage reach,    
Those mice that often pillaged, stole and leeched.   
The cat observed a bag that hung up high    
Upon the closet door where it was tied.    
It was where her nice master kept his kills,    
And mice were often there to eat their fills    
Of rotten meat and dead, decaying matter.    
The cat intended that she make them scatter.    
She hopped upon the wooden planks and tried   
To climb the bag and hide herself inside.    
She finally had climbed into the bag,    
Though scarcely could escape (the feline hag!)   
She hung her limbs around and made them slack   
And held the pose until the mice came back.    
They were suspicious of the dangling cat;    
They neared the meat to eat and get their fat,    
Though didn’t near enough for injury.    
They tingled with a strange anxiety.     
An older mouse was summoned to the scene    
To contemplate what such a sight could mean.   
He stared upon the hanging, feline pelt,    
Though scared by the suspicion that he felt:    
“Fine mice, do no approach the bag of meat,    
For this is not the safest place to eat.    
The cat still lives, I think, for I have viewed    
A lot of things in life and often rued    
When trusting things that I had never seen;    
This is unknown to me, though I am keen    
To stay away and always to avoid     

As long as such a cat is still not cloyed.”    
The mice relinquished from the danger there;   
The cat was partly deaf and unaware    
That they had come and gone, and still it hung   
Within the case upon the highest wrung.    
The hunter soon approached and found the cat   
Though thought it dead and packed away like that   
By his clean wife or cleansing little sprites    
That cleansed the wood of detriment at night.   
He grabbed the bag and took his shovel too    
And dug a hole and in the chasm threw    
The cat within the bag where it was dead    
Or soon to be (to worms and insects fed.)    
 
The Hen and the Fox      
 
The sun was setting as the eve ensued;    
A fox was wandering in search of food;    
And as he watched the sunset in the sky,    
A chicken came into his searching eye.    
He crawled beneath the farmer’s fence through mud   
And passed the cow that chewed a fibrous cud.   
Encroaching silently upon the house    
He preyed upon the small, domestic grouse,    
The chickens who were lounging in their den.   
He wished to seize the fattest, plumpest hen    
Which sat enormously upon the perch    
And was a splendid feast to end his search.    
He licked his lips on seeing such a meal    
Though it was far to high to see or feel    
And he resolved to catch the roosting chicken   
And seeing it pretended to be stricken    
By sight of such a ghastly, morbid bird    
And to the hen it said some mournful words:    
“Proud heavy hen, who once was prime and prim,   
You look infected, for your color’s dim;    
Your voice is coarse; your eyes are dull; you’re sick;   
I’ve never seen you worse, developed chick.    
I’ve heard a rumor, though it’s very vague,    
That says that lately there has been a plague.    
You must have caught the murderous disease,   
For even now your breath begins to wheeze.”   
Within her upper hut, the hen reposed    
And left the screen of her apartment closed.    
She didn’t trust the fox and stayed in place;    
She saw a secret hunger in its face.     
Her friends had never mentioned her complexion   
And they held her in high-esteemed affection.   
The hen refuted any quackish claim,    
For it did not feel dreary, sick, or lame:    
“Kind Fox, I don’t believe that I am ill,    
For I don’t feel a fever or a chill,     
And no one else has commented on such.    
I’ll watch it though, so thank you very much.”   
She settled in her hut but then the fox    
Again beseeched her in her lofty box:    
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“Please hen, do not retract into your loft;    
I swear that you have just now sorely coughed.   
You do not know because you are too sick;    
Infection in your mind is now too thick    
And you can’t view your illness as I can;    
You need a outside witness who can scan    
Your symptoms and can diagnose a cure.    
I know a way to clean you ‘til you’re pure,    
A nostrum that negates this fierce infection;    
Your illness needs immediate correction.    
Please come down here and let me doctor you;   
I cannot catch disease as chickens do;    
This Avian affliction must decease;     
Come down so that tonight you’ll rest in peace...”   
The hen peered from the its hut and down to see,   
Perceiving him from off the balcony.    
She feared that what she saw was just a blur,    
That illness mad her cognizance obscure.    
She didn’t know which danger she could trust,   
Her illness or the fox’s hungry lust.     
But she believed his argument was sound,    
And she began to drop down to the ground.    
The chicken clambered from her high up hut,   
And down into the fox’s hungry gut.    
He made a diagnosis to her friends,     
Who watched their lovely comrade’s tragic end:   
“She merely suffered from th’affliction life,    
Which can be cured by just a sharpened knife.”   
 
The Fox and the Stork      
 
A fox was famous for his tricky humor    
And through the land there spread this funny rumor.   
The fox enthralled himself by tricking friends   
And leading them to undesirable ends.    
His great capacity received their lauds    
Until they were a victim of his frauds.    
Large birds were passing by in their migration,   
And landed to refresh their aviation.    
One day when birds were staying in the lake    
The fox befriended one; his care was fake.    
Designed to be the victim of his jokes,    
He led this stork into his tricky hoax.    
Before the sun extinguished in the sky    
He asked the stork, but he was very sly:    
“Friend stork can you come by tonight to eat;   
I’m cooking soup and it will be a treat.    
I would delight if you could come for food;    
Denying my request, though, would be rude.”   
The stork obliged to come and eat with him,    
And they were gathered when the light was dim   
And all the hues refracted from the light    
And Sun was not so bright it blinded sight.    
The fox began to feast upon the dinner    
Though it was soup and it could not be thinner.   
The soup was poured upon a shallow plate;    

The stork just watched the trickster as he ate    
For she could not devour the luscious broth,    
For in the drink she couldn’t dip her mouth.    
The fox could lick the surface with his tongue;   
The bird was shamed and low her head was hung;   
Her beak was far too long to gain a sip;    
The fox engulfed the soup and licked his lips.   
The bowl had not been deep and nor dinner, thick;   
The meal had clearly been a vicious trick.    
The stork could not consume, it was so shallow;   
And she was sadly starved by such a fallow.    
The fox was sneering as the bird departed,    
And jeering at the stupid bird he started    
To cruelly mock the her, she a silly dupe:    
“I’m sorry if you didn’t like the soup;    
I probably can stipulate the reason,     
It’s undercooked and also poorly seasoned.    
I’m sorry that you didn’t like the spice;    
I thought however that it was quite nice.”    
The stork disdainfully reproached the fox,    
Though in a tone of nicety that mocks:    
“I very much enjoyed your company    
And I don’t need your kind apology .    
Tomorrow will you come with me to sup?    
I will provide the food and too the cup.”    
The fox agreed to come and eat with zeal;    
He never had denied a gifted meal.     
He came upon the morrow’s dusky eve,    
But as he came he soon desired to leave.    
The food was in a very narrow jar,     
And reaching in, his tongue did not get far.    
The stork intruded through by means of beak;   
The fox could only lick her full mouth’s leaks.   
She drank the tasty soup inside the jug,    
And to the meal her guest disdained and shrugged.   
He left and tried to thank the tricky bird,    
Though irritated were the words she heard:    
“I’ve had a sip and now desire no more,    
But thank you, it’s of flavor I adore”    
Attempting to deny that he was fooled,    
In vain he tried to show how much he drooled   
Pretending he had eating very much,    
But knowing that he hadn’t done as such.    
 
The Scholar and the Nightingale     
 
There was a scholar writing during day    
Continuing when light had gone away    
And pouring thoughts on paper in the night;    
He never felt an inspiration blight.     
Deep into night he wrote fantastic poems    
Pen tracing where imagination roams.    
Outside his house he heard a thrilling wale,    
The singing of a tuneful nightingale.    
He listened to the nocturne joyously,    
Translating into words the melody.     
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Eventually exhaustion overwhelmed;    
He tried to pass into his dreamy realm,    
But still the fluting muse awakened him;    
The bird’s great notes were bulging from the brim.   
He didn’t know when he succumbed to sleep,   
Or if he had at all, he was so deep     
Entrenched into the nightingale’s nocturne    
That consciousness was something bland to spurn.   
In morning he awoke though didn’t know    
If he had dreamed the whole nocturnal show.   
He found the poems; they read just like a dream,   
Like bathing in a thick, translucent cream.    
And then outside he heard the nightingale,    
For by a thorn its feathers were assailed,    
And it was shrieking for its awful wounds;    
The scholar hastened to abate the sounds.    
He captured it and kept it in a cage,     
But it refused to sing, much to his rage:    
“I’ve rescued you my nightingale, please sing;   
I’ve never heard more beautiful a thing.”    
The bird was mute, refusing to reply;    
The man was mad because it had denied:    
“You are an insolent and stupid bird,    
More beautiful and dumb than all I’ve heard.   
I would have kept you fed and plump within;   
But if I hear no notes, you’ll hear my din,    
And I will cook you up and make a pie.    
In either way by you I’m satisfied!”     
The nightingale responded with a plea:    
“Please, poet, don’t act rashly and eat me!    
We birds can’t joy and sing when we are trapped;   
And we can’t sing when in pie-crust we’re wrapped!”   
The scholar laughed with scorn and plainly said:   
“What can I gain from you if you’re not dead?   
You now deny your melodies and tunes,    
They would have been exquisite, wondrous boons!   
What will you give me other than a meal?    
I give you now a chance to make appeals.”    
The bird conceived a cunning plan to flee,    
Inventing gifts to reinforce his plea;     
To lure the man with scholar’s avarice:    
“I’ll give you three nice pieces of advice,    
If you, wise genius, will just let me free;    
Those three are all that you will get from me!”   
The scholar scorned at such a meager gift,    
Though confidence began to slightly drift:    
“No thing that you advise will be unknown;    
For many years my scholar’s mind has grown;   
There’s nothing new that I can learn from you;   
Your pithily advice will never do.”     
The bird then laughed and pitied him with scorn,   
Pretending to dismay and to forewarn:    
“You’re arrogant to think that you can know    
The whole of nature, which just scarcely shows,   
And mostly is concealed within the deep;    
Out from we birds, such information seeps.    

You are a fool if you believe you can,    
Reserve omniscience in the brain of man!”    
The scholar then conceded to the act,    
For he was smart enough to know he lacked.    
He opened up the cage and let it free    
And far away it flew with daring spree.    
It landed on the branches of a tree     
And shrilly sang a happy melody.     
The irritated scholar then demanded:    
“Will you, vile bird, now leave me open handed   
Without advice, to make an even trade?    
Is this a silly game of fraud you’ve played?”    
The happy bird rebutted joyously:     
“I didn’t lie and that you soon will see.    
I’ll tell you all the pieces of advice,     
But I don’t think that you will think them nice!   
First, keep that which you have, and don’t release   
What rightly you obtain, ‘til you decease!    
Second, believe a captive’s promise never    
Because he only seeks his own endeavors!    
Third, if something from you should ever sever   
Don’t grieve for it if it is lost forever!”    
Then to the foolish man’s distraught dismay,    
The flitting nightingale then flew away.    
 
The Horse and the Groom     
 
A groom once washed the horses of his master,   
And polished them to perfect alabaster;    
He cleaned them with a sanitary power,    
And even black breeds soon turned white as flour.   
He daily spent his time on every stallion    
And built a very gorgeous horse battalion,    
Which gave no enemy their kindly pity    
Which stunned the foes, for they were very pretty   
Who could succeed in any armored duty,    
Not by their strength but by their vicious beauty.   
The master was so pleased with their display    
That he obliged to give them extra hay    
But in astonishment and vain delight    
He didn’t even notice of their blight,    
Distracted by their prettiness and prim.    
For though each horse was pampered to the brim   
They were emaciated and were grim.    
He didn’t notice that his steeds were slim.    
The master praised the groom for all his toils,   
And for his work he gave him extra spoils.    
The groom became well-off and very wealthy,   
Though not because his patron’s steeds were healthy.   
The groom commenced his work to clean and preen   
But as he worked he gleaned a little green.    
He secretly was stealing all the hay,     
Much to the horses’ sadness and dismay.    
He sold the hay, his source of extra cash,    
Repealing food on which the equines gnashed,   
So in expense the horses lost their meal,    
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And shriveled up because he’d often steal.    
The master didn’t know about the vice,    
Because his horses looked extremely nice    
And too because the groom was very kind,    
And seemed to have a helpful, goodly mind.    
Eventually the horses caused suspicion;    
The master noted their decayed condition,    
But couldn’t prove that food was not consumed   
Or that the stores were stolen by the groom.    
A horse soon muttered (as the young groom cleaned)   
About his state, becoming frail and lean:    
“No matter how you clean my coat I’ll still    
Decay without my food to cure my ill.    
The master soon will catch you in your crime;   
That just will take a little bit of time.    
Your cleanliness will not disguise your sin.    
You’ll clean me raw but you will never win.    
For beauty can’t persist as just a shell,    
Without internal might to make it swell.    
Upon my death they’ll know your secret crime!   
I’ll starve if I am ugly or sublime.”     
 
The Cock and the Fox      
 
As morning bloomed, a shrieking echo boomed,   
Where high atop a tree a rooster loomed.    
Upon the crest this restless rooster poised;    
He screeched and everyone could hear his noise.   
A prowling fox had heard the shrieking bird    
And rushed to find him and to say a word.    
The fox was hungry and desire a meal:    
“I’ll borrow me some rooster meat... not steal!   
My teeth are pins that he won’t even feel!    
And surely all his muscle mass will heal!”    
The foolish fox convinced itself of that,    
And hurried to the morning noise, whereat    
The rooster into endless spaces screeched,    
When suddenly the slinky fox beseeched:    
“Good morning, cock! Fine tree you are adorning!   
I do adore your solemn song of morning,    
But hope that you aren’t mourning on this morn;   
That woeful defect would make me forlorn!    
Your ringing voice resounds like an alarm,    
Like sirens signaling some present harm.    
Is it a song of mourning or to warn?     
I do not know which one’s a better horn!    
For warning is preemptive to a mourning,    
Although preventative can be the warning.    
The sun is peaking over yonder hills.    
Is it effected by your shrilling trills?    
Or are your songs caused by the rising sun?    
Do you or she declare the day begun?”    
The fox confused the cock with all his puns,    
Disoriented by its seeming fun:     
“Friend fox, you are most jovial on this day;    
And I don’t rightly know what I should say!    

To questions that I don’t know how to answer.   
Your slippery tongue is quite a nimble dancer!”   
The fox replied to him to not feel lame,    
That he was only playing silly games:    
“But come down rooster and play me a song;   
The sun is ripe and we have all day long.    
I scarcely can perceive your notes up there;    
Come where I can endear that which I hear.”    
The rooster was about to leap but then,    
He thought of how he often woke the men,    
And knew that he was loud enough already;    
He hung upon the branch and held it steady:    
“I like this branch; There is a lovely view;    
And you must hear me, for I can hear you.”    
The fox responded to the bird’s response,    
And said that he did not hear him an ounce:    
“I scarcely hear you; you must have a cold;    
Or too my feeble ears are getting old.    
Please come and sing your song for me my friend;   
Its just a note that I wish you to lend.”    
The cock refused and stayed upon the crest,    
The place where his security was best:    
“I can’t come down, for you must be aware    
That animals lurk there but less in air,    
That wish my meat as stately food to fill;    
Brutality and savagery will kill.     
I know that it sounds very inhumane,    
But we are animals, a separate plane.”    
The fox was shocked to hear of such a thing:    
“You mean that some would eat you as you sing!”   
He almost fooled himself but then he winced;   
His hungry stomach didn’t get convinced.    
He quickly fabricated fancy frauds,     
That gaudily were hidden in his lauds:    
“No animals will kill you now, my bird;    
I can’t believe that you still haven’t heard.    
All animals were gathered for a meeting,    
And they decided that they would stop eating.   
The council voted that to eat was wrong,    
Because to other lives the meat belongs,    
And that to eat a plant was even bad,    
For plants are lives; all beasts in peace are glad!”   
The rooster almost laughed as it deceived,    
For such was not a tale to be believed.    
To fool the fox the rooster looked far off,    
And often it would flutter and would scoff,    
About some thing that it perceived out there,    
Off through the trees and through the breezy air.   
The fox had noticed that it looked away,    
And of it was concerned enough to say:    
“My cock, what fancy sight is to be seen,    
That steals attention from your present scene?   
What object in the distance is discerned,    
Which, spotted, makes my brilliant story spurned?”   
The cocky rooster shrugged and then replied:   
“There is a pack of hounds that I’ve espied;    
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They now approach this tree at rapid pace;    
But fret not fox, because you’ve said the case:   
All animals are friendly now, and nice,    
And will not tear your hide into a slice.”    
The rooster said this lie about his sight;    
The fox began to run with all his might:    
“I just forgot that I have things to do,    
And have no time to stay and chat with you.”   
The rooster called to him as he ran off,    
Though it was just a sneaky way to scoff:    
“I was about to drop down there to sing;    
But you are gone before you’ve heard a thing!”   
Why run so fast? Are you afraid of hounds?    
Is that the reason why you take such bounds?   
But they will only lick you and be kind,    
For that’s the plan of peace! Must I remind?”   
The fox did not delay but as he ran     
He thought a quick excuse and he began:    
“The plan of bestial peace? I firmly bet    
That those dogs haven’t heard the treaty yet!”   
 
The Ass in the Lion’s Skin     
 
A hunter prowled the wild in search of beasts   
To slash and pierce until they were deceased.   
Eventually he found a massive cat,     
Just sleeping in its normal habitat.     
Encroaching on the beast it rashly pounced,    
Which gave the hunting man a savage jounce,   
But he did not grow any sort of fear,    
For it had landed right upon his spear    
And died on impact with the poisoned dart,    
Impaling it directly through the heart.    
The hunter took the animal back home,    
Through untamed forest where he proudly roamed   
A lion-carcass on his bracing back;     
He wandered through the wood without a track,   
But no fierce animal would dare attack,    
Because of what he carried in his pack.    
He found his home and there he ventured in    
And with a knife he flayed the lion’s skin.    
The man then put it out in sun to dry,    
Beneath the arid sun which seared the sky.    
Eventually his donkey found the pelt,    
Fear and temptation were the things it felt.    
With curiosity it nudged the hide,     
And then it took and careful look inside.    
It realized that it could fit within     
And so it donned the fearsome lion’s skin.    
It rampaged through the forest in disguise,    
And animals all feared for their demise.    
It trampled over bushes after birds     
And rendered fear in everything that heard.    
It scared the beavers, cattle and the ox;    
It flushed out deer and horses and a fox.    
Throughout the wood it caused a mass dismay   

A panic when all wild life ran away.    
He chased the fauna and destroyed the bush,    
Pretending to tear tiny beasts to mush,    
Though only just pretending to do so,    
Though no one in the wilder-wood could know.   
The hunter noticed all this vast commotion    
Like vast, torrential storms upon an ocean.    
He ventured out to find the trouble’s source    
And then he found his bumbling ass in course,   
Which ran about within a lion’s hide;    
The hunter realized it was inside     
And didn’t fret about the lion there,     
Approaching it without a single care.    
The animals all watched the crazy man,    
Who neared the beast and end of his life’s span.   
The donkey saw and planned to scare his master,   
Though this could only end in a disaster.    
It charged upon its master in the mask;    
It didn’t want to do a silly task     
To please the hunter who would feed him for it;   
In servitude he savagely abhorred it.    
The ass’s master didn’t run away     
And then he said: “I hear your donkey bray!”   
The donkey was distressed and strongly feared,   
His punishment when his mean Master jeered:   
You may conceal yourself but still your bray,   
Has you betrayed and gave you, fool, away!”   
Though in appearance you may far surpass,    
In voice you still remain a foolish ass!”    
 
The Shepherd Boy and the Wolf     
 
A shepherd sent his son out to the fold    
So that the boy could learn so that when old    
He’d have a talent and he could be paid,    
For he would know his shepherd father’s trade.   
The boy led all their sheep to graze on grass    
Out in a vale beneath a mountain pass,    
Beside a forest where the trees cast shade    
That made it easy for a wolf to raid.     
The boy was lonely out amongst the wild    
And he was just a small and stupid child    
And missed his friends and all his family,    
Because mere sheep are not good company.    
He lay and watched the clouds across the sky   
Like fluffy sheep that floated through his eye.   
He often watched the woods and felt his dread,   
And vile ideas filled his childish head;    
He thought of wolves that killed as just a game   
And vicious, vile dark-dwellers with no name   
For men had never seen them and returned,    
So of the creatures mankind never learned.    
Inspired by boredom he devised a plan,    
To make amusement for the working span.    
He was so lonely that the plan created    
Was desperate and was sure to be berated    
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By anyone who fell beneath its scam;    
The boy was just a little, stupid lamb    
And didn’t know when he had done a wrong,   
So he got up and left the fluffy throng    
To vainly cause his lonely plot to grow;    
Down to the village he resolved to go    
While screaming and expending all his force    
He ran down from the mountain on his course   
And shouted to the townsfolk: “There’s a wolf!   
A wolf! A wolf! The sheep will be engulfed!”   
He shouted everywhere this frightful noise    
And scared the children with his bounding voice   
And roused the men from houses to the scene   
With sword, clubs, whips, and any fierce machine   
That could be used to slash its meat and fur;    
They ran the mountain slope to kill the cur.    
Through that fatigue the townsmen all endured;   
Toil made them want to bash its bones to blur!   
They passed the peak and ventured to assail    
But all they saw was that small peaceful vale   
With sheep intact and eating without harm;    
They looked upon the peace with great alarm.   
The boy then laughed at their inept distress    
“There is no rabid wolf, I do confess.    
I just desired to see you all distraught!    
To see your faces with disgraces fraught!”    
The trick was ignorant and very cruel,    
And all believed the boy to be a fool    
And as they left he laughed about the joke;    
They wished that on his laughter he would choke.   
The day turned into night without a seam,    
Serenely gliding into lovely dreams.    
The sun arose again and to the vale     
The boy took all the sheep-flocks without fail.   
The boy again was lonely and again     
He rushed far down the hill to scared the men,   
Who came again to find a wolf to smite    
Though saw no vicious animals in sight.    
The boy was happy and he laughed at them    
Though didn’t know that he was self-condemned   
The next day brought the same old joke and they   
All rushed, though many dropped out on the way,   
Because they didn’t trust the stupid boy;    
There sure enough were no wolves to destroy.   
He took advantage of their manly rage,    
And tricks on blinded wrath are easily waged.   
There was a pattern to his foolish lies    
And it would lead to his unkind demise.    
The next day came and he devised that he    
Would scare them all again and make them see   
Again that there was no great wolf to kill;    
He plotted this while sitting on the hill,    
But then he saw, immerging from the wood,    
A massive wolf that thirsted for some blood.    
The shepherd boy ran swiftly to the village    
Afraid that such a rabid wolf would pillage    

The pasture and engulf his father’s sheep,    
And keep them in his stomach, dark and deep.   
He rushed down hill, though faster now with fear   
And screamed what they expected now to hear:   
“A wolf! A wolf! There is a rabid beast    
And on the sheep the feral dog will feast!”    
The busy men heard this and none believed    
For by him they had often been deceived;    
And they could not distinguish what was true   
And what was false that they were bound to rue.   
No man believed the boy and all allowed    
The vicious wolf to eat the mutton crowd.    
 
The Wolf and the Goat      
 
A massive mountain loomed into the air    
And on the rocks a goat without a care    
Was prancing here from crag and there from spire   
And in the exercise it never tired.     
A wolf beneath the wall observed the goat;    
He wished to have that meat within his throat.   
The wolf approached the bottom of the rock;    
The goat excelled him, and could duly mock,   
For there the wolf attempted to climb up    
The shear facade up to the very top.     
It couldn’t elevate up to the height,     
Although it used its every twitch of might.    
The trouncing goat jumped up from peak to peak;   
Unlike the wolf, it was not small and weak    
And also it was not a predator     
And had no savagery deep in its core.    
Above the ground and trees it far surpassed    
And at the peak it ate some tundra grass.    
The wolf then shouted from the vale below;    
“Friend goat, how hard the fearsome wind does blow!   
So high upon the mountain aren’t your scared   
That by a vortex there you will be snared    
And hurled down from the apex you will die,   
Once having climbed so high into the sky?    
Why don’t you come down here where it is warm   
And in a vale you’ll shelter from the storm?”   
The wolf exclaimed this with a worried voice   
Though if it fell he then would have rejoiced.   
The goat ignored when he implored and still    
Went jumping from great peak to peak with skill.   
It settled at a height and ate some weeds;    
It looked around for any place to feed    
The wolf had envy for it as it fed:     
“Great goat, are you not scared you will be dead   
When you fall down from such a soaring height?   
The fall and impact, truly won’t be light!”    
The wolf said this with lovely sympathy,    
And mountains of compassion seemed to be    
Within the wolf who merely wanted food.    
To his meal he did not want to be rude.    
The goat pretended that it didn’t hear    
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And walked along the precipice and jeered    
By kicking down some rocks upon the fiend    
By feigning slipping as at th’edge it leaned    
To look over the cliff to see the pit.     
It didn’t fall; instead, it ate a bit.     
The wolf then shouted and his echo rang:    
“On such a scarce supply of grass you hang.    
Why don’t you hop down here and eat the treats,   
For here the grass is plenteous and sweet.    
That is a rocky place where grass is rare;    
You’ll find a larger quantity down here,    
And quality surpasses all the herbs     
That grow up there upon those mountain curbs.   
The glaciers flow to here, from where they melt,   
And greater waters have I never felt,    
Straight from the springing source, grand nature’s teats,  
The mountain vales where grasses are replete.   
The grass could grow up there but it would spoil;   
Down here is luscious sediment and soil.    
Come down to eat the grass and drink the water;   
Starvation on that peak will cause your slaughter...”   
The goat then spied the wolf and it replied:    
“Much thanks for the advice that you’ve belied.   
I will take note of it, you can be sure,    
But I am going to stay where air is pure,    
And where there are no vicious predators,    
No savage lions or great vicious curs.    
Thanks for advice about my subtle diet;    
I scarcely eat; I cannot well deny it;     
I’d be a tasteless morsel if digested,     
Unless in me great fats were all invested.    
That makes me wonder of your being here,    
And for your motive makes me slightly fear.    
Is it my healthy meal that you condone,    
Or are you worried more about your own?”    
 
The Fox and the Woodsman     
 
A fleeing fox was running in unease    
Away from hounds through colonnades trees;   
The loyal dogs had caught its trailing scent    
And after pungent prey they sharply went    
Like scholars chasing knowledge through their mind   
Or grand adventurers who never find    
Desirous destinations, always bound    
And search and never settle down to found    
Vast colonies and lands on stable ground.    
Such was the fervor in these chasing hounds.   
The fox was tiring after many acres     
Through bushes, brambles and through thorny breakers;  
Around, the tangled forest was quite deep    
And there was no secure locale to keep,    
But then it saw that it was nearly nearing    
A place of stumps, a pleasant forest clearing.    
Exhausted it approached a homely hut    
Made out of logs of lumber, cleanly cut.    

Outside the house, a humble woodsman stood   
And with his axe he chopped some fibrous wood.   
The fox addressed the timber-cleaving man:    
“Is there a place where I can hide one span    
From hounds that are attacking me just now;    
I want to hide but don’t know where or how.    
Would you please hide me somewhere in you home   
Where I can safely stay when hunters come?    
I’ll give you something if you let me stay,    
As long as I am not the hunter’s prey!”    
The woodsman pointed to the corner wall    
Where there was stored a pile of timberfall;    
Into the storeroom, he jumped through a nook   
And hid within the crevice where he shook    
With fear that he would be discovered there    
Or that the woodsman would make them aware.   
He stopped his shaking and tried not to smell   
Though he achieved the neither of these well.   
The hounds with bounds approached the wooden house  
At which locale they smelled a foxy douse.    
The hounds could not discover where it was;    
The scent of timber shrouded all with gauss.    
The hunter asked the woodsman if he’d viewed   
A crimson fox sprint through as they ensued:   
“My hounds are chasing down a little red,    
But they have lost the odor as it fled.”    
The woodsman was as clever as could be    
And knew the fox could hear them there and he,   
Instead of saying where the fox had hid,    
Did that which foolish mimes for money did.   
“I have not seen a fox pass through this wood   
But I would truly help you if I could.”    
With this he pointed t’ward the storage box,    
The very place that now concealed the fox.    
With no betraying words, he used his hand;    
But still the hunter didn’t understand    
He took his dogs to find some other prey    
While still the woodsman pointed t’where it lay.   
Eventually the scornful hunter left;     
The timber then continued to be cleft;    
The sneaky lumberjack had been dismayed    
That to the hunter he in vain betrayed.    
The fox immerged and had refreshed itself    
By hiding there upon the lumber shelf.    
The fox began to run into the forest     
To where hound populations were the poorest.   
The woodsman turned to him and roughly said:   
“If it was not for me you would be dead!    
And now you leave me with no kind farewell?   
You promised gifts if I helped you expel    
Those vicious hunters from you smelly trail;    
You’ve lied, for you have given me no “hail”   
And not a moment to request my gift;    
At you, rude fox, I am severely miffed.”    
The fox then laughed and hatefully replied:    
“Because of you I could have just now died;    
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You may have given me a place to hide    
But, you cruel host, once I had hid inside,    
Were telling them exactly where I was;    
You have betrayed me and I know because    
I watched you through a peak hole in the crate;   
Now t’ward you I am full of fervent hate,    
For though in words you held no treachery    
In gestures you worked just as guilefully.”    
 
The Sick Lion       
 
The lion claimed that he was quite diseased    
And proved the sickness when he loudly sneezed   
And made the animals all run with fright    
Like meager coughs were massive roars of might.   
The lion lay within his cavern lair     
And claimed that he had now become aware    
That his great sickness dwindled all his skill    
And soon the fatal malady would kill    
The king of beasts; he lay within his chamber   
Exhausted and not strong enough to clamber.   
The beasts all heard that he was very ill    
And that he begged for witness to his will    
So that his huge estate could be passed on    
To worthy dynasties once he was gone.    
The animals excited on this topic     
Of who would, after lions, rule the tropics.    
The animals were not in fear of death    
They knew the cat was on its final breaths.    
Large sums of beasts came to the lion’s cave    
An act that once had been for just the brave.    
They now did not despise his royalty    
And came to him to show their loyalty    
So that he might pick them to be his heir    
And rule the realm and live inside his lair.    
The fox was first to come upon the cave    
But he did not desire to be the knave    
Who’d first go in and find the lion well,    
Recovered once the illness ran its spell.    
He knew that beasts would often play vile tricks   
And for their food, not just for childish kicks.   
He wondered if the sickness was a fraud    
Designed to lure the beasts where they were clawed;   
He didn’t doubt the lion could fake lame    
Because that witty fox would do the same!    
The fox ran in the bush and waited there    
And watched the beasts approach the lion’s lair;   
He let the others be the victims first     
To test the lion’s lack of carnal thirst.    
The calves and sheep and lambs went in the den   
But never did these beasts come out again.    
The air within the cavern smelled like blood,    
And leaking from it was a crimson flood;    
Within he heard the chewing of a cud    
And knew these signs could not be very good,   
For though the lion’s symptoms proved his malady   

And ending to his reigning principality,    
These signs proved horrid plague for all the rest   
And proved that Leo’s health would be the best.   
The fox awaited and he sadly knew     
That nothing would immerged that went into    
The depths of darkness in the lion’s cave    
Where there no light was seen or spirit saved.   
The lion had no sooner deigned his will    
Than he regained his strength and wasn’t ill    
Refreshed with a peculiar kind of speed    
That healed as fast as mangled corpses bleed.   
The fox believed that he had been refreshed    
Because of his supply of willing flesh.    
The lion stood upon the threshold where    
He saw the fox avoiding him with fear.    
“Come visit me, friend fox, and give your due   
To you great feline king; it won’t be rued.”    
The fox retracted from the dangerous place    
And hoped the lion was too full to chase:    
“I would come in to visit you, my lord,    
But animals have come to you in hoards    
And have in herds gone into you grand den    
But never seem to have immerged again.    
The footprints lead within but not without;    
You have a lot of servants; there’s no doubt,    
But you must now be cramped inside of there   
With such great company in that small lair.    
I’m claustrophobic and don’t like large crowds;   
They always are too cramped and vain and loud.   
I will return to visit you, but when     
The crowded animals have left, for then    
We both can gather for a private chat;    
I truly will enjoy a thing like that!”     
 
The Nurse and the Wolves     
 
There was a baby laying in its cradle    
That didn’t eat by bottle, bowl, or ladle,    
But still was just an infant wanting milk;    
The baby was of classy, wealthy ilk     
And had a nurse to fill its little belly    
And wash it when it was extremely smelly.    
The baby woke and started harshly crying    
Severely, like it was attacked and dying,    
For babies often make it seem the worst    
When truly they just have a little thirst    
For infants know of nothing but themselves;    
No further than their sight does their mind delve.   
The nurse appeared to make the baby calm    
But had no nutrients to stop its qualm    
For she had fed the infant recently     
And let it sleep within the nursery.     
The nurse was irritated at its scream    
For she could not sedate the child with cream   
And it emitted shrill and pointless notes,    
Such horrid raucous from so small a throat.    
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The nurse was so enraged by its small act    
That she derisively yelled without tact:    
“Young fool, if you continue such a show,    
Straight out this open window I will throw    
You to the wolves that search ground below    
For babies, and that will increase your woe    
For you, a helpless morsel, will be food    
And into mushy pulp you will be chewed,    
And you, vain baby, never then will know    
What it is like to learn and earn and grow.”    
She could make threats to such a stupid child   
For to the infant ears they were but mild,    
Although to knowing ears they would be cruel   
And would have cost the nurse her job (the fool).   
Because the baby didn’t understand     
It was just uselessness to reprimand.    
But as she spoke these words about the wolves   
Some wolves passed by and heard about themselves.   
They heard her speak about the tender treat    
And that they soon would have a bite to eat;    
The baby didn’t stop its fearful shrieks    
And torrid tears flowed down is bubbling cheeks   
It listened to the orders of the nurse     
But its loud crying only sounded worse.    
The wolves were thrilled by such great insolence   
And planned that they would eat their soft meat minced.  
They waited for the baby to be thrown    
For them to catch and eat alive, not grown    
Or thick or dense, like tastes of tender veal    
That from the sheltered farmyards they would steal.   
The wolves were waiting as the baby cried    
But still it shrieked and still it hadn’t died.    
The loving nurse was rocking it to sleep,    
Her caring female nature touching deep    
And nurturing the baby when a man    
Would just have let the baby cry a span.    
Eventually the nurse’s milk had cropped,    
And as it drank the baby’s howling stopped;    
With hunger done, the baby suffered sleep    
In which it fell, where silence it would keep.    
The wolves were hungry and they stayed the night;   
They drooled and slobbered for the tender bite   
And up within the starry sky came soon    
The total, lunacy-provoking moon;     
They saw the moon and they gave out a howl   
Much louder than a cricket or an owl    
And still their stomachs fused them to the spot   
Where they were promised food, though they did not   
Receive the baby that the maid had chided    
Insulted, threatened, horridly derided    
And promised to the wolves who were more quiet   
Than that small baby, on its milky diet.    
The morning soon had come and they were mad   
For they endured the night and felt quite bad    
With swollen limbs, sore from their worthless waiting,  
And minds distraught from painfully debating    

If she had lied to them or she spoke true,    
If they would love the meal or they would rue,   
And then they heard again the baby’s wail    
It sounded luscious, tender, soft, and frail.    
They all rushed to the window and the nurse    
Perceived them and deceived them with a curse.   
She swiftly shut the window on their paws;    
Their sorry hands were bruised, contused and raw.   
She grabbed the baby and she cuddled it    
So that it was a meal they couldn’t get.    
They howled outside, as loudly as the child,    
Denied their morsel, crying, harsh and wild.    
They angrily gave up once they were sore    
Within their throats, and they could howl no more,   
Except for muttering just one short token:    
“I never will believe a word that’s spoken    
For promises more often are betrayed    
Than kept; deception is why they are made!”    
 
The Mountebank and the Farmer     
 
There was a famous mountebank in town;    
Some said he was a wizard, some a clown;    
He could have the ‘either’ or the ‘or,’    
Could have been anything except a bore,    
And still the public would have loved the same   
To watch his magic tricks and funny games.    
He set a massive stage within the square    
And blew loud horns to make the town aware   
That he had come to integrate their minds    
With magic and adventure of all kinds.    
The crowd had gathered and was very loud    
And waited for the man to raise the shroud,    
The curtains of the stage to show his art;    
This stage was built upon a moving cart    
That he could travel on and so that he    
Rose taller than the rest so that they’d see.    
The incognito man revealed himself;    
He was adorned and painted like an elf    
With frills and weird tattoos that made him strange,   
And as they watched, these features seemed to change.  
Performing acrobatic tricks his stood    
And all were clapping loudly when he would   
Do flips and juggle torches in his hands;    
This was a strange display from foreign lands.   
As he deceived, the masses praised his thrills,   
Like paying frauds and thieves for their fine skill,   
Because the people liked to be deceived,    
Because from boredom they were then relieved.   
Eventually the man ran out of tricks     
But he had one that he remembered quick.    
He stood alone without a single prop;    
The audience’s raucous sharply stopped    
As they all lay in seething apprehension;    
Suspense was leaving them in utter tension.    
The silence was as painful as the noise    
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And then the mountebank threw off his toys    
And only had himself and just a cloak    
He put his head within it, like to choke,    
And from the inner depths there came a sound   
Exactly like a pig that squealed in bounds.    
The audience began to laugh and clap,    
And then the jester tipped his foolish cap    
And he intended then to leave the town    
But they desired his cloak’s internals shown    
And so he let them check him for the pig    
And though his secret cloak was very big    
There was no pig within the massive dress    
And his clandestine source of sound was missed.   
But then a farmer who had heard the noise    
Let all the commoners hear his great voice:    
“That sounded like no pig you foolish crowds;   
You have been tricked by this magician’s shrouds.   
Tomorrow if you come to see the show    
Then I will fake the pig noise and you’ll know   
That this imposter is a silly fake     
And know just what a squealing pig is like.”    
The crowd was murmuring about this man    
And they resolved that they would come again   
To hear this contest and to choose the act    
That better imitated truthful fact.     
The congregating people all returned,    
And waiting for the contest they all yearned    
To see the farmer be a stupid fool     
And make a pig squeal with his voice or tools.   
The mountebank again addressed the crowd;    
He made his pig squeal very, very loud    
And all of them applauded what they heard    
And didn’t think that it had been absurd.    
The clown immerged from his clandestine cloak   
And everyone again enjoyed the joke.    
The farmer then ducked in a cloak of his    
And from the dark there came a horrid hiss.    
It was not like the jester’s squeal at all,    
And to them sounded like an eagle’s call,    
A wretched squeal that filled them with disdain.   
They scorned the sound and farmer for his pains:   
“You are not skilled like such a mountebank;   
You are a stupid clod of lower rank.    
Your squeal sounds not at all like squealing pigs;   
Go back to rural farms to dance you jigs;    
The city has no time for louts like you;    
The clown should have the stage; you should eschew.”  
The farmer laughed and from his coat revealed   
The artifice that had been what had squealed.   
It was a little pig that he had poked     
To cause the sound while it was in his cloak.    
The crowd was silent and it was ashamed    
For they could see that they had falsely blamed:   
“My fools, you are mistaken in your jeers,    
For I have used a pig to fill your ears    
And you have all insulted this great squeal    

When it had been the squeal that was the real!   
We farmers do not know as much as you,    
Who live within the towns where buildings grew,   
But we can tell some chirps or squeals from moos.   
In this affair you flounder and accuse    
The pigs of sounding less like pigs than clowns.   
You are such fools, you scholars of the towns,   
You hold us farmers with a snobby grudge    
And you have used this prejudice to judge,    
And so you have denied your useful logic    
And fallen for this show of worthless magic,    
And you have loved this very undeft fraud,    
And chosen fallacy, not truth, to laud!”    
 
The Old Woman and the Physician    
 
There was an ancient woman who could see    
Though soon became as blind as she could be.   
She suffered greatly for the malady     
And wandered through her mansion carefully.   
She’d always been a very wealthy maid    
And for great luxuries she long had paid    
Though blind she couldn’t see the wealth around   
In darkness waiting to become a mound.    
She soon became inured to being blind    
And found great things to see within her mind   
And one of these conceptions was that she    
Could find a man to make a remedy,    
A skilled physician who could work and could   
Create a medicine that would be good.    
The woman called the greatest doctor known   
To fix her eyes and make the world be shown.   
The doctor came and he observed her ill    
And said that it would take a deal of skill    
And she replied that she would only pay    
If he could make the illness go away:    
“You are a doctor who possesses fame;    
It is expensive for your sterling name.    
I am a wealthy woman and will give    
You money for the checkups but will dive    
No deeper in my pockets than you go    
Within your mind so you can better know    
What ails me and what cure you can supply    
To bring the sight back to my faded eye.    
So I declare that we will have a deal    
That I will only pay you if I heal.     
And if I can perceive again with eyes    
I will provide you with a massive prize,    
Though if I still am blind without a cure    
For one whole year, that I must, blind, endure,   
And you have not relieved my bitter curse,    
Then you will get no money from my purse.    
No doctor has achieved what I request,    
So if you do you then will be the best.    
It’s all or nothing; will you, my physician,    
Attempt this bold, adventurous commission?”   
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The doctor knew that he could never cure    
A malady so hearty and obscure.     
He knew no method to remove her blinds    
And didn’t think that there was one to find    
But he was greedy for her loads of cash    
For he had looked around and seen her stash    
A massive mansion filled with luxuries.    
He could have stolen all of it with ease    
And this precisely was his evil plan.    
He was a quite deceptive kind of man    
And he agreed to take the woman’s job    
But basely he intended just to rob.     
Returning every morning he applied    
Some magic drops into the woman's eyes;    
She thought that they were fluids from the spring   
Of grand Olympus where Grand Zeus is king   
And thought that they could cure her blindness and   
Return her to the land where she was banned,   
The ready realm of lovely, fluid sight    
Where there were lovely rays of luscious light.   
But actually the substance that he brought her   
Was nothing more than normal river water.    
He placed it in her eyes to make her think    
That she would see from such an optic drink.   
Right after he had given her the douse    
The thief then stole the contents of her house   
Perpetuating fraudulence to steal     
The things that she would never see or feel.    
He didn’t think his action wrong for he    
Was able to appreciate and see     
Those luxuries and didn’t think that he    
Could ever cure her perspicacity.     
Each time that he would come he took a thing   
Until he had possessions like a king.    
The doctor stole the objects up until     
The house was left without a thing to fill    
The empty spaces where her blindness saw    
Naught missing; so she didn’t press the law.    
But then the ancient woman gained her sight    
Miraculously, and could see the light    
And newly could view what was wrong and right   
Immediately she perceived the blight:    
The lack of furniture around her home    
And sadly knew that she was stolen from.    
The doctor was the only one that she    
Allowed inside to give her company    
She would have let the doctor get away    
With stealing and without her proper pay    
Because her illness had been medicated    
And cured (she thought) by how the doctor treated.   
The doctor was remorseful that she now    
With pure, insightful eyesight was endowed    
For she could see his vice and then resort    
To bringing such a criminal to court.    
The doctor, though, desired his proper price    
For he denied that he had done the vice    

And having stole the woman’s opulence    
He wanted more for treating blindness, since    
She now was cured, although he didn’t know   
Exactly how he’d made her photons flow.    
The doctor brought the hag to court and claimed   
That she was blind and was severely maimed   
But he had cured her and she never paid.    
He said that they agreed upon a trade:    
Her eyesight for her fortune past compare,    
But she had never made him yet her heir.    
“I’ve had this ancient woman’s eyes restored;   
She promised and I want all she’ll afford!”    
The judge allowed the ancient hag to speak    
And what she said was strong and was not meek,   
For she was quite impatient at the quack    
For treating patients with this false attack.    
She wouldn’t have complained for his assault   
But he provoked it; it was all his fault:    
“I promised this great doctor what he’s due    
If he would help me see as youngsters do,    
And I have let him in my house for days    
And he has tried to help me see the rays    
And now he claims that I can plainly see,    
Though I do not know how this cure can be,    
For I once had a large amount of goods    
Within my house, and now with sight I should   
Be able to perceive the furniture     
Though I deny that he has found a cure    
For I cannot see any of my stuff;     
He must not have cured my old eyes enough!”   
 
The Thief and the Boy      
 
There was a boy who reveled near a well    
And though he played, was careful, never fell.   
For many hours he gamboled in his joys    
And used the flowers and the bugs as toys.    
Then as he played a man went sneaking by;    
The boy perceived the man with his sharp eye   
And recognized the man to be a thief;    
The boy then gave his happiness relief    
And like a rain-cloud he began to cry;    
The sneaky thief perceived him and came nigh.   
He carried a huge parcel on his back    
In which his stolen goods were stacked and packed.   
He neared the boy and set the parcel down    
To see if he could medicate the frown.    
The pouring tears were dripping down his cheeks   
And then the thief inquired about the leaks:    
“Small boy, why do you pour your tears and pout;   
I can procure solution, there’s no doubt,    
To any problem that you can espy,     
For you are just a boy and vainly cry    
About the silly trifles that will fade     
When large affairs are scornfully portrayed,    
Adoring triviality with pride     
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Where there are more important things denied   
Abandoning importance, worth forsaken,    
With only useless vanity partaken.     
What ails your eyes in such a funny way    
That makes your inner liquids on display?”    
The thief desired to know the boy’s young thoughts,   
For where emotion lingers, worth is wrought.   
The boy responded with a fearful tone,    
A simper and a whimper and a moan:    
“I had a toy that I was toting ‘round     
A little silver cup that was renowned    
For its creation by an artist’s hands,     
Imported far, from distant, foreign lands.    
It is a quite expensive piece of art     
That had been purchased at an artful mart.    
But now I’ve lost the cup inside the well    
Into the depths the piece of artwork fell.    
The thing was beautiful and of expense;    
Next time I play I need to use more sense.    
For I will never more observe the toy    
And so forever gone is all my joy!”     
The thief then laughed an eerie laugh and said:   
“You shouldn’t let those thoughts into your head;   
I’ll dive into the depths and I’ll retrieve    
The little piece of art for which you grieve.”    
The evil thief delighted at his luck     
Intending to go delving in the muck     
And grab the cup and take it for his own;    
The boy’s loose fingers were what he proponed.   
The thief discarded all his clothes and used    
A rigid rope that from his pack he loosed    
And after anchoring the cord he sprung    
Into the well upon the string he’d strung.    
He lowered down as he just scarcely hung    
And on the rope and walls he barely clung.    
The depths were cold and they were very dark   
And he was freezing, although bold still stark.   
He touched the water with his frozen toes    
And wished that he had not thrown off his clothes,   
Though he had no desire to ruin their class,    
For they were stolen from a wealthy lass.    
He dipped into the water but he found    
No silver cup as he explored around.    
He realized that he had been a fool     
To trust a boy who still enrolled in school.    
He searched the floor and soon he knew the cup   
Did not exist; Returning to the top,     
He feared that he had been deceived and rushed   
And hurt himself on walls and fluids gushed,;   
All scratched and bruised, he rose upon the rope   
While knowing that it was beyond his hope.    
Upon emergence from the frozen pool    
Desiring warmth and clothes, for he was cool,   
He found no boy or pile of his supplies    
The boy had tricked him and had grabbed the prize   
And swiftly had run off while he still could.    

The clothes and sack of goods were gone for good   
And there cold deceiver stood deceived,    
And from his naked frost was not relieved.    
 
The Monkey and the Dolphin     
 
In ancient days, the sailors often brought    
On board whatever animals they caught    
And played with them as pets to pass the time.   
One sailor brought a monkey, who could mime.   
The ship set sail across the mighty sea,    
And he would watch this Ape of Barbary    
Whenever he was bored with swapping decks.   
This monkey went on many distant treks    
Across the oceans and the seething water;    
She always traveled where the vessel brought her   
And visited the lands around the sea,    
From Africa, to Greece or Italy.     
One time the sailor brought her voyaging    
And everyone on board adored the thing;    
The ape was skilled in acting and in fraud    
And no one hesitated to applaud     
Whenever it achieved a silly act.     
But soon (while they were reveling, in fact!)    
The ship was traveling by Attica,     
And at the tip of that peninsula     
They came upon a massive shoal of rocks.    
The ship approached the rigid rocks like docks   
And as it did the crew paid no attention    
Except upon the monkey, where suspension    
Of any consciousness was caused by joy    
While staring at their stupid, monkey toy.    
The ship destroyed itself upon the shoal    
And every sailor there received his dole;    
As planks were ruptured they were cast to sea   
And scarce survived the ocean tyranny.    
The monkey was the only one alive;    
The rest had taken their infernal dive.    
The chimp could scarcely float upon the brink,   
And when the monkey was about to sink    
A dolphin saw it swimming and approached    
And from the water spurts of breathing broached.   
The monkey dreaded that it would attack,    
But it allowed the monkey on its back.    
The dolphin glided swiftly to the shore    
The monkey couldn’t ask for any more,    
And it held on upon the dolphin’s gloss.    
Fair Athens was in sight and just across    
The sea, Piraeus stood, a pretty city.    
The dolphin asked the monkey with some pity:   
“You seem a little different from a man.    
Are you a human of a different clan?    
For you are hairier and lighter than     
The men that I have seen in my life span.    
If you indeed are human, are you from    
Fair Athens, or from elsewhere do you come?”   
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The monkey had been taught to lie and act    
And often thought that saying false was fact;    
It lied and said it was a human and     
That it was simply of a different brand.    
It also said that Athens was its home    
And that from that fair city it had roamed    
And that it was of royalty and wealth    
And that it could extend the dolphins health    
If it would only take her to the town,    
Where she would prove to be of much renown.   
The streaming dolphin thought the monkey’s story   
Was very fish; he began to worry     
That he was carrying a fearsome beast.    
This whale resolved to test the chimp at least   
By seeing if the monkey was a liar,     
For that would surely prove its heart was dire:   
“If you have come from Athens and you grow   
From royalty then certainly you know    
Of great and fine Piraeus, my good man.    
It doesn’t even matter what’s your clan.”    
The monkey heard this statement and believed:   
Piraeus must be some man who’s achieved    
Great things for Athens and must be well known,   
So she replied as her conveyor ran:     
“I know Piraeus, and I know his deeds;    
He is a great associate and weeds     
Fair Athens of corruption and of war;    
I know him like no man has known before.”    
But Great Piraeus was a pretty town    
And not a man of penitent renown.     
The dolphin was dissatisfied and mad    
That such dishonesty was to be had,    
When he was helping such a helpless fiend;    
The dolphin jumped and through the surf careened   
And dove to reach the distant ocean floor.    
The monkey didn’t grasp him anymore,    
Releasing from him when she couldn’t breathe   
Alone within the water as it seethed .    
To save herself or find a deadly fate    
She floated, helpless there as easy bate.    
 
The Horse and the Lion      
 
There was a famine on the vast savannas.    
There was no grain or grass or lush bananas.    
The deer were scarce because their food was gone   
And lions prowled an empty, vapid lawn.    
One lion hadn’t had a bite of food     
For days, and vicious hunger had ensued.    
His stomach acid was eroding him;     
His innards shrunk and faculties grew slim.    
He was extremely angry and dismayed    
That power so supreme was disarrayed    
By lack of resources into his doom;     
For he was as an infant in a womb.     
He walked along throughout the land and thought   

About himself and feasts that he had caught    
And all the faculties that weren’t used,    
Because his prey was far and wide diffused.    
His potent sorrow overwhelmed his skill    
And lately he was feeling very ill,     
But as he watched the road he saw a horse    
That galloped to horizons down its course.    
It’s muscles were both juicy, raw and thick    
And perfect for a lion that was sick.     
When seeing it the lion licked his lips,    
And thought about the horse’s juicy hips    
And how the shredded meat would taste when he   
Engorged himself in its carnality.     
He realized that he could never eat     
That speedy hulk of sprinting, pumping meat   
Because he was too weak to hold a chase;    
He never could achieve the horse’s pace.    
He truly wanted that fantastic supper,    
That horse of inky black and polished copper.   
It ran across the fields until they ended    
The lion’s salivary glands commended,    
And so the lion followed and he found    
The forest where the stallion hung around.    
Once there he let the rumor seep unbridled    
To every bug and bird and beast unsaddled    
That he had gone to study medicine     
And was as good in finding cures as men.    
The lion feigned that he could fully heal    
The beasts, when all he wanted was a meal.    
A herd of animals approached for aid    
And he pretended that he lightly weighed    
Some powdered potions like apothecaries,    
Though this apothecary was quite scary.    
The beasts believed the lion’s useless drafts    
And at their gullibility he laughed.     
Eventually the mighty stallion came    
Pretending that he was severely lame:    
“There is a savage thorn within my hoof.    
It hurts whenever I attempt to move.    
I cannot live with such a malady;     
I cannot reach my top velocity     
With it impaling me upon the foot;     
It might as well just stay there and take root!    
For I cannot accelerate away     
And I am likely as an easy prey.”     
The horse requested treatment from the lion;    
The lion didn’t know that he was lying,    
And so this doctor lifted up the leg     
And tried to see the malady he begged    
To be examined and to be soon healed.    
The lion looked at it and slowly knealed    
Intending that he would now pounce and kill.   
The lion took the foot with makeshift skill    
And tried to fake that he perceived the ill.    
He drooled and thought that he’d soon have his fill   
And readied for the pounce upon the horse,    
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Retracting for his full amount of force,    
But then as he was nearing very close    
The horse kicked back his foot into its nose,    
A horrid crunch resounding through his skull   
As nose was shattered, as was damaged all.    
The lion fell and heard the horse’s laughter    
And saw it run away, and then right after    
He couldn’t see our hear it anymore,    
For he was knocked unconscious on the floor.   
 
The Thief and the Dog      
 
A mansion stood within the shadowed forest    
And to it came a thief who was the poorest    
Of men that ever came upon that house;    
In riches he experienced a douse     
When viewing that extravagant estate;    
To steal from it he didn’t hesitate.     
Around the fortress lay a mighty wall;    
Besieged by catapults it wouldn’t fall,    
So he was forced to climb its massive height.   
He reached the top, expending all his might    
This beggar sat upon it, wholly drenched    
In sweat, and filthy vapors of his stench    
Engrained into his clothing, which was rags    
That had been scathed and snarled on broken crags.   
Upon the top the robber caught his breath    
Not wanting to climb nor to fall to death,    
But when he stopped he kicked a mighty brick   
And from the wall it fell into the thick    
And shattered on the earth and made a sound   
That through the ears of sleeping dogs would bound.   
There was a guard dog who had been awake    
And heard the sound and felt its mighty quake.   
He smelled the man, who stank like rotting flesh,   
A perfume that was neither lush nor fresh.    
The dog encroached upon the man who now    
Was climbing down but found no good way how,   
And then the guard addressed him: “Villain! Thief!   
For these events you’ll have eternal grief,    
For they will catch you when I point you out;   
You’re in too deep already, worthless lout,    
And they will find you here for I will call    
And also shred your skin and harshly maul    
Your shredded rump and your delightful flesh,   
All stripped from you like grain that has been threshed.  
I cannot let my master’s goods be taken    
For then in poverty I’d be forsaken.”    
The dog began to bark and then the man    
Excused himself in stupid ways, began:    
“I am a friend, my dog, you master’s pal!    
To call me thief, do you have so much gall?”   
The dog then laughed and said to him: “You lie;   
I hear your lisp and see your twitchy eye.    
You are a thief, for you climb walls this late.    
A friend would come at day and through the gate.   

You also aren’t dressed like any guest    
That I have seen, for they are finely dressed.”   
The dog continued growling with his bark;    
The larcenist then flustered in the dark.    
He wondered what to do about the beast;    
He knew that its sharp teeth would be released   
If he came down into the master’s yard;    
He would be murdered by the canine guard.    
He soon resolved to leave but then he thought   
Of tiny scraps of food that he had brought.    
He cast the scraps upon the master’ lawn    
But at the feast the mongrel merely yawned:    
“You are a thief! I see it now in truth,    
For friends would never bribe me by the tooth   
And toss me food to let them pass right through;   
I’m giving no such right of way to you!    
There is no toll for me, for bribery     
Is only proof of greater treachery!”     
The thief was fleeing and the canine mocked    
When it looked on the robber’s feeding stock:   
“Besides, your scraps are nothing when compared   
To portions that with me the master’s shared!   
You truly are a larcenist, for you     
Eat far, far worse than even canines do!”    
 
The Fox and Pheasants      
 
There was a branch where many pheasants gathered;   
They were extremely fat and finely feathered   
And they were on the branch avoiding danger.   
Out from the bramble came a friendly stranger;   
It was a fox who greeted those above;    
The pheasants showed the silly fox no love,    
And they were well aware that he was vile    
And that he would attempt to use his guile    
To lure the pheasants down so that he could    
Engulf them with his teeth for his own good.    
“Beware of yonder scoundrel fellow pheasants,   
For though he may appear both good and pleasant,   
He is a fox that will devour us all     
If ever we should from these branches fall.    
Watch him, for he is likely to be sly     
And ill-conceive a plan to make us die.    
Although we’re safe up here, still watch his act   
For if we don’t, we may all be attacked.    
He cannot harm us if we keep our eyes    
Upon him, for we cannot be surprised.”    
The birds drew close together as they viewed   
The fox, but many crazy acts ensued:    
The fox appeared to lose his mind, and dance,   
And writhe about within the pheasants’ glance;   
He had harsh seizures and he jumped around    
And flipped and sprawled and rolled upon the ground;  
He battled with himself and slashed the air    
And bit his tail as if he didn’t care.     
The act was absolute absurdity     
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And quite a spectacle for birds to see.    
They watched him as he did amazing stunts    
And landed on his nose, right on the brunt.    
He wheeled in acrobatics and he leaped.    
The birds were watching and they wryly cheeped,   
For it was very funny and they mused    
Because the fox by self was so abused.    
Eventually the fox began to run     
Around in circles that looked very fun    
For he was laughing and the birds were too.    
They thought that he had nothing else to do    
Or had a shorted-neuron in his brain    
And sadly was compelled to act insane.    
The birds were so immersed inside the joy    
That they did not believe that he’d destroy    
Them by his lovely antics or that he     
Was brewing revelry for savagery.     

He ran in circles and they watched him run    
But as he ran their dizziness began.     
Their eyes were swirling as he ran around    
And soon they twirled and they fell to the ground   
Because they were disoriented by     
The fox’s twirling motion in their eye.    
The fox then lunged upon the fallen pheasants   
Devouring them and it was very pleasant    
For him but not the birds, for they were dead    
And thoughts could not trespass within their heads.   
The fox then laughed and said some mocking sense:   
“Thank you, you’ve been a lovely audience!”   
Those birds had watched the danger all along   
But watching was the thing that had been wrong.   
The danger hadn’t come to blinded eyes    
But used the eyes to cause their own demise.   
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Fables of 
Humility and Pride 

 
 
 
 
 

Humility will cause a man to hide, 
And leave existence wasted and untried, 
And be successful in a steady way 
And persevere through every boring day, 
Surviving when the proud will fall and die 
Off pedestals that reach into the sky; 
But nothing can destroy a man with pride, 
And even in his death he won’t have died, 
Because each living second is immortal, 
And death is just another pointless portal, 
Where pride’s conserved, a robe that’s always shod, 
Up high surpassing every humbled god. 
Humility will never ever strive, 
While pride will take a leap and take a dive, 
For unknown humbleness will long survive, 
While pride is one brief dynasty of vive. 
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The Milkmaid and her Pail     
 
A milkmaid in the morning rose from bed    
And wondered with her useless dreamy head    
Of all the fancies that she could receive    
If she stopped fantasizing and achieved.    
She donned her peasant dress and went outside   
To work within the barnyard, dreamy-eyed,    
And walked into the stables where the cows,    
Who with their surplus milk were well endowed,   
Were waiting for her hands to grope their dugs   
And empty milk into large pails and jugs.    
She drank some milk for breakfast from a mug,   
And gave the final utter one last tug.    
She finished work and left the shoddy shed    
And placed a pail upon her drifting head,    
A brain that teamed with tipsy fantasies    
Of ample splendor and vain pleasantries.    
She walked away from her petite abode    
And traveled to the market down the road;    
She swiftly ambulated without stop,    
While balancing the pail upon her top.    
Unstable in her mind she brooded dreams    
Of what could be achieved with all those creams,   
That bubbled on her head as thick as thoughts   
That wondered what great splendors could be bought:   
“With this sweet milk I’ll buy my neighbor’s hens   
And place those laying chickens all in pens.    
Then everyday the hens will lay their eggs    
And I will steal them from between their legs.   
I’ll sell the eggs and save enough to buy    
New dresses with the surplus egg supply.    
Thus, current worth within this surplus milk    
By trade converts into a fluid silk.     
The new dress will be fancier than most    
A true frivolity that I can boast,     
And rife with silly frills and useless trifles,    
Ripe with vain beauty that no scorn can stifle.   
I’ll wear my blouse and ribbons to the fair    
Attracting many young, male suitors there,    
And I’ll reject them all with primping pride,    
And through the covetous I’ll proudly glide,    
Exalted so by beauty that I’ll spurn     
The suitors so they’ll never, ever earn    
My beauty or experience my bliss.     
When they approach I’ll be a snobby priss    
Because I have a primly predilection,    
And though they’ll all adore my fine complexion   
I’ll give no suitor any kind affection    
Deriding all with reasonless rejection.    
So then when, hoping, they attempt to kiss    
I’ll throw my head back scornfully like this!”   
She cast her head in virulent disdain,    
And soon she knew that such an act was vain   
For off her head the pail of liquid spilled;    

The pail was empty where the milk had filled,   
And, humid, soaked into the arid earth    
And left her with naught but a sorry dearth.    
The riches of her deep imagination,     
By violent vanity’s harsh confiscation    
Were ruined and so dispersed into the void.    
She rued the silky milk that she destroyed,    
Her fantasizing mind was empty so;    
She cried and overflowed with rancid woe;    
Her spurting tears were cast all ways around    
And mingled with the milk upon the ground.    
Her pleasantries were vanquished in the soil    
And ruined was sweet fruition of her toil    
She grabbed the pail and sadly wandered home   
While knowing that the ending of her roam    
Would, rather than cause her great, novel dress,   
Cause only angry lectures for the mess.    
 
The Fox and the Grapes      
 
A hungry fox meandered through a wood,    
And came to where rigid cliff face stood.    
Around the stony face unfurled some vines    
Entwined amongst the rocks in curly lines.    
Upon the twisting tendrils hung some grapes,   
A flavorful display of purple drapes.    
The plump and luscious fruit were dark and ripe,   
Like purple pearls that hung with luring hype.   
The sun created sheen upon the clusters,    
That sparkled with a lust-provoking luster.    
Entranced, the fox looked up at such a meal    
Deciding to devour them with zeal.     
Around his ready mouth, saliva drips    
Were forcing him to always lick his lips,    
His rogue unconsciousness was spewing praise   
As he stared up upon the free buffets:    
“Perfection is evinced within these fruit    
For no delight I’ve seen is more astute.    
These blossoms are serene, celestial spheres,    
Pristinely gliding through the endless years.    
These plumes are purity of nature’s art,    
The blended harmony of sweet and tart.    
Taste must achieve that beauty of exterior,    
And these tastes could afford to be inferior,    
For even then the flavor would surpass    
All other fruits that are of highest class.    
These are the fruits that I would die to taste;    
I must receive them now and cannot waste!”    
He saw the birds upon them and was jealous,   
And with this force he leaped to scale the trellis.   
Though he could not jump to their dangling height   
Though he extended high with all his might    
And snapped to grasp the high, evasive bunch,   
And fell repeatedly without the lunch.    
He soon became exhausted and deplete;    
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The fox surrendered to his shamed defeat,    
Without the extant energy to reach     
Those grapes that he religiously beseeched.    
He stalked away so disappointedly     
That he berated with antipathy:     
“I didn’t want those clusters anyway,    
And would not eat their substance any day,    
Unless distressed starvation ravaged me,    
Excused by my required necessity.     
Those pustules of putrescence are beguiled    
Too sordid, acrid, bitter, and too mild    
They’re succulent if succulent is rot!    
Delicious and nutritious they are not!    
They’re not the kind of food that I devour;    
They’re ugly and they’re surely very sour,    
And fully fraught with nasty, little worms,    
And I would not digest them on such terms!”   
 
The Gnat and the Bull      
 
A small, translucent gnat upon the breeze    
Was fluttering with relative unease.     
The gales were far too great for that small gnat   
And it could scarcely stay afloat like that.    
It clumsily began to seek a perch     
And lurched through tiny whirlwinds in its search.   
Exhausted from its flight it settled down    
Upon a tiny grass’s florid crown.     
The gnat reposed and then began to buzz    
When wind decreased, returning how it was.    
It launched and flittered out amongst the grass   
And found a giant bull whose size surpassed    
The gnat’s one hundred thousand million times.   
The silly gnat began its tiny crimes,     
By flying all around the bovine’s head    
Again and then again; the bull just fed.    
The useless gnat became extremely tired    
And after many loops almost expired.    
The massive bull bent down to grass to graze,   
And on it’s back the gnat desired to laze.    
It landed on the bull’s impressive horn,    
And steady in the wind the gnat was borne:    
“Dear Bull, if I annoy you with my weight,    
Please tell me now and do not hesitate;    
I will remove myself most peaceably    
Off from your horn, my firm security.    
I’m just a meager gnat and humbly bow    
To you, who are a very massive cow.”    
The bull retorted with a kindly drone    
Though with a slightly mocking undertone:    
“Don’t worry if you think that I’m annoyed,    
For you may keep my idle horn employed.    
There is no difference if you go or stay;    
You don’t effect me at all anyway;     
You’re nothing but a tiny flake of dust;    
Misguided or well guided by wind’s thrust.    

We live on different planes that can’t effect    
Each other in the tiniest respect.     
For I was not until just now, aware     
That your miniscule body had been there!”    
 
The Hare with many Friends     
 
Inside the forest lived a friendly hare    
Who had so many friends that all her care    
Was far and wide diluted through the wood,    
For she was friends with every tree that stood   
And every beast that ate, and fish that swam    
And every newborn calf, or kid, or lamb    
And every flitting bird that ever flew,    
And some that she had never known she knew.   
There were more friends than she could ever count,   
And no one friend she had was paramount.    
Her popularity exceeded all’s,     
Like towers’ heights before unstable falls.    
But though she had such friendships, this wide ranger   
Learned she was not immune to vicious danger.   
The friendly hare had not befriended hounds,   
And when they saw her she took running bounds   
For they refused her amity with spite,    
Attempting to engulf her with a bite.    
On one bright day she heard their brutal howls,   
A raucous that would surely wake the owls.    
The rabbit sprinted through the underbrush    
Though postulated in her frantic rush:    
“I am so popular I need not toil,     
For with my friends I easily will foil    
These vicious dogs that chase me wide and far;   
I need not work, for I am popular!”     
The amicable rabbit ran her course     
And found her nearby friend the speedy horse:   
“Friend horse, right now the vicious hounds approach;  
Could I use you as my escaping coach?    
For we have ever been the best of friends    
And I would follow you to any ends.    
Please carry me away from vicious dogs,    
For you can better navigate the bogs.    
I’m slow compared with you celerity;    
So please prove friendship, and please rescue me.”   
The friendly neighbor horse then sadly neighed,   
And he explained why he could not obey:    
“I cannot help you now; I’m occupied;    
My master’s chores can never be denied.    
But we are still companions, friendly hare    
And truly I desire that you will fair     
Full well against the blaring canine team.    
All animals hold you in grand esteem,    
So I am sure that somewhere you will find    
An aid to take you from those rabid hinds.”    
The irritated rabbit stalked away     
To find another friend on which to prey.    
She asked the bull who had expansive horns    
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If he could use the weapons that adorned    
To warn the dogs and ward them all away    
To guard his friend, the hare, who they would slay:   
“Friend bull can you protect me with your prongs   
For hounds are after me to do me wrongs?    
You are paragon of amity      
And surely will concede to sympathy.”    
The shameful bull denied the hare’s request,    
For that false friend then guiltily confessed:    
“I would delight in helping you, my mate,    
But currently I’m going on a date.     
I’ll help you later when I have the time,    
But I must see a lady, who’s sublime.    
I want to help but would not bother you    
If you had an engagement to go to.     
It’s not on you that now I need to dote,    
But you can still go ask our friend, the goat.”   
The hare beseeched the goat but then he found   
That goat was to appointments also bound:    
“The hounds are coming and I need an aid;    
Can you conceal me goat, best friend I’ve made?”   
The goat responded that it had to leave    
Without a reason, though he felt reprieve.    
He wished to help and wished the best of luck,   
But in his other matters he was stuck    
The hounds were getting closer to the hare;    
Their sounds induced her to be more aware;    
She ran away and dove into a grove;    
To find a worthy friend she sadly strove.    
She then fled to the ram who sadly said    
That he had other things to do instead.    
Like all, he had appointments to attend,    
And promised that he was her truest friend.    
No beast she knew decided to invest    
A moment in this friend that they loved best.    
The rabbit ran across the plain to find    
An animal it knew that would be kind,    
Though it could not discover one true friend,    
Who would expend its time and strength to lend   
Defense against the hounds, who now arrived;   
The rabbit didn’t know how to survive:    
“These ‘friends’ will not support me in my needs;   
They don’t evince their friendship with their deeds;   
Their own affairs prioritized, instead,    
I wonder if they’ll know when I am dead!”    
The hounds burst through the brush with vicious thirst,  
Of all the rabbits enemies, the worst,    
For she had enemies of magnitude,     
But allies of unkind ineptitude.     
She sprinted off into the distant mead,    
As dogs behind her followed for their feed.    
She flourished at full speed and feared her end;   
Rife with acquaintances but not one friend.    
 
The Hare and the Tortoise     
 

There was a rabbit that could scurry fast,    
And every animal she ever passed     
She was inclined to mercilessly mock:    
“You are as slow as any sessile rock!”    
She often mocked the slow and steady turtle    
Who couldn’t swiftly run or jump or hurtle:    
“Of all the animals you are most slow;    
Your run about as fast as grasses grow!”    
The turtle daily suffered jeering scorn,    
Though he ignored the mocks, was not forlorn.   
The rabbit though, continued to disparage:    
“Do you transport a heavy, leaden carriage?    
Your slow torpidity should be a crime.    
While I am fast enough to rival Time!    
Of all the animals in speed I’m best!”    
But soon the tortoise put him to the test.    
The irritated turtle slowly coaxed:     
“I think that you just brag to hide a hoax;    
Fast Hare, please prove the swiftness of your pace;   
I challenge you to beat me in a race;    
If you are confident you’ll take the dare;    
Content without a contest? Are you Hare?    
That’s just because you fear that you will lose;   
Your boundless boasts are merely just a ruse.   
I know that your extravagant conceit    
Will bring you shamefully to your defeat.”    
The rabbit laughed like laughing at a joke    
With such enthusiasm that she choked:    
“I will compete with you, my easy foe,    
For there is no competitor more slow.    
Upon the race’s end I’ll duly brag,     
That in the unseen distance you still lag!”    
The duo practiced for the great event,    
And message of the contest wide was sent.    
They set the date and plotted out the course,    
And every knowing animal endorsed.    
The congregations gathered to the place;    
Excitedly they waited for the race.     
So many animals had come in crowds    
The starting line became extremely loud.    
The fox was then elected as the judge,    
So from the finish line he didn’t budge.    
The race began; the hare began a dash;    
The use of energy was very brash.     
The hare became exhausted in her haste    
For using swiftness fast was just a waste;    
She never could endure the speed for long,    
So using such a speed was clearly wrong.    
Beyond their view the hare could soon exceed;   
The turtle plodded on with feeble speed.    
But as the rabbit ran, she soon expired,    
For with her sprinting she became too tired.    
The hare decelerated to a trot     
Though she was still the leader by a lot.    
But she sat on the grass to take a rest    
And to the peaceful forest she expressed:    
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“Now that I’ve shown my highest speed I’ll slow,   
For now I don’t have very far to go.     
I’ll take a break in breakers, very brief;    
I need the boost of force from this relief.”    
She fell on softly laden, grassy mush    
Beneath the shadow of a blooming bush.    
But there she lost her consciousness and slept   
And in her dreams her time was poorly kept.    
For speed had caused her energy to sap,    
And pride had said: “I can afford to nap!”    
With realms of poignant dreams she was endowed,   
By her ambitious arrogance allowed.    
She didn’t think that sleeping was a flaw;    
She thought she’d surely win, not lose or draw.   
But soon the minutes counted up to hours,    
And such a time her wastefulness devours.    
The turtle slowly plodded down the path,    
His cool complacency, more fierce than wrath.   
He passed the sleeper who lay on the curb;    
The hare was peaceful; he did not disturb.    
Throughout the race his plodding pace was steady;   
He persevered, with power always ready.    
The tortoise slowly neared the finish line;    
They all were glad and none of them repined    
That he had beaten such a boisterous hare;    
They couldn’t see this loser anywhere.    
The crowd perceived the tortoise and they cheered,   
And sounds came to the rabbit very bleared.    
The hare awoke and on her shocked revival    
She looked around and saw her winning rival.   
She sprinted but she couldn’t catch her foe;    
Just inches from the end he had to go.    
The hare was hurrying but couldn’t beat    
The turtle who was clumsy on his feet.    
The humbled hare approached and saw him win;   
Her horrid hatred burned itself within.    
She saw the tortoise cheer and was ashamed;    
By luxury and pride the hare was lamed.    
Her arrogance had had a vital cost.     
Retreating and embarrassed that she lost,    
For she had had by far the faster pace,    
But steady temperance had won the race.    
She fled into the woods and out of sight,    
Her sprints defeated by a steady might.    
 
The Ass, the Cock, and the Lion     
 
A donkey and a rooster were acquainted;    
Their trust was neither excellent nor tainted.    
They lived inside a barn upon a farm    
And kept each other out of any harm.    
The donkey would scare off the other cocks,    
So that the hens would be this rooster’s stock.   
The cock would warn the donkey of predation,   
If predators achieved their infiltration.    
One night, a lion climbed the farmland’s fence,   

And t’ward the donkey’s barn it traveled hence.   
The morning was approaching as its crawled;   
It quickly had to steal what prey it mauled.    
The rooster was the first to wake and saw    
The monster with its crimson fangs and claws.   
Afraid, the rooster flew into a tree     
And from the perch it launched its raucous spree.   
Large cats become afraid at silly sounds,    
And hearing roosters, run in leaping bounds.    
And thus the lion was swift to eschew,    
When there exploded “Cock-A-Doodle-Doo!”   
Resounding was the mighty Chanticleer    
For all the farm and sleeping ears to hear;    
The ass immerged from where it slept within    
And in the twilight heard the mighty din.    
It saw the savage lion run away     
By leaking, lurid light of dawning day.    
With confidence exerting extra strain    
The donkey ran in jubilance and vain.    
Across the farm and to the fence it raced    
And there it jumped and still it kept its pace.    
Just like a conqueror that chased a cat,    
With arrogance the donkey did just that.    
He followed that great feline as it ran    
To mock it for the whole derisive span,    
And as he ran he yelled some foolish words:    
 “Great lions are afraid of barnyard birds!    
They are inept enough to hear a howl,    
When all that screeches is the morning foul!”   
Rapaciously the lion turned around,     
For it had heard the donkey make a sound.    
It quickly pounced upon the stolid steed,    
And swiftly ripped its stringy meat to feed.    
The slaughter was too far off to be reached,    
And for the loss the rooster sadly screeched.    
 
The Boasting Traveler      
 
A traveler returned from Rhodes to Rome    
The city where he found himself at home.    
Upon return he bragged about his trips;    
Adventure tales eructed from his lips.    
He endlessly would spout about his feats    
To every person he would ever meet.    
Of all the men in Rome he bragged the most,   
And nothing could surpass his brilliant boasts.   
Though he convinced no person to believe    
Because he didn’t prove what he achieved.    
One day while walking with his best companions   
They wandered through entrenching, massive canyons  
And paced until they came upon a pit;    
The boaster said “I could jump over it.    
In Rhodes I far surpassed the this tiny pore    
And jumped a wider pit with deeper floors.    
The depth stretched down to touch earth’s flaming core,  
And still continued through the earth and more.   
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The lengths that I traversed while in the air,    
Except with Hercules had no compare.    
In fables men will write about my leap,    
Across the chasms wide and chasms deep.”    
The man continued bragging of his act,    
Though never proved the wondrous words as fact   
By jumping through the air across the gorge.    
Although to jump his comrades tried to urge    
Him, he continued bragging of the deed.    
To woo belief, the man did not succeed.    
They traveled and they found a massive tree;    
At this the man began a daring spree:    
“In Rhodes, I ripped a cypress from the ground   
And wielded it as weapon all around.    
I battled bears by means of such a bane;    
The trial didn’t even cause my pain.”    
The eager friends desired to see this skill,    
Though he did not consent his potent will.    
They begged but he continued to refuse:    
“My potency is not made to amuse!”    
They walked along within the massive gorge,   
That eons of intense erosion forged.     
“I dredged a valley such as this in Rhodes,    
A grand and deep canal for shipping loads.”    
They begged to see his power put to use:    
“My talent is not for your whim’s abuse!”     
They walked and soon they came upon a beast   
A lion sleeping, waiting for a feast.     
“In Rhodes I beat a lion just like that;    
I strangled with my hands that regal cat...”    
They interrupted him with irritation     
For he did not observe the situation,    
And couldn’t brag about his observation,    
For he had overlooked intimidation.    
The allies said to him with great distress    
That they were in the waking cat’s prowess:    
“My great Rhodesian save your needed breaths   
And (if you can) please save us from our deaths,   
The lion wakes and sees us as its prey;    
Now is the time to act on what you say.    
No words can wound the tension of its hide;    
No boasts can pierce its power and its pride;    
If you can kill the beast, you need not boast,    
For act alone will turn it to a ghost!     
But otherwise, just save your respiration    
For it is needed for your swift salvation.    
So cease your useless breath; abstain your brags;   
That cat will surely catch the man that lags!”    
 
The Cock and the Jewel      
 
The thriving sun was glowing in the sky    
And cast a glimmering glow to sanctify    
The day with luring auras made for sight,    
To glorify existence by its light.     
A rooting rooster groveled in the gravel,    

As bonds that fused the earth began to ravel;    
It pillaged grains and grubs out from the ground;   
The rooster ate the tiny feasts it found.    
It searched for treasure buried in the grime    
Where ancient mysteries were blurred by time.   
It found some luscious seeds on which to snack   
And further dug into the earthy crack.    
His eye was lured by glinting scintillation,    
An interruption to his excavation.     
His optics latched upon the shining beacon,    
The sparkle grew with light and didn’t weaken.   
He stared upon the glitter in the dirt,    
Where it was lying buried and inert;    
Conceiving that the item could be food    
He pecked until from dirt it could extrude    
And then he snatched the token in his beak    
And tried to break it, though he was too weak.   
The shiny rock was bright with an explosion    
Of light, now extricated from corrosion    
That stifled it from shining for long years;    
The gem reposed both beautiful and clear,    
Within the sunlight where it could portray    
A glinting aura through the ray-filled day,    
Without an imperfection in its form,    
Its color was a crimson, fierce and warm,    
Abandoned by a rich and wasteful king,    
Who carelessly had dropped the precious thing   
Though didn’t bother noticing his loss,    
For he had crowns encrusted in the gloss.    
All royal ownership was now decayed,    
Left there for any thief who hadn’t paid,    
Who could have taken it and got away,    
If they had randomly picked through the clay.   
It long was covered by erosion layers;    
If found, the rock would please some peasant’s prayers,  
But it was never found, but by a cock,    
Who was no jeweler, thought the thing a rock.   
The cock examined it but didn’t know    
The inner value of its fiery glow;     
He thought it was a stone; he wasn’t smart,    
Just like a simpleton who looks at art:    
“This gem is something humans highly prize,   
Though I cannot perceive with human eyes.    
I can’t conceive the value of the thing;    
Or why it is the symbol of a king.     
This precious piece of rock retains no use;    
There is no wonder that they let it loose.    
I cannot eat the thing, or even make     
Contraptions from its substance; I forsake    
The value that a human can create;     
Within this silly stone is nothing great.    
All kings are fools to value such a pebble;    
Against the crown I will remain a rebel.”    
He spotted then a piece of yellow corn,    
And cast aside the glowing gem in scorn.    
From gems to food the hungry cock diverted    
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And as he ate he meaningfully asserted:    
“A cock prefers a kernel to a jewel;     
For this I truly am a useless fool.     
But still I can’t consider it a treasure,    
For it can never cause me any pleasure.”    
From its expense the stubborn cock averted    
And left the shining ruby-rock disserted.    
Unable to appreciate its worth,     
He let the rock fall back into the earth.    
 
The Mischievous Dog      
 
A pup was mischievous and often played,    
Without restraint and always disobeyed.    
He was a beast that no one claimed to tame    
And thus it always played in roguish games.    
A farmer bought the puppy from a store    
But it was free because it would ignore    
All lawful orders from authority     
And rampage in a never ending spree.    
The puppy soon destroyed the farmer’s crops   
And after digging them it didn’t stop;    
It ripped the plants and fruits to tiny shreds    
Just like a frost or blight that farmers dread.    
The ruffian ruined the farmer’s stores of grain   
Which caused blighted farmer hunger pain.    
Its rampage led it through the house until,    
It ravaged all with its ignoble skill.     
The canine’s teething teeth abraded all;    
It ruptured every barn stall, although small.    
Through master’s shirts and cleanly pants,    
And any last surviving, helpless plants.    
His bed was razed into a pile of feathers;    
It ransacked pens and broke through all its tethers   
Devouring every food that it could see,    
Creating state of general roguery.     
The pleasant farmer fiercely was annoyed    
For everything he owned had been destroyed.   
The farmer tolerated everything,     
Not punishing the dog for ravaging.     
But finally it bit the master’s hand;     
This was abuse that he would never stand;    
The man resolved to lame the harmful pet;    
Though nothing could repay its endless debt.    
The farmer brought the puppy to his shed;    
He didn’t know if it would soon be dead;    
He didn’t know how far he’d follow rage;    
Though ‘fairly far’ his better instinct waged.    
He raised an axe to cleave the puppies legs;    
But sympathy against the action begged.    
His mind was quartered by its vying thoughts;   
He feared the things that his emotions sought;   
Drawn taut between revenge and punishment,   
He didn’t know what torture to invent.    
He threw the pup inside a razor kennel    
And to its shame his energies were channeled.   

He worked until he’d made a ball and chain    
That draped around its neck to cause it pain.    
A massive clod of timber was the block,    
With rusted chains, although a sterling lock.    
He latched the dog inside the drudging fetter,   
So that the reckless beast would act much better.   
The scratchy chain was huge around the dog;   
It plodded and it dragged around the clog.    
The heavy, strapped device of steel impeded,   
And to the master’s grand commands it heeded,   
Not for the burden of its heavy shame,    
But for the reason that it was so lame    
That it could not achieve its normal mess;    
This caused the little puppy much distress.    
But it believed that it was bearing pride    
By carrying the hobble by its side.     
It thought the block a symbol of nobility,    
To make distinction of its grand civility.    
Throughout the town the puppy poorly hobbled   
Across the roads of dirt and stony cobble.    
The massive weight was clanking at its rear    
And everyone who saw it stopped to jeer.    
On seeing them the dog was very proud    
And drew attention by exclaiming loud:    
“All look at me and praise me for my deeds;    
For this is what one gets when one succeeds!   
The farmer worked for days on this medallion;   
I’m braver than the bravest of battalions.    
And that is proved by these awards I wear;    
So marvel at me, people, if you dare!”    
The people laughed at him for his disgrace,    
Though didn’t tell the insult to his face.    
The fool believed itself a noble knight,    
And never more would cause its master blight.   
 
The Hares and the Frogs      
 
A group of hares was walking on the mead    
Though they were going with a woeful speed,   
As slowly as an invalid can read,     
Or slowly as an evergreen can seed,     
Or slowly as a slurping slug can feed,    
Or slowly as a frozen corpse can bleed.    
The rabbits suffered mutual depression;    
Their lives were just a constant torture session.   
They walked across the plain beneath the sky,   
And as they walked they caught a falcon’s eye;   
It dove to snatch the smallest of the bunch,    
And strip it into meat on which to munch.    
It terrorized them with impending doom,    
And verified their misery and gloom.    
It flew away when it had gotten food,    
Though would upon the morrow day intrude    
To eat again and fill its violent gut,     
On furry flesh that by its beak was cut.    
They sadly lurked into the forest, dark,    
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Though in the danger they were standing stark.   
Eyes glared from every shadow-sheltered nook,   
And gave the plodding hares a hungry look.    
The shy, encroaching creatures swiftly stole    
The rabbits off before they knew their dole.    
Throughout the shady wood they lost their numbers,   
As predators awoke from savage slumber,    
In dreams of violence and of brutal gore,    
Where only thoughts of villains could explore.   
Great sorrow had the mournful hares encumbered   
As trudging through the reams of future lumber.   
Their melancholy was their single thought,    
No matter what their days had sadly brought.   
All justified their awful misery,     
And past their feelings none of them could see.   
The wind began to slash their dreary eyes,    
And lightning cracked, like fissures in the skies.   
A massive tree was struck and then it fell    
And smashed into the forest where it quelled    
A portion of the mournful little hoard,    
Half smashed beneath the trunk that fell and gored.   
A wolf then came and snatched some more away;   
They were distraught and never glad or gay.    
One rabbit was destroyed to his surprise:    
He stepped into a trap and his demise.    
Serrated teeth were sprung into his bones.    
The spring-locked metal clamps, vast manmade clones,  
Were traps that lined their every present path   
And any twitch invoked their springing wrath.   
On hare stepped close and he was ripped it to shreds,   
No question that the sorry thing was dead.    
Despondently they wandered through the bogs,   
Where gathered on the shores were many frogs.   
The hares announced that they were horrified   
By living, and they wanted suicide:     
“This life is far to difficult to bear;     
All things intend to kill we woeful hares.    
The humans and the animals around,    
The thunderous, stormy weather that resounds;   
And even rivers where we drink are fill,    
Desire that they will be the ones to kill!    
Unanimously we have all agreed,     
To stifle our poor species of all need,    
And swift extinction is what we desire,    
By water, slaughter, thunder, frost, or fire!    
All ways will do to end our sorry plight;    
Against our end we do not wish to fight.    
This river is the closest place to die;    
Let’s quickly make our weary woes applied!”   
Some little toads that sat upon the bank    
Were scared by them and dove and promptly sank.   
The rabbits didn’t know that they could swim   
And thought that those frogs too were very grim:   
“These creatures have just leaped off these steep shelves  
And drowned within the deep, thus killed themselves.   
I guess that they were sadder than are we,    

And that gives hope by which we may find glee.   
Let’s not destroy ourselves inside this pool,    
But still survive, like sympathetic fools!”    
They didn’t die; their lives were not forsaken;   
They thus were saved because they were mistaken,   
And lived another fearful, tearful day,    
To suffer and to die some other way.    
 
The Kid and the Wolf      
 
A young, rambunctious kid pranced through the field,   
Protected by the elder goats, his shield.    
Within security all day he played,     
And gladly ran through life, through sun and shade.   
One day he struggled hard to climb a wall,    
Ignoring any fear that he would fall;    
The kid found lumber to supply ascent    
With footholds, something very kindly lent,    
Without which he would never have achieved,   
And would have been consigned to earth, bereaved   
But he surpassed the trees by means of climb,   
And at that altitude it was sublime.     
Upon the rooftop of the farmer’s house    
He elevated for a sunny douse     
He feared that he could fall and snap his back,   
And die upon the dose of spinal slack,    
But stuttered at the vista that he viewed:    
Such benefits made danger never rued.    
From there he stood and watched the herds with pride,  
And always to that spot he would confide    
If ever predators approached the farm,    
Intending to young goats brash, brutal harm.    
He mocked his friends and all who saw him there,   
His altitude so high up in the air:     
“All other goats are scared to go so high;    
But I’m courageous and I touch the sky!    
You, failures, fear to fall from heights and die...   
Success is worth the chance to freeze or fry;    
Sensation of achievement I now feel,    
And everything around me seems more real...”   
The kid exclaimed such feats but went unheard;   
To failures, happiness just seems absurd.    
Upon the lonely peak he yelled it out,    
But no one heard his silly little shout,    
Or equally they shrugged it at a glance,    
Their action showing only nonchalance.    
But soon the goats below all ran away,    
For something lurked that made them fear to stay.   
They ran as if they had some worth to save,    
And weren’t just failures waiting for a grave.   
A wolf encroached upon the crowded clusters   
Although the silent stalker couldn’t muster    
The strength to catch a single fleeing bite;    
He chased with all his might but was in blight.   
The wolf was angry and disposed to leave,    
But heard the kid and saw what it achieved.    
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It briefly stopped the moment to admire    
At that great animal that climbed up higher.    
But soon the kid was mocking him with scorn,   
So proud of that fine perch that he adorned.    
“Great wolf, I bet that you can not eat me!    
You’re far too scared to climb this high and see!”   
The pride of such a little kid thus towered    
To call a hungry wolf a stupid coward.    
The wolf replied with confidence to it,    
Because he knew it was a meal to get:    
“Young kid, you’re filled with vain, explosive pride;   
The pressure of it will build up inside    
And you will rue the pop when you’ll have died   
For bragging in such ways as you have tried.    
I’m not afraid of you, but such a height;    
It is the house that lends you all your might.    
The house gives you such great capacity,    
Without which perch you’d die as food for me.   
Your bloated pride is an insanity,     
And you cannot afford such vanity.     
There’s absolutely nothing you could be    
Without the proper opportunity!”     
With this he kicked the lumber from the wall,   
So now the only route down was to fall.    
The kid was stranded on the slippery roof;    
The evil wolf walked slyly off aloof.    
Without a nip of food to fill its gut,     
The hungry kid stayed on the towering hut.    
Eventually the kid became in need,     
And wanted water and to taste and feed.    
It jumped off from the height and broke its leg   
And as it hobbled horribly it begged,    
Though no one heard its sorrowful distress,    
Or saw the little kid in such a mess.     
The clever wolf came out to eat the meal    
Approaching t’ward the injured kid with zeal;   
It fell from greatness and it felt the pain,    
To be on top and down to melt again.    
It called all goats to aid but no one did;    
The savage wolf encroached and killed kid.    
All feelings of accomplishment dispersed;    
Engulfed within the wolf, its living hearse.    
 
The Tale of the Tailless Fox     
 
A fox who loved her tail lived in the wood    
And preened and pampered it the most she could;   
She often puttered with her tail of fluff,    
And couldn’t clean and preen the thing enough.   
One day there was a very piteous hap:    
The fox was wedged within a gnashing trap.    
Though luckily, she didn’t dying flail,    
For all that had been stuck had been her tail.    
She knew that vicious hunters would arrive,    
And after that she never would survive.    
She tried to pry the trap but it was lodged,    

And cutting off the tail could not be dodged.    
She had to choose between her life or tail,    
For with the limb she never would prevail.    
The fox adored her tail and was distraught    
That to these dire endeavors she was brought.   
She gnawed upon the tail ‘til it fell off,    
And covered up her snivels with a cough.    
She tried to pull it out but then she heard,    
A hunter, though it could have been a bird.    
She rushed into the bushes and she waited;    
Within the trap her fluffy tale was bated    
And many scavengers approached to eat    
The little, poofy bit of foxy meat.     
The vixen wandered sadly as if lamed,    
For by the lack of tail she was ashamed.    
She hid within the deep where none could see;   
She was so fearful of antipathy     
Against her meager malady that she     
Resolved to hide until finality     
When she would die and never show her shame   
To those who would berate her for the lame.    
She was degraded by she bloody stub,    
Which healed and left a little, scar-scab nub.    
She was disposed in such a away until    
She thought of how she could, with cunning skill,   
Convince the other foxes to excise     
Their fluffy tails from out between their thighs,   
For she would not feel bad if other friends    
Were suffering the same distressful wounds.    
She brought the other foxes to a meeting,    
And after overdue and pleasant greetings,    
She told them why she brought them all together:   
“This tail we bear is nothing but a tether.    
I noticed that the nuisance had no use,    
And soon I was so sick of its abuse     
That I just slashed it from my furry hide;    
And now in lovely comfort I reside.     
This tail is just a petty piece of trite,    
An inconvenience causing massive blight.    
We are inured to all its vain effects,     
But losing it, their absence I detect.     
I do not trip upon the useless chain;     
Its presence doesn’t drag and feel inane;    
I never clean the sorry thing in vain;    
It doesn’t knock on nearby things with pain.    
It is an evolutionary flaw,      
And cutting it should be our nature’s law.    
Off from my body it took time to gnaw,    
And painful for a while, the wound was raw,    
But now from bodily bondage I am free,    
Delighting in enormous liberty.     
The stupid thing is just vestigial,     
A useless limb, a worthless prodigal.    
You all must slash your tails off and enjoy;    
For there’s no sense to be at it annoyed.”    
The vixen so explained the tail’s expense,    
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Though stating nothing true, just fraudulence.   
She missed her tail and wanted it anew,    
Though never any more the nubbin grew.    
The foxes thought her speech as very true,    
And all proceeded to slice theirs off too.    
But then a wise, old fox announced too late,    
That with her speech he held a harsh debate:    
“The absence of your tail may bring you glee,   
But nonrefundable is surgery;     
You never can grow back your tail of fluff,    
So you’re required to think that it is tough    
To have to carry all that excess pack;    
But if you had a chance to take it back,    
You may think differently about it lost,    
And change your mind about its worth and cost.   
But as for me, I’m keeping on my tail,    
For then I’ll never rue if cutting fails...”    
The other foxes heard the wiser one,    
But many of them were already done,    
And had destroyed their tail in vain completion,   
All chance of rectifying in deletion.     
The angry foxes chased the vixen off,    
With many savage scorns and vicious scoffs.    
They ran her all the way into the bramble,    
And walking there had always been a gamble,   
For there the vicious hunter’s traps were set;    
It was a choice that they would all regret.    
One thousand traps exploded from the brush,   
And turned a group of foxes into mush.    
The proud, vain vixen was clamped on the head,   
Which she could not cut off, lest she be dead.   
 
The Frog and the Ox      
 
A group of little frogs were in their pond,    
But often went adventuring beyond.    
They hopped across the field and to the farm,   
Not thinking that they’d come across a harm.   
They softly passed into the soggy meadow    
But there they came upon a massive shadow.   
A monster grazed on grasses very near;    
They sat beneath the beast with mortal fear    
The beast was tall and black with hooves and horns,   
Great curling spears that brutally adorned.    
The frogs escaped the sight with grave rapidity   
And floundered to the pond, their home humidity.   
The frogs for many moments feared to speak,   
Because their fear had made them very weak.   
But then the father frog observed their tremble,   
And knew that by grave fear they were dissembled.   
Their father wisely came to them to see    
Exactly which fear was their malady.    
With fear, they babbled like a rushing brook,    
With incoherent tones that shrieked and shook:   
“We saw a vicious monster on the plain;    
It was a giant, who just wished our pain;    

It had huge horns upon its fearsome head,    
As if the brute was made to make us dead;    
Its smashing hooves were built for our destruction   
As if our suffering death was their one function;   
It had four legs that towered like four trees,    
That held its broad and long anatomy.    
Its face was placid, eyes were vague and dull   
Like heartless, mindless monsters gorged too full   
On helpless animals that pass them by,    
Delighting when they make small weaklings die.”   
The patient father listened to them croak,    
And after this the elder wisely spoke,    
“That thing you saw was just a harmless ox;    
It’s size is large, there’s no surprise it shocks    
You little frogs into a frenzy so,     
But seeing it is not at all a woe.     
I could bloat up and match the thing’s great size;   
You’d think that I’m an ox in such disguise!”   
The little frogs delighted at this dare,    
Excited that he’d be the ox’s pair     
If he could blow his throat with windy force;    
The frogs were gladly chirping to endorse:    
“Show us, old father! Bloat yourself so large    
That you are like a massive, ocean barge,    
And oxen are as tiny as some flies     
As you surpass them all into the skies!”    
The elder was enticed by such a cheer;    
Encouragement was wonderful to hear.    
The elder hopper proudly, vainly croaked,    
By proud, inept ambition, was provoked;    
He puffed his flexing throat to make it huge,    
To bilge a flabby, bulbous, air-deluge;    
He proudly swelled, with crimson colors bright,   
Attempting to exhort his monstrous might.    
The little frogs were cheering as he blew    
His throat, to make himself enormous too.    
He breathed to fill his massive throbbing throat;   
He gloated as he caused himself to bloat.    
His children still were praising but he now,    
Was tired and not as large as giant cows:    
“Was that mere ox as big as I now am?    
For if it was, it surely is a scam,     
Just putting on a costume for its size,    
Like birds that puff their feathers as disguise.”   
He muttered and then heard their swift reply:   
“The ox was bigger, like clouds in the sky;    
It towered into limits of the stars     
And when it got to very, very far     
It left a constellation in its shape,     
Around which stars conformed to lightly drape.”   
The elder frog attempted to retain     
The air within that slowly tried to drain.    
He held his shape and bulged a little more.    
With this the bloated frog then did implore:    
“Now I’m as large as creatures so minute,    
As oxen, who to me are small and cute!”    
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The little frogs responded to his guess:    
“Compared to massive oxen you are less.    
You still are just a little bloated toad;    
You better stop your pride our you’ll explode!”   
The elder frogs heard this and then he scorned,   
With pride that overlooked the things they warned.   
He swelled until his skin was taut and tight,    
But he continued stretching it with might,    
Protruding like a purling water bubble;    
His massive pride would only cause him trouble,   
For he had no expanses (for his pride)    
Of body size that pride could fit inside.    
Continuing to bloat beside the water    
He only could create his own sad slaughter.    
The frogs were cheering but they soon were not,   
For he had fiercely bulged and swelled a lot.    
They let their bloated father go unstopped,    
And very soon their Pop was sorely popped!    
He proudly breathed his massive final breath    
And broke his throaty film and caused his death.   
For as they watched he suddenly had burst,    
Of all the deaths for frogs the very worst.    
That frog had tried to fill his pompous pride,    
But for his arrogance had duly died.    
 
The Cat and the Fox      
 
A fox was in the forest with a cat,     
To which he talked about his this and that.    
The feline was impressed by his great feats,    
Because to her he boastfully entreats:    
“Fine cat, I am of all the world most clever;    
The hounds will chase one thousand times and never   
Discover all the tricks that I have stored    
Within this wily brain that has explored    
The world and mapped its functions and it quirks   
And knows how everything in nature works.”   
The cat admired his versatility,     
Admitting that she had one way to flee:    
“When hounds assault I hide within a tree;    
That single trick is just enough for me.    
I’d love to learn some cunning tricks from you,   
To flee as cunningly as you can do.”    
The fox was proud and loud but softly chimed:   
“Perhaps I’ll show you when I have more time...   
They’re pretty complicated and extreme...    
And cats are fed on only fatty cream...    
Without the swift endurance of a fox...    
I’ll show you when I have a wedge of clock...”   
At this the fox just puttered through the leaves,   
Attempting to seem busy and achieved,    
Though he was stalling and the cat could tell,   
For that’s one trick that he could not do well.   
Just then the duo heard a distant bark;    
The cat climbed up the bark and there it parked,   
Upon the bough above the fox’s head.    

It sat up there and heard the hounds and said:   
“The hounds cannot come get me when I’m here;   
I absolutely have no thing to fear;     
But now you have the chance to show your skill   
And flee the hounds that bound around that hill.”   
The fox was frantic for a skillful way,    
A tactic that would keep the hounds at bay.    
With thoughts his thinking mind was far too thick;   
He couldn’t quickly find a useful trick.    
Amongst the thoughts he couldn’t keep his focus;   
His brain was filled with tricks, like vying locusts.   
He lost control of useful concentration,    
And stood without a swift deliberation,    
As hounds approached with swiftness of their feet   
To come and reach their tasty, foxy treat.    
He gave up on his plans, for through the bush   
They plunged ferociously and made a rush.    
He chose the simplest fleeing trick of all    
And ran, with needy fear to fuel his gall.    
He ran and all the howling hounds ensued...    
To have a single harnessed aptitude     
Is more than thousands of unskillful crafts    
(To be a great variety of daft!)     
The foolish fox was in this way defective,    
And gruesome, brutal nature is selective,    
Destroying weakness without mother’s sympathy   
With murderous but purposeful brutality    
The fox did not deserve his rough reality    
And was another undeclared fatality,    
To go on evolution’s list of guilt,     
The list it built without a shameful jilt,    
For his biology on earth was tried,     
But he was hunted and ineptly died;     
He had good traits and he was born alive,    
But folly doesn’t ever long survive,     
For he refused to cleanly specialize     
And that one flaw became his sad demise.    
His mind and all his fabulous ideas     
Were deemed unfit to still remain as real.    
The hounds jumped on him and destroyed him quick,   
And with him were lost all his thousand tricks.   
 
The Monkey and the Camel     
 
Within the jungle was a celebration     
And animals were joined jubilation     
They joyously paraded through the trees    
And ruptured all with rampage of their sprees.   
All beasts who lived within the humid wood    
Were partying as loudly as they could,    
And even lions held an amnesty     
And came to join the trifling jollity.     
They gathered in a circle and observed    
The dancing monkeys as they swerved and curved.   
Delighting in the tricks they choreographed;    
The dancers were extremely skilled, not daft.   
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The elephant and even the giraffe     
About the slinky dance they watched to laugh   
And had a view above the crowded throngs    
And witnessed dances as they banged a gong   
To keep a beat within that massive party,    
A beat just like a heart’s, so deep and hearty.    
The party was resounding through the land,    
And even flooded to the desert sands,    
Where there a camel felt a bit left out;    
She suffered sadly and began to pout,    
Though soon resolved to go and join the crowd;   
The party was both colorful and loud    
And rowdy animals were being fools,    
Which didn’t truly follow nature’s rules,    
For nature hates beasts that don’t use their heads,   
And sternly makes the foolish be the dead.    
One monkey was far better than the rest,    
And of the silly dancers she was best;    
She far surpassed them all with dancing grace   
And like a jester made a funny face.    
The gathering with captive wonder gazed,    
And watched the monkey’s deft display amazed;   
The chimp performed a swift and smooth chasse,   
And rose in triumph to a releve;     
Her movements were a polished-bod glissade,   
Which made admiring lions sternly nod.    
But still the monkey better liked it when,    
The king lost his composure and he then,    
Abandoned all his King’s propriety     
To laugh with glee about the jester’s spree.    
The monkey had her flexile face contorted,    
And danced with very funny affects sported.    
The watching crowds with luscious laughter snorted   
And by their laughs her dancing was exhorted   
For that was what the foolish show purported.   
The camel though, believed this dancing sordid.   
The monkey finished and the watchers cheered,   
But bitterly the lonely camel jeered:    
“That act is clumsy, done by amateurs,    
A terrible exhibit to endure.     
You only laud because you don’t see better;    
But I could far surpass the chimp... in fetters!”   
She was just mad that she’d not been invited,   
And that her friendship never was requited.    
The beasts heard such an insult and they said:   
“Then you try dancing in the monkey’s stead!”   
They prodded her into the center ring    
And chanted for her choreographing.    
The artless camel started from miscue,    
And from that point did not know what to do.   
She wasn’t made for dance and poorly slipped,   
About the stage attempting not to trip.    
She made a dance composed of only blunders,   
Distorted by the pressure she was under.    
Pretending that to dance is only fumbling    
The clumsy camel glided ‘round, just stumbling.   

The camel tried to balance on her toes,    
But awkwardly could not herself compose.    
She was not made by nature for a dance,    
And couldn’t fake it, even just by chance.    
The whole entire crowd quite meanly laughed   
But not because she was adept but daft.    
They savagely insulted her and booed,    
She by their rising turmoil was eschewed,    
For they lunged at her with their fangs and claws,   
To tear her flesh until her corpse was raw,    
Enticed into their rage by graceless dances,    
Which shouldn’t have existed in their glances;   
It was so maladroit and lacking skill,    
That they were brutal and desired to kill.    
She had insulted, though could not achieve,    
And for th’offense they made the camel leave,   
And she returned with swiftness to her home,   
And from oasis to oasis roamed,     
Lamenting her ineptitude alone,     
Just wasting water with her crying moan.    
But camels are adapted for the sand,    
And she accepted life in such a land.    
 
Mercury and the Sculptor     
 
The gods need compliments like fish need water;   
They got enough from prayer or altar slaughter,   
Though still sometimes grand Mercury would come   
To earth and dress like men and feign he’s dumb.   
He’d wander where the humans prayed to him   
And fiddle with them to his godly whim.    
And in this spirit, was an ancient time    
When he came down, Lord Mercury sublime,   
And wanted to purvey his loyalties,     
To see if kingdoms thought respectfully    
About the messenger of all the gods,    
And (if they did) to hear their luscious lauds.    
The messenger was skillful in the trades,    
For he was god of money and he paid    
Kind merchants for their thoughtful immolation   
With treasure to invest for propagation    
Of more fine businesses and sacrifices    
And better quality and lower prices.     
Thus he knew that to view a kingdom’s heart   
One only needs to look upon its art,     
For culture is a product of the thoughts    
By which the art and literature was wrought.    
He dressed up like a man and found a store    
That sold grand works of art and nothing more;   
Grand Mercury controlled the commerce and   
Had always sent good business to this land.    
The town was booming and the shop was huge;   
He entered it, a massive art deluge!     
The building was a skillful sculptor’s shop,    
Exploding with grand sculptures from the top;   
Vast marble sculptures hung in an array    
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With fine, examples of the gods displayed,    
In many shades of tin and bronze and brass,    
And even lovely models blown of glass.    
The merchant god commingled with the stones;   
Of all of them, alive he was alone,     
Though many were created with such zeal,    
That next to men the statues looked more real.   
The god then called the merchant to his aid,    
The man soon came, believing he’d be paid.    
God Mercury inspected what was splayed    
And wanted to see he himself portrayed:    
“This Jupiter in stone is rather strange;    
For it what is your normal pricing range?”    
The sculptor neared and looked upon the piece,   
And it was one he’d willingly release:    
“Yes that poor sculpture is a little odd,    
And quite deformed for so divine a god,    
And I will trade it to you for quite cheap;    
Just pay one drachma and it’s yours to keep.”   
At this grand Mercury feigned interest,    
But in the stolid piece did not invest.    
He moved upon a female god in gold,    
And asked for what high price it would be sold:   
“This female is most hideous of girls;    
Her figure is bizarre, with ratty curls    
Adorning her offended maidenhead...    
The goddess modeled here should have you dead,   
For such a little piece of blasphemy;    
How much is cost for such an oddity?”    
The sculptor laughed and subtly replied,    
For he had known the statue that he eyed:    
“Yes that one was apprentice work I did,    
Unskilled when I was just a little kid.    
It should be melted down but still can sell;    
With female casts I sell extremely well,    
For Juno’s image is quite popular,     
And it will sell so, even when its marred.    
Because its gold it will cost quite a bit,    
But surely nothing that your wealth can’t get...”   
The sculpture closely watched the searching god,   
Who gave the artist an intriguing nod.    
Grand Mercury then came upon himself,    
In figurine upon the artist’s shelf.     
He looked on his relief with great relief,    
And didn’t steal it, for he was no thief,    
Although he was the god of thievery;    
He was delighted at the mimicry,     
For they had worried that he didn’t make in    
Statue a Hermes, that he was forsaken:    
“Now that is quite a bust of Mercury!    
A beautiful portrayal of me... he!     
Extravagant and gorgeous in design,    
With the depiction of its subject fine,    
Illustrious and skillful illustration,     
The proper method for god’s consecration,    
With talent proven in its thin engraving    

A portrait that the richest must be craving!”    
Grand Mercury was boasting of his status,    
While staring at his statue on the lattice.    
It truly was a mediocre glyph     
That stood upon the selves both small and stiff.   
The sculptor laughed about the little figment,   
Which was a tinge of dirty brown in pigment:   
“I do not think your sarcasm as nice;    
I’ll give you such a worthless piece, no price,   
If you will buy the other ones you’ve seen,    
For this is nothing, just a figurine,     
And I will give you this small doll for free,    
For no one cares for silly Mercury.”    
The god was furious at hearing this,     
Expecting to be praised and raised to bliss.    
He searched for compliments and found his scorn;   
Though he loved truth he still became forlorn.   
For often men will sacrifice their couth    
To honestly and wholly tell the truth.    
 
The Stag at the Pool      
 
A stag was thirsty and he searched for fluids,   
Meandering like leaf-embowered Druids.    
A sprinkle in the misty distance sank;    
He hurried to the trickle where it drank.    
He licked a little at a rippling pool     
Where water was distilled and glacier cool    
He slurped until his gut was satisfied,    
And then into the purling wave he eyed    
And saw the tiny fish that swam below    
That lightly gurgled with the springy flow,    
The minnows that were like a piece of stream   
That flowed within the currents with no seam.   
He stared upon the fluid as it cleared    
And then his face within the surf appeared.    
The ripples dwindled and displayed his face    
An image of industriousness and grace    
As a reflection on the tensile pond,     
As small, and furious fishes swam beyond.    
He stared upon himself with poignant pride,    
His gorgeous shape reflecting pride inside:    
“I am a quite attractive looking deer,    
If I am truly as I here appear;     
I am a species worth perpetuation,     
And I am proud of my grand situation,    
For I am of a talented physique,     
That shouldn’t suffer any bad critique.    
My antlers are like branches of an oak,    
All sprouting from my mind, the stately yoke.   
These antlers are a feature for the pride    
Of any creature on which they’re supplied.    
...But these thin legs are something for my shame,   
Are scrawny and are tawny and are lame.    
They’re narrow and support this massive frame,   
It’s sad that this is how my body came.”    
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The stag admired itself and didn’t listen    
Beyond the sound of bubbles as they glistened,   
And not beyond the sound of its own voice    
Which vainly was incited to rejoice     
About those antler and to spurn its feet;    
It didn’t know that it would soon be meat.    
Within the wood a bark-embroidered man    
Was hidden and had watched it for a span;    
He bore his bow and fletched a tufted arrow;    
Far off, his error margin was quite narrow.    
He readied it and shot the might bow,    
And through the air it had a mighty flow,    
Just like a lightly lofted piece of breeze,    
That streamed within the wind with fluid ease.   
It stabbed into a stump beside the deer;    
It didn’t take the stag too long to hear,    
Before it rushed away into the trees,    
But hunters follow as the hunted flee.    
The stag was fast upon its meager legs,    
The nimble legs that it believed as dregs,    
As worthless, narrow, ugly, little stubs;    
Those were the legs that took it through the shrubs   
It moved extremely fast on little hooves,    
And as it fled it fell into a groove     
Of current that its nature had intended,    
And fled to where its forceful fear was trended,   
Away from danger to a safer place,     
To save itself and thus prolong its race,    
Just like a piece of wildlife in the flow    
Of evolution that will always grow.     
Hooves brought it safely to a pleasant grove,    
To which the hunter and the arrows drove    
The poor young stag with utter fear for death;   
The stag decelerated, out of breath.     
It slowly hid within a thicket, deep;     
There it was silent and it tried to keep    
Itself from danger, as the hunter neared;    
The stag was silent for it greatly feared.    
The hunter didn’t view the stag within    
And didn’t try to slash the thicket thin    
To look for him within the forest dim    
Because the chance of finding him was slim.    
The stag believed that it was very safe,    
But as it moved its head was sorely chafed    
By thickets, a tiara’round its head;     
Its skull was slightly scratched and lightly bled.   
The lofty-headed deer was going to flee,    
But it was caught within the canopy;    
Its antlers latched inside the tangled bramble;   
It couldn’t even try to fiercely scramble.    
The hunter heard the noise within the drapes    
The deer was stuck in thorns, without escape.   
He shot three well-aimed arrows through the brush   
And in its lovely hide they found their plush.    
The stag was staggering about and said,    
Well knowing that he would be very dead:    

“I complemented antlers for their beauty,    
But they did not achieve their useful duty;    
Instead, they are embrangled in the brier,    
And they have killed the one that did admire    
Their noble breadth and magnitude and height;   
They now against their master try to fight,    
By locking me within this awful thorn;    
I curse these large obstructions that adorn,    
These huge, tumescent, self-destructive shelves,   
For in the end, they have cursed just themselves!   
And I insulted these fine little hooves    
By which my massive body swiftly moves;    
I have berated them and called them small,    
When they are also strong and very tall    
And are the thing that keeps me from attack,    
And are the thing that I would die to lack,    
But here I now die sadly anyway,     
For folly makes this day my final day.”    
More arrows shot into his bleeding skin;    
The hunter could perceive the pain ‘twas in.    
The antlers that had caused him to be blithe    
Now caused his dying limbs to sorely writhe.   
 
The Farthing Rushlight      
 
There is a marsh where water smoothly gushes   
And in the flow there grew a clod of rushes.    
The wind would weave around these in its flow   
And leave some swishing sounds when it would go.   
These rushes were plucked out by crafty men,   
Were wholly soaked in luscious grease and then   
Were placed inside some molten candle wax;   
They then within the candle could relax    
Until they were illumined for their light,    
When they were proud and shined with all their might.  
The men had used the rushes’ fibrous pith,    
As wicks to hold the licking fires with.    
These lights could burn and use the soggy grease,   
Until their rush ran through when then they’d cease;   
One rushlight was so soaked with grease and pride   
That it became illogical and cried     
Out to an audience of many men:     
“I am as bright as all the lights in heaven;    
I can surpass the feeble moon with sheen,    
Until misguided tides to me will lean.    
I can defeat the sun that shines so bright,    
Diffusing sun into the cosmic night.     
I can last longer than the billion stars    
That saturate the sky, so dull and far.    
No silly stellar objects are eternal,     
For to me they are all to be infernal.    
I’ll be of magnitude that none can bear    
And blur all others with my bounding glare,    
And kill opponents with my solar flare,    
And to defeat me, nobody will dare,    
And as a blooming star will be so clear    
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And warm that lovely planets will come near   
And life will blossom from my tender charm,   
And I will warm and send to them no harm.”    
The little rushlight said these massive things,   
But then the wind approached its ramblings    
And mischievously blew the rushlight out;    
Great waxen tears the light began to pout.    
A man came near and lit the little wick,    
And soon the flame appeared both warm and thick.   
For men, it was a very handsome glow,    
But still could not withstand the windy flow.    
The man said to the humbled little light:    
“Please, glow as long as you can still be bright;   
But hush, my little rushlight; don’t repine;    
And merely shine as much as you can shine,    
And don’t bemoan when you have dulled down low,   
And don’t attempt to, with your light, outshow   
The lights that brighten heaven with their glow,   
For those are lights that no fell winds can blow.”   
 
The Man and the Lion      
 
A man was wandering within some ruins    
Of massive cities felled by great typhoons,    
And contemplating how grand towns arise    
And heights will equal depths of their demise.   
Appreciating all the splendid sights     
And fallen hulks that once contained great might,   
And viewing all the beauty that was hidden,    
He wandered where all life seemed there forbidden;   
There proof of strength eroded into dust    
Competing with humanity’s great thrust    
But then within the rubble was a beast,    
A massive, regal lion, in the least,     
And in the most, a gorgeous constellation    
Of chemicals combined in its creation.    
The man stayed put and he was never bitten    
And deemed the vicious cat a little kitten.    
They both began to walk and talk together    
Both humbled in this desert where the weather   
Had killed all life accept for both of them;    
They talked about how lives were all condemned   
Discussing death and nurturing and nature    
Dreams, science, fate and bestial nomenclature;   
They held debates about philosophy;    
And they disputed things agreeably     
Though soon they held a fiercer conversation   
For which there could risen altercation    
They argued who of them was more superior    
And which of those two beasts was more inferior.   
The lion argued that a lion can     
Destroy and disembowel a tiny man    
And that a man is just a worthless fool    
Who can’t achieve a thing without a tool.    
The man debated that grand man was better    
Because he could put lions all in fetters    

And that the swords and scythes that humans used   
Were their appendages, into them fused,    
The byproduct of any working brain    
The end to any of man’s many veins.    
Man argued that a man can make great art;    
The lion said he can tear art apart.     
They walked and came upon a piece of stone   
A shapely statue, tense and white as bone,    
Of Hercules destroying fearsome Leo,    
As strong as Atlas who can hold the Geo.    
The dueling man saw this and then he said:    
“This statue proves that man kills lions dead;   
This statue is so real it almost moves    
And its grand, heavy presence wholly proves   
That man is greater than the lion is;     
It is the answer to our mortal quiz.     
By truthful hands this truthful art was rendered   
By nimble fingers details were all tendered;    
This lingering icon on the earth is carved,    
And long will linger after we have starved.    
As monument to what is good and true,    
And it does not condone the likes of you.”    
The lion laughed to scornfully refute:    
“This statue holds no frozen absolute;    
It shows a man defeating lion, yes,     
But does not prove a fleshy man’s duress.    
The death of Leo is its pointed stress,    
But it does not prove power but proves less.    
It proves that man is self-absorbed, and makes   
His statues feature human might, and fakes    
That lions are defeated more by man;    
This is because you crafty humans can    
Create these statues and we lion’s can’t    
Upon this silly topic, I can rant.     
Of course man sees himself upon the moon;    
His arrogance injects himself on Lune!    
Of course man thinks that gods appear like him;   
He is the only beast that prays to them!    
The statue is a standard of you men;    
Of course, by your own standards you will win!   
But if we lions could create great art    
It would show lions tearing men apart.”    
 
The Oak and the Reeds      
 
There was an oak that had withstood the ages   
Had not been chopped into wood planks or pages   
Had not been ravaged, had survived the span    
Through storms of lightning, wind, rain, hail and man.  
Beside the massive oak that was as wide    
As whales engorged with squid and krill inside   
There was a little brook that trickled fast    
And was a tiny tickle as it passed     
Amongst the roots of that expansive tree    
That towered high above the canopy.    
Within the stream there were some tender reeds   
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That grew in water from their tiny seeds    
And now were flourishing amongst the drink,   
Protruding high, as roots dug deep to sink    
And anchor them inside the rushing creek    
Where from high mountain glaciers it had leaked.   
The reeds were happy in their meager life    
And persevered through toil and though all strife   
The oak stood strong and tall and very proud    
Approaching heights where it could touch a cloud.   
Its bark was toughened by one thousand years,   
And it had suffered through one thousand fears.   
Its roots dug down to Hades where they latched   
Upon the minerals and sorely scratched    
The polished gates of adamant, hard stone,    
Of which extensive depth no thing was known.   
The oak continued in its grand position    
And proudly stood in its inert ambition    
To brave the storms of centuries until    
The very sun would have to burst to kill    
That oak that held the world together with    
The distance of its roots and strength of pith.    
But soon there came a storm above the rest;    
The ancient oak was weakened and distressed   
For it attempted standing in the breeze    
Though found that this could not be done with ease   
And soon the wind became so harsh and strong   
That the decrepit oak did not last long.    
The gales careened into the sturdy oak    
And after much the steady trunk just broke.    
The fallen giant to the bushes fell     
Because the storm had such effect to quell.    
The dying oak took pity on its life,     
Unable to survive the stormy strife     
And justified itself by thinking that     
The total, luscious forest habitat     
Had been destroyed and nothing could have stood   
Through winds that toppled oaks of stony wood.   
But soon the oak became aware that there    
Around him many reeds were thick and fair    
And had endured the harshness of the gale    
And they prevailed where massive oaks had failed.   
The oak, confused by how the rushes thrived,   
Asked them how they endured the storm alive:   
“How have you meager reeds surpass the weather   
To which the greatest oak of all fell nether?”    
The reeds were happy for their great success    
And to the brazen oak those leaves confessed:   
“You, tree, were razed beneath that hurricane   
Because with pride you, toppled log, are vain.   
You try to hold your form against the force    
But you should simply let it take its course.    
You try to persevere against the storm    
While to the wind we rushes just conform;    
You trees would all survive if you’d rescind    
Your stiffness to the power of the wind.    
Our leaves are flexible to windy trends    

And when they break they easily can mend.    
You oaks resist the tension of the breeze    
And pride is single folly of you trees.    
We reeds cannot bear through the windy blast,   
We lower sails and lower deeper mast,    
And live because we little reeds are humble;    
We do not try to brave the wind, and tumble.    
When wind flows through our leaves we simply bend;  
It is far better to conform than end.”    
 
The Eagle and the Arrow     
 
The sun was falling in the sky and was    
Like one great bead upon an abacus.    
An eagle soared within the crimson sky    
And tried to get as high as it can fly.    
It soared and watched the sun apply its rays,    
The spectacle at endings of all days     
A seething sunset as the solar ball     
Became much dimmer in its daily fall.    
It was a sight like seeing tyrants die     
Like Zeus in rage or Venus as she cries,    
Like greatness rising to its prevalence    
But from the maximum, with slight suspense,   
Returning back into the deep abyss     
Attaining glory just to fall amiss.     
The eagle was distracted with the sight    
A massive orb of fuming, glowing light    
That gave the energy to grow the seeds    
That rodents eat, on which great eagles feed.    
It flew in indolence upon a draft     
Upon the zephyrs floating like a raft    
While watching humbled greatness of the sun,   
The orb from which the Geo was begun,    
Reminded by the image, of her feathers    
That she was proud of, that could bear all weathers   
That plated her inside a lofty tuft,     
That puffed like rays of sunshine as she luffed.   
But as she watched she didn’t think to view    
The earth for any dangers that she’d rue    
If she was caught within their fearsome grasp.   
She lofted and the fluid time elapsed    
And as she flew a hunter on the ground    
Perceived the eagle as it flew around.    
The hunter snatched his bow and bounty-quiver   
And grabbed an arrow, just a wooden sliver    
And into sky and wind he aptly aimed    
Straight for the bird so that it would be maimed.   
He steadied it and pulled the fated string    
And boldly launched the flinging, singing thing   
Straight through the updrafts and the lovely lofts.   
It pierced the sky, so blue and clear and soft,    
Up through the rays and puffy, gilded clouds    
To where the eagle soared, so high and proud.   
It pierced her flesh and feathers and she fell    
From skies to earth, by that shaft, cut to quell.   
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She fell far further than the deepest well    
And landed in her blood, which turned to gel.   
She lay within a dale and sadly breathed    
As pain within her body sharply seethed.    
Straight through her breast was shot the mighty arrow   
Which made a narrow hole straight through the marrow.  
While dying there she looked upon the bane    
But looking on it just increased her pain    
For like a mocking insult she there viewed    
That the tuft on the shaft had been imbued    
With feathers that were taken from her breast,   
Her proudest feathers, keenest and the best,    
By which her own destruction was supplied.    
She saw this wretched scorn and then she died.   
 
The Fir Tree and the Bramble     
 
Within the deepest section of the wood    
A straight and sturdy fir tree strongly stood    
It towered through the air into the clouds    
And of its mighty feat it was most proud.    
It was the tallest of surrounding trees    
And blossomed high above the canopies.    
It branched around with green and bushy leaves;   
And up above its neighbors spread its eaves.    
Beneath the tree there sat a squatty bramble    
That often listened to the fir tree ramble    
About the greatness of his stellar height    
And of his sturdy trunk’s intrepid might:    
“I am as thick as Titans’ arms and tall    
As bugs and slugs and slippery snails are small!   
Of evolution, I’m the greatest glory!    
You’re just a shrub within the understory!”    
The bramble was annoyed about the boast    
And he replied the least though meant the most   
“Vain tree, don’t brag about your being tall,    
For those up high are easiest to fall.”    
The tree responded to him with disdain:    
“Adept achievement never can be vain!    
You brambles don’t conceive the worth of pride   
For worth is not a thing that you have tried.    
You merely sulk inside the dreary gloom,    
As dark and useless as trenchant tomb.    
You sit beneath me like you are a shark    
Deep in the ocean where the world is dark,    
Where you can sleep in your deranged demure   
And hold the darkness as a vile tenure.    
You’re humbleness will never sprout to height   
And you can never know a proud delight.    
My friend you are a vain and worthless weed   
And have no right to judge we who succeed.”   
The bramble listened to the tree berate    
And didn’t scorn him back until quite late    
For soon he saw a woodsman through the grove   
Surveying trees, because he sternly strove    
To find the greatest tree to bludgeon down    

For lumber for the buildings in his town.    
The shrub perceived him and it harshly said:    
“Look now, my gallant tree, for you’ll be dead;   
You will not wish for height and width when men   
Perceive your massive height and sadly then    
Hack down your massive trunk to use as lumber.   
Upon their shoulders your great weight will cumber   
And difficulty with inspire their want    
To chop you down and to their neighbors flaunt   
That they have downed the tallest tree of all    
That they have made a wooden Titan fall.    
When whittled by their great, incisive axe    
You’ll envy how I worthlessly relax,    
A silly bramble bush within the wood,    
And you will humbly wish that you then could   
Stop being such a giant of a tree     
And wish that you were just a bush like me.”   
 
The Lion and the Ass Go Hunting    
 
The lion was proficient in his hunt     
Though often he was lazy and the brunt    
Of work was leased to other animals    
While lion lay as worthless prodigal.    
The beasts could never apprehend his power    
Because above in tyranny he towered    
And all succumbed to his unbridled will,    
Or them with claws and jaws he just would kill.   
The lion once was lazy in his pride     
And called the ass to help him sate his hide.    
The donkey was afraid but couldn’t fight;    
The lion could have killed him in a bite,    
Then could have harshly eaten him though knew   
A better way to catch a larger crew     
So that he’d have a larger meal to chew.    
The ass and lion planned what they would do:   
They knew there was a herd of goats that hid    
Within a cave between some rocks amid    
The valleys and declivitous projections    
Where they would shelter when the sky’s complexion   
Portrayed a stormy gray and promised clouds.   
The lion would be hidden in a shroud    
Directly at the entrance of the cave     
And wait for goats to walk into their grave.    
The donkey would be traitor to his kind    
And trudge a treacherous and sorry mind    
For he would then proceed into the dark    
And he would harshly rampage loud and stark   
And kick the rocks and scream until the goats   
Were scared and fled out from the cavern throat.   
The lion then would pounce upon the prey,    
Who would be fearful and in light of day;    
Then he would feast upon the many kills    
That he had captured with his cunning skills.    
The lion and the donkey played this plan.    
As smoothly as it can the doing ran.     
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As fearful goats immerged he caught a bunch,   
And on their carcasses he gladly munched.    
He licked them to the bones and used their ribs   
As toothpicks and their useful hides as bibs.    
The lion lazed with heavy stomach bloat    
As proudly he devoured his final goat.    
The donkey was ecstatic with success    
And vainly danced about the carnal mess;    
Without a thought that he could be the pulp    
That he perceived composed the lion’s gulp.    
The donkey finally desired some credit    
And felt the lion owed him, for he fed it;    
He bragged and asked the lion for some praise   
Though all the lion did was wryly laze:    
“Aren’t I a noble hunter as you are!     
Without my help you couldn’t get this far.    
My shrieks were terrible and scared the herd;   
The sounds were scary, blaring and absurd,    
Like nothing that the world has ever had;    
The roaring was both sad and mad and bad,    
And it could rival yours my mighty Leo,    
For it had shook the framework of the Geo.    
Those goats will be forever scared of me,    
And will not even fear your tyranny,    
Because they will recall within the shade    
My figure and the gruesome price they paid    
When they had fled from my ferocious rage;    
They’ll never sleep again, I firmly wage.    
Their fear of me will overshadow fears    
That they have felt for lions all these years.    
Was I not as I say my wondrous king?    
Is not my courage worth your flattering?”    
The lion wasn’t listening and yawned;    
The seething food within decreased his brawn:   
He snickered slightly at the stupid beast    
Who, there, before a lion was the least    
Yet bragged as if he could efface the earth,    
Replacing it with all his selfish worth:    
“Yes you are quite a spectacle of fright,    
And you could scared all animals and might    
Just scare a gruesome lion and surpass...    
That is, you could if you were not an ass.”    
The lion said this thing and fell asleep,    
For he had not been scared a single creep.    
The ass perceived the lion’s subtle scorn,    
And fearful ran into the wood forlorn,    
For never, ever does a person boast     
If they have other means to show their most.    
 
The Fighting Cocks and the Hawk    
 
Two roosters were contending for their farm,   
Both battling fiercely, causing vicious harms.   
They both were young and wanted all the power,   
To climb up on the tallest of the towers    
And perched upon the weather vain to crow    

So that the massive barnyard beasts would know   
That he was lord of all the farm and field,    
So that to only him the hens would yield.    
The cocks were battling with their pecking beaks   
And on their skins were many bloody leaks.    
The feathers were exploding through the air.    
The onslaught was extremely rough but fair,    
For nature always gives to he who can    
Outdo the other beast or other man     
And that’s the one deserving of the best    
For he survived through nature’s grueling test.   
The cocks were fighting through the day and night   
But soon approached the ending of their fight.   
One rooster realized that it was done,    
Because its blood had pooled too much and run   
And taken all his energy away.     
So then upon the dawning of the day,    
The stronger rooster flew atop the barn    
And weaker one just sulked within the corn.    
The strong and worthy rooster flew atop    
And crowed all morning and it wouldn’t stop,   
For it was proud enough to last forever    
In that ambitious musical endeavor;     
He looked upon the rival that he lamed,    
Who cowered in his power, there ashamed.    
He fluffed his wings into a puff of pride    
While his opponent tried to run and hide.    
He confidently flapped upon the roof    
In arrogance and opulence aloof,     
For he had all the farm to roam about    
For he had won the land and had no doubt    
About his vast ability and might,     
Though while he prided there he had no sight   
Except for self, beyond which there was void,   
Because his arrogance was never cloyed.    
And so the ruling rooster didn’t spy     
That up above a hawk patrolled the sky.    
The hawk espied the cock and dove to snatch   
This ruler, who would prove any easy catch.    
The victor was disoriented in     
The victory and only heard the din     
Erupting from his own sonorous throat.    
He didn’t view or know when that hawk smote.   
So one loud burst of sound was severed short,   
And he was grasped and taken from the fort;    
He dangled from the talons of the hawk,    
By neck and couldn’t flap its wings or talk,    
For claws were clamped around its writhing spine;   
They crushed the bone and sliced the nervous line   
And so the victor cock was harshly seized    
Because his pride distracted as it pleased    
And wasn’t humbled by portentous threats    
And never did it live to hold regrets,    
For no one ever saw the cock again.     
They knew that it was taken to the den    
Where baby hawk’s had torn its flesh to bits;    
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Such is the fate that arrogance oft gets.    
The barnyard calmed right after his demise    
And waited for another lord to rise,     
And since a single cock was left to reign    
They let the weaker rooster be ordained    
As ruler, even though his crow was weak.    
He was all that remained to take the peak.    
The sun was his own star to supervise,    
And he alarmed the barnyard beasts to rise.    
So there above the barnyard rose the rival,    
Because he was not too proud for survival,    
For he was humble and he watched the skies,   
Maintaining power that would not demise,    
And in the end he was the one who won,    
And was the cock to crow at rising sun.    
 
The Tradesmen       
 
Upon the plain there stood a fortress city,    
On which its enemy would take no pity.    
Large hostile armies had the town surrounded,   
And would destroy what once great men had founded.  
They readied their great siege against the wall   
And wanted solely to perceived its fall,    
Just like a waterfall in rapid streams    
But made of boulders, scraping, causing screams.   
The enemy erected catapults     
Complete with tawny ropes and metal bolts.    
The woods around were razed for massive ladders   
So that the town would fall in worthless tatters.   
The armies rallied for the brute assault    
To kill this city, which they found at fault.    
The citizens were fearing instant death    
For all around the massive armies wreathed.    
Town leaders didn’t want their reign to end    
And townsfolk also didn’t want to bend.    
They planned to raise defense against their foes;   
And so a military council rose;     
They gathered citizens from every class    
To give their input at the gathered mass    
Where they discussed the methods for protection.   
Then there they held a general election,    
Debating methods; and they fairly chose    
What action was the best that was proposed.    
They chose that they would stay within the town   
And they would not surrender or back down    
For they believed that they could keep defense   
And aptly drive the vicious foes from hence.    
So methods for defense were all discussed    
And their debate was liberal and just    
And tradesmen were allowed to speak their trade   
For any good advice by which they’d aid.    
The bricklayer was first to give suggestion,    
And gave an answer to the pressing question:   
“The greatest means to guard our town is brick;   
It’s durable and portable and thick     

And we can easily repel a siege     
If potent brick is what we use, my liege.    
The clay and stone together can deflect    
The clods that awful catapults eject.”    
He said this speech before the mighty king    
The council thought about his reasoning.    
The carpenter then interrupted thought    
Because there was a method that he’d brought   
That he believed was better than the rest:    
“I have a method that I think is best;    
For our defense we should use sturdy wood.    
It is a substance that is very good.     
My wood is strong and stiff and also limber,    
So we should use some loose but sturdy timber.   
We have a grand supply of extra lumber    
Enough to the fight the foes, who have great numbers.”  
The tradesmen gave ideas but they proponed    
The substance that precisely was their own.    
For men have confidence in trades they do    
Because these are the only trades they know.    
For then the tanner, who was out of place,    
Arose to state his arbitrary case     
Because it seemed a time to advertise    
Though this would not delay their sad demise:   
“I know a substance that survives all weather,   
It’s durable and heavy, fleshy leather!”    
The goldsmith only knew about his stone    
And butcher only knew about his bone    
The milkman knew about his crop of milk    
And seamstress knew about her reams of silk.   
The farmer knew about his growing grains    
And king just knew about his regal reins.    
Thus everyone suggested their own good    
Because it was the thing each understood.    
 
The Bald Knight       
 
There was a knight who was extremely bold    
But, like all humans, he was getting old;    
His skin was wrinkled and his luscious hair    
That once had grown supremely rich and fair   
Was now just falling out in massive clods    
Which were dislodged whenever he would nod.   
Eventually the hair head wholly bare    
Without a clump of hair left anywhere    
And all remaining was a fuzzy peach    
As pale and sandy colored and as a beach.    
The noble man perceived his naked scalp    
And thought that he could use a little help,    
For he did not enjoy the malady     
And thought his scalp unsightly as could be.    
He bought a fluffy, puffy style of wig    
And on his head it looked severely big,    
And fluffed with every movement that he made   
But it was still a very handy aid     
For he could join companions and they would   
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Believe that hair was growing as it should.    
One day while riding with his fellow knights    
Upon a horse while wind was very light    
And heading on adventures in the wood    
To conquer evil and to boost up good    
They galloped slowly down the country road    
And all of them were carrying a load    
Of all the fanciest of fine attire     
With weapons, instruments (the lance and lyre)   
And any other fine utilities      
They’d use to sharpen their abilities.    
The knight wore with him his resplendent wig;   
It was a very fashionable gig     
And would increase his noble expertise,    
In fighting evil, an adept hair-piece.     
The knight was proud of his supreme toupee    
And galloped proudly on the distant way    
And road along with pride-inducing ease    
But then there was a very heavy breeze    
And unexpectedly there was a gust     
And in the air the pompous wig was thrust.    
It fell into the mud upon the ground     
And all perceived his shiny scalp unbound.    
Within the cold his baldness was revealed    
And starkly was displayed across the field.    
The comrades realized that he was bald;    
And laughter from his friends did well to scald.   
They were amused by this dismayed surprise   
For it had been a very strange disguise    
And now was humorous because it failed;    
His funny ailment shrewdly was bewailed.    
The knight had noticed, for he felt the draft    
Upon his head, and then he also laughed:    
For where he once had pride he now had shame   
And where he once was strong he now was lame   
And to his jeering public he exclaimed:    
“I am a fool and should be wholly blamed,    
For I was stupid to believe that I     
Could resurrect the follicles and try     
To fake my plentitude of worthy hair    
When truly my entire skull is bare.     
I can’t expect this foreign hair to stay    
If my own hearty hair has gone away!”    
 
The Wolf and the Shepherd     
 
A wolf patrolling folds was searching for    
A place where men had left an open door    
So that he could sneak in at night and chew    
Some scrumptious lambs and sheep, or shepherds too.  
He found no gate unhinged, nor toppled fence   
There deep within the sheep were lush and dense   
But he was trapped outside the guarded flock   
And could not creep and kill some mutton stock.   
But then as he was squeezing through a crack   
A shepherd with a massive fork attacked    

And tried to drive away the feral fiend    
Before it ate the sheep t’ward which it leaned.   
The shepherd stabbed and wounded his poor hides   
But it had scarcely scathed his deep insides    
And for the wound the monster didn’t die    
And deep into the woods it tried to fly,    
But soon again it came when there was dark    
And there the wolf was not so bright and stark.   
The shepherds had retracted to their home,    
Which was a humble, twiggy, sodden dome,    
Protruding from the ground amongst the hills   
Where it was buried up to window sills.    
The wolf would not have ventured near except   
He smelled a feast and near he slowly crept    
Because the smell was far too lush to leave.    
Through nostrils plumes of pungent vapors sieved   
And he approached the smell as if he was    
A southern magnet swinging north because    
He was an animal and ruled by taste;    
He had no choice about which way he faced.    
The wolf encroached upon the fuming meal    
And wanted taste with striving, fervent zeal    
The keen aroma made him wish to savor    
The juicy, spicy, meaty, fibrous flavor.    
He peered into the window and he saw    
A steaming sheep, that wasn’t live or raw.    
It had been stripped and cooked inside a grill,   
Though first it had been mercilessly killed.    
He looked around and saw the happy men    
Who were devouring mutton even when    
They chased the wolf away from all their folds.   
The gravy soaked in purls that slowly rolled    
Out from the sopping muscles of the meat    
A juicy, luscious, dripping meal to eat.    
The wolf’s own tongue was drooling like the roast   
For he desired a taste and watched them toast   
As they raised glasses to the lovely sheep;    
And then they dug into the carcass deep    
And pried the stringy meat away from bone,    
The bone that once a living sheep had owned.   
The wolf was angry and it bore its jaw    
In snarling wrath for everything it saw    
And muttered to itself as they enjoyed:    
“These men will eat their meat ‘til they are cloyed,   
The very meat that I was hungry for;    
These men are hypocrites and nothing more    
For they monopolize the stock of meat    
And keep the sheep that only they can eat.    
They’ve chased me from their livestock and they’ve shunned  
My act of killing, which they too have done.    
They criticize my methods for my meal    
And say that I attack and kill and steal    
Though now they act exactly as I do    
And eat the meat that I was going to.    
Both men and wolves are vicious and untamed,   
But they don’t see that we are both the same.”   
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The Mice and the Weasels     
 
Some helpless mice had always been afraid    
Of weasels who would often come and raid    
The burrows of the mice and eat the runts.    
The mice were angry at these vicious hunts    
And they decided that they would declare,    
Against the weasels, cold and bloody war.    
The mice then held discussion that pertained    
To any methods that should be ordained    
To wage the war against the weasel foe.    
The council talked so that a plan could grow.   
One mouse among them wanted extra rules    
And so he gave suggestions to the fools:    
“I think that there should be a top command    
And general to rule the soldier band.    
There should be ranks of soldiers and the mice   
That are the bravest should receive this grace.”   
The mice agreed and voted for this notion    
And they soon put this planning into motion    
And they elected leaders that were brave    
And that could best avoid the coming grave.    
The mouse who made the plan was best of all,   
For he was given rank of general,     
Because he had invented such a scheme;    
He clearly was a mouse to lead the team.    
The lesser leaders were decided on;     
They cheered as if the battle had been won    
When seeing all the leaders take the stand;    
The general spoke out with a demand:    
“Since we are leaders we should wear a sign    
That shows that we are brave and we are fine.   
The officers must bear a certain hat     
That proves that they are brave just like a rat.   
They garments should declare authority    
And for the honored general should be    
A massive crown with feathers colored red    
That will adorn his proud prestigious head.”    
The soldiers all commended his design    
And they created helmets made of twine    
And other raveled bits of hay and straw.    
They made the leaders’ hats without a flaw    
And then designed the general’s great crown;   
It was produced from straw and grasses sown   
With crimson feathers that were proud and bright   
And proved the general’s prestigious might.    
The general, with such a pluming pride,    
Then challenged weasels that their war be tried   
And that they battle on the farmer’s field    
Where they could fully show the might they wield.   
The weasels scheduled time to come and fight   
And soon the day arrived with morning light.   
The mice arranged within the underbrush    
And they designed a clever, new ambush.    
But hidden in the grasses they were found    

Because the pluming general was crowned    
With bright red wreathes of feathers that with ease   
Were viewed amongst the grain and pods of peas.   
The weasels charged upon the hiding place    
And all the mice ran off without a trace,    
Into their holes where they could safely hide,   
Except the leaders in their pluming pride    
Who stayed behind because they couldn’t run   
Because their bulky headdresses were donned.   
They couldn’t flee because the massive heft    
Was far too much to carry as they left    
And soon they all were eaten as they fled    
Because they had the crowns upon their heads.   
 
The Pig and Sheep      
 
There was a pig that fled the butcher’s shop    
And when it ran it went and wouldn’t stop    
And soon had trod across the open plain    
And finally it came to where the grain    
Had ended and the tender, hilly grass    
Was rolling on the way that he had passed.    
These were the gentle, grazing lands of flocks   
Where there were scarcely woods and scarcely rocks   
And all was plain and wide and very free.    
The pig had found a perfect place to flee.    
Eventually the pig was hungry and     
It searched for slop across the rolling land.    
A storm was brewing and the fearful pig    
Did not desire to bear a storm so big;    
Amid the lolling hills it found a fold    
And dodged within the flock (it was so bold.)   
The storm was wet and harsh and very cold,    
And in the wool the oinking pig huddled.    
The storm subsided and the hiding hog    
Reposed still in the wool, rest from the slog.    
The shepherd came to count the sheep one night   
But found that he had more than what was right.   
The shepherd found the pig with all his sheep;   
It was curled up and it was fast asleep.    
The shepherd thought that he could surely keep   
A sleeping pig that he discovered deep    
Within his own large flock and so he said:    
“That fat and juicy pig we soon be dead,    
For now that it has come into a pen     
It is the tasty property of men,     
And it is my decision where he goes    
And when his crimson blood and ichor flows.   
I’ll take him to the butcher’s where his meat    
Will be a substance that all men can eat    
And I will get a portion of his hide     
And money for the rest once he has died.    
The shepherd seized the pig to do it harm    
And caught it with his cool and steady arm.    
The pig was wriggling and it loudly squealed   
Since it did not desire to be a meal.     
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The sheep perceived his riot and the flock    
Was all inclined to harshly scorn and mock:    
“Don’t squeal and fight like that, you foolish boar,   
For that will only hurt you even more.    
You silly pigs complain for everything;    
You should just stop your foolish frolicking.    
We sheep do not bemoan when we are taken;   
We do not leave the shepherd sorely shaken    
And he takes us away in massive droves.    
Just look at us, we are large wooly groves    
And none of us have ever squealed or squirmed.   
Be brave and not so fearful and infirm!”    
The pig had heard the sheep say this and then   
The pig began to squeal and squirm again:    
“You sheep are not afraid of man for he    
Does not treat any sheep with savagery.    
Mankind just wants your fuzzy wool to shear   
And so you need not fret and need not fear,    
And you can think this man a gentle sort    
Because he only shaves your hairdo short.    
He doesn’t kill you for your tasty meat    
And carve your thighs as food that he will eat.   
You do not fear the shears for they don’t kill    
But butchers’ shops and mighty axes will.    
For wool he doesn’t kill a little lamb,    
But he will surely kill me for my ham.    
Its easy to express courageous thoughts    
When to you no imperilment is brought!”    
 
The Children and the Frogs     
 
Some children gathered near a sloshing slough   
A swamp in which some algae clusters grew    
These boys were skipping stones across the face   
Disrupting water that was in the place.    
They were delighting in the misty splash    
Of water as they watched their pebbles crash    
Into the water of a placid pond.     
The game was fun and they were very fond    
Of playing it and often threw their rocks    
To skip across the water from the docks.    
The clutch of children played this joyous game   
Though didn’t know that they were ones to blame   
For ruining life for animals within     
And that their joy was still a vicious sin,    
For deep beneath the surface of the pool    
Some little fishes had a little school     
And frogs were gathered where they croaked in play.   

The frogs could have expended joy all day    
But soon the rocks exploded over head    
And could have knocked those water-dwellers dead.   
The frogs attempted fleeing as the stones    
Were pummeling, inspiring painful groans.    
The boys were unaware as they destroyed    
The peace and quiet that the frogs enjoyed,    
And they were reveling just like the frogs    
By skipping stones across the stagnant bogs.    
Into the lake they cast the craggy clods    
Like lightning strikes hurled randomly by gods   
That kill small humans who are down below    
And don’t suppose a care or even know    
That gamboling in heavens can destroy    
The creatures down below and all their joy.    
The boys continued playing with their toys    
Because they were just young and foolish boys   
And didn’t know the power of their loads    
When measured on the level of the toads.    
The frogs were swimming frantically about    
And they could not escape the random spout    
Of stone and water and they were dismayed.    
One of the fleeing frogs was very brave    
And he immerged from bubble-clots to save    
The rest of them from their untimely death;    
He rose his head from slime and took a breath   
And yelled out to the boys some pressing words   
Although he wasn’t sure if he was heard:    
“You may be having fun with stones and water   
But it is causing frogs’ and fishes’ slaughter;    
It may be just your silly, funny game    
But it is making other creatures maimed!”    
The frog yelled this to stop the joyous folks,    
But all they heard were feeble, burping croaks;   
And threw more stones into the seething lake   
And murdered frogs that they could just forsake   
Because they couldn’t see them in the sludge   
And thus were not in any state to judge.    
The reeds were rustling as the discus shot    
Across the surface never heeding what    
It harshly slashed with its great seething spin;   
It hit the daring frog right in the chin,    
And he sank down into the dismal deep,    
Laid there for other frogs to sadly weep.    
The boys continued playing with no fault    
‘Til they were struck down by a thunder bolt.   
They died and Zeus above kept throwing thunder   
Completely unaware of any blunder.    
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Fables of 
Initiation and Idleness 

 
 
 
 
 

Initiating action is our life, 
For living is the sequence of our strife, 
To be determined and to fiercely toil, 
Achieving greatness, trying not to spoil 
Ourselves with atrophy in dull inaction, 
Where nothing seems to hold a gripping traction, 
For idleness is comforting like broth, 
But is a waste of life in useless sloth, 
Created by our laziness and dread 
Of work and failure, and should just be dead, 
For true inaction is, quite simply, death, 
To laze and stop our movement and our breath. 
And though the toil may often seem to irk, 
There is no grand enjoyment like to work. 
Though our inept inaction may bereave, 
We still can stand successful and achieve. 
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The Ant and the Grasshopper     
 
The summer came with ample rain and heat;    
The farmers’ crops were plenteous and sweet   
And through joyous day beneath the sun    
The grasshopper rejoiced in idle fun.    
From spring to fall it lounged in useless joy    
And as it lay the busy ants employed    
Their time to gather massive stores of grain    
On which they could survive the winter’s pain.   
The grasshopper, while dancing by, saw this    
And laughed at their great waste of sunny bliss:   
“Strong ant, your drudgery is just inane;    
Why don’t you from your busywork abstain?   
The sun is bright for fun and not for work;    
Your constant toiling must most truly irk.”    
An ant continued working and replied    
While foraging for any food he eyed:    
“Although with joy the sun may now be bright,   
We must prepare right now for winter’s blight;   
We don’t have time for merriment and dance;   
We must now harvest food when there’s a chance.”   
The jovial grasshopper ignored their case    
And after trivialities he chased:     
“Well I will sing and never have to toil,    
For winter is a thing that joy can foil!”    
He flitted off and thought them all just snails.   
All summer, busy ants aligned in trails,    
Achieving heaps of food to store for dearth,    
Preserved in fortresses beneath the earth,    
While tuneful grasshopper just sang a song;    
And would not join the busy, working throng;   
He chirped and danced throughout the torrid season,   
Just dallying, with joy his only reason.    
But soon the autumn came and leaves’ descent   
Caused carpets of rust-colored gradient    
Wherein irreverent, this recreant,     
Could scarcely find a single nutrient;    
This frozen grasshopper went to the ants;    
For their condolence he tried to recant    
The summer idleness that he had spent,    
And he then pleaded sadly to repent :    
“Please ants, I starve now that the winter comes;   
We grasshoppers are not just wasteful bums;    
We sing and chirp and give your ears a tune;    
So now you must pay me with food as boon;    
Please give me just one tad-tidbit of your store   
And then I will not ask you anymore.”    
The ants replied with justified disdain,    
While watching as the idler jumped in pain:    
“Now danger has made useless revelry;    
A wasteful, tasteless, flailing devilry.    
We will not share our sustenance with you,    
For you do not work hard as we ants do.”    
The grasshopper died with the first cold frost   

And all its bouncing happiness was lost.    
The ants then took it into their own brood,    
Though not as guest but as a piece of food.    
 
The Mice in Council      
 
A council of small rodents sat around    
Within a chamber room deep in the ground.    
They gathered to discuss the vicious cat,    
Which preyed on them and was now very fat.   
They discoursed on the issue of this fiend    
And how they best could fully apprehend    
Their enemy so that they could be safe.    
The absence of solution sorely chafed.    
Though many propositions were procured    
Not one through critical debate endured:    
“We could escape this villain cat’s domain”    
“But then would be a new cat there to gain.”    
“We could collect food while the feline slumbers.”   
“Day’s hawks would then diminish all our numbers.”   
“We could just stop our eating for our peace”   
“But with no food we’d equally decease!”    
As they discussed there was a fearful sound    
And through the entry tunnel with a bound    
The sentry mouse who was sent to lookout    
Abruptly interrupted with a shout:     
“I am the guarding mouse and watch I kept    
And thought that as I did the fat cat slept.    
It smelled our congregation and it’s here    
I didn’t even hear when it came near    
It is so silent when at night it lurks;     
Its careful walk and soft composure work.”    
This message was a terrible surprise    
And every member feared for his demise.    
But then a younger mouse amid them rose    
And he announced firm statements: “I propose:   
We tie a bell around the feline’s neck    
And that device will be our safety check,    
For then we’ll hear it coming by its ring    
And know that we must flee the vicious thing!”   
The mice rejoiced with such a brilliant plan    
Applauding and extolling for a span.    
They voted and they passed the wished for scheme   
Unanimously, one united team.     
An older, wiser mouse then calmed the crowd,   
For he knew that they needlessly were loud:    
“Our youngster here has given quite a plan,    
And it is what we must do if we can,    
But let’s devise the raw specifics first    
So let’s not celebrate, but fear the worst.    
And firstly I must ask you: which proud rat    
Is brave enough that he will bell the cat?”    
The timid crowds were silent and they feared,   
For not one mouse amongst them volunteered.   
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The Ass Carrying Salt      
 
Far inland lived a very thrifty guy     
Who played the trades by selling very high    
And bought the goods when price was very low,   
And by this method he became a pro.    
This merchant was aware of every price    
And scouting out good deals is not a vice.    
He had an ass, which carried his supplies;    
It was a tricky one that he despised.     
He heard that at the seashore salt was cheap;    
He planned to travel there and cheaply reap.    
Though it would take him time and force to travel   
Across the land on many miles of gravel.    
He weighed the worth of time that would be lost:   
The benefit outweighed the tallied cost.    
He packed the stubborn donkey for the trip,    
And left for ocean for his salty sip.     
Traversing many miles of sweltering land    
They finally approached the salty sand.    
The donkey was delighted with the stop;    
The merchant let it swim as he would shop.    
He purchased pounds of salt that far surpassed   
The weight of him or even of the ass.    
He piled the salt in bags and left no slack    
In ropes that tied it to the donkey’s back.    
The merchant and the ass departed there    
And traveled miserably through arid air.    
The donkey struggled with the massive load    
And longed elusively for its abode.     
The merchant drove the beast with zero pity,    
Approaching his own salt-expending city.    
The merchant and the donkey crossed a bridge;   
The water was a smooth and ample fridge;    
The dromedary was miserable and tired;    
It had no rest and soon it had expired.    
It fell exhausted on the riverside,     
As its mad, frugal master tried to chide.    
It slipped into the stream it was so ill;    
But then its sickness was replace with chill.    
The donkey waded happily about     
The cool, complacent water like a lout.    
It didn’t heed the master’s angry shout    
Refusing to continue down the route.    
From worker to a wastrel he devolved,    
And salt within this donkey’s pack dissolved;   
It finally approached the humid edge    
For long had it been left to damply dredge.    
It weightlessly extracted from the creek    
It dried itself as salty water leaked.     
It eagerly desired to carry on,     
For with no salty weight it was not wan.    
The cumbersome and slyly purchased heft,    
Was worthlessly dissolved, the man bereft.    
The disappointed merchant mourned the waste   
And headed back t’ward seashores in great haste.   

They traveled back to sea and bought more salt;   
The loss of it had been the donkey’s fault,    
And it now had to walk the route again    
With such a burden worse than it had been.    
The merchant knew that he could make a gain   
And at his prior loss he felt no pain.     
He packed the donkey fuller than before    
Replacing what he had and kilos more.    
They traveled through the heat until the creek,   
And then the tricky donkey was a sneak.    
It leaped into the water and the goods    
Disintegrated from the soaking floods.    
The merchant was enraged by such a plunge    
For his fine salt was soaked in squalid grunge.   
He swiftly turned the donkey back to sea    
And it obliged to follow, being free     
And happy with no burden but a sack    
And all the matter melted from his back.    
The master led it to the ocean shore     
And there about the deals he had implored    
And found that sponges now were very cheap;   
He knew that these were loads that he could keep.   
He packed the sponges on the donkey’s hide    
Until it was a tower, so supplied.     
The feather-weighted sponges added up    
And soon they were a massive weight atop    
The donkey who was bitterly consigned    
To bear the weight again on his behind.    
It traveled back along the lengthy road,    
Expiring from the large amount of load.    
Into the river once again it lunged     
And fluid soaked through every single sponge;   
The filling punished it for all its trouble,    
For weight of his grand load had nearly doubled.   
Continuing to walk across the plain,    
The weight induced its tired and burning pain.   
The merchant laughed at it and led its march;   
The sponges soaked with fluid never parched.   
The master didn’t give the load a squeeze    
To spill the water and let it at ease.     
 
The Lazy Heifer       
 
A lazy heifer lay beneath a willow,     
And used the plush of rushes as its pillow.    
Throughout the day in peaceful shade it rested   
And to the world its laziness attested:    
“All those who work are nonsense-needing fools;   
They pace about and follow all the rules.    
On idleness and simple relaxation     
The country’s law imposes no taxation!    
All men should idle, for they would then earn   
No value to be stolen and not yearn     
For fabulous ambitions that will fail.    
In idleness there is no worth to scale.    
No misery for joy must be endured,     
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For all is just a seamless, thoughtless blur”    
The heifer laughed and played across the prairie,   
While oxen toiled and carried, quite contrary.   
The heifer reveled near a toiling bull    
Who, straining, had a massive cart to pull.    
The heifer scorned the worker’s hearty labor    
And bantered blissfully to his strong neighbor:   
“Great bull, you are an idiot to till!     
The overloaded work will have you killed!    
I merely dance about all day with glee;    
The farmer pampers and takes care of me;    
He feeds me massive rations of his hay    
And lets me lounge about the farm all day.    
He doesn’t even like it when I move,    
Desiring me to laze within my groove.    
You definitely should attempt the same;    
Pretend that you are useless and are lame!”    
The bull did not acknowledge that it spoke,    
Continuing beneath its heavy yoke.     
Throughout the field the heifer gaily flourished;   
It was most fat because it was well nourished   
And through the day it didn’t work at all    
At night the farmer placed it in a stall,    
Beside the bull that it antagonized.     
But soon the heifer’s fate was realized.    
The farmer came and bore a massive blade    
By which the heifer’s debt would be repaid.    
He let the fearful heifer have its fill     
And then he raised the sharpened knife to kill.   
The bull retorted to the dying fool     
As blood began to puddle in a pool:     
“Now do you understand your fate, young cow?   
Why laziness and feasting were allowed.    
Do you delight in idling now, young veal?    
They pampered you because you are their meal!   
He only fed you well to make your meat    
With tender fat and juiciness replete.    
He let you lie beneath the sunny skies    
Because by idleness you’re tenderized!    
I’ve borne the yoke for my entire life,    
But rather would than just once bear the knife.”   
 
The Horse and the Laden Ass     
 
A merchant owned a donkey and a horse,    
And led them often down the graven course    
When traveling with mountains of supplies,    
The goods that he resells after he buys.    
The horse was more expensive, and so he    
Being frugal as a merchant has to be    
To justify the whole economy     
And his own place in it, a faculty     
Performing a convenience with his travel    
Delivering goods, on roads that wouldn’t ravel   
As long as he made profit in his deals    
And greased the social economic wheels    

And clutched upon the margin of his trade.    
Upon the ass was merchandise laid.     
The merchant loaded piles upon its back,    
Until he heard a sharp, unsettling crack;    
The donkey still stood firm beneath the weight,   
But looked encumbered by the heavy freight.   
The horse was pulled with scarcely any load.   
It pranced and galloped and its grace was showed.   
Although the donkey was the smaller beast    
It carried most while stronger carried least.    
Appurtenances inundated high     
And barely balanced on the its trotting thighs.   
It panted but it never would complain,    
Although it had excruciating pain.     
One day the merchant took a lengthy trip    
And with him brought the beasts, which he equipped.   
The inexpensive donkey was a shelf;    
A pile more heavy than the donkey’s self    
Adorned the donkey’s back and slowed his trod,   
And often they’d accelerate his plod    
Past all extremes of animal endurance;    
Upon its life the merchant bought insurance,    
And wouldn’t sadly cry if it would die    
For that would give him cash by which to buy.   
They traveled down the road for hours and hours,   
Which drained the donkey’s mediocre powers.   
He panted and he scarcely was alive,    
Though they did not relax so he’d revive.    
The horse antagonized him as they went;    
Beneath the words and weight it further bent:   
“Go faster donkey! This is not that hard!    
You simply need more muscle and less lard!    
The merchant is not tired and I am not!    
This day is cool! It isn’t very hot!”     
The donkey was too tired to even speak    
Though feebly stammered as he grew more weak:   
“Please horse, can you bear more for one small length;  
You scarcely bear and you now have more strength;   
Please help me once and then I will not whine;   
I feel distressed, with this upon my spine;    
I’ll carry it as soon as I am well,     
For I’m afraid that I will soon be felled.”    
The horse insulted as it heard its friend,    
“Stop these complaints about your coming end.   
You cannot trick me with your panting talk,    
Or lure my sympathy with lazy walks.”    
The horse did not receive the paraphernalia,    
Continuing to walk in proud regalia,    
Its mien held high and blowing in the wind,    
Its pride applied; for nothing could rescind    
The feeling that the horse’s life had felt.    
For pride for self can never ever melt.    
The donkey walked unconsciously entranced,   
And at its health the merchant never glanced;   
It plodded with unbalanced feet and breaths    
Approaching town but too approaching death.   
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It fell upon the middle of the road,     
As silent as deserted old abodes.     
Its tongue rolled out of its unmoving head,    
And clearly it was absolutely dead.     
The merchant was distressed about this consequence   
For people don’t him insure cash for negligence.   
The merchant was distraught by such delay,    
And for the waste he didn’t want to pay,    
For he was rued with every waste of time,    
And thought it as the most offensive crime,    
For always moments are some passing coins    
To one aware of what lost time purloins.    
The master took the load of merchandise,    
For which he wanted premiums of price,    
And placed it all upon the horse’s back,    
And tied them up without a kink of slack.    
The merchant grabbed the body of the dead    
And packed too, much to the horse’s dread.    
The horse bore off the donkey and the packs,   
And left deep footprints as his heavy tracks.    
For his denial he had to carry both;     
He caused the fate that now he sorely loathed.   
The merchant didn’t buy another beast;    
For all he cheaply needed was the least    
That he could get away with and survive;    
The horse in misery was still alive,     
And it begrudged the donkey for its peace,    
For it was easy just to snap decease.    
 
The Squeaky Wheels      
 
A merchant had a wagon and an ox,     
And on the wagon was a massive box    
That he was carrying from far to sell,    
Within the lovely city where he dwelled.    
He’d be back to his city in a day,     
And then he’d put his prizes on display    
To sell within his shop for massive price    
Convincing folks that they was something nice,   
Not novelties that no one really needs    
Just bought to satisfy their gloating greed.    
The desert all around incited heat;     
On boiling sand they walked with blistering feet.   
The ox was fading into hot hypnosis,    
And though with man it held a symbiosis,    
Its owner didn’t notice any lag;     
It didn’t whine and didn’t slowly drag.    
The wagon had a pair of massive wheels    
And as they rolled they often squeaked and squealed.   
The sound was like a scratching piece of chalk,   
That screeching along the axle as they walked;   
It whistled like a strident xylophone,    
Like blades upon a piece of brittle bone.    
The merchant was annoyed by such a sound,    
And so within a water drip he drowned    
The creaking surfaces to make them mute;    

He carried on traversing land with loot,    
Delighting that he’d sell the freight in town;    
For this he wore a smile and not a frown.    
But soon the wheels began to shriek again,    
Like fear resounding in the depths of men,    
Who do not know the thing that makes them fear,   
And thus are deepened as the fear draws near.   
He feared that axle friction would make fire    
And leave him stranded in a worthless mire.    
He poured some more refreshment on the joint;   
Continuing to helpfully anoint     
Some water on the turning axle’s nubs,    
The jointed parts where they would roughly rub.   
The noises stopped but soon the water dried;    
It filled his ears as it perversely cried.    
He spilled remaining drips upon the frame,    
And used his final water on the same.    
The merchant was afraid that it would break;    
But had no water left by which to slake.    
The wheel continued squeaking through the hours   
But water was not left to fuel beasts’ powers.   
The axle didn’t break, it merely squeaked,    
And on its malady had floods been leaked.    
The merchant panted with no things to drink,   
For when he’d poured his stores he didn’t think   
That he would soon be thirsty for a taste    
And would have used the fluid stores on waste.   
The ox had no supply to fill its thirst,    
And it was in the state that was the worst.    
It grew confused beneath the heavy yoke,    
Its body, with no fluid, swiftly broke;    
Without refreshment it grew very tired,    
And soon it settled down and it expired.    
He found the ox deceased, extremely dead;    
And he now wished the wheel was broke’nstead.   
“Fool wheel, you had distress though it had more,   
But you complained and wasted water stores.   
Now I can never take you back to home,    
And now alone through desert I must roam.    
The ox was he who was the worker here,    
And you were just an idler, that is clear.    
Your stridor made you get your soaking grease,   
But too made this deserving beast decease!    
The town is fairly close and I’ll proceed    
But I must leave this wagon and my greed.    
These vast, expensive goods for waste I leave,   
Because on me their weight cannot be heaved.   
So much for what endurance can achieve!    
This desert is infested with some thieves;    
One moment unattended is enough     
For vicious thieves to come and take the stuff.   
If I stay out in heat, I’ll never live,     
So now these heaping goods to thieves I give!”   
He was exhausted and extremely parched;    
And t’ward the vast horizon he then marched.   
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The Arab and the Camel      
 
Arabia was hot and dry around,     
Where Bedouins and camels there abound.    
The desert vagrants wandered through the sand   
Nomadically meandering the land.     
One Arab knew that soon his well would dry.   
He had to leave or else he soon would die.    
At night when all the dunes reflect the moon,   
He started out across the sandy ruins,    
For then the land was bearable and dark,    
And he was not in sun, exhausted, stark.    
His camel searched the ground for tiny plants,   
But none were sprouting, for in drought they can’t.   
The man took down his tent and all his goods;   
He wrapped his packs in ropes, himself in hoods   
To seal them carefully from falling out    
And from their being heaped in sand, no doubt,   
He covered all his skin from solar flares,    
With freckle clearing, mole-avoiding cares.    
He loaded giant packs upon his beast;    
Just for survival, he possessed the least    
That still was possible to live upon;     
With massive packs his dromedary was donned.   
This camel held the burdens with its back;    
The Arab led it on the desert track.     
Around him shifted massive, sandy dunes,    
That softly buzzed with winds in eerie tunes.    
The Arab looked around but saw no road,    
And no where safe to unpack his abode.    
They aimlessly had no where there to go,    
Except to wander through the moonlight glow,   
And find a great variety of places,     
‘Til he would come upon a deep oasis    
That beckoned like an island in the sea,    
A pond amid the inland savagery.     
The Arab started off straight t’ward a hill;    
They trudged with upward drudgery until    
They reached the breach and looked across the earth,   
An endlessness of terrifying dearth.     
They rested on the peak for just an hour,    
Regaining all their potent, walking power.    
The drudging up on slipp’ry sands was hard,    
And it effected travel to retard.     
Continuing upon their present trail,     
They headed down the hill and they prevailed   
In that endeavor with increasing speed;    
They often tripped from their celerity    
Which was too fast for their security.    
They reached the bottom, where they didn’t need   
Respite that they had needed on the top.    
They traveled onward up without a stop.    
They reached again the peak and they were tired;   
The camel softly rested and perspired.    
The Arab laughed and asked the drudging beast:   
Which motion had it liked the very least:    

“Do you desire to always travel up     
And rest in relaxation at the top,     
Or would you like to travel always down    
And travel faster as you near the ground.    
I think that I will give the choice to you,    
For I’m to tired to think which one to do.”    
The camel sneered upon the inquiry,    
For it was something that was plain to see:    
“I don’t desire to travel either way;     
The reason is an easy thing to say.     
If one is going down, eventually,     
They come upon a new declivity     
That rises rather than proceeding down;    
Thus you must travel to the very crown.    
On any mountain, mesa, butte, or stair,    
The up and down can only make a pair;    
You cannot swiftly fall without a rise,    
And neither way is one that I advise.    
You cannot roughly rise without a fall,    
So I would choose no up or down at all.    
A sturdy road can do without a slope;    
On level ground its easier to cope.     
I’d rather not be troubled by a bevel,    
Instead traversing on a surface level.”    
 
Hercules and the Wagon      
 
The rain was falling and the mud was thick,    
And everyone was feeling slightly sick,    
And drowsy from the flood of fluid rain;    
There, lives were seeming evermore mundane.   
A tenant was delighting in the bout     
Of bubbling drops that from the stormclouds spout.   
The idle man was listening to the thunder,    
And sitting there was his primary blunder.    
The man was just a wastrel, just a bum,    
Who waited for a miracle to come     
And never worked to make his very own,    
Who in his wretched idleness had grown    
As fat and sick as his wife who was pregnant,   
A woman and who was equally as stagnant.    
For man needs not to act to cause a vice    
For idleness is waste of time’s great price.    
He knew that after many days of drought    
The rain would cause his master’s crops to sprout.   
But he remembered as he idly lazed,    
Importance coming through his mental haze,    
That he had not yet planted any crops,    
And that most useless would be any drops.    
The lazy man then rushed out to the horses,    
Who lay inside their stables eating morsels.    
He realized that none of them had shoes,    
For he had been too lazy and amused    
All spring to fashion shoes upon their feet;    
Their soles were torn and most of them were beat.   
He grabbed a horse with mediocre hooves,    
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And placed a metal shoe within the grooves    
And with a brazen hammer rashly lobbed    
Until the shoe was fit, though poorly jobbed.    
He tried to hook it to a massive cart,    
On which he’d travel to the nearby mart,    
Where he could buy some grain to fill his farm,   
And hope that idling hadn’t done much harm.   
The horse was just as lazy as was he,    
Refusing to be ordered by his pleas.     
He saw that on the cart the every part,    
Was broken and had not received the art    
Of craftsmen who would fix the ruined machine;   
He tried to swiftly fix and make it clean.    
He threw some parts together hastily;    
The pieces scarcely clicked in harmony.    
The wagon was so ruined it scarcely stood;    
The wastrel did as little as he could     
To make it able to be used to bear;     
He threw it all together, didn’t care.     
He swiftly hitched the horse and chose the course,   
And led the stubborn beast with whips of force.   
The rain was splashing on the traveling man,    
Who did as little as a tenant can.     
He didn’t bother watching on the trail,    
To view the puddles where he would travail.    
The wagon road straight through a massive puddle;   
The horse’s strength within the depths was muddled   
And it indeed was such a lazy steed     
That it had scarcely any force or speed.    
And soon the wagon ceased to move at all,    
Much to the horror of the prodigal.     
But then he saw that all the wagon wheels    
Were lodged in mud and then he, praying, kneeled;   
He didn’t try to push the cart or pull,    
He merely sat and prayed for miracles,    
The miracle of his own strength unused,    
The kindness of his universe abused:    
“O Hercules, the strongest of the gods,    
Please help extract this wagon from mud clods.   
The rain is thick and mud is thicker still;    
I need to plant my fields and can’t until,    
I have the grain upon this wagon’s back    
And head back from the market on this track!   
Have mercy on pathetic little men,     
And give your strength again and then again,   
To push this wagon out of sticky mud;    
You are of scared and of royal blood,    
But I am helpless here without a chance.    
Please patron, give my helpless prayer a glance.”   
The thunder rang and lightning struck close by,   
And torrents of tornadoes filled the sky,    
All threatening to kill the wretched lout.    
The idler sadly then began to pout.     
But Hercules made sure he didn’t die    
And let him wade in water where he cried,    
Where tears were all invisible in rain,    

Diluted in the seas to where they drained.    
Then Hercules’s voice filled him with wonder,   
Exploding through the whirling wind and thunder:   
“You idler! I cannot believe you dare    
To weekly waste your working time in prayer!   
You could be toiling and producing grain,    
But you do not achieve and work and pain,    
And you do not deserve my precious aid,    
For you have wasted and have never paid.    
For gods help men not by grand miracles    
But by the work that men themselves can haul!”   
 
The Lark and her Young Ones     
 
In spring there was a pleasant, laying lark,    
Who tried to nest in parks and in the bark,    
Though never could decipher where was best,   
To raise her babies and to build a nest.    
She finally decided on a spot,     
Beneath the sun where it was nice and hot    
But too in shade beneath the grassy eaves,    
Which cast a greenish gleam of shadowed leaves.   
This was within a flowing field of wheat;    
With food the thriving farmyard was replete,    
Though danger lurked when harvest time drew near,   
For then would farmers came with scythes to shear   
The wheat for grain and slash the growing earth;   
This killed the life in nests which held new birth.   
The lark had laid there only once before,    
But knew what things to watch and worry for.   
She laid her eggs within little nook     
And soon they hatched and to the chicks she took   
The seeds of grain or bits of grubs she found    
That cluttered everywhere upon the ground.    
She daily went away to fetch the food,    
Though wheat grew fast and she knew what ensued.   
The chicks were old enough to hear her speak,   
And when she came she chirped out from her beak:   
“My larklings, you must listen every day,    
And listen every time I go away.     
The farmer comes and takes a field survey,    
Deciding when to reap this grain and hay.    
The wheat is quickly on the fervent rise;    
The farmer will soon notice its great size.    
You must tell me exactly what he says,    
So we’ll evade the dangers right away.”    
Her babies all agreed to sharply note    
The diction of the farmer and to quote    
Him when their mom returned to them with grains;   
It was a job of minimalist pains.     
The farmer and his son observed their field,    
Though waited still to reach the ripest yield;    
But soon the farmer said to his fine son,    
That to the neighbors he should swiftly run    
And bring the message that their grain was ripe,   
To bring them far exaggerated hype:    
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“The grain is high and time has come to slash it;   
It must go now before the locusts gnash it;    
Run off, my son, and ask our nearest neighbors,   
To come to us and help us with our labors.    
Tell them that we desire them here tomorrow   
And missing them would be a grain of sorrow.   
Go tell them all that they will get a share,    
If they will come and help us both to bear    
This field that is too large for merely us;    
Tell them that this great grain is worth the fuss,   
That it is better than all other years,     
Both good for baking breads and brewing beers!   
Tell them that just to celebrate we’ll brew    
An acre for their philanthropic crew!”    
The son ran off into the distant plain,    
And soon the mother lark came back again.    
The babies told her everything they heard;    
But this did not bemoan the mother bird:    
“If he has asked his neighbors then we’re safe;   
Tomorrow they will not expertly chafe.    
To send his son away to ask his friends,    
Who have their own large fields of grain to tend,   
The farmer clearly is not in a hurry,     
And in this burrow we don’t have to worry.    
Still listen closely to the farmers words;    
Tomorrow tell me, young ones, what you heard.”   
Upon the day succeeding that fine day,    
The farmer woke and was compelled to say:    
“This wheat is nearly growing overripe!    
I’m sick of all this neighbor-helper tripe!    
I asked for them and still no neighbors came;   
They act like they were sick, and dull, and lame!   
We now must swiftly hurry, my fine son    
For there is lots of toiling to be done.    
Lets find some nearby help for you and me;    
Go ask the cousins in our family,     
Who live not far away on their own farm;    
Our family will surely lend an arm.     
Tomorrow we will go to work with them    
And harshly hack the hay, the root from stem.   
Tell them that we are families with bonds,    
Far stronger than the strength of diamonds!    
Tell them that we would do the very same,    
If they were short of help or badly maimed...    
Tell them to be here when the rooster calls;    
We cannot waste one moment here at all!”    
The farmer said these things and then reposed,   
And into midday sleep he vainly dozed.    
The babies larks were anxious to await;    
The mother lark came home to them quite late.   
They told her everything and then she said    
That they should not now worry to be dead:    
“The farmer will not reap with relatives;    
They too have massive farms and cannot give   
Their time to such a farmer, who is lazy.    
He thinks that they would help, and thus is crazy!   

We do not have to fly away to tonight;    
Tomorrow does not hold such things of fright.   
Remember though to tell me what he states;    
Tomorrow he might stop his wasteful wait.”    
The night passed fast and then the farmer woke,   
And looking the fields he firmly spoke:    
“My son, we’ve waited far to long to reap,    
Its ripe and soon will be too ripe to keep.    
Let’s sharpen scythes ‘til they are very sharp,   
And also ready threshing floors and tarps.    
Tomorrow, you and I will clean this field;    
Tomorrow we receive this lovely yield.”    
The mother lark was gone but soon returned;    
From babies, rumors soon she truly learned    
About the farmer’s plans to cut the grain,    
By his own worthy hands, to not abstain:    
“Then in the night we all must swiftly flee,    
To find a refuge with security.     
For clear it is that he will slash the soils,    
When he himself is man who sternly toils.”    
With this the mother and the baby larks    
Flew out to find their safety after dark.    
The sun arose again upon the dawn,     
When both the son and father worked their brawn.   
 
The Farmer and his Sons      
 
A brewer owned a massive plot of land    
But it was old and turning into sand;    
The vines of grapes were very frail and poor,   
And scarcely even growing anymore.    
The man was old and dying in his bed,    
But had two husky sons, to which he said:    
“I soon will die and you two will inherit    
The land and you will both be ones share it,    
For all my wealth resides within the ground;    
Yes, in the splendid land it does abound.    
Within your heads this statement must resound:   
That in the soil a fortune can be found...”    
With this last statement he had swiftly died,    
All energy expended on the pride     
That he was feeling for his growing sons.    
With his sad death their searching had begun.   
They took their spades and hoes and strongly strove,   
To find within the ground a treasure trove.    
They searched throughout the land by digging deep   
And turning over mulch in massive heaps.    
They tilled the field to find their father’s treasure,   
Attempting working for an endless measure.    
The sun rose daily, as did rise the sons,    
To load the barrows, making tilling runs.    
Eventually the sons tired and expired,    
Not finding fortune for which they desired.    
They slept with disappointment but with pride   
For always they would know that they had tried.   
They gave their dreams away and planted seeds   
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Within the soil, for wine to fill their needs.    
They’d yearly brewed a batch of caustic wine;   
It wasn’t fit for drinking, wasn’t fine,    
Was purchased only as a disinfectant    
Or by the pub (although they were reluctant,)   
Which only bought the beer on fallow years,    
For drunkards whose sensations weren’t clear   
Enough to notice that it tasted gross     
When they were celebrating with a toast.    
Though this year they had tilled and tilled again   
Expending effort and becoming men,    
While searching for a treasure and not knowing   
That they had made the perfect soil for growing,   
And caused the grapes to flourish in the soil,    
Deserved for all their busy work and toil.    
Out from the earth the gorgeous grapes would burst   
Delivering fine wine to quench the thirst.    
These grapes were of an ever lingering flavor,   
That royalty desired to drink and savor.    
Thus they were on commission by the king,    
And they received great pensions for the zing   
Of flavor of the produce of their field.    
For all their work they had a wondrous yield.   
They got their treasure for their seething strife,   
Because with grapes their fields were fully rife.   
They had believed that gold coins would ensue,   
But they got spheres, and of a purple hue.    
The great ambition for their father’s treasure    
Had still led straight to their great fame and pleasure.   
It was the lesson that he had intended,    
To teach them even when his life was ended:   
A treasure is not something found by luck    
But what you have deserved from tilling muck,   
For human pride can’t be achieved by mere chance,   
But by great work and toil and perseverance.    
 
The Lion and his Three Counselors    
 
A lion took his mistress on a date     
Though she was not a very happy mate    
For she could smell her master’s noxious breath,   
Which was like rot, decay, refuse, and death.    
Her evening with him was not splendid bliss    
For those were lips that only flies would kiss .   
The lioness endured but at last swooned;    
“That horrid scent will bring my nose to ruin!   
Great Leo, if you do intend to court,    
I’ll tell you: that is not the breath to sport;    
I cannot help my being quite invective    
For breathing such a balm is not effective    
At wooing and it further more, in truth,    
Will harshly rot your every singly tooth.”    
The lion was dismayed by his rejection    
But he did not admit his tooth infection;    
That feline king was arrogant and vile    
And he hygienically was in denial.     

Throughout the day he was in irritation    
Until he wanted some verification     
That he was right and didn’t have a maw    
That smelled like sun-baked corpses, rotting raw.   
He had a court of counselors to advise    
His actions with opinions that were wise    
Whenever planning stately, kingly rule.    
They knew their king to be extremely cruel    
So they were always saying quite wise things   
Because the dumb were eaten by the king;    
So one could tell how wisely they connived    
Because they were the last three ones alive.    
There was a fox, a wolf, and too a sheep;    
The savage king woke all of them from sleep   
And summoned up these counselors to his throne   
And on their faces all his breath was blown:    
“Now answer, sheep, does my breath cause disgust   
Or should it cause my handsome lady’s lust?    
She is disdainful of my musklike smell    
Though I have never thought the smell unwell.   
Come close and put your head within my jaws   
And tell me if my odor has some flaws.”    
The sheep reluctantly sniffed for the stench    
And in saliva his big head was drenched    
And he could smell the odor well enough    
And not to smell it was a thing quite tough.    
The sheep believed the king would want the truth   
For that would prove the sheep’s undying ruth:   
“Your breath smells like a festering disease    
And would put your fine mistress at unease;    
You should clean out the contents; there is sludge,   
And many gross infections, I would judge...”   
But hearing this the lion fiercely raged    
And since within his jaw the sheep was caged   
He bit its head off as it looked inside    
And swallowed it to prove his massive pride.   
The fox and wolf looked on its gruesome fate   
And pitied their poor friend, who now was late.   
The wolf was summoned next, who came with fear   
And smelled the lion’s odor very near;    
He knew that he would have to praise and lie   
For he did not desire to harshly die.     
The dog inhaled and couldn’t stand the smell   
Though he resolved to praise it very well:    
“The sheep’s words were much worse than is your breath,  
And he deserved his savaged, ravaged death;    
The fine aroma of your mouth, my king,    
Is like a meadow for which birds will sing    
Where flowers bloom and dewdrops loom on buds;   
Such is the scent of your majestic cud...”    
The lion knew these words to be fictitious    
And thought that such a wolf would be delicious   
So he pounced on the canine unaware    
And his intent was not to merely scare;    
He tore the dog to shreds with savagery    
Offended by the wise-beast’s flattery.    
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The fox then looked upon the ravaged pulp    
Of his two friends, and took a fearful gulp;    
He knew that either course would harshly maim;   
The lion would kill truth and false the same,    
Just to express his rage and angry power,    
Both as a cesspit and a luscious flower.    
And not discriminate which was the fact;    
The fox did not look forward to the act    
Of telling his opinions on the breath,    
For either way would lead straight to his death.   
But he had not survived as just a fool,    
And wouldn’t be the lion’s vengeance tool;    
He wouldn’t say: a nasty pile of stool.    
He wouldn’t say: a breeze both calm and cool.   
Approaching he pretended he had sneezed    
And then so that the king would be appeased,   
With sticky, stuffy voice, he slyly told:    
“I’m sorry liege, I’m sick with quite a cold;    
My nose is stuffy and I smell no thing;    
My sickness begs your mercy noble king.”    
The lion pardoned him to go away     
And that sly fox survived another day.    
 
The Swallow’s Advice      
 
A farmer saw that many birds lived nigh    
And he desired to cook them in a pie.    
He paced along the field to plant some seeds.   
To catch some little birds for food one needs    
Some method for their capture, so the man    
Was planting loads of surly hemp that can    
Eventually catch birds with what it weaves.    
The small birds should have feared what hemp achieves,  
But they observed him pacing on the field    
And to his gruesome threat they didn’t yield;    
They saw him planting seeds and thought that he   
Was not a carnivore; they didn’t flee    
Because the farmer didn’t want their meat    
But wanted lovely vegetables to eat,    
(Or so the birds believed) as on a fence    
They sat and watched this gardener go hence.   
They watched him as he watched them watching him   
But to his grand designs their minds were dim;   
Except, one swallow had observed before    
A farmer plant such seeds, a carnivore,    
Who didn’t plant the seeds that he would eat    
But planted seeds so that he’d catch some meat.   
The swallow then advised the little birds    
With grave admonishment within his words:    
“Young birds, behold that farming man with fear;   
The man intends a machination here;    
All apprehend the future, for he will    
Be able soon to capture you to kill...”    
Incredulous, the birds derided this,     
And laughed and mocked the swallow’s words in bliss:  
“How can these meager seeds provoke demise?   

Great swallow tell us ‘why’s if you’re so wise.”   
The swallow gravely stared upon the flock    
Explaining why they shouldn’t vainly mock:    
“Those seeds are hemp seeds and they will create   
Destruction for the birds who hesitate.    
Though they are harmless now they soon with be   
The human means for your captivity.    
Avoid this fate! You can evade the doom,    
If every single seed will be consumed;    
You cannot let the seeds survive for growth;    
I have advised this with a mortal oath.”    
The birds did not believe the wise advice;    
The sizes of the seeds did not suffice    
As inspiration for their fear and dread.    
They didn’t think that seeds would make them dead   
And so the birds postponed the tedious task    
And didn’t do what their good friend had asked.   
They were too lazy to pick up the seeds    
And thought that they could just postpone the deeds,   
That they could play until the crops grew high   
And then could try to make the hemp plants die.   
They played and idled through the lovely spring,   
Exerting selves to fly and swoop and sing    
Achieving nothing that could be of use;    
They sternly thought that they should just be loose,   
Enjoying leisure as the crops were grew high,   
As rains made boosts of stalks into the sky.    
The birds were now aware that in their wait    
They had prolonged the act and were too late.   
The hemp was tough and plenteous and tall    
And they could not induce these plants to fall.   
Eventually the farmer picked the crop    
And in his toil at this he didn’t stop,    
And as the death-allowing birds ignored    
The farmer wound the plants into a cord.    
The farmer used this cord to reach his hope,    
Producing sturdy coils of distant rope    
That stretched across the distance in a line;    
The farmer took the coils of heavy twine    
And like a spider, wove a massive net.    
The farmer to the birds was now a threat.    
The farmer caught them all, to their demise    
With endless meters of his net supplies    
That had been wound from hemp that came from seed,  
On which they had been too relaxed to feed.    
And so since they decided to delay     
The problem worsened on this future day.    
 
The Old Woman and her Maids     
 
An elder woman owned a house and farm    
And every day she woke to the alarm    
Of cock-crow when the sun had scarcely dawned;   
She woke each morning and she softly yawned   
And carried on her housework for she owned   
A huge amount of things, and all alone,    
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She scarcely could achieve her daily chores.    
She aged and couldn’t do them anymore.    
There wasn’t time enough within the day    
And she could not achieve them anyway    
Because he age debilitated action     
And on her bones her muscles had no traction   
And joints were sealing and her nerves were frayed   
And so the women hired a pair for maids.    
She paid the maids with milk and eggs and bread   
And they both slept together in a bed    
Above the woman’s barn within a loft.    
The maids were heavy sleepers but they oft    
Awoke because the mistress kept the cock    
And it would always rise above the flock    
And caw until the humans were awake.    
Before the sun the mistress then would shake   
Their bed until she shattered any dreams.    
The maids arose to milk the cows for creams    
And clean the house until they cleaned it raw   
And there was not a clod or dirt or flaw.    
They worked until the flowing sun had set    
And then they fell asleep to only get    
Directly up again upon the morrow.     
This merciless routine soon caused their sorrow   
For they did not desire to wake too soon    
And they preferred to sleep as late as noon    
Because the chores were useless and mundane   
And they did not desire the extra pain.    
They wanted sleep and didn’t want to stress.    
They realized that they could work much less   
If they would rise much later than the sun    
And after day itself was long begun.    
They realized that they could not achieve    
The feat unless the woman was bereaved    
Of her alarm, the sturdy rooster crow.    
They plotted to destroy the rooster so    
That they could sleep for longer every day    
And work for less to get an equal pay.    
They found the cock and chased it through the farm   
Intending that they’d cause the buzzard harm.   
Eventually they caught it though it pecked,    
And when it did they broke its scrawny neck.   
The girls were very satisfied with this    
And when they slept they had a night of bliss   
And in the morning they had slept as long    
As they desired and never heard the song    
Of irritating rooster notes again;     
They simply heard the clucking of a hen    
And that was not enough to wake them up    
When they were high upon the lofty top.    
The ancient woman knew she missed the tone   
And was afraid of sleeping late and moaned    
(The maidens heard her moan but didn’t care)   
That she had lost her only cock to spare;    
The next night she was worried through her sleep   
And she awoke at every single peep     

And when she heard an owl emit its hoot    
The day set off and she was in pursuit.    
She rushed to wake the maids and grasped their eyes   
And when they woke they sadly realized    
(Once they had stayed awake for many hours   
And had in chore extinguished all their powers)   
That it was midnight and they were distraught,   
Because a scarce amount of ‘Z’s was caught.   
They didn’t work and rested back their heads   
But soon again they woke up from their beds   
Because the hag had heard an owl again,    
And then she came because she heard a hen    
And all throughout the night she woke the maids   
And always they woke up and they obeyed    
And through the night they never found their sleep;   
Eventually they simply had to keep     
Themselves awake, because they couldn’t dream;   
They worked beneath a midnight moonlight gleam.   
The woman’s schedule was disrupted and    
It had been grained into her every gland    
So she could not repose without the tension    
That made her often wake in apprehension.    
So everyday the woman stopped their snores    
And for the extra time found extra chores.    
 
The Wild Boar and the Fox     
 
A feral boar was working at a tree     
It toiled as busily as any bee.     
Upon the trunk it scraped its massive tusks    
And sharpened them from dawn until the dusk.   
Repeating this for many grueling days    
The fearsome tusks were sharp and clean displays   
That could have pierced a lion through the loin   
And could have carved an image on a coin    
And could have ruptured through a hunter’s net.   
That was the huge amount to which he whet    
Those double daggers on his foaming face.    
He still attempted to improve the grace    
By wiping clean the tendrils and the bark    
And leaving clean the xylem, wholly stark.    
The boar then found a rock on which to grind   
And through the scrapes it didn’t even mind    
The awful sound that screeched throughout the forest;   
Of all Earth’s noise, this scraping it was the poorest   
And woke the wood and made them much annoyed   
Because their want of sleep could not be cloyed.   
The boar ran through the trees to find a wood   
That was the hardest of them and that could    
Create a tusk as fine as nettle thorns;    
The boar admired extremely sharpened horns.   
A fox immerged from sleep and found the boar   
That scraped upon the trees, exposing gore.    
The fox approached and made a firm address   
That blurred within the auditory mess    
Of sound from scraping tusks against the trunks.   
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The vixen tried to over-speak the clunks:    
“Good boar, you waste your time in such an act;   
The hounds and hunters have not just attacked.   
In fact there are no hunting hounds in sight;    
I think the season isn’t even right.     
You sharpen tusks when there is not a threat;   
You do not have to ruin the trees and whet    
Those useless tusks without an enemy.    
Do you intend to found a tyranny?     
For with those crystal shears you’d sting the Fates,   
And destiny itself would hesitate,     
For you could break the gates of adamant    
And I would think that even Hades can’t.    
I truly think these trees are in abuse.    
What worth is power if it has no use?”    
The fox enjoined the boar about the horns.    
The boar responded to the fox’s scorns:    
“You are correct that hunters don’t abound    
But I will make these sharp and wait for hounds,   
For when the hunters come I will be keen    
And into them my forces will careen.    
If hounds arrive and I cannot defend    
Because my horns are blunt, t’will be my end.   
I’ll have no time to sharpen them when men    
Approach, so I’ll now whet and not whet then.   
If I don’t sharpen now I’ll be too late    
So I will sharpen now, won’t hesitate.”    
 
The Trumpeter Prisoner      
 
The trumpet sounded on the battled field,    
And with their brandished blades and shields to wield,  
Obeying what the seething trumpet ordered,    
The enemies were charging to the border    
Where with the rival army they could clash    
And leap into the onslaught, bold or brash.    
The soldiers were incited into wrath    
And dipped themselves into this crimson bath   
And every time the trumpet rang aloud    
They felt exhilarated and more proud.    
The soldiers ravished through the rival ranks    
And burrowed blades into opponents’ shanks.   
The trumpeter was hidden in the back    
For he was far too busy to attack,     
For he was their morale and their esteem    
And gave these future corpses hopes and dreams   
By which they could give power to their blade   
And so the masses never disobeyed.    
The trumpeter was safe beyond the mess    
But soon he had a reason to distress     
For troops were dwindling on his army’s side   
And soon the great majorities had died    
And enemies had ruptured through the lines    
And leaked into the hold where, serpentine    
They slithered through and killed who they could see   
In floods of animal barbarity.     

Eventually the trumpeter, who was     
Too near the seething enemy because    
He had been brash enough to venture far,    
Was captured, as a prisoner of war.     
The foes were hostile but they didn’t kill    
Civilians, for the military skill     
In plebes is not enough to battle bravely;    
Still, peaceful citizens were useful slaves; he    
Was kept alive inside some shackled bonds,    
Of which confinement he was never fond.    
The enemies had brought him to their captain,   
Who would decide what punishment would happen   
To any members of their horrid foes.    
The bugler feared whatever fate they chose.    
The men discussed the punishment and they    
Allowed the man, in his defense, to say    
Whatever he desired to plead his case;    
They gave the trumpeter this leave of grace.    
The trumpeter for mercy tried to plead:    
“My foes, I have achieved no wicked deed.    
I merely am a trumpeter and blow     
This horn to show the coming of the foe.    
I am no soldier and have killed no man;    
When enemies approached I swiftly ran.    
Don’t murder sad civilians; for I am    
A poor musician, gentle as a lamb,     
And am no soldier who has killed your men.    
A wielder of a sword I’ve never been.    
I wouldn’t kill your soldiers and I wield    
A trumpet not a saber and a shield.     
You shouldn’t kill me; I’m no legionnaire    
And music is the only thing I bear.”     
The enemies discoursed about his plea,    
For it had held no animosity     
But they refuted him with harsher words    
Than any that the trumpeter had heard:    
“You, idler, don’t participate in strife,    
You never have destroyed a human life    
And those are extra reasons why you must    
Be killed, for your inaction makes it just.    
You simply watch your comrades fight and die   
While you repose and watch them as they try;   
You have no bravery to take the sword,    
But in your knavery you act as lord     
And blow that trumpet to inspire a fight    
And use that tool to rustle and excite    
Until your soldiers charge into their death;    
They kill and die by order of your breath.    
You’re he who has initiated brawls     
While you, the leader, never fight at all.    
Your idleness is treachery and base,     
And you should die without a single trace.    
This trumpet that you brandish makes more pain   
That any whetted sword or sharpened bane.    
We foes respect your soldiers for their action,   
But you are of a very different faction;    
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You rouse the battle but have never fought,    
And it is noble that you now are caught,    
For men like you, inciting others woes,    
Deserve to die, for all men are your foes.”    
 
The Boy Bathing      
 
The winter rolled into the tepid spring    
When vernal airs were lofting everything    
And plants were sprouting from the sopping soil   
And flowers were blossoming in purple royal   
And yellow, red, and every other hue.    
It sprang with all things beautiful and new.    
A boy was wandering along a stream    
Which flowed just like a thought or like a dream   
And he was tempted by the tepid creek    
To jump inside and feel the water sleek    
Against his body, for he hadn’t swam    
Since summer prior; so beside a dam    
Constructed by a group of beavers he    
Removed his clothed, and in a bout of glee    
He jumped into the cool and rushing pool;    
But it was very deep and very cool     
And harsher than he ever had expected;    
He should have firstly neared the shore to check it   
But he assumed that it was nice and warm.    
But it was not the torrid summer norm;    
It was still icy from the winter frost     
And he froze up and all his might was lost.    
Feet couldn’t anchor to the river floor    
And soon he couldn’t struggle anymore    
And started sinking to the distant deep    
To which extremity the waters seep.    
He thrashed about to call for any aid    
Because he couldn’t swim or even wade.    
There was a man who came upon the bank.    
This man dunked down to it and gladly drank.   
The man perceived him drowning in the creek   
And to the man the boy had tried to speak:    
“Please save me from this river where you drink;   
It won’t be long before I drowned and sink!”    
The drowning boy was truly on the brink    

But that wise man just stopped to talk and think   
And didn’t jump into the stream or save    
The boy who now was near an early grave.    
The man instead of jumping just yelled out    
And reprimanded with his angry shout:    
“Young man, you shouldn’t swim in winter time   
For streams are cold because so is the clime.    
You shouldn’t swim without a parent either!    
No wonder you are gasping for a breather.    
You are a fool and don’t obey the rules.    
Don’t teachers teach you all these things in schools?   
With lonely bathing you’ll be sunk and smothered!   
I think that I am going to tell your mother    
That you are doing foolish things like this!    
Has cognizance run totally amiss?     
Have you a brain inside that heavy head    
That is adept enough to not be dead?    
You shouldn’t swim, for it is out of season!    
You better have a very potent reason    
Or I might call the town security     
And they will see your criminality,     
And they might punish you for insolence    
And you will have no logical defense!    
What are you thinking, in that useless brain!?   
You little fool, you’re just a stupid pain!...    
You thought that you could take a cozy bath,    
But now you’ve just incited Neptune’s wrath...”   
The man was clearly angry and annoyed,    
And he expressed this lecture to the boy,    
And talked for moments on the vain tirade,    
Explaining that the boy had disobeyed,    
But as he did the boy continued sinking    
And choked on water gulps that he was drinking.   
The boy attempted to express concern    
That if he soon was dead he couldn’t learn:    
“Please save me now before I sink and drown;   
I won’t be saved by talking; please don’t frown.   
Please do not tell me things that I have heard;   
Save me and leave the speech ‘til afterward!”   
The drowning boy said with his final breath    
These words and then he sank down to his death.  
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Fables of 
Nature and Nurture 

 
 
 
 
 

Our nature delegates how we behave, 
Decides what length we have until the grave, 
Our pleasures, pains, and all our nuisance-needs, 
Capacities for strengths though not for deeds, 
To what extent our skills can be excelled, 
And to which limits we must all be held; 
Our nurture causes what we will achieve, 
The things that we adore and we believe, 
Emotions and the memories that will 
Define our minds, and make our mental-fill, 
And whether we will use our skills and choose 
To build ourselves so we will never lose. 
But nurture cannot contradict the fact, 
And once beyond our nature we can’t act. 
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The Fawn and her Father     
 
Two deer stood still amongst the springing leaves   
While picking tender fronds from lowly eaves.   
They satisfied they’re endless appetites    
By, leaf-by-leaf, digesting picky bites.    
The ferns around were growing from the ground   
And dew drops had the nasty gnats all drowned.   
The younger deer, a curious, small fawn    
Was slowly trimming nature’s growing lawn.   
But then among the woods they heard a trill;    
The father froze in fear against his will,    
Just like the sessile trees amid which he    
Stood still with such a thrill of jeopardy:    
“That sounded like the whistle of a man,    
Who called his vicious dogs to fiercely pan    
The woods and find big game for which they hunt   
Of which I am a prize, though you a runt.”    
The gleeful fawn still rustled through the weeds   
And did not heed; on luscious leaves it feeds:   
“It sounded like the chirping of a bird    
And that is all the danger that I heard.    
And anyway, why do you fear the hounds?    
You run with swifter feet and larger bounds;    
You can endure long distances while they    
Will gasp for breaths and bawl and hoarsely bay;   
And you are stronger and are bigger too    
With antlers, like tree branches, that eschew.”   
Within the brush the parent sternly stood    
And thought of darting off into the wood:    
“I used to be a fragile little child,     
And then was careless and was very mild,    
Though dogs are dangerous when one is small.   
I didn’t toughened when I grew this tall.    
I know that dogs can’t apprehend me now,    
Though I still run and I am not sure how.    
I am a coward, though unconsciously;    
There is illogic blocking bravery.     
You can’t change nature, for it is engrained,    
Beneath the function of my fearful brain,    
And can’t convince me that I should not fright   
For my survival shows that I am right.    
Your pressing argument will go unheard,    
For still I’ll gladly flee from any bird”    
The fawn perceived that it could not convince   
Emotion to decrease and mostly since,    
The feelings underscore the mental function    
And cause or hinder logic with their unction.    
 
The Hare and the Hound      
 
One day a group of dogs were chasing game    
Though so far at their the hunting they were lame.   
Throughout dense, shady woods they wildly bustled   
And through the brush they heard a timid rustle.   

A fearful rabbit ruptured from the reeds    
And swiftly ran with need-inspired speeds.    
The hounds upon the fearful rabbit’s trail    
Were running fast and sure that they’d prevail.   
Amongst the trees they chased the fearful creature,   
Resorting to expiring just to reach her.    
Throughout the towering cylinders of bark    
They barked and rushed through thickets where it’s dark.  
Then their endurance failed and they were weak   
And slowly through the undergrowth to seek    
They sniffed the trails though couldn’t find the hare   
For they had lost the bounding bunny there.    
Returning to their master they had shame    
For they had lost another piece of game.    
Their Master found them with no rabbit pelt    
And reinforced the sorrow that they felt:    
“You hounds will dare come home without a meal?!   
There must be massive shame that you dogs feel.   
You’re bigger than that rabbit and are fast;    
You can endure the distance and outlast    
A meager hare that flees amongst the weed,    
Who now returns to frolic in the mead!    
You dogs are bigger, faster, and are stronger,   
And can be perseverant for much longer!    
Your pitiful performance needs some training;   
For tiny, puny rabbits you are spraining!”    
The dogs responded with alacrity     
To Master’s scolds, which they heard painfully;   
They argued for their favor in defeat,    
For hares with motivation were replete:    
“We tried our best to catch the meager meal,    
Though it survives because it has more zeal.    
We hunting dogs don’t run for our vitality;    
We mostly are detached from raw reality.    
The hare has more to lose in such a strife;    
It always has to run to save its life.     
It gains the strength for spree like rapid deer    
From its exciting benefactor, fear.     
There is no wonder that it was the winner;    
It runs for life, we merely run for dinner!”    
 
The Fox and the Hedgehog     
 
A fox was sprinting sleekly through a bog    
But as he ruptured through a hollow log    
He lodged himself inside the narrow hole,    
For Tyrant Fate assigned this doleful dole.    
He there was stuck and tried to wriggle free    
But nothing could abate his misery.     
He clawed and writhed for hours inside the stump   
But he was stuck for he was far too plump.    
Around the victim, insects made a cluster;    
They bit and swarmed and he began to fluster.   
There were large masses of engorged mosquitoes   
Who stole his blood in floods like small banditos.   
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The larvae were all hatching from the mud    
To land on him and steal his tasty blood.    
Each one injected deep its thin syringe    
And with a crimson color then was tinged.    
He couldn’t fight the violent little bugs    
And into him their painful needles dug.    
The seething insects formed a living fog;    
Then came a kind, benevolent hedgehog    
“Dear fox, do you desire a friendly aid;    
You seem distraught and very much afraid.    
Those bugs that taunt you can be scared away;   
I can eschew them if you only say.     
I easily can frighten off the pests,     
And you can be allowed some peaceful rest.”   
The fox was coated with the tiny thieves,    
And he desired to have a short reprieve:    
“Please jounce them so that I can have some peace;   
This constant, itching misery must cease.”    
The hedgehog ate the little thieves that hung;   
He licked and they all clung to his wet tongue.   
He noted that they were too fat to fly,    
So all of them just sat to wait to die,    
But as he cleaned the fox’s smitten hide    
New bandits pierced to drink the blood inside.   
The hedgehog tried though couldn’t eat them all;   
They draped upon the fox just like a shawl.    
The fox was mad because the new supply    
Was giving him new wounds, enough to cry.    
The hedgehog tried to keep a strict control,    
Though couldn’t for he merely was a sole:    
“I scarcely can eat more; my belly’s full;    
I’m sorry that more come that I can’t null.    
With every bite I take more insects latch;    
More hungry, novel ones replace the batch.”    
Eventually the angry fox bemoaned     
For he believed that he would soon be boned:   
“Don’t eat them anymore, imposter friend;    
Please bring an end to this revolting trend;    
You lick those insects who have drawn my blood.   
Despite that you have come on terms of good   
I slowly am destroyed by all these thieves    
And you’re the one who in the end receives    
The body of the insect and its drink;    
You are not helping me at all, I think.    
Please let the insects burrow into me    
And fatten up so that they cannot flee,    
For I am better left with itching brooders    
Than left with room for hungry new intruders.   
They thieves are happy if they have enough,    
And they won’t steal as much of my blood-stuffs.   
Leave old ones here and let them not come fresh   
For soon they will have emptied all my flesh,   
And I’ll be empty as they have their fill;    
If I cannot escape I’ll be their kill.”     
 

The Ass Eating Thistles      
 
At harvest time the busy men were reaping,    
While in the house the toiling maids were sweeping.   
The mistress of the household worked with maids;   
Men hauled the grain to barrels with their spades,   
And brought the masses to their cellar storage;   
All day throughout the fields they worked to forage.   
The master of the land toiled with the slaves,    
Exhausted, resting on their walking staves.    
The sun was beating fiercely on their flesh;    
Some working men picked grain and others threshed.   
Eventually the men grew very tired;    
They thirsted and sweet sustenance desired.    
Their maids prepared a feast to sate their aches:   
Exquisite meats and tantalizing cakes,    
With loads of wondrous wine and zinging zest,   
Of sauces fine, and bakery the best,     
Of pleasant spice, and appetizers tasty,    
Of veggies nice, and pleasure-pluming pastries,   
Resplendent nectars brimming to the top,    
With thick delicious pies that puffed and popped,   
With luscious finery and scrumptious relish    
For which the gloating gods were very jealous.   
Papillae gamboling about the smell,     
They catered heaven to those men in hell,    
And loaded it upon an ass’s back,     
And sent the donkey down the graven track.    
It was a massive, awe-inspiring feast;    
They trusted those provisions to a beast.    
In baskets on its body banquets hung,    
Of sweet array, that tempted hungry tongues.   
But as it walked alone where it was sent,    
The donkey lost its path and off it went    
Into the wild where it was not prepared    
To be attacked, to starve, or to be scared.    
The donkey wandered to a worthless weed,    
Ignoring all its packs of tasty feed.     
It supped upon the thorny, bitter thistle,    
Though to the ass the texture wasn’t gristle.    
Delectable were chewy thistles’ flavors,    
Upon which meal the donkey stopped to savor.   
The donkey ate the prickly plant amid    
The tastes for which expensive kings would bid.   
The ass denied aromas all around     
And bit the crunchy thistle to the ground,    
And with its mouth refreshed by juicy plants,   
Extolling tasty herbs, began to rant :    
“This thorny plant has given me more joy    
Than any of these human feasts can cloy.    
To me these feasts are poison and I spurn    
That human-value that I can’t discern.    
These regal rations hanging on my spine,    
Are succulent and opulent and fine,     
And many men would satiate their greed    
Upon them saying that it was their need.    
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But I’m an ass and I prefer a thorn     
To all these fine ambrosias that adorn.    
I’d scorn a grand and sumptuous buffet,    
But then conceive my arid hay gourmet!”    
 
The Crow and the Pitcher     
 
A thirsty crow was flying over land,    
A desert with no resource there but sand.    
It searched for an oasis on the earth     
But couldn’t find a well amongst the dearth.    
Upon a rock the crow espied a vase     
Just sitting in an arbitrary place.     
It landed on the pitcher where it saw    
Wet ripples, to be accessed with a straw,    
Deep in the humid core of that deep jug,    
Deep like the endless wells in deserts dug.    
The bird attempted drinking from the jar    
But through the narrow lid did not get far.    
It dove but couldn’t lick the water out    
Because the pitcher had a narrow spout.    
The bird pecked at the earthen, tawny clay    
To break the vase and drink the luscious spray   
But it did not destroy the earthen pot    
Because when trying, it found it could not.    
It tried to tip the furtive water out,     
Though couldn’t budge the pot and quench its drought.  
With water was the pitcher fully fraught;    
The crow descanted on its mess, distraught:    
“I cannot fit down through a spout so narrow!   
I’m not a tiny, flirty, flicking sparrow!    
If only I could find a way to drink!     
Upon this problem I must pause and think...”   
The crow delayed, but as it did the sun    
Ascended and achieved what was begun:    
A full ascension to the center sky,     
Destroying wells by making sources dry.    
The blaring light made all surroundings torrid   
Without a drink the crow was feeling horrid.    
The crow bemoaned again its fearsome fate,    
So close to water but too far to sate:     
“This lack of drink just renders me confused    
And there the pool evaporates unused.    
I cannot think when I am on the brink    
And have no drip of rising mist to drink,    
Have caustic heat distracting me with pain,    
And have no water to sustain my brain.    
What patron aspiration is the food     
On which great innovative thoughts can brood?   
What entity incited Brunelleschi?     
Why can’t enlightenment be seen by me?    
What gorgeous thing inspired great Leonardo?   
Inventing masterpieces is quite hard! O?...    
...I think that I have solved this dire event,    
Though I must test to prove it evident.”    
He grasped a tiny pebble from the ground    

And through the hole the rock was cast and drowned.   
The crow cast more small stones into the vase   
And as they dropped the water was displaced   
And rose to reach the brim where it availed.    
The method he invented hadn’t failed.    
The water flooded and th’inventor drank;    
With every sip a rock was dropped and sank.    
The inundating inspiration drenched,    
And his adept invention had him quenched.    
The mother of his method had been need;    
Invention was its necessary seed.     
 
The Blind Man and the Whelp     
 
Deep in the forest was a crazy man,     
A hermit, who had lived an endless span,    
Who was intelligent but strange of mind,    
Who could see more things by his being blind.   
He hobbled everywhere by means of cane,    
And gathered mushrooms sprouting from the rain.   
He live within the hollow of a tree     
Where roots surrounded as security     
And tendrils wrapped him from the bitter cold;   
He gladly lived there, growing wise and old.    
The hermit had a mystical condition;    
He often seemed to wield a precognition    
And could expose the fate of what he touched;   
The townsfolk came to him to learn as such.    
In lines outside his house all folk would wait,   
To learn from him the facets of their fate.    
But like all seers, his powers had their flaws,    
And followed arbitrary mystic laws:    
“I cannot know the future, though I can    
Know trends that delegate the life of man    
And from these rules can build a cogent guess,   
Of how a human’s lifetime will progress.”    
He was extremely good at guessing so;    
There seemed to be no thing he didn’t know.    
Young tender-handed maidens came and queried,   
And he would tell them that they would be married,   
And hearing this they swiftly sought a spouse,   
And married him and bought a lovely house.    
Old crinkle-handed hags would come and ask,   
And telling them their fate was not a task:    
He mostly said that they would age and die,    
And this was one thing that none could deny,   
And hearing this it was (no need to rue)    
Exactly what they then resolved to do.    
Authorities would often bring him crooks,    
Who killed, and raped, and pillaged towns, and took,   
To ask if they would do the things again    
Or if they could have peace with fellow men:   
“The man has proved himself by means of crime   
To be a criminal at any time.”     
So then the criminals heard his prediction    
And soon grew angry and they caused affliction   
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And didn’t act benevolent for they     
Were now expected to go evil ways.    
For mercy, they now had no slightest chance ,   
Now being condemned by that old blind man’s glance.  
The babies were the difficulty though,    
For it was something that he didn’t know.    
They often brought him newborns and he said:   
“He’ll live his life and someday will be dead,   
But otherwise its difficult to say     
What massive things he could achieve some day.”   
The man could diagnose a bad disease    
And could identify a rare species     
By placing palms upon the patient’s skin,    
He felt their features to explain their kin.    
One day some people came to him for help    
And on his lap they placed a newborn whelp,   
A puppy birthed from either wolves or dogs;    
But to its species he could see but fog.    
He felt the puppy and he gravely said,    
With morbid tone of voice that showed his dread:   
“This pup will be a dog or be a wolf;    
Someday it could serve humans or engulf    
Them in its vicious, gnashing fangs;    
In careful balance, this dilemma hangs.    
In master’s kennels it could someday sleep,    
Our it could ravage men and steal our sheep.    
Both ways within the creature’s fate diverge    
Depending on the forces that will urge.    
Its instinct could incite it to be vile,     
Or human care could save it from its guile.    
These two conjectures are the ones I shoot,    
For good and evil spring from out one root.”    
 
The Man and the Satyr      
 
The winter was expending all its chill    
To bluster and to fluster and to kill.     
A man was walking through the gruesome gale   
And fearing that he never could prevail.    
He walked along in cold for many hours,    
And soon the wind had sapped his waning powers.   
But as he felt too weak for his survival    
Into his midst there was a strange arrival.    
A satyr found him on the frozen road:    
“Good human, you can stay in my abode;    
We satyrs are a gentle sort of folk,     
We do not make the oxen bear the yoke,    
And also do not grudge that humans do;    
Thus I am willing now to aid poor you.”    
The man and satyr walked and talked with glee,   
Discussing selves and genealogies,     
Both man’s relation to the gods, being born,    
And satyr’s roots with mighty Capricorn.    
They were great friends while walking through the snow,  
For very fast, can helpful friendships grow    
In times of need when it is very cold    

Or when its dangerous, for the storm clouds roll.   
The two traversed the endless frozen lands;    
The shivering man blew hot air in his hands.    
The satyr saw this act and was confused    
For never were his hands in such ways used,    
For in a coat of fur the satyr basked,    
And to the blowing man he kindly asked:    
“Why do you breathe into your capturing palm;   
Is it some fancy sort of thermal balm?”    
The human laughed at such an inquiry;    
For to him, such was commonality:     
“To blow in palms will make them very warm;   
I often use it; it’s the human norm.     
We must protect our fingers from the frost,    
For if they freeze then they are surely lost.    
The breath is warmed by body temperatures,    
And easily the frostbite can be cured.    
To often, men forget their silly habits,    
Like rabbits often can forget they’re rabbits,    
Or satyrs often can forget they’re satyrs,    
Becoming hypocrites, self-satyr-haters!    
It takes an outsider to diagnose     
The maladies that selves cannot expose,    
Because they are so common and ignored    
That they become great traits that are adored.”   
The man and satyr soon came to the house,    
And entered for a warm and steaming douse,    
Of fresh and torrid air to kill the cold;    
Into the warmth they both poured, uncontrolled.   
The satyr cooked a lean and hearty meal,    
So that refreshed and warm they both could feel,   
Within their body where they still were chilled,   
With creaking, stiff, and frozen feeling filled.   
The satyr dished some soup to fill the man,    
And he could scarcely grasp the little pan,    
He was so cold he couldn’t close his wrist    
And fiercely make a forceful, curled-up fist.    
The satyr drank some tea and he began    
To play his panpipes for the pleasant man.    
The man desired the simmering soup to eat,    
But he could not sustain the scalding heat.    
The Pan divulged a pleasing little tune;    
The man took up a soup-containing spoon.    
He blew upon the soup with chilling breath;    
He didn’t want to freeze (or burn!) to death.    
The satyr stared at him in disbelief,     
For from confusion he had no relief.    
The man had blown to make cold fingers hot,   
But also blew to make hot soup spoons not!    
The man explained the reason for his air:    
“This scalding soup is far too hot to bear,    
And I can blow on it to make it cool    
And then I’ll drink this little, soupy pool.    
Although this is a seeming contradiction,    
Because I blow both hot and cold advection,    
The temperature is truly relative,     
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To surfaces to which I, blowing, give.”    
 
 The Lioness      
 
All animals of Gaea joined to test     
To see which one of them would be best.    
They gathered and decided that they would,    
Account which species gathered there were good   
By means of counting sizes of their litters,    
Not measuring the sizes of the critters.    
They took a massive tally to account,    
The numbers of the nests and egg amounts.    
The mice and deer and insects and the lizards   
Declared how many babes were in their gizzards.   
The single question that they all presumed:    
“How many babies have you in your womb?”   
Some didn’t answer such an inquiry,    
While some declared that they had “only three”   
Some animals responded “merely two”    
And other beasts just simply said “a few”    
Some larger rodents sighed “I have just four,”   
While others had a very lot, lot more.    
The smaller rodents proudly answered “seven”   
And smaller still were answering “eleven.”    
The chickens said that they could lay “a dozen,   
Or maybe that is the size of carton.”    
The mice announced that they could lay “just twenty,”  
And many animals thought this was plenty.    
The mice were mocking all the rest of them,    
And had the other animals condemned,    
But then the insects came in hundreds there    
And spiders came and shocked the unaware    
By saying that they had one thousand eggs,    
As many youths as millipedes have legs.    
This silenced mice and made them very humble,   
For they had pride but now had sorely fumbled,   
And still were in their mediocrity,     
Just mice without superiority.     
Then all the animals said to the lion,    
Though she was rather moody for replyin’:    
“Great lion what grand number do you birth?   
We need to know just what your womb is worth!”   
The lioness reluctantly had come,     
And through the show she was extremely glum,   
And she had been inclined to swiftly leave,    
Because they all were fools and they deceived   
The potency, by their exclusive seeing    
Of quantity, not quality of being.     
She didn’t think that counting was the measure   
To find intrinsic value of the treasure,    
For many alloyed coins all smelted down    
Might make a single polished golden crown.    
The lioness laughed at the fools disdainfully;   
Then fear disturbed the congregation painfully,   
For though they bragged it didn’t kill the fact   
That by a lion they could be attacked,    

And that although they birthed a massive breed,   
Most of their young would be some lion’s feed.   
They beckoned for the queen cat to address,    
And thus replied the savage lioness:    
“I see that by your babes you are encumbered,   
While I am left with what is not a number,    
What grand philosophers deny to be    
(Like two and three and four) a quantity.    
The pyramid of food constricts the feed    
Of us consumers; and because our need    
Cannot be long sustained with massive broods,   
Our breeds are limited by dearth of food.    
The litter that I lay has only one,     
But that is not a shoddy thing to shun,    
For it is king of all things that are Gaean:    
That single cub is one great massive lion!”    
 
The Wolf and the Lamb      
 
A rabid wolf was wandering downstream    
And found a little lamb right at the seam    
Where land met water, on the soggy bank;    
The lamb was thirsty and it gladly drank,    
But it had lost its mother and its course    
And now had found this brute of horrid force.   
The wolf approached with teeth revealed, bare white   
And viciously it caused the drinker’s fright.    
The lamb jumped up on tiny little feet    
For it was well aware that it was meat    
And that is time of life was soon to end,    
Because predation was the natural trend.    
Fear made it bitter cold and so it shivered;    
The wolf perceived how much the small lamb quivered  
And was afraid that all its tenderness    
Would grossly thicken from its stiff distress.    
The lamb’s light fleece and skin was smooth and silk,   
With candid creamy colors of white milk,    
So it could not grow paler with its fears.    
The lamb just shook beside the brook with tears   
Exploding from its little, bitsy face     
And trickling, tickling over every place:    
“Great wolf, if you will eat me then please say:   
What dire offense caused me to end that way?   
Why must I fall to all this rough abuse?    
Before I die just tell me your excuse.”    
The wolf was going to pounce but growled    
And at the tender words he sorely scowled,    
And tried to think of ways to justify     
His making such a tender baby die.     
No reasons in his mind assimilated,     
And so his thoughts were merely fabricated:    
“Right now you muddle up my drinking water;   
For splashing in it, you deserve your slaughter!   
I try to drink from this small flowing puddle,    
But by your bathing it is very muddled.    
You may have ruined the stream by stirring mud,   
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But now I will pollute it with your blood!”    
The lamb heard this and fearfully refuted:    
“Its in this downstream water that I’ve rooted,   
But you are upstream, so you must be wrong,   
For water that I’ve mucked just flows along    
Into the ocean with its motion through    
The downstream rivers, not upstream to you.    
For this flawed reason you can’t rightly sup,    
For water flows just down and never up.”    
The wolf was furious at its rebuttal     
And at the fact that men oft wish to cuddle    
With such a tender lamb but not with wolves ;   
He felt that wolves thus had to prove themselves:   
“Well we are not just bad, for so are you!    
Last year you were the one attempting to    
Defame me by great slanders of my name;    
I still remember my great blame and shame.    
That was because of you, my little lamb    
So I don’t have to fall for this big scam,    
For you insulted me without excuse;    
A wolf won’t suffer such absurd abuse!”    
The lamb replied to this before it died,    
And sobbing and expelling tears it cried:    
“But that’s impossible for just last year,    
I wasn’t born, I wasn’t even here;     
I couldn’t have insulted you as such,    
So for that reason, I cannot be touched.”    
The wolf was getting mad about this meal,    
And hungry he had started now to feel:    
“Then sheep insulted me; they’re all the same;   
They all deserve to be devoured or maimed;    
It likely was your mother who derided    
My presence and the way that I presided.    
So I deserve to get all of your hides,    
For guilt is in the pool of genes... Besides,    
The only reason that I need is need!     
We animals must either die or feed,     
And I must now fulfill my needy thirst,    
For tasty blood, with which your veins are cursed!”   
The lamb was silent but then said to this:    
“But there is something crucial that you’ve missed:   
I also have great needs and one of them    
Is not to be dissevered limb from limb!”    
The hungry wolf was getting quite annoyed,    
Because his stomach still had not been cloyed   
And could have been, to make the matter worse;   
He said his final words and made them terse:   
“You cannot win this trivial debate,     
For you will be the food on which I sate.    
You still will die in spite of all your logic;    
I’ll kill you still and you can call it magic,    
For I don’t need to have a friendly warrant,    
For I’m a fiend and I have no deterrent    
You can’t convince a tyrant to dethrone,    
Because by his great power you are owned.    
Your words mean nothing, for I have the power   

To kill you and to carnally devour.     
And power, when its put to proper use    
Becomes its own defense, its own excuse.    
My action is its own excuse and reason.    
I now declare this month: lamb-hunting season.”   
He leaped and tore the little lamb to shreds,    
Not cute and cuddly and beloved when dead.   
The wolf then ate the tasty, little pieces,    
Which would be simply ending up as feces.    
 
The Wind and the Sun      
 
The sun, suspended on cosmic seat     
Was flaming through the space eternal heat.    
The fiery orb of monumental powers    
Destroyed the ice and snow, and grew nice flowers.   
The winter wind was seething in the sky    
And froze the things that lighting didn’t fry.    
It blew around the fierce and thunderous storms,   
And made the fauna shiver, who’d been warm.   
The sun and wind created a debate     
Because they argued: which of them was great.   
The wind declared that it out-blew the fire,    
And could make all the cosmic lights expire.    
The sun discoursed that he created light    
And also he affirmed his solar might    
With theories that its thermal force defeats    
The wind, which cannot beat the scorching heat.   
For centuries the forces so disputed     
And everything they said was soon refuted.    
But then beneath their light and force there rose   
Humanity, and both of them then chose    
To have a contest of who could succeed    
At satisfying greater human need.     
The flaming sun was soaked into their farms    
And didn’t to the fragile humans harm    
But gave them lovely crops to eat     
And crops for cows, to give them meat    
And soaked into their skin and roof-top panels   
To make into their home, the heating channel,   
To give them hope and also give them light    
So they can clearly see their wrong and right.   
The shear mechanics of the frigid wind    
Displaced the ships by blowing from behind    
And sent the colonies to distant lands    
Where they used wind again for their demands   
And built great wind mills for their satisfaction,   
Machines that used the strength of wind as traction.   
The star’s shine would not be eclipsed by this,   
For it was needed to light the abyss     
Of vapid, endless, vacuumed, soundless space   
Where little earth beheld its plenteous place.    
It thus devised a method more, to test    
If it or wind upheld themselves as best.    
There was a man upon whom they would dote,   
Who walked along and wore a comfy coat.    
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The sun declared that he who could remove    
The coat from off his back would then be proved   
As far more powerful on all conditions.    
(How arbitrary is that competition!)     
The wind agreed and then it sent great gales:    
Tornadoes that would cause sun to fail;    
The man became quite cold and bundled deeper   
And by its force the wind was not the reaper,   
Although it held great gusts and hurricanes,    
It only worsened all the frigid pains     
Of that poor man, who tightened up his jacket,   
And would have been extremely sad to lack it.   
The sun then brightened its illumination    
And caused great heat with such great radiation.   
The power of his massive heat of fusion    
Into the human’s coat held its intrusion    
And by the torrid weather he was wuthered    
And by his sweaty jacket he was smothered,    
And he took off the jacket and he proved    
That humans by external things are moved    
And that quite little comes for their volition,    
But comes instead from natural conditions.    
The sun had won by means of solar rays    
The kindness of the light that fills the days,    
Not by the fierce advection of a gust,    
Which couldn’t stop the man with all its thrust.   
“An orator is better than a brute;     
Thus is the climax of our long dispute    
For I have proved that kind and warm persuasion   
Will beat brute force on any old occasion,    
You wind, may now not trust my great suggestions,   
But you must follow them without a question,   
For you are subject to persuasion too    
And that is why this test was lost by you,    
For you submitted lightly to my terms,    
Because you were controlled by solar-therm,    
For even winds are subject to my glow,    
For heat is reason for your windy flow!”    
 
The Thief and his Mother     
 
There was a mother with a tiny boy.    
He was the focus of her love and joy;    
She never punished him for anything    
And treated him just like a little king,    
Whose wishes all were as good as achieved,    
Right from that very moment when conceived.   
The regal boy was sent to learn at school    
Where there he didn’t follow any rule    
And broke the toys belonging to his friends,    
Which made his little, childish friendships end,   
But still the mother never punished him    
And praised him for his boldness and his whim.   
The mom considered him as very clever,    
In every vile or treacherous endeavor.    
One day the boy purloined a student’s book;    

Out from the learning student’s bags he took    
And brought the treasure home to show the mother;   
By this small theft her morals were not bothered.   
She didn’t punish and she firmly praised,    
For that was how she wanted that boy raised:   
“That was a very cunning use of skill;    
You have strong, resilient, brilliant will.”    
The boy was treated with great liberty    
And he was never given penalty     
And thus his goods and evils were confused;    
His mind by evil teaching was abused.    
The little thief stole more to sate his thirst,    
With best of compliments to praise the worst.   
Through life the sin developed in intensity,    
And stealing more and more was his propensity   
As value of the stolen goods increases,    
Until the goods are lovely priceless pieces.    
The growing thief eventually was caught    
And to a trial and jury he was brought    
Who sentenced him to hang upon the noose,    
For living life so treacherous and loose.    
For such a villain, deadly execution,    
Can be the one expedient solution.     
Upon the day, they held a glum parade;    
Before the town the villain was displayed.    
Blood-thirsty crowds were following the man   
To see the ending of his banal span.     
They walked him from the prison to the rope,   
Parading with no wishes and no hope.    
The time was just to think about regrets,    
To grieve his horrid life of unpaid debts.    
They finally approached the fated gallows;    
The drop was deadly deep, not light and shallow.   
He stood upon the scaffold in their sight,    
And on him showed a lime but lurid light.    
Then he perceived his mother in the crowd    
And shouted out above their yell, quite loud.    
“Can I speak just some whispers to my mother;   
I am her only son; she has no other.     
She whimpers now for her son’s early death;    
She’d be most pleased to feel my warming breath   
And listen to me for this final time     
Before I pay for my most costly crime.”    
His whispers to his mother were allowed,    
And this had silenced all the straining crowd.   
The mother was distraught and vain to cry,    
Her kingly son would now most surely die.    
She climbed the scaffold and went to her child   
And cried as she ascended, where defiled    
By thievery the son stood sad and weak.    
And cried and bent her head to here him speak   
But as she did he bit her on the ear,     
Provoking screams and more distressing tears.   
He ground his teeth and through his lips poured blood ;  
He chewed the lobe just like a bovine cud.    
Authorities attempted to attack     
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But they allowed his noose this bit of slack    
And couldn’t pry him from the mother’s face   
Until he chose dislodgment from the place.    
He spit some cartilage from his carnal mouth   
A dire display, most gory and uncouth.    
The crowds was angered and with horrid shouts   
They screamed profanely at the wretched lout.   
They strung the noose around his baring neck   
As hateful crowds all heckled him to heck,    
But right before the moment of his death    
He shouted explanation with last breath:    
“What I’ve done is a vicious, brutal act;    
Without civility, affection, tact     
Composure, kindness, or love I attacked.    
These are the teachings that my childhood lacked   
Because this mothered praised me for my vices   
And never taught that sins would have their prices.   
This demon beldam has deformed my growth   
And that is why, with devils I have oath,    
She stifled my composure as one good,    
By letting me do anything I could.     
She let my childish mischief turn to sin,    
And never stopped me with an angry din.    
Her praises have excelled me to this ruin,    
For which I will be punished very soon,    
But that vile witch should be so punished too!   
For under evil circumstance I grew.     
Potential for benevolence was smothered,    
Because I had a evil, reckless mother...”    
These were the final words that he had said;    
The stricture of the noose had stopped him dead.   
 
The Stag in the Ox Stall      
 
A clutch of hounds were following a stag;    
It rushed from them and didn’t lightly lag,    
For it was fiercely running for its life    
And would endure through any living strife    
Until it found the limit of its span     
Past which great point from life it would be banned.   
It flourished through the thicket with no harm   
And found upon the plain a cozy farm,    
To which it fled with need-incited speed    
It had escaped and didn’t even bleed    
From traps and treachery to where it now    
Hid in a barn within which was a cow.    
It hid within the hay within a stall     
Though couldn’t hide with antlers far too tall   
To fit completely in the stack of hay    
Though it jumped in the big pile anyway.    
The cow perceived the stag and lightly chewed   
The hay, which was its lump of luscious food,   
But it did not desire to give away     
The friend’s position in the clod of hay    
And so it didn’t eat it anymore,     
Although quite hungry and with food galore.    

The hunters came and asked the stable hand    
If he had seen the stag upon the land    
The boy had not perceived the deer though scoured   
The vast perimeter for many hours     
And finally looked in the farmer’s stalls    
Where he did not perceive the stag at all.    
He searched around the barn and saw the hay   
But didn’t see the antlers on display     
Protruding from the mess of arid wheat.    
He told the hunters of their sad defeat.    
The hunters were distressed and soon they left   
Without some heavy venison as heft.    
The stag was happy from this great occasion    
And thought that it succeeded at evasion    
And knew that it could swiftly make its flight   
Upon the advent of the nearing night.    
Though then the cow was skeptical and said:    
“By night you still most likely will be dead    
For if you stay within the hay until     
The master comes, he certainly will kill    
You and will eat you to the soup-broth bone.    
To leave is not a thing you should postpone,    
For nightly my great master makes his trek    
And in the barn and hay he’ll surely check.    
The master is the one who owns these lands    
And worked for them with his own surly hands   
And here the man observes all things that change   
And anything that seems a small bit strange    
For all this land belongs to him alone,    
And one becomes protective when he owns.    
Upon the ending of his evening meal    
He’ll check the barn and stalls and take a feel   
Within the hay to see if thieves are there;    
You are in danger; you should harshly fear.”    
The stag did not pursue the cow’s advice    
And stayed within the hay at any price.    
The cow was wise and soon the day was ended   
And then the master came around and tended   
To all the things that stable boys denied    
Because of laziness and lack of pride.    
He went inside the barn and saw the hay    
Uneaten by his milking cow that day.    
Observing it he called the boys to see:    
“What are these branching horns? They shouldn’t be   
Amongst the hay of my menagerie.     
You boys should have made this discovery.”    
The master truly had impressive eyes    
And they would cause the hiding stag’s demise;   
To stab the pitch, the master grabbed his fork   
And on the hay he fiercely went to work.    
Into the hiding place the three-pronged spear    
Was dug and soon the trident pierced the deer.   
To home the stable boys were not relieved;    
For they had venison to heave and cleave.    
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The Mule       
 
Upon a farm there lived an idle mule    
Who normally was just his master’s tool    
To carry goods from markets on his back    
Within a box or in a bounded sack.     
The mule was very happy with his state;    
He idled on the pasture and he ate     
And drank some water from the bubbling brook   
And in the crystal fluid he would look    
And see himself and he’d compare his features   
To horses and to mules, the different creatures   
Who joined together to create his life;    
He idled in these fancies with no strife    
Repeating every day as just the same    
To lie around in flowers, as if lame,     
For animals can drink and they can chew    
But truly they don’t have much else to do.    
Upon one sterile day the mule was walking    
And to his master he was idly talking    
And from his walk some trotting had begun    
And it accelerated to a run.     
He ran around the field with normal skill    
And journeyed from the barn off to the mill    
Not running fast, but at an average pace,    
But he believed that he would win a race    
Against the fastest stallion on the course;    
He thought himself to be a speedy horse:    
“My mother was a racing horse and I    
Received the genes from her and that is why    
I am so fast upon my little feet;     
I’d bet that I could race her and could beat    
Her by an acre, or a distant mile;     
I should be racing with the steeds in style.”    
His mother brought ambition to his mind    
And as he ran he left his doubts behind    
That he was speedier than any steed;    
He sprinted through the fields with normal speed,   
Though with the courage of a fearsome stallion   
That can out-sprint a wind-provided galleon.    
He ran around the farm to spend his time;    
Eventually he fell in sleep sublime,     
Where he had dreams of being in the race    
And beating Time in life’s eternal chase.    
...But then reality corrupted dreams     
As he awoke to see what physics deems    
Acceptable as properties of earth,     
And there he felt the falling of his worth    
For his great master had awakened him    
From sleep, and still his eyes were very dim    
As he was saddled and was told to “Ride!”    
The master whipped him on the tender hide.    
The master had to ride at rapid rate,     
For an emergency that couldn’t wait.    
He scurried from the whip and from the spurs   
As if they were the bites of angry curs    

That chased behind him as he ran for life;    
But he could not escape from spurs and strife   
As if the pain was carried on his back    
And was induced to keep him on the track;    
Of course, the spurs were stabbed by his own master,   
Who wanted him to gallop even faster.    
The mule could not achieve the master’s whim   
And slowed, although the whip was hurting him.   
He panted as he slowed rapidity     
And reached a stultified torpidity:     
“Though I’m derived from skillful, speedy loins   
I only came when my two parents joined    
And though my mother raced upon the course   
And was a speedy, and illustrious horse,    
Who far above the other steeds surpassed,    
My father was a donkey, just an ass.”    
 
The Mother Crab and the Baby Crab    
 
Along the beach there walked a crabby pair    
Who scuttled through the dunes, both unaware   
Of how she held herself amid her walk    
They traveled on the water and the rock,    
Across the land with footprints in the sand    
That showed the tiny marks of their ten hands;   
The crabs were gliding with their clicking claws   
Above their heads to stop the seagull caws.    
They wandered as the tide approached their spot;   
The weather was just mild, not cold or hot    
And surf was sloshing with an average height   
Without specific speed or foam or might.    
The pair consisted of a mother and     
A little daughter, born within the sands.    
They walked, though as they did the mother scowled:   
“You creature! You’ll have Cancer’s name befouled!   
You’re walking backward as you sprint through water.  
Why can you not walk normally, my daughter?   
The other animals will see your dance,    
And they will laugh when they have had a glance!   
What causes you to walk in such a way?!    
You shame crustaceans with that poor display.   
You shame the hermits in their mollusk-shells   
And lobsters in the reefs where coral dwells.    
You shame all arthropods, the gnats and bees   
And even tiny fleas that bear disease.    
You’ll walk, unseeing, to your early grave    
With this base, backward way that you behave!”   
But then the little baby crab retorted    
“My backward walk by nature is supported,    
For crabs were made to walk in that direction   
And it is every crabby predilection     
And by my nurturing supported to     
For I am simply imitating you     
For you are walking backward as I am    
Though you don’t even notice, like a clam    
So shut within its shell that it can’t know    
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The outer world where many others flow.    
You are so trenched within that backward act   
That you are not aware and can’t retract    
Your habit; you allow it to pass on     
To infants who achieve as you have shown.    
If you would only set the right example    
My skill at forward walking would be ample    
But you don’t even give a tiny sample    
And if you did I fear that you would trample.   
So mother, I will gladly walk t’ward front,    
But you must do it first, for I’m a runt.    
Walk forward through the deep or through the shallow  
And as your daughter I will always follow.”    
 
The Mountain in Labor      
 
A rural village on a mountain slope     
Was far from great excitement though they coped   
By living in the prospect and the hope    
But never seeing through the city scope    
Or being in the middle of affairs;     
They thought excitement was a bunch of airs:   
Promotion better than the product is.    
They thought that city life was simply fizz    
Without the tonic to support the show,    
Without the warmth supporting any glow.    
Believing towns a superficial type,     
Believing that the promises and hype    
Exceed the boring shows that they proclaim    
And that the quality of act was lame    
Compared to luscious hype that hope can run   
Believing that to hope was better fun.    
So never leaving from their village vale    
They hoped but never ever could prevail.    
Zeus knew of them and scorned their minds so thick   
And on these men desired to play a trick.    
Then one day when a silence seethed around    
A sudden tremor shook the mountain ground.   
The people all were startled by the sound    
And by the noise that through the chasm bounds.   
The quakes continued and the massive rumble   
Caused pieces from the mountain top to crumble;   
Into the valley many boulders tumbled    
And quaking caused the villagers to stumble.   
They couldn’t run away from that great fright   
But had to stay and bear the mountain’s might.   
It seemed to be in labor, like about     
To send a burst of pressure seething out;    
All men were gathering to see the fire,    
And witness of explosion was desired,    
For they believed that they would, melting, die   
And knowing this, they wished to have in eye   
The final sight, as something worth their end    
A mighty burst of flame that naught could mend.   
They wanted roasting Hades to eject    
The flames of death with terrible effect    

They wanted massive furnaces to burst    
And in the Acheron to quench their thirst.    
The massive sound was like the earth’s decay,   
Upon the culminating judgement day.    
They waited for the mountain to explode    
For it appeared to bear a heavy load.    
Huge plumes of smoke were pouring from the vents   
That proved the mountain’s flourishing intents.   
They wanted pyroclastic bursts to seethe    
And make a vapor that they couldn’t breathe    
That would be hot enough to melt their lungs   
And strip the thoughts from skulls or tastes from tongues.  
They watched the mountain in their apprehension,   
And stiffly waited in tectonic tension.    
The thunder of the earth continued still    
And soon a fissure opened to its will    
They gathered near the chasm where the smoke   
Had stopped and all was silence once it broke.   
The boulders were careening and the crack    
Had split the massive mountain, front to back.   
They wanted fire to pour in liquid rock    
And geysers to eject the molten stock.    
They buttered up their joyous expectation,    
For massive steams and streams of conflagration.   
The smoke was clearing up into the skies    
And sight was now returning to their eyes    
So they could see if what it advertised    
Was equal to their hope (and were surprised...)   
For nothing ever happened after that,    
Except for one event, a time whenat    
The prior million years had built the pressure   
For one brief seething second of a seizure,    
And silence was immersing and extreme;    
They waited for the plumes of fire to stream    
And out from that expansive chasm house...    
Crawled just a single tiny little mouse.    
 
The Quack Frog       
 
In bubbling, dark recesses of the bog    
A long-entrenched but now emerging frog    
Came out of muck and sludge, and on a log    
He perched within the algae and the fog.    
He scraped some muddy film off from his chest   
And by him animalia was addressed.    
He croaked in climax of the universe    
For he believed that he could cure the curse:    
Of constant illnesses infecting beasts.    
He thought that he could cure, in very least,    
The every illness that was know to god.    
He could extract an illness from a bod,    
(Or so he thought) by using potions brewed    
Within the swamp where things were moist and crude.  
He’d brewed a batch of swampy gloss and moss   
And taken sludgy refuse and the dross    
That filmed upon the surface of a pool;    
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He took a lump of stool and drip of drool    
And anything that crossed his mind to mix    
And after long experiments he fixed    
A potion that could cure the earth’s diseases    
And any ailment that the patient pleases.    
The frog eructed slime and proudly croaked    
And cheered so much that he had almost choked.   
The animals came by when hearing this,    
A noise within the swamp that was amiss,    
For scarcely anything is ever new     
For animals that have no things to do    
And are quite curious by nature too.    
They came to see the croak-inspiring brew    
That he was burping frantically about;    
The doctor frog was proud without a doubt    
And as they gathered he announced that he    
Had solved the problems of anatomy:    
“My cousin beasts, I’ve found the panacea!    
It sprouted from my brilliant new idea:    
To take the bits of swamp and blend a paste    
That would be good for health and good for taste.   
This substance will destroy your every ill,    
Concocted by my wondrous, brewing skill.    
This lovely potion absolutely will     
Cure anything if you will drink your fill.”    
He said this with a sludge-encrusted tongue    
And with a creaking throat and squeaky lung,   
With substance oozing from his warty palm;    
This sludge within his fingers was the balm    
That he explained could cure the universe    
Of every single malady and curse.     
He gave the drink to every animal     
But each and every one was skeptical    
For they looked on the doctor and they saw    
His slimy skin and oozing mouth and raw    
Appendages, with skin all soft and wet;    
He didn’t look like he was cured just yet.    
The donkey laughed and so too did the goat    
For they had never seen a hoarser throat    
Or grosser flesh than on that slimy frog.    
They’d found the sludgy center of the bog    
And it was in this doctor, who supposed    
That now the field of medicine was closed.    
The fox was first to speak and he replied:    
“It’s obvious that you have not applied    
That substance to yourself for you still bear    
A limp; why don’t your potions start from there?   
You shouldn’t say that you have wholly cured   
The earth if you yourself are still so slurred!    
You have a horrid affect and a voice    
That sounds like bubbling sludge, a nasty noise.   
You toad, are in no elegant position     
To be the proper animal physician     
For you, in every single nasty feature    
Are uglier than any other creature!     
How can you cure us if you think that health    

Is such a nasty thing as you yourself!?”    
The rabbit added words to aid the chide:    
“You have a slimy, bulbous, slipping hide    
And sport upon your bubbly back some warts   
That do not indicate your healing arts.    
Your skin is crinkled and had massive splotches   
And all of them appear like surgeons’ botches!”   
The lamb contributed a piece of scorn:    
“Upon your head those bulbous eyes adorn    
And indicate that you are just a quack    
For in your features there is health you lack.”   
The frog was devastated by their spite    
And crawled away into the sludge and trite.    
The animals continued to insult     
For in the toad they found a bunch of fault    
And knew that nostrums never could arise    
From someone who himself was a demise.    
The frog could not relieve his ugly features    
For he could not deceive his body’s nature.    
 
Venus and the Cat      
 
A lovely lady cat existed who     
Loved deeply, as the humans often do,    
Except she was a cat and loved a man    
And by the laws of nature that is banned;    
For men do not delight in pussy cats    
And they are often very fussy that     
Their bride is of a beauty they adore    
And also is the species that they are.    
Her lovely, youthful man would not requite    
And he looked down on her with loveless spite   
For he was not attracted to a cat     
And was allergic to the cat at that!     
She knew that her unnatural affection    
Required a swift and merciless correction    
And for the problem of her useless love    
She sought the help of powers up above    
And she consulted lovely goddess, Venus,    
She said her lover was of different genus    
And that he never could accept her form;    
The feline didn’t want to be so warm    
To men instead of breeds of her own kind.    
The goddess had a different thought in mind:   
She’d mute the owl and she’d espouse the dove.   
Instead of wisely stifling that cat’s love,    
Lush Venus would transform the cat into    
A princess who would lure the men to do    
Whatever she desired to have achieved.    
This gift was given and it was received.    
The feline changed into a gorgeous maid    
And in a lovely garden she was laid     
Where soon her man discovered her and sighed   
For she was lovelier than all he’d eyed.    
The damsel’s passion then was satisfied    
For she became the handsome suitor’s bride.    
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The catty maiden and her husband wed    
And so this cat relinquished maidenhead.    
They lived together happily until     
The willful goddess had her fickle will    
For she delights in tickling facts and fates    
And seeing what her mischief will create    
By testing her hypotheses on samples;    
On Earth these test subjects were very ample.   
One day she saw the couple holding hands    
Within their home, and, mischievous, she planned   
To see if that young maid was still inside    
A cat, and so into her breast she pried    
To view the deepest feelings of her heart    
And see if she was feline still in part.    
The goddess gave the maiden milk and she    
Immediately lapped the bowl with glee    
And then the goddess dropped a massive rat    
Directly in the maiden’s view when at    
If she was maiden she would then distress    
And if she was a feline she’d confess    
By jumping on the rat and eating it,     
Completely lost, without a human wit    
Controlling her emotion or her act.     
The maiden saw the rate and she attacked    
For though the spell had changed her outer feature   
Her nature was not changed; she was a creature,   
For she engulfed the rat with vicious bites    
And tore its bits to shreds with all her might.    
The husband was distressed and was afraid    
And fled forever from the wicked maid.    
The maiden was absorbed within her meal    
And nothing else was force enough to feel,    
For she was nothing more than just a cat    
Who loved to chase and chew on little rats.    
The goddess saw her act and changed the girl   
Back to a feline with a magic swirl.     
By act the cat had proved that she could not    
Escape her nature, or pretend that what    
She was was something that she truly wasn’t    
For form can sometimes change but nature doesn’t   
And Venus thought it better to just end    
The vain disguise than ever to pretend.    
 
The Widow and the Hen      
 
In country where there was no city near    
There was a widow who could scarcely hear    
And who could scarcely see, who lived alone   
Who made sure that her garden would be grown   
And gathered water from a little stream    
And milked her cow to have a little cream.    
The woman owned a hen who laid, per day,    
One tawny egg within her nest of hay.    

The woman ate this breakfast in the morn;    
She cooked it up as soon as it was born    
And was extremely loving of the hen    
Which was more faithful than a lot of men.    
The woman let the hen produce its eggs    
And fed the chicken from her barley kegs    
And loved the way she lived and would have fed   
The hen the same amount ‘til she was dead,    
But soon she brewed a thought inside her head   
That she desired two per day instead.    
The woman thought of ways to make the chicken   
Produce another egg for daily picking.    
The maid ferociously conceived new thoughts   
By which an extra egg could soon be wrought.   
Her greed within had brewed a mental wrath.   
The woman was intelligent in math     
And she perceived that she could make it lay    
Far more than just one meager egg per day:    
“This hen receives a quart of barley stock    
And lays a single egg to join the flock,    
But if I put two inputs of the grain     
Then she will give two outputs, and eggs lain   
Can be collected by my greedy palms    
Because we trade each other for our alms.    
So if I feed this little chicken twice     
Then she will certainly be twice as nice.”    
The woman followed her adept design    
And gave the hen two times the food to dine,   
And from her very worthy calculations    
This surplus would excel the egg-creation.    
But when she gave the egg its daily double    
She found that she was only breeding trouble   
Because the hen was getting very fat    
And it was getting lazy too at that.     
The hen was fed by its own master’s hand    
Because to was obese and couldn’t stand    
And it was rarely laying any eggs     
Although the widow pleaded and she begged.   
Eventually the hen became so large     
And lazy that it made no eggs to purge    
And so the widow who had thought that she    
Would get more eggs was left with scarcity.    
The egg capacity did not exceed     
The widow’s need and fill her surplus greed.    
Some things in nature can’t be pushed too far.   
Or else the vain attempt will simply mar    
Those things that are already there to use.    
A faculty is easy to abuse.      
And though the method was intelligent    
There are some things that math cannot invent.   
Her logic was adept and worth a try,    
But math could not increase the egg supply.    
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Fables of 
Reserve and Ambition 

 
Reserve will never ravel into dust 
Will never peak with greed’s ambitious thrust 
And never lose its livelihood to lust, 
For in a drab forever there it must 
Endure the joyless wait until the end, 
When even then it, strictly, will not send 
Ambitions soaring through the cosmic chance, 
To find success or fail at circumstance, 
Attempting to achieve the greatest glory, 
The most imperative of categories, 
And reign as cosmic emperor, supreme, 
To whom each moment is his joy’s extreme. 
Reserve will render every moment droll, 
And never will achieve its lustful goal, 
While great ambition will excel a man 
To do whatever crazy things he can, 
To die to fly to heights and make his claim, 
On peaks where views are worth the limbs they lame. 
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The Vain Crow       
 
Within the wood a dirty crow discovered    
A place where many gnats and insects hovered   
And where a peacock died and had decayed    
But left behind his beautiful display     
Of vibrant colors, lovely feathered crowns    
And rainbow hues of shiny, flowing gowns.    
The crow retrieved the feathers and he wore    
Them as a cloak, with gorgeous glints galore;   
He walked within the shawl with potent pride,   
Experiencing greatness while inside.    
With beauty he approached his normal flock    
And he reproached them, cocky as a cock;    
He scorned his friends because his beauty made   
Their drably black fade to a darker shade    
And seem to be the most distasteful hue    
When colors in one’s feathers could imbue    
A bird with brightness of a sunset sky,    
And of a rainbow arcing wet and high.    
With such a vain display he couldn’t fly;    
But that was useless, for the lush supply    
Created such a splendor in his mind     
That he could leave old habits far behind.    
But soon he realized that predators     
Could seize with ease; the vain inhibitor    
Gave drag upon his speed and he escaped    
From predators in very narrow scrapes.    
He searched for fellow peacocks to befriend    
Into which group he could adapt and blend.    
Eventually he found a gorgeous flock    
And they were of the brightest, proudest stock   
And never stepped without their head held high,   
So proud that single sight of worth was sky.    
The crow encroached upon the group and hailed   
Though he was soon aware that he had failed   
To cover all his ruddy feathers well;    
The peacocks could perceive the feathered shell   
And that beneath was just an ugly crow,    
Who tried to bask amongst the peacock glow.   
The crow bedazzled all (or maybe tried)    
For they could not appreciate his pride    
And thought that he was mocking them or worse   
Had killed their friend and now became his hearse.   
The peacocks, although busy with their vanity   
Had time to rage about this crow’s inanity.    
The vain imposter scarcely noticed rage;    
While mimicking, he took no deep presage.    
The dainty cocks encircled him with groves    
Of flourished feathers all around, and drove    
The crow straight from their flock with savagery   
They pecked him and they used brutality.    
The gorgeous feathers fell from all around    
And as he fled he left them on the ground    
For with his flight of rough and rigid travel    

The feathered gown began to sadly ravel    
And even his black feathers were plucked out;   
For lost adornment he began to pout    
And hid away where never peacocks would    
Attempt to follow him so that they could    
Complete the savage beating that they gave    
Because he dressed like them, the stupid knave.   
The crow attempted to rejoin his flock,    
The crows that he had scorned and meanly mocked.   
To find this wretched group the actor searched   
Until he found them; he was still besmirched    
And they all recognized him as the friend    
That had been vile and caused their bonds to end.   
The crows all scorned him from society,    
Much to the fearful crow’s anxiety     
For he had been disdainful once before    
And these wronged crows did not desire for more.   
The crows abandoned him although he tried    
To reconcile; the stubborn crows denied    
For he had been the one who once had jeered,   
But now the great antithesis appeared.    
One crow who scorned him most was apt to say   
When all the rest had meanly flown away:    
“If you could be contented with your being    
And not attempt to be a higher thing    
Then you could find your happiness and not    
Destroy your self and make your friendships rot.   
For striving to a false a useless pride    
And faking what you truly are inside    
Will cause the hate of all your equal peers    
And make your betters scorn you off with jeers   
And in a cloth that is not your own hide    
You never will discover any pride.”     
 
The Goose with the Golden Eggs     
 
A poor, indebted farmer in a dearth     
Had insufficient food to fill his girth;    
The man’s estate was deep in penury,    
And driven deeper by his usury.     
He owned a shed of gooses who laid eggs    
But of all poultry these were of the dregs.    
One day while wandering about his toils    
And muttering about his life in spoils    
He went into the hatchery to take     
The daily eggs that hungry he would bake.    
Collecting all the normal eggs, he saw    
A strange new egg beneath a goose’s claw.    
The ovoid was composed of solid gold,    
Just waiting to be taken and be sold.    
The farmer grasped the golden egg with joy    
And played with it just like a little boy.    
To verify the egg was solid metal     
He molded it and tapped it on his kettle;    
It cracked the shell and fluid egg-white spilled   
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Into the sizzling pot, which bowl it filled.    
Though it retained its gilded yolk and coat;    
He rushed upon the golden goose to dote:    
“This is the ending of my starving woes,    
The end of pauper’s food and peasant’s clothes,   
The end of this farmhouse with just one room;   
My future is within this goose’s womb!    
This egg will give me money for my debt,    
And even more to spend and use to bet    
And earn more money and to live like kings,    
Who love collecting little golden things.”    
The malleable matter then was sold     
And many farmers wondered at his gold.    
He waited daily for the goose’s egg     
And for the golden gift the man would beg:    
“O goose most grand above the useless gods,   
Give me your eggs so that the golden clods    
Can be created into kingly crowns     
And coins that show the face of kings renowned.   
You goose of inundating alchemy,     
Philosophy within your ovaries,     
Please flood me with the riches of your clutch,   
For I will care for you and feed you much.”    
He often cleaned the goose and fluffed its nest   
And gave it extra grain, of grade the best;    
He scorned all other geese of any food,    
Forgetting them for his fine golden brood.    
The numbers dwindled, as unfed they died,    
And soon the single goose was deified:    
His goddess goose that gave him all his worth   
That brought him money with her every birth.   
With eggs galore he far surpassed his need    
And flooded into avaricious greed.     
He rashly bought superfluous supply    
Of vain, luxurious trifles, brash to buy.    
He was peculiar in prosperity,     
Existing by a goose’s charity,     
For every egg it laid was such a rarity    
That he could buy a castle with celerity.    
But he just wasted money on excess,    
Investing none and working less and less.    
But one day when his unpaid debt was due    
He waited for a new egg to ensue;     
He sat and yawned away the boring day,    
Awaiting for the means by which to pay,    
Not working for a steady salary     
To buy his food to give him calories.    
Impatiently he watched the laying goose,    
And shook the bird to make the egg come loose,   
But nothing came and so he lost his nerve:    
“An axe is what you worthless now deserve,    
Ungrateful bird, not giving me your eggs    
Although to you I pray and to you beg,    
Although I feed you and I preen your quills    
And I protect you from unkindly ills.    
You now will die for you do not produce    

As fast as I desire you to, my goose;    
I want your eggs and want them all right now;   
I’ll get them and this sharpened blade is how!”   
And wielded high an axe to cleave the bird,    
For reasons that were greedy and absurd;    
And chopped it straight in half and watched its gore   
And gleaned the single egg within the core,    
But no more eggs were there for him to use;    
He mourned for what he had deserved to lose.   
He paid his debt with that one golden egg    
Though after that he couldn’t even beg.    
His needy dreams had duly disappeared    
For Greed, whose ruinous wrath now wryly jeered.   
He was a man who knew the feel of bliss,    
And fell and now could only reminisce    
Without the useful luxury of blame,     
For vainly he had been the one to maim,    
And with this wisdom came to know his place,   
For Fortune tendered him then slapped his face,   
And after ruining his indemnity,     
He lived his life with grave solemnity.    
 
The Goatherd and the Goats     
 
It was the coldest day in seven winters;    
The icicles were sharp though fragile splinters.   
An icy wind was flinging clods of hail;    
The gentle breeze was growing to a gale.    
The clouds were rolling like a boiling stew;    
No quiet, calm azure was showing through.    
The herd of goats was drudging through the weather,   
A goatherd tried to keep the bunch together.    
They poorly traveled through the growing storm,   
To find a place nearby where it was warm.    
The goatherd found a sad and warming shelter   
A delving cave as torrid as a smelter.    
They slept within while storms around them raged;   
The warming safety was like being caged.    
Warm bodies of the goats were like a fire,    
A hearth to burn and calm their cold desire.    
The falling snow compiled a clot and sealed    
The only way to leave to graze the field.    
The goatherd though had luckily just brought   
A large supply of branches that he wrought    
With horrid haste from many nearby trees;    
They needed food so that they would not freeze.   
But deeper in the cave the goatherd found    
Some other goats to which he wasn’t bound,    
A massive herd of wild and wary goats    
With bitter bleats and shaggy, frozen coats.    
The greedy goatherd wish to grab this group;   
The cavern kept them with him, like a coop.    
The man decided foolishly to feed     
His leaves to wilder goats of greater need.    
His large supply of branches dwindled fast;    
For with this large group it could not long last.   
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Compared to his herd, this herd had much more,   
He had no extra fodder in his store.     
For many freezing days the cave was closed;    
The wild goats thrived, while his goats starved and froze;  
His herd had died before the ice had melted;    
There was some grief to feel; the goatherd felt it,   
But he was too distracted with his greed    
To satisfy their small and humble needs.    
He fed the whole supply to wilder goats,    
Who stuffed ungratefully it down their throats.   
Eventually the fodder was consumed    
And with no food the wild goats were entombed.   
They sought to break the ice and so escape    
And they achieved this task with many scrapes.   
The goatherd sadly watched them run away;    
Left with no herd at all, he didn’t stay.    
He left the icy cave and his whole herd    
For it were carrion for hungry birds.    
He lost his own goats and the wild goats too;    
His raging greed had been the fault to rue.    
Returning to his town his neighbors jeered,    
For safe, but with no goats he had appeared    
He wished that from the cave he’d not been freed   
For all his joyous hopes were ruined by greed.   
 
The Ass and the Cricket      
 
An ass was running freely through the dales    
And rolling on the insects and the snails    
And frolicking amongst the morning airs    
And letting wind repeal its silly cares.    
The sun was rising in the glowing sky    
A spectacle that angled up its eye.     
It heard a noise resounding through a thickets,   
And joyously approached the chirping crickets.   
He danced ecstatically to hear the song    
And pranced and reveled to the tune for long.   
He asked the minstrel crickets of their wile    
To know how he could imitate their style:    
“I want to chirp and sing as crickets sing!    
How do you bugs achieve that lovely ring?    
What do you eat? What habits do you keep?    
How can I make my sound so shrill and deep?”   
The joking creatures flourished in the brush    
With bursting waves of music, light and lush.   
They frolicked with extravagant charisma;    
They carried out a musical melisma:    
“Our daily diet is of only dew!     
Eat only that if you want talent too!”    
The giggling crickets chirped and hopped away   
Into the earth for safety during day     
So they would not disintegrate in light,    
Dispersing into ether like a sprite.     
The donkey was delighted by their diet    
And through the woods he made a pleasant riot.   
Attacking every object with a kiss     

He gamboled through his life in utter bliss.    
“I’ll only feed on dew until my death,    
And I will blow sweet music with my breath;   
I’ll be the donkey of the lovely tune,    
And through the woods like winds I’ll softly croon.”   
The donkey praised the crickets melody,    
And to their method held fidelity.     
In mornings he drank all the little drops    
From cups of leaves and convex mushroom tops.   
He was in such a state for many weeks,    
And reveled and ignored his stomach’s squeaks,   
For often it was gurgling in his pain,    
Though still the foolish, hungry donkey strained.   
The crickets watched him wilt and felt no guilt;   
He was responsible if he was killed,    
Because he was a fool, inept and lame,    
And fools will only fail with selves to blame.   
Continuing to starve in such a state,     
He went against his gut and never ate.    
He could not make the songs although he tried,   
And soon without his food he duly died.    
 
The Ass and the Lap Dog     
 
An ass owned by a proud and wealthy man    
Proceeded as his one-beast-caravan     
Who carried hay that lay upon the field    
And brought it to the barn to store the yield.    
He also carried timber from the wood    
And brought it to the lumber pile that stood    
Behind the master’s mansion in a heap,    
The safer place where it was left to keep.    
The ass did not despise his drudgery,    
But toiling thus, he often grudged to see    
The lap dog licking at the master’s plates    
And cuddling and traversing through all gates,   
Allowed to leap and take the master’s time;    
The donkey thought the vain display a crime.   
The master pampered his delightful pup    
And brought the puppy with when he would sup.   
The donkey only trudged along the trail,    
Transporting malt for beer and more for ale,    
And ground the brewer’s grain in gears of mills   
And didn’t practice any social skills.    
He watched the master often drink his beer    
Resenting when the little dog came near    
To kiss the master’s affect with its lips    
And bark obnoxiously with yaps and yips.    
The master praised the little dog who lazed,    
And never watched the donkey as it grazed,    
Although the donkey pumped the grinding gears   
And though it worked for him for many years.   
The donkey pouted in his discontent    
And ate the hay that he had helped present    
The ass resolved to imitate the pet,     
To force the unfair man to pay his debt    
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And love the donkey for its hearty toil.    
So he could reap the master’s loving spoils,    
The donkey idled and refused to carry;    
It disobeyed and played like free canaries.    
The master was appalled about the case    
Assigning slaves to beat it with a mace.    
The servants took the weapon and they wailed   
The metal on the bone, which was so frail.    
The donkey sadly went about its day,    
And worked, though poorly, for it was dismayed   
And wounded by the injuries it felt,     
That pierced and slashed its bruised and bloodied pelt.  
In th’evening as the day was fully doled    
The donkey saw the puppy as it rolled    
And played within the fondling master’s lap;    
The master laughed and preened its little cap.   
The donkey was enraged and realized    
That such a perfect pet was idealized,    
That puppies often ruined their love and bit,    
That in the farmer’s love an ass could fit,    
That he could be beloved if tenderized,    
And such a plan was happily devised.    
The donkey frolicked on the master’s lawn    
And there he gladly played and lightly fawned.   
The gardens were abraded by his feet;    
He trampled that small puppy into meat.    
The master tried to mourn his dog’s demise    
Though soon was smothered by the donkey’s size   
As it jumped on the master’s cozy lap    
And licked the master’s face and ate some scraps:   
The donkey’s callused feet destroyed his clothes;   
He was attacked by its large prodding nose;    
The restlessness was ruining all the dishes;    
The massive tongue was drowning him in kisses.   
The donkey only tried to be a friend    
Though this propelled the master to his end.    
The ass caressed until he understood    
That he was caked inside a robe of blood.    
The master that he tried to woo was dead    
And lay upon the ground, his final bed.    
The ass had smothered him with joyous play    
And killed the fragile human in that way.    
The slaves approached to stifled it forever,    
Endeavoring to with blunted blades sever    
The donkey from its life with butchery,    
For causing such a vain atrocity.     
The donkey rued its act with its last breath,    
Before the servants bludgeoned it to death.    
 
The Miser       
 
Investing all his cash in industry,     
A man acquired a lot of property.     
He was a miser who adored his cash,    
And always tried to build his massive stash.    
The man did not delight in any stuff,    

But as he earned he never had enough.    
He owned a massive mansion where he lived,   
Though never chose to spend his gold or give   
The money to a helpless charity.     
He did not help the town’s prosperity    
By buying goods with all his luscious cash.    
He never bought nice trifles nor was rash    
To eat and never wasted one gold cent    
For that would cause him one cent of lament.   
Then soon, for fear that fire could burn his store,   
He sold the mansion for a some gold galore.    
He moved inside a little crumbling shack,    
With nothing but a cauldron and a rack,    
Where he could cook a meager soup of herbs;   
He gloated on his riches undisturbed.    
With no expense he lived a simple life,    
Though with possessions he had once been rife;   
His money now was in a clod of gold,    
For which his mansion and his things were sold.   
He asked a smithy to melt down his money,    
And make the massive clod, as gold as honey.   
His wealth compacted in the golden ball,    
Without a use except to store with gall,    
And covet on with every waking thought;    
No luxuries by such a store were bought.    
At night he buried it within the lawn,    
And dug it up again at rising dawn,     
To drool upon to satisfy his greed,     
While he denied his biologic needs.     
The man grew thin and often very sick,    
When he had once been healthy, glad, and thick.   
He didn’t care, except about the gold,    
Upon which clod he gazed ‘til he was old.    
This symbol of his greed was never used,    
And stayed inside the ground like bland refuse.   
Eventually the man grew almost blind,    
Though didn’t care because he still could find   
The place where he interred his golden glob,    
And still upon the orb with joy could sob.    
Before there slipped a great extent of time,    
The luster of the gold had turned to grime;    
The beauty of its polished, shiny sheen    
Was caked in earth of brown and grayish green.   
The beauty of the orb had been concealed,    
So it held no more pretty use to wield.    
But he did not care of its dirty hue,     
Of its intrinsic value he still knew.     
He clutched the clod within his aging hands,    
And scorned all men who spent their gold on lands,   
That could be reapportioned by the king,    
Or could be laid to waste by ravaging,    
And louts who wasted gold on tasty treats,    
That would decay or swiftly pass as eats,    
Just morsels for one moment on the tongue,    
Which would soon pass to worthless waste as dung.   
And all the fools who purged their gold on trifles,   
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That were a fad, of worth that soon would stifle   
When fashion turned and went another course.   
No use of money was one he endorsed.    
He clutched the ball and spurned the world;    
At night into the earth the ball was hurled,    
And buried for its safety in his sleep,    
Stored there inside the earth, a potent keep.    
A thief became aware of his activities    
And gravitated with a great proclivity.    
He saw the thing be buried in the earth    
And thought such secrecy would guard much worth.   
When sun had set, on earth the miser slept,    
And through the yard the robber slowly crept,   
And with a spade he excavated dirt     
‘Til there he found the massive clod, inert.    
He grabbed the clod, which was extremely heavy,   
And full of worth on which no tax was levied.   
The thief could not appreciate its price;    
In such a block he saw no substance nice.    
But then he saw a slivered glint of moon    
Reflecting from the depths within the boon.    
He scraped the dirt and found the precious rock,   
The alloy saved in such a massive stock.    
The thief replaced the gold with clods of rubble,   
A piece of fool’s gold, size-wise perfect double,   
But with no precious value at its core,    
That which the lonely miser had adored.    
The robber sealed a boulder in the hole,    
For it was now the gold clod that he stole.    
At dawn the miser woke and he returned,    
And found the ball for which his lusting burned.   
He kneaded it within his loving palm;    
The texture to him was a fleshy balm.    
He loved the piece of dirt for near a year,    
And didn’t know that falsely he endeared.    
His joys were simple; nothing would foment them.   
One day, he dropped it; it had less momentum.   
He noticed that it had a different weight,    
And that it had a rough and rigid trait.    
He polished it; It was a piece of stone;    
The man began to sadly, madly moan.    
He futilely exclaimed to all the town    
With eyes of tears and lips locked in a frown,   
That he had lost his life, had lost his gold,    
And everyone eventually was told.     
But through the kindly people of the city,    
The man received no precious tear of pity.    
He had not helped them in their times of need,   
Instead, he’d gloated on his growing greed,    
And such a clod was useless anyway,    
For with the thing he never would have paid    
To buy a thing to make him grow more glad;    
He wasted all that he had ever had.     
They told him that a year had passed since he,   
Had lost his fortune to the thievery.     
They saw the thief in town with such a prize,   

And he had smelted it to smaller size,    
Divisible in many tiny pieces,     
Which he had used to pay his long due leases.   
The gold was spread about the thriving town,   
Not in the earth where all the use was drowned.   
The gold had lost its luster in the shade,    
And for a stone it was an even trade,    
Because the miser hadn’t even known,    
When it, instead of gold, had been a stone.    
 
The Raven and the Swan      
 
A raven lived in relative unease;     
She was allowed to do what things she pleased,   
But still was a discontented with her lot    
(It doesn’t seem there’s anyone who’s not.)    
She scavenged every day to sate her belly;    
Most of her food was rotten and was smelly,    
And picked from scorned leftovers of a meal,   
That beasts abandoned for the bird to steal.    
Competing with the other hungry pests,    
She lived by borrowing from pools of cess.    
But she resolved to do her very best,    
Enjoying life and being a success.     
One day while she was fluttering for fun,    
She came to where the rapids fiercely run    
And pour down cliffs in seething waterfalls    
That look as glamorous as goddess shawls    
That scintillate in swarms of pouring glitter;    
The sparkles captivated this poor critter.    
She flew and landed on a floating twig    
And lightly dipped her beak for just a swig.    
A rainbow was revealed in bursts of light;    
She was enamoured by the gorgeous sight    
And watched the waterfall for all the day,    
Until a graceful swan propelled her way.    
The raven gawked upon its body’s sheen,    
A candid purity by water cleaned.     
The raven was as smitten as was Hera,    
When Zeus beguile her with his keen chimera.   
The swan was perfect with the scene beyond,   
The misty waterfall, and placid pond,    
An image that from mind did not abscond.    
Of such fine sight the raven was most fond.    
The raven wished to match the pretty swan,    
And be as beautiful, as smooth and wan,    
Not black and dirty like the villain, Night,    
Which hides so many vices from all sight,    
And glide upon the water like on ice;    
For such the raven would pay any price:    
“Why can’t such subtle loveliness and grace,    
Be fineries of my unhappy race?     
Why should a swan be given such delight,    
When I am given nothing but my blight?    
How does it grow that iridescent glow?    
She is naive and doesn’t even know,    
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And just accepts her life of vibrancy,    
Without a knowledge of why it can be?    
There must be something potent in this habitat,   
Some substance in the water that can render that   
Exquisite whiteness on her lovely feathers;    
The nasty things I eat must send me nether    
Below to shades of Hades-black or worse;    
My appetite must cause my awful curse.    
But she retains a gorgeous quality     
Because in streams she’s bathing constantly;    
This stream flows from Olympus, that great source,   
And to this point it runs its seething course,    
And brings a sediment of magic things,    
Ambrosial foods from Zeus, the godly king!    
...I’m ugly and I do not love my life,    
Though maybe I can end my ugly strife.    
If I will bathe in lakes of waters pure,    
Then surely ugliness will soon be cured.    
I’ll mimic swans so that I will soon be,    
A bathing beauty, gliding perfectly.”    
The raven tried to do as swans will do,    
To glide in waters, pure and deep and blue,    
To eat the fish that frolic in the stream,    
And glide as gracefully as in a dream.    
But she could never catch a single fish,    
And soon was hungry for her normal dish.    
Refusing any scrapping from her past,    
She didn’t eat and sadly tried to last.    
She wasn’t good at swimming in the pool,    
And always floundered like a stupid fool.    
The raven didn’t grow in beauty either,    
And never stopped her bath to take a breather.   
Eventually she wasn’t very strong     
And tried to fly but couldn’t very long    
And plunged into the seething waterfall    
Cascading down the falls which were quite tall,   
Into the pool where she was wholly soaked    
And helplessly attempting not to choke.    
She was too weak to use her strength to swim,   
And her survival was extremely slim.    
She couldn’t reach the bank, secure on ground,   
And soon within the writhing ripples drowned.   
 
The Boy and the Pitcher      
 
The mother of a boy was very proud,    
For he was growing soft and not so loud,    
And was composed and not so rash and wild    
And from rambunctious acts he had gone mild,   
And once an insolent, he now obeyed.    
This maturation was a worthy trade     
For rancid misbehavior of a boy,     
For children oft are rowdy and annoy.    
She was so pleased by his behavior, she    
Let him have some sweet delicacy.     
The woman had a pitcher filled with treats    

And said that he could take a piece an eat.    
Edulcorated nuts and sugared figs     
Were deep within the storage, which was big.   
The boy was greedy and desired to save    
Some in his palm, although she only gave    
One for his good behavior and no more,    
Because of sweet rewards she needed stores.    
The boy then grasped a handful of the sweets,   
By sticking in his hand to reach the treats    
Down through the opening, which was so narrow   
That he could scarcely reach the sugared marrow.   
He tried to pull his fist out from the jar,    
Though with the treats he couldn’t get it far.    
His bulging hand was widened by the hoard,    
And there were far to many to afford    
The trespass of the narrow little hole;    
He knew that he could never reach his goal.    
He tried to pull with all that he could muster    
Though still he couldn’t grasp the tasty cluster.   
The edges of the pitcher wedged his fist,    
And soon he realized the hopeless gist.    
Although his fondling fingers could intrude    
They couldn’t grasp the tasty plenitude    
And take them for his titillated tongue;    
So futilely within the jar he hung.     
As long as he retained his groping greed,    
He never could extract them and succeed.    
This from his mother he had tried to hide,    
Though as he glumly pouted she soon eyed    
His hand lodged in the narrow pitcher’s brim;   
She took it out and bluntly scolded him:    
“At your flamboyant greed I am appalled.    
I hope you’ve learned that you can’t have it all.   
You could extract your hand with half as much,   
But you are greedy and you’ve vainly touched   
The whole of them and tried to eat far more    
Than you deserved to have from his nice store.   
If you hold one then you will free you hand;    
You should be good; I shouldn’t reprimand!”   
She helped his hand come free with just one fig,   
And that was all he got from stores so big:    
“I hope you learned that having only one    
Is always better than obtaining none.”    
 
The Eagle and the Crow      
 
An eagle hunting livestock roamed the sky,    
A sable crow caught it within his eye;    
This crow saw it, but it did not perceive    
This prey, not worth attempting to achieve:    
The crow was scrawny with a tiny size    
That wasn’t worth a massive eagle’s prize.    
The crow adored to see its gliding grace,    
The greatest creature of the avian race.    
Across azure it watched the eagle soar;    
For lambs to eat, the massive bird explored    
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Espying flocks that held expansive stocks.    
A little wanderer was climbing rocks,    
A lamb, afar from all the other sheep.    
The eagle chose this as the one to keep;    
He dropped in an impressive streamline dive,   
With fierce desire to eat to stay alive.    
The little lamb was helpless as it grazed    
For t’ward the verdant ground it blindly gazed;   
It was of baby fat, though it was light,    
And didn’t have the strength or horns to fight   
And didn’t even fully realize     
When it was snatched and taken through the skies,   
For it was ignorant and very young     
And from the eagle’s claws it sorely hung    
And didn’t know that such a state was peril,    
Or that the bird was hungry and was feral.    
The launching eagle spread expansive wings,   
Ignoring all the fearful fidgeting.     
It carried such a little catch away,     
To bring it to its nest and there to slay.    
The crow was watching all of this display,    
And also wanted strength to capture prey.    
The crow desired to blossom, eagle-fierce,    
And through the sky into his prey to pierce.    
“I surely can achieve an easy meal,     
Just like the eagle, who swept down to steal;    
I’m sure that I could do the very same,    
For I have strength and have an eagle’s aim.”   
The crow surveyed the land and saw a ram    
Far bigger than a little, bitsy lamb,     
But he desire to eat its flabby meat,     
With juices and with calories replete.    
The crow devised his plot and then attacked    
And dove upon the netted, woolly back;    
He tried to lift the ram but couldn’t budge;    
The massive weight was far too much to nudge.   
The bird flew hard with talons firmly latched   
Upon the ram that he desired to catch,    
With claws upon the firmament which stood    
Upon the earth and chewed upon its cud    
Without awareness that the stupid bird    
Was on its back attempting the absurd.    
The crow was far too small for such a stunt;    
The ram was far too big for such a runt.    
He overcompensated for his power     
And chose a beast too massive to devour.    
He thought that rams were made of weightless fluff,   
When they are only covered in the stuff;    
He thought that he was strong as massive raptors   
But now within the wool he was a captor,    
Because in wool his weakling talons tangled    
And his entire attempt was wholly mangled.    
He fumbled in the fleece but then he rose    
The sleeping shepherd to his nimble toes.    
The shepherd heard the bird’s unseemly caw    
And saw that it was captured by the claw.    

He took advantage of the crow’s distress    
And help it from the wooly, tangled mess    
But also clipped its wings and trimmed its claws   
So that it would not scrape his forearms raw,    
For he was proud and never going to let    
It free, but keep it as his little pet.     
 
The Boy and the Nettle      
 
A boy was gamboling about the meadow    
And happiness was his delightful credo;    
He curiously rolled around the herbs    
Where luscious smells and tastes were all superb.   
He busily was picking many flowers    
Extracting them with dainty, gentle powers    
Not wanting to destroy their splendid shapes    
As into pungent piles his fingers draped    
And into fragile flora his grip groped;    
Their fragrances and colors were of hope    
And brought a heightened element of joy    
To such a fragile, youthful little boy.    
But as he reached to pick another petal    
He accidentally grabbed a thorny nettle    
The micro-needles pierced his tender hide    
And sent their itchy allergens inside.    
The boy reproached the plant and sadly cried,   
For misery in beauty was belied.     
He didn’t think that such a searing pain    
Could come from fields where pleasure was ordained.  
He ran back home with such a petty wound    
And to his parents he distraughtly swooned;    
The boy, who was quite normally a saint    
Now nettled mother with a sad complaint:    
“Within the flora I held idle play     
And would have stayed for all the sunny day    
Within that flower-growing prairie sector    
Amongst the butterflies that lick the nectar    
And pompous bees that pollinate and buzz    
But in my revels there I sorely was     
Attacked by this mean nettle and its sting;    
Within me all its needles lightly cling;    
I’ve never found a more destructive weed    
For it has made me hurt and made me bleed;    
What did I do that has deserved this prick?    
Now still within my palm the fibers stick,    
Too fine and short to grasp, extract, or clean;   
Of all the plants this one is the most mean!”    
The mother hushed the boy and then replied,    
While preening out the thorns for which he cried:   
“The reason why you’re stung, my sorry child,   
Is that when you picked it you were too mild;   
These thorns are vicious and extremely wild,    
And you weren’t bold and so you were beguiled.   
Fierce nature takes a stronger fist to tame;    
When picking nettles don’t be light and lame.   
Grab nettles tightly, with emboldened arms,    
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With tightened fists, to which will come no harm.”   
The little boy did as his mother told;    
In all his actions, he was very bold.     
And though he ruined some flowers being brave,   
His tender hands from nettle sores were saved.   
And listening to the words his mother gave,    
He didn’t wind up early in the grave.    
 
The Tortoise and the Eagle     
 
The tortoise once was tired and discontent    
And sadly shambled everywhere he went    
He wasn’t happy with the land and sea    
And sadly wanted something more to be    
Than just a moping turtle on the earth,    
Who had no way to leap to higher worth.    
One day he saw an eagle in the sky     
And he aspired fool-heartedly to fly.    
He didn’t want to grope the dirty ground    
Or swim within the ocean‘til he drowned;    
He had ambition to burst through his shell    
And spring into the sky, where, never felled,    
He soared above the limits of his features    
The birth-bound natures jailing all the creatures.   
With every moment he expanded hope    
And in his habitat he couldn’t cope.     
His greed accelerated him too far     
To dangers where they’d either leave a scar    
Or leave no body on which scars congeal    
No fractured features tangible to heal.    
Expending energy on such a dream,     
Inanities around him made him scream    
Attracting eagles to his little perch;     
He prayed to them like at a sacred church:    
“Friend eagle who can soar throughout the air   
Please listen to my foolish turtle prayer;    
I wish to fly exactly as you do     
To fly just like the mighty Phaeton flew.    
I want to soar about the land and sea    
And be within the updrafts flying free.    
I know that I can fly if I am brought    
Into the air and there by you am taught.    
Please take me up into the luscious clouds    
Where fervent eagles fly both skilled and proud.   
Great eagle, strongest of the birds that soar    
Please take me with your talons; I implore.    
And take me high above the gods to teach    
How from this gravity I best can breach.”    
The eagle laughed about the reptile’s plea    
And knew that turtles flying couldn’t be:    
“My friend, I cannot teach you what you yearn   
Because its something that you cannot learn.    
You were not made to do such airborne things;   
You were not born with feathers or with wings.   
Our nature delegates where we should live    
By specifying all the traits it gives.     

We eagles cannot swim within the ocean;    
We raptors were designed for airborne motion.   
You turtles were not made for sleek agility,    
And flying is for you impossibility.     
You were not made for such arduous tasks;    
To learn to fly is just too much to ask.”    
The tortoise pleaded as the eagle spoke;    
The eagles thought its stupid pleas a joke,    
But still the turtle badgered them with moans   
As long and constant as the ocean drones    
With explanations and with great rewards.    
The tortoise promised that they’d be the lords   
Of both the sky and also humid sea,     
That everything would heed their tyranny,    
That he would teach them how to swim like him   
And that they all could swim upon their whim.   
These were the useless promises that he    
Attempted to employ to make a plea.    
He couldn’t keep the promises but they    
Just sounded really meaningful to say.    
The eagle snubbed the turtle’s vain request;    
But soon it had irately acquiesced.     
The bird did not desire to help the creature    
Or be informative, a flying teacher;     
It simply wanted to shut up the thing    
So that it would surcease its blubbering.    
He grabbed the swimmer from the seething waves   
Where Icarus, no longer breathing, laves    
Himself in water of the tumult-bath     
Where he had drowned in the foaming wrath.   
The eagle was adept, strong, hard, and brisk    
And snatched the silly turtle with a whisk.    
The eagle used a massive Maelstrom gust    
To launch himself with aggravated thrust    
To satisfy the turtle’s stupid lust;     
Within the turtle’s skill he had some trust    
And when he was quite high and over rocks    
He dropped the turtle as his claws unlocked.    
“Go fly just like an eagle or the sun     
Or like a piercing pellet from a gun.”    
The striving turtle though was now afraid    
And in the sky like water tried to wade,    
But it could not grasp air just like a bird    
And fell for having wishes so absurd.    
To earth it plummeted, like asteroids    
That swiftly burn in air and are destroyed,    
Accelerating t’ward the jagged ground    
The turtle tried to flap its fins around,    
But being heavy it could hold no drag,    
And just kept falling t’ward the jagged crags    
It was a fool for trying to achieve     
A feat that now would totally bereave    
Him even of the things that once he had;    
For living on the earth had not been bad.    
And since it held unnatural desires,     
It burst to bits upon the craggy spires.    
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The Dog and his Reflection     
 
A thievish dog had grabbed a cut of meat    
Out from the butchers, and he planned to eat    
The stab where there was no one in his sight    
And no wild animal with whom to fight.    
The dog was very proud about his theft    
And he held high the tasty, meaty heft.    
He walked along and soon approached a stream   
Where water rushed like an illusive dream.    
A foot bridge led across the glossy slate    
And in his teeth the brisket hung like bate    
As he began upon the bridge across;    
The brook below appeared like shining gloss    
And as he walked he peered into the pool;    
There swam within a fleeting minnow school   
But that was hidden underneath the wave    
And over them a cool reflection paved    
The tensile surface with a strange duality    
Like there existed alternate reality.     
Upon the stream the dog’s own face appeared;   
He stared upon this shadow and he feared.    
He thought that his own shadow wasn’t him    
But was another dog, whose very whim    
Was to leap out from those grim depths and grab,   
Out from the land-dog’s lips, the juicy slab.    
The dog was very anxious of this threat    
And stared upon the foe, who was both wet    
And fierce like curs of Hades where they starve   
Until they find great massive cows and carve   
The meat from bone in tiny brevity.     
The dog stared at this fiend with gravity    
Afraid that it would leap and snatch his meat    
And that he, hungry, would be in defeat,    
But then he realized that his great foe    
Was holding steak within his jaws also.    
He suddenly was urged to seek the steak    
That his reflection made (a shadowed fake.)    
He growled upon the dog within the glass    
And heard his growling echo come to pass    
And thought that he was threatened by the fiend.   
More over rushing water both dogs leaned    
And sought each other’s steaks to fit their greed.   
To logic neither stupid dog took heed.    
Since all the fearful growling hadn’t worked,   
In mortal rage the dueling duo barked    
And let the slab of meat slip from their jaws    
They tried to catch the briskets with their claws   
But neither one was able to succeed     
And down the true steak fell, because of greed   
The dog soon realized that it was brash    
And heard and saw the lesson-teaching splash;   
The water rippled with cascading fog    
That covered up the eerie shadow dog,    
So in the rushing creek the meat was lost    

And for his ignorance he paid the cost.    
 
The Mouse and the Weasel     
 
A tiny mouse was nearing cruel starvation    
Because it found no present satiation;    
It wandered through its days without a meal    
And hunger was the only thing to feel.    
Across the desert it could find no source    
By which it could replenish all its force.    
Meandering it finally gave in     
And wished for kindly death to be its fin,    
But then at death it saw a fruitful pot    
In which was stored some food, and quite a lot.   
The mouse regained the strength to go inside    
And ate the mounds of energy supplied    
The fruits and nuts and vegetables and seeds.   
It tingled, mingled in the jar of needs.    
The mouse engorged itself upon the food    
Until its fattened stomach did extrude.    
The belly was so plump and wide around    
That he could scarcely lift off of the ground.    
He soon had realized he ate enough     
His sitting up from dinner though was tough    
And he could scarcely exit from reclining,    
And doing so provoked his needless whining,   
For he had whined when wanting foods as such,   
And cloyed was whining that he had too much.   
Out from the jar, attempting to effuse    
The rat could scarcely walk and barely use    
The limbs supporting his excessive frame.    
By his own opulence the rat was lame.    
He crawled up through the bottle’s orifice    
But couldn’t exit from the food abyss.    
He tried to fit but he was far too fat     
And in the pot repining life he sat,     
Engorged and in the penitentiary     
Created by his luscious gluttony.     
He desperately tried to squirm and squeeze    
But none of this was done with any ease    
And none of it achieved the wanted end.    
Sedated in the pot without a friend     
He wept about the incident and fact     
That he could go inside but not retract    
For going in he had been very thin     
But once he slipped the hole and entered in    
He ate the food and soon became so wide    
That he was absolutely trapped inside.    
But then approached a friendly, neighbor weasel   
Whose hues of wit could fill an artist’s easel.   
The weasel saw the mouse where it was stuck   
And it said words and wished the fellow luck:   
“You silly mouse, should not bemoan this dole,   
For growing fat and juicy was you goal    
And now indeed you are extremely full    
For you have nearly emptied out this hull.    
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But now that you are in this situation    
The thing for you is strictest mediation.    
You’ve filled your belly though you can’t escape   
So you must fast until you have to gape    
And starve amongst this plenty where you sit;   
For only when your body’s thin you’ll fit.    
So now, that you are fat and full and blithe    
Will only make your future sadly writhe.    
You hopefully will scurry through this hole    
Before the humans find that you have stole,    
But you can’t worry for your fortune now    
You much rely upon the one way how    
You can evade eternity inside     
That pitcher where you both are caged and hide.   
Decrease your size and you will be just fine    
For when a growing beast will over-dine    
He can’t escape the predators and all;    
The food contributes merely to his fall.”    
 
The Shepherd and the Sea     
 
A shepherd found that grasses on the plain    
Were scarce and that the setting was inane.    
The grass was poor and scenery was scarce    
And predators were common and were fierce.   
The soil for growing was extremely sparse    
And feeding there was nothing short of farce.   
Upon the barren desert sand and rock    
He didn’t want to always feed his flock.    
The sheep could not consume enough to grow;   
They died and so the shepherd chose to go    
Where there was plenty for the sheep to eat.    
He found a patch where grasses were replete    
Upon the seething ocean’s grassy shore.    
Upon that section, misty rains would pour    
And give a plentitude of grasses more,    
A plume and of luscious nutriments galore.    
The shepherd took the flock to eat the grass;    
Upon the ocean with a looking glass    
He spent his time while watching vessels roam   
Across the soaking, sloshing the ocean foam.   
The ocean was both pleasant and serene    
And made the grasses plenteous and green.    
He often would forget that he was guard    
As sheep meandered gathering their lard,    
For as the sheep grew fat with veggie stuff    
The shepherd couldn’t taste the sea enough.    
Upon the vast, alluring vista he     
Would stare and goggle at the mystery    
Of those expanding waters where a ship    
Could take him on a bold and daring trip.    
The wind was blowing dreams about his mind   
And sea was placid, soothing, smooth and kind   
And seemed to beckon him to join the throngs   
Of sailors where he truly there belonged.    
He felt the seething breeze, a warming balm    

And in his dreams he was supremely calm.    
The shepherd had ambition to go ’round    
Upon that realm of water, with no bounds    
And sail upon the vast tranquility     
Expressing his innate ability     
To be adventuring in far off lands     
With nothing but his wisdom and his hands.    
He didn’t fear his failure or distress;    
The sea was soft and beckoned his success.    
Just sitting watching sheep he was quite tired;   
Eventually he caved to his desires     
And sold the flock for quite a lovely price,    
For they had fattened up and would suffice    
A court of nobles or a king’s buffet;    
He sold them all so he could get away    
Across the sea where he could find achievement   
Not thinking that his end could be bereavement.   
He’d rather die than stay and be too shy.    
The shepherd-sailor used the cash to buy    
A massive galley that his crew could sail    
Across the sea upon a rugged gale;     
He packed the cargo and he planned the course;   
He didn’t have a tingle of remorse,     
And charted that he would set out and sport    
His massive vessel to a distant port.     
The day arrived and he undocked his boat    
And on the ocean it went out afloat.     
The boat was sailing for a lengthy day    
But then a tempest brewed and gave a fray    
And battered it with lightning and with hail    
Until the waning ship could never sail.    
The storm then blew the craft onto a shoal    
And there the rocks destroyed the wooden hull   
And water poured into the ruined craft;    
The cargo sunk and all except a raft     
Was swallowed by the torrent of the ocean.    
The thunderstorm still kept the raft in motion   
And bore it back to shore where there survived   
The shepherd, as the only man alive.    
He coughed and fell upon the cozy rocks,    
The very beach where he had raised his flocks.   
Rejuvenating there he reminisced     
About the voyage and the stormy grist    
That failed him, unexpected on the sea,    
Exemplifying nature’s tyranny.     
With rags upon his skin, all caked in salt    
He thought about the crash that was his fault    
And sailors in the merciless abyss     
And dreams that had run terribly amiss.    
The sea was tranquil now without a storm,    
For calm, placidity was furtive norm,    
Although within its depths the sea still held    
The sailors where they had been harshly felled.   
While sitting there and looking back at sea    
A neighbor passed and viewed the harmony    
That was complacent on the water’s face,    
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The smooth and gentle ocean, full of grace    
Without a tumult tearing it apart,     
Exemplifying nature’s lovely art.     
The neighbor saw the man and then he praised:   
“Look how those waves and waters gently laze;   
The sea allures all men with its serenity    
Because they want to leave the land’s inanity.   
I see that you’re allured as I am too;    
I think that I should hire a daring crew    
And sail away and be a pirate there     
Within the waves where there is not a care.    
There’s nothing that is beautiful like this    
The endless lengths, a gliding precipice    
The endless possibility for man     
To find whatever distant land he can    
The truthful promise of discovery     
And youthful love of skill and bravery.    
The sea entices me to surf her face     
For that is such a smooth and careless place.”   
The shepherd laughed at him and he replied:    
“Care not for her, for I have had her tried.    
Her smoothly and lovely surface is her charm   
But she is out to only do you harm,     
For tempests lurk upon her tepid water    
Engulfing ships and seeking only slaughter.    
Don’t trust her, though she seems a pious nun...   
The temptress! You’ll regret when you are done.”   
 
The Peacock’s Tail      
 
The peacock was a skillful, frilless flyer    
And up above the birds he could soar higher    
Defeating everything with his great height,    
Though he desired a different style of might.    
He flew around the clouds and rainbow arcs    
And through the forests and the lovely parks.   
The peacock roamed and peaked the highest mount   
And at the glacial heights it drank at founts    
But there it saw itself within reflection    
And to its awful look found no affection.    
It saw that it was ugly and was brown    
And that its feathers were all matted down    
From all the flight and that is fraying feathers   
Were tattered from the windy flying weather.   
It didn’t like its dull and drabby color,    
And sunk into a deep and shabby dolor.    
The bird lamented and it said aloud:    
“Of my mundane appearance I’m not proud.    
For beauty I would give my skill in flight!    
I’d give my mastership of air and height!    
I want some color to my tawny beige;    
To have a lovely body I would wage    
My life and all my faculties, O Jove!    
Please give me beauty, one great treasure trove:   
A flashy frill upon an azure head,     
And stripes of yellow, orange, and racy red,    

And luscious scarlet frills adorned with gold,   
And feathers that stand beautiful and bold,    
A purple breast like sunsets in the west    
And plumes promoting my expansive chest    
The golden sparkle like the lovely sun    
And flowing teal like rivers as they run.”    
The bird collapsed in grief and fell asleep    
And while he snored his color didn’t keep.    
He woke and found himself completely changed:   
That through the rainbow his bold colors ranged   
That he was morphed into the lovely hues,    
Throughout his gentle flowing frills diffused.   
The peacock looked about and saw its yellow   
A brilliant color that was nowhere mellow    
And saw its red, a deep and daring tint,    
And greens as lush and fresh as perfumed mint,   
And aqua that was dripping down his tail    
Which bloomed just like a massive shipping sail,   
A gorgeous fan, enthralling in its tones.    
The peacock loved the beauty it had grown    
For it was such a luscious, fine mutation    
That it deserved the earth’s commemoration    
For beauty often died in animals     
Because they couldn’t hide if they weren’t dull.   
Of all the animals the peacock was     
The most outrageous spectacle because    
It didn’t have an easy way to flee     
It was so wrapped in gorgeous artistry!    
It walked about and showed its mighty shimmer   
And in the sun its glinting highlights glimmered.   
Displaying feathers in their vast array    
It walked around the woods to vainly say:    
“I am more beautiful that all the beasts;    
When once I was the very, very least    
I now am most and pride in being so.    
On trees delightful beauty doesn’t grow,    
But on a peacock it sure does!” he said    
And then a thought controlled its seething head.   
It wanted all the world to see its beauty    
Because that seemed to be all beauty’s duty,    
So with his massive feathers he took flight    
So that he could then soar to massive height    
And show the world what they would not forget;   
That peacocks could be rivals to sunsets.    
The peacock left the ground but then it fell    
For with the feathers it could not fly well    
For bearing such a tail had caused his wing    
To be quite worthless for most anything.    
He couldn’t leave the ground; he was so heavy.   
For beauty this one horrid tax was levied.    
He couldn’t fly and touch the soaring sky    
And see immensity within his eye.     
He had to trudge upon the muddy ground    
And it was hard to bear those frills around.    
An eagle soon flew by and mocked the bird:    
“Your wish for beauty is a bit absurd    
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For now that you are beautiful you can’t    
Fly high into the sunshine and the glint    
And see the sights that sparrows, we, can see.   
Its better to be ugly but still free.     
So ask you self while basking in your glories:   
Do you like canopies or understories?    
For now the understory is your home    
And through the mud forever you will roam.”   
The sparrow jeered and then he flew away,    
Into the sunset, free and fast and gay.    
 
The Astrologer       
 
There was a man who learned to track the stars   
And measure latitudes to tell how far    
The planets were and tell when they aligned;    
The skill was concentrated in his mind    
And soon he learned the future-guiding charts   
And studied horoscopes, that futile art.    
As he would watch the planets in their grace    
As they encircled Sol with seething pace,    
He could predict the future from their speed    
And placement in the sky, and he could read    
The future from their glistening positions,    
Proposing future tides with precognition.    
The grand astrologer would ask great price    
For men to come to him to get advice,    
And he would look into his telescope    
And in his pluming mind he’d gladly grope    
And preconceive the fortune of the man.    
In this prophetic way his actions ran    
And he careened upon his wisdom’s course    
His racing brain with planetary force.    
There was an evening when the stars were bright   
And he was walking home beneath the light    
And as he walked he watched their glorious sheen,   
And nothing else was worthy to be seen,    
And from their actions he predicted things    
That would crush kingdoms and would topple kings   
And that would change the current of the earth   
To greater worth or maybe dismal dearth.    
He watched as nimble shooting stars appeared;   
His eyes were latched upon those graceful spheres   
And nothing else was worthy in his sight,    
And through the dark he walked through all the night   
Not watching where he stepped upon the road   

Not seeing if he came to his abode.     
No present trifle was a thing to see     
Because the universe’s harmony     
Was up above and beckoning his eyes.    
But in the end this was his great demise,    
For he paid no attention to his path     
And on the bumpy road he felt its wrath    
For there before him lay a massive rock    
That was reposing there to simply mock.    
It tripped him and he tumbled in the mud    
And on his robe there was a dirty flood.    
Because he’d watched the things celestial    
And didn’t watch the things terrestrial.    
He lay inside the mud encased in slime    
And still he didn’t think he had the time    
To look away from those delightful orbs,    
The whole of his great mind by them absorbed.   
His friends had seen him fall and they all laughed   
For there beyond the brain he was quite daft.    
They rushed to help him up, where he sat proud,   
A genius caked within his muddy shroud.    
They had no sympathy for his mistake    
(It somewhat proved that he was just a fake,    
For he had not foreseen the muddy fall    
And hadn’t walked around the mud at all!)    
A friend then yelled an insult to the man:    
“This genius is an invalid, who can     
Perceive the spheres’ mathematic harmony,    
Predict the future, but cannot foresee    
The puddles that are right in front of him.    
As far as thinkers go he is quite dim!    
He couldn’t even make a great prediction    
To aptly obviate his own affliction!”    
Another man then gave the victim help:    
“Don’t listen to that foolish little whelp;    
To dream of futures and to plot the trends    
And calculate the earth’s ambitious ends    
Is quite a noble task to apprehend     
But, as a fellow wonderer and friend,    
I’d say that you should watch the present more   
For here are beauties and great things galore.   
Though you should think about the things to come   
To present things you shouldn’t be just numb.   
For living in the present is a treat;     
So look less on your stars and more on feet.”   
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Fables of 
Unity and Division 

 
 
 
 
 

United men achieve a grand society, 
Diminishing their fears and their anxiety, 
Creating works that have no competitions, 
Because they work beneath secure conditions, 
But conformation turns all art the same, 
For which the one and all are to be blamed; 
Divided men dissolve their loving bonds, 
Abandon home for other lands beyond, 
And die alone without a single friend, 
To stay with them for comfort at their end, 
But also found newfangled colonies, 
Where they can practice art with liberties. 
A country will decay if it’s not one, 
But by the masses was the one begun. 
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The Lion and the Bulls      
 
Three bulls resided in a pasture’s dell    
Where they were safely kept and guarded well,   
For each alone had small security     
Though they were fortified by being three.    
A lion stalked the plain and often tried    
To prey on bulls, though they were unified    
And he could not pervade their tri-phalanx    
And couldn’t infiltrate into their ranks.    
They all protected with their sturdy horns,    
And all their tender rumps remained untorn,    
For when the lion neared they made a ring    
And through the loop of horns could pass no thing.   
Attempting to intrude between their feet    
The lion suffered pain and wrought no meat,    
Except for his own blood out from his sores;    
But very vigilantly he explored     
The methods by which he could break the wall;   
He would not rest until he saw it fall.    
Direct attack against the fortress failed,    
And for his wounds the bitter lion wailed.    
He could not draw the brazen bulls apart;    
He plotted to perfect his evil art.     
If all the bulls diverged across the plain,    
He easily could have the bovines slain,    
Though otherwise he never could pervade    
The thickness of their pronging barricade.    
When force had flailed against them in his trials   
The lion tried to raze the walls with guile.    
The lion spent his days in trenchant thought    
And by this contemplation gain was sought    
And from his brain a flawless plan was brought   
A way by which the troop of bulls were caught:   
Malignantly the lion spread a rumor    
Which spread across the land just like a tumor   
He slandered all the bulls in his report    
And spread the insults to barrage their fort.    
News spread across the blazing hot savanna;    
He told a monkey eating a banana,     
And up within a tree were many birds,    
Who (by the cat’s intent) had overheard.    
The birds then spread the message far and wide.   
It reached the bulls, to which they could confide:   
“Black bull, I tell you this with great remorse:   
According to a distant unknown source,    
The brown and gray bulls both are plotting hurts   
To kill you with, for which you will be dirt”    
“Brown bull, the other bulls are vilely plotting,   
And they detest you, wish you to be rotting.”   
“Grey bull, the brown and black are spreading plans   
In which you don’t retain a long life span.”    
Throughout the wide expanse the lion lurked;   
And when he heard his messages he smirked.   
The bulls believed the lions lies and split.    

With this they were most easy to then get.    
Each bull alone across the pasture loomed,    
And each one clearly knew that it was doomed.   
They had no safe associates to stand    
Beside, for they were cast across the land    
The lion preyed and caused each one to fall;    
Divided so, they died, each one and all.    
 
Androcles and the Lion      
 
There was a goodly slave named Androcles    
Who by his ruthless master’s taunts was teased   
And by the whip was beaten terribly    
And was inclined to flee the savagery:    
“I would prefer to be a lion’s food,     
Than be a slave to one so cruel and crude!”    
One day the slave escaped into the wood;    
Evading bad, he fled to only good.     
But there within the thicket was a beast,    
A lion that upon him soon would feast.    
But as the slave withdrew from there he saw    
A thorn impaling through the lion’s paw.    
The tragic lion moaned about the pain,    
Though it could not extract the hurtful bane.    
Kind Androcles approached to heal the wound   
For which the fearsome feline sadly swooned.   
Approaching such a beast he feared to die,    
But he continued ‘til the beast was nigh.    
He analyzed the paw, for which it cried    
With priest’s benevolence and doctor’s eye:    
“There is affliction here that I can cure,    
A splinter that you surely could endure;    
I’d gladly medicate the injury,     
But then your claws could do such harm to me”   
The lion twisted at the thorn in vain,    
Was torn between his hunger and his pain.    
“Please do relieve the torture, kindly ape,    
I aggravate the wound with angry scrapes;    
I can’t remove it, have no gripping-thumb,    
And to your healing potions I am dumb.”    
Reluctantly the wounded cat agreed:    
Upon the slave he promised not to feed.    
Then Androcles was pleased by such a deal,    
He searched the woods for shrubs by which to heal.   
On that same Bush on which was held the thorn,   
Were plentitudes of blooming berries borne,    
Which could be brewed into a potion which    
Would stifle the infection and the itch.    
He pounded juices out upon a rock     
And in a cup he made a foaming stock    
Of medicine to heal the beastly wretch    
And seal the bargain with what he could fetch.   
He swiftly pried the briar from the palm    
And to the wound applied his healing alms.    
And with these arts the slave, kind Androcles,   
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Was worthy rival to Hippocrates.     
“Good lion, I have cured you of your rot;    
I could have poisoned you but I did not.    
I have assuaged your bleeding, swollen sore;    
But now a favor more I must implore:    
For you must use this potion on your blight    
For many more a day and more a night;    
From hunters on my head to here I roam;    
I wander in this forest with no home.    
Please hide me in the cave where there I’ll keep,   
And guard me there where I can safely sleep.   
I’ll make your medicine and be your nurse;    
My presence is at best a minor curse.”    
The now ecstatic lion acquiesced,     
For by the numbed infection he was blessed.    
He led the slave into his sheltered cave    
And there he stood as sentry as to save    
Kind Androcles from any present harms    
By killing them with his now healing arms.    
There Androcles reposed for many days,    
Creating goods for which the lion pays;    
And every day and night he gave the balms    
Of berries, and it calmed the lion’s qualms.    
The lion felt these pleasures on his palms    
Like titillation reading poignant psalms.    
And so the lion hunted in the fields,     
And brought the slave a share of all his yields.   
The slave prepared the meat upon a fire,    
And dressed himself in animal attire.    
He cooked the fresh-found flesh and made a stew,   
And made the lion’s ancillary brew.     
His mere subsistence was a charity,     
Depending on a lion’s empathy.     
But one dire day while walking with his friend,   
Their coexistence came to sorry end.    
Vile hunters captured both of them in nets,    
While pointing spears and making fearsome threats.   
The lion scarcely fought, it was so mild,    
Though hunters all about were fierce and wild.   
Both beasts, the slave and lion, then were sold   
To Circuses where acts were cruel and bold.    
The lion soon was locked inside a cage    
With no food given; they just fed its rage    
To make it murderous so that the show    
Would be more gruesome and more blood would flow.   
Poor Androcles was trapped inside a pen    
With men who were more animals than men.   
But soon they both were dragged into a fight;   
Upon the stage, both in each other’s sight.    
The vast arena circled all around;     
The cheer of vulgar crowds was single sound.   
One man amongst the spectators was great,    
The emperor, who’s presence was ornate.    
His single voice could match the blaring crowd;   
With power more than all he was endowed.    
His regal court surrounded in his box    

Where they were guarded from the plebian flocks,   
So sheltered that they scarcely could inspect    
The empire that they ruled with poor effect.    
The fighting friends approached from different sides,   
Intending that they’d flay the other’s hides.    
They were the only players on the field;    
Fierce Androcles was given spears to wield.    
The great combatant stood upon the sand;    
He stared upon the thorn within his hand    
And aimed this spear as near the lion came    
For it barraged upon him so to maim.    
It rushed with feline fury at the man.    
It roared with brutal boldness as it can,    
Ferociously encroaching on its prey,    
While he raised high his ready spear to slay.    
Though soon he saw the scar upon its paw    
And too his friendly face the lion saw.    
They halted and approached with friendly terms,   
Both softened (like dead corpses are by worms)   
By their kind history of friendly bond,    
A friendship that harsh times did not abscond.   
The audience dismayed at such a sight,    
Perceiving in the truce a peaceful might.    
By this the emperor was most impressed,    
And swiftly after he had soon confessed:    
“This man has made a savage lion tame;    
More interesting is this than any game.    
Relinquish all the guards and all the gates;    
These animals are freed to find their fates,    
For graver is the emperor this day     
With proof that goodness can pervade the fray.”   
 
The Ant and the Dove      
 
A flowing spring was bubbling from the ground   
And sprouted dazzling daisies all around.    
The freshly pouring fluid filled the flowers    
With beauty that surpassed the fiercest powers.   
An ant upon a petal was assigned     
To forage where the sprightly water whined.    
For storage in her subterranean home;    
For food across the land she went to roam.    
Though there beneath the glow of midday sun   
Emerging from her convent, that ant-nun    
Was thirsting for some water for her plight    
To help her quench her lips and build her might.   
Across another flower stalk she went    
But as she balanced her support beam bent.    
She fell into the water of the spring     
And on the surface found cohesive cling.    
She cured her thirst but also madly cursed,    
For now her state became by far the worst.    
She easily had satisfied her drink,     
But desperately attempted not to sink.    
A tree was hanging shade upon the pond,    
That guarded from the boiling sun beyond.    
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Upon the branch there sat a lovely dove    
That watched the seething wild from up above.   
She saw the ant that drowned within the pool,   
And kindness was her most important rule.    
Down to the ant she cast a verdant leaf    
To give the struggling insect some relief.    
The insect swam about inside the water,    
Though that green raft soon floated by and caught her.  
The insect soon had floated to the shore    
And there she safely hugged the forest floor.    
But then the ant perceived a hunter near    
Who silently encroached to not cause fear,    
Who aimed his net to try to catch the dove,    
Which sat upon the tree branch high above.    
The dove did not perceive the present danger;   
It didn’t see this hidden, hunting stranger.    
The hunter readied his approaching net    
Attempting to ensnare the catch with it.    
The ant though didn’t want the friend to die,    
So resolutely summoned comrades nigh,    
And furtively they climbed the hunter’s foot,    
In which their burning venom would be put.    
The ants dug deep their mandibles, like pins,    
Directly through the palpitating skin;    
The hunter screamed about his painful shin    
His noises syncopated quite a din.     
The dove who sat above discretely heard    
And flew away and lost the man his bird.    
 
The Lion and the Dolphin     
 
The regal lion paced along the shore    
It wielded mighty strength though wanted more   
And tried to find a way to rule the sea,    
Though found no method for his mastery.    
He neared the ebbing of the fearsome water    
Though it was not a beast that he could slaughter.   
He angrily besought another way     
To conquer all that passed in reach to slay.    
It saw a fin within the shiny wave     
For through undulations dolphins braved.    
He shouted to the noble kings of seas,    
And his demands had tones like sheepish pleas:   
“Friend dolphin, it is lucky that we greet;    
For yawning years, with you I’ve wished to meet.   
To forge a strong alliance I have wished,    
Desiring treaty with the king of fish.    
I will endear your great regality;     
Your friendship will supply me with the sea.    
For I have ever been a landlocked king;    
On land I triumph high above all things.    
But in the ocean I partake no skill,     
But with your ocean-riding aid I will.    
Imagine the grandeur that we could share;    
The ocean and the land, a perfect pair.    
Our combination will be tyranny!     

Will you with me conjoin your property?”    
At this the dolphin gleefully agreed,    
For in this way both parties could succeed.    
Initiating their immense domain     
They celebrated with their fins and miens:    
The regal lion raced and roughly roared,    
As undersea the dolphin smoothly soared.    
As allies they were strong for lengthy reigns    
Though through alliance made no useful gains,   
For lions thrived on land but dolphins died,    
And dolphins swam in seas while lions cried.   
The humbled lions walked and dolphins drank,   
But daring dolphins parched and lions sank.    
One day the lion was attacked by bulls;    
He tried but couldn’t pierce their meaty hulls.   
He ran to shore to find his fish befriended    
Though didn’t find him, and was offended.    
He drove away the bulls though scarcely lived;   
Through waters he aggressively had sieved    
And finally he found his great ally,     
On whom he knew that he should not rely:    
“For hours I’ve battled with some bully bulls;   
Though here within the ocean you just mull!    
Come out from this infernal medium    
And help me in my land-based tedium!    
You didn’t even lend a shining fin,     
But stayed inside this sea, hid there within!”    
The dolphin then revealed th’important fact:    
That it did not intend to ever act:     
“I live within the sea and feel no shame;    
My nature is the only thing to blame.    
Affairs on land are things that I can’t change;   
Upon that medium I cannot range.”     
The bleeding cat jumped in the seething slough   
And tried to slash the dolphin with his claw.    
The spray of ocean cast him in the face;    
He gasped and gulped and didn’t like the place.   
His blood began to soak into the salt    
And soon vile creatures came by his own fault.   
Dark shadows lurked beneath the surface gloss,   
And he escaped the ocean with no loss.    
Great sharks approached the dolphin and attacked,   
And it desired the ally that it lacked:    
“Please help me lion, you can kill these sharks;   
They’re not as fierce as bulls or large as arks.   
We’re allies, aid me now while you still can,    
For I will be consumed within a span!”    
The cat responded scornfully and said,    
Well knowing that the fish could soon be dead:   
“Friend dolphin, I can’t aid your every whim;   
I cannot help my nature: I can’t swim!”    
 
The Ass’s Shadow      
 
Two travelers were walking with an ass    
Across a sweltering desert with no grass    
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Or vegetation anywhere in sight.     
The lengthy draught had caused a caustic blight.   
From Athens to Megara they were bound    
And treaded far upon the arid ground.    
The sun was bludgeoning with razing rays,    
And all around there loomed a heat-caused haze.   
A girl was riding on the ass’s back;     
The driver kept the ass upon its track.    
The rider had besought the ass and hired    
It, for the journey far would make her tired.    
The driver led the ass along the path;    
They constantly were smitten by the bath    
Of rays that tinged their skin a crimson tan.    
The woman soon dismounted for a span.    
Beneath the ass the patroness reposed    
Though all her sun-scorched skin was like a rose.   
She scarcely had resided there when he    
The driver sought the shadow angrily;    
The shadow wasn’t larger enough for two,    
And from these grounds an argument ensued:   
“Please leave the shadow where I’d like to sit;   
It isn’t yours so please remove from it.”    
The woman was distraught with such a claim;   
Her fierce rebuttal tried to cause his shame:    
“I’ve hired this donkey, so this is my shade!    
I’m reaping rights for which I rightly paid!    
You pocketed the money from my purse,    
This shade is suitable to reimburse.”    
The driver fiercely argued his own side,    
For he had many silly things to chide:    
“You surely hired the ass but didn’t hire    
The shadow where you’re resting from this fire.   
This tenebrous enclosure is my bed,     
Where I can rest a spell with shade on head.    
It is my ass and is my shadow too;     
I didn’t loan this tenement to you!”     
As insubstantial as a shadow, was     
The argument that they debate because    
While they were arguing the donkey left    
Transporting that dark heft; they were bereft.   
And still as they kept arguing, the ass    
Ran off into the wild to search for grass.    
Unguided it departed far away     
And both were stranded in the blaring day.    
They both believed it something they could spurn   
But it was gone and never would return.    
 
The Belly and the other Members     
 
Within the body, once the many organs    
Were separate and lived by making bargains,   
And all the many coexisting tissues     
Debated and discussed their pressing issues.    
One day these members spoke about the belly;   
Who was indulgent, opulent, and smelly,    
Who lazed around in luxury and pleasure    

Who, while they toiled for him, reposed in leisure.   
Debate inspired an angry insurrection,    
And of the pressing problem more dissection.   
Disparaging the stomach with derision,    
The members made a folly-filled decision.    
They wanted to destroyed the idle tummy,    
For all it did was fill with foods, all yummy.    
The mouth derided it as prodigal,     
For all it did was sit about and mull:    
“We labor while this squalid stomach slumbers;   
It adds no effort and it just encumbers.    
You fail to work correctly at your station;    
Fat idler, you deserve your amputation.    
We’re going to cut you off from your supply,   
So you will wither up and you will die    
And not infect our body with your load;    
You loafer, for too long you freely road;    
We will not feed you and you will implode    
With lack, and with your acid you’ll erode.”    
The stomach could not readily respond    
Because with speech it lost its only bond:    
The mouth refused to let the stomach speak,    
And through the mouth, rebuttal couldn’t squeak,   
Except by blaring burps and sordid squelches   
And nasty bile and chime-erupting belches.    
Against the stomach every cell conspired    
And didn’t feed it, for the thing was fired.    
Hands didn’t fill the orifice with food;    
The mouth spit out the things it should have chewed;   
The pharynx choked and clogged and didn’t swallow   
The wastrel stomach soon was very hollow.    
They didn’t satisfy its appetite;     
Their teamwork caused a monumental blight.   
The body flailed and fully it decayed,    
And failed because its need was not obeyed,    
Because of one malfunction in the gut,    
Their gastric clot had cast them in a rut.    
They thought that stomachs were a liability    
And scorned its irreplaceable utility.    
Its vital faculty became unused;     
The whole anatomy was thus abused.    
For foods and nutrients were not received,    
Though finally the hunger was relieved.    
And on that stomach’s opulent resplendence,   
They had unknown, unfortunate dependence.   
Incumbency was hidden from their sight;    
For logically a government can’t fight    
Against itself and still expect to win;    
It must sustain itself and too its kin.     
All members of the body have a function,    
That only works when they are in conjunction.   
 
The Miller, his Son, and their Donkey    
 
A worker and his son were in their mill    
And hauling sacks of tawny grain with skill.    
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Machines around were grinding grain to flour   
And cogs and logs were twirling massive power,   
But as the wheat was smashed beneath the wheel   
The friction caused a weakness in the steel    
Where heat and long erosion warped the links;   
The metal bent and bowed with breaking kinks.   
The miller didn’t noticed such a wound,    
Continuing to grind and make it ruined.    
The crack destroyed the mechanizing shelf;    
It all collapsed and pulverized itself.    
The miller found that he had broken gears    
And cracked the logs (the worst of all his fears.)   
He soon resolved to buy some extra parts,    
And take some wagon wheels from off his carts.   
A ways in town there was a massive fair    
And he decided that he would go there    
To sell his donkey and to make some cash    
To fix his mill and counteract the crash.    
He lashed his donkey to a tightened rope    
He brought the donkey and his son with hope   
That in the market he could by some cogs    
And sell the ass to buy some links and logs.    
Although the ass was what had pumped machines,   
He’d pump them all himself and get quite lean   
And muscular while burning off his fat.    
He’d have to compromise his time like that.    
They traveled for a while and then a clique    
Of maids approached, who had some nits to pick;   
The girls derided them for their denial    
Of riding, for long journeys were a trial:    
“If I had such a beast then I would ride;    
I would not walk along the donkey’s side.    
You men should use the method that you own,   
Not walk when more efficient modes are known.   
You men should put the donkey to its use,    
For otherwise you let its muscles loose;    
Utility will be what you will lose.     
Inept the donkey will be but a ruse!     
I’d ride if I was owner of the beast,     
For I decease from walking just the least!”    
The miller was affected by their scorn,    
And place his son upon the donkey, borne    
Across the farms upon the donkey’s back,    
The beast to sell for cash to fix the cracks.    
In such a mode they wandered down the tracks   
And came upon a gang of elders (hacks,)    
Who argued with themselves about existence,   
And if it’s worth enough for its persistence:    
“See this, a youngster on a toiling ride,    
While his decrepit father walks beside.    
A knight dismounts to satisfy a page!    
Respect for age has withered, as does age;    
There won’t be long before it, aging, dies;    
Then elders will be left for death by flies!    
For no one cares about an aging man,    
For he can’t work and only lasts a span    

Before his worthless carcass has decayed.    
Such is our kindness by our youths repaid!”    
Distressed by such barrages from the men    
The miller grabbed his mounted son again    
And placed him on the ground and then he jumped   
Upon the dreary donkey’s shifty rump.    
The boy chased after, as the father rode    
Exhausting that small donkey with the load.    
They passed a nursery of kids and wives,    
Where women took their kids to let them thrive.   
The travelers were almost to the city,    
Though soon the wives bemoaned the son with pity.   
The women jeered about the sad display    
And as they passed they were inclined to say:   
“That selfish miller rides upon his horse,    
While his poor son walks down the lengthy course.   
The lad can scarcely tread but he’ll get blisters;   
This man’s abusive! Is he not, my sisters?    
The tiring boy will surely soon be trampled;    
The room upon the donkey there is ample.    
If that man truly wished to be a father,    
He’d aid his son; but he abstains to bother!”    
The father was distraught by her great scowl    
That his paternity was base and foul.    
He snatched his boy and placed him on his lap   
By this the donkey’s energy was sapped.    
As down the road they traveled vales and hills,   
The donkey for the money for their mills.    
They neared the town but then a scrawny man,   
Disparaged them for cruelty; he began:    
“That donkey is distressed beneath your weight;   
Desist your negligence; I truly hate     
To see a beast that toils that men mistreat;    
I eat just vegetable and never meat,     
For animals should be appreciated,     
But by your scorn they are debilitated!”    
The beggar screamed these words to rouse the fools;   
The angry miller scorned this waste of tools,    
For he believed that animals were man’s    
And are to use to do what things they can.    
The tiny donkey by that time could scarcely walk   
And true had been the stupid beggar’s talk.    
The ass collapse upon the gravel trail;    
It couldn’t rise; it had too great an ail.    
The miller’s son entwined its feet with rope    
And grabbed a branch that lay within their scope   
And tied it to the pole and there it hung    
Attached by feet upon the twining wrung.    
It dangled as they bore it into town;     
It hung upon the tree-branch up side down.    
The marketplace was busy with the fair;    
The multitudes were congregating there.    
They bore their ass across a bridge and stream,   
But as they hauled they heard the townsfolk scream:   
“Those travelers are carrying their ass;    
There is no joke that ever will surpass    
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The spectacle of such a stupid act;     
A beast not bearing packs on back but packed!”   
They clogged the bridge to see the stupid sight;   
The miller bore the weight with all his might,   
Though soon the twisted twine had frayed and broke   
The donkey fell into the river, soaked.    
It was too tired to swim within the brook    
And drowned within the water and the gook.    
The man had tried to please the whims of all,   
And for such folly he deserved his fall,    
And lost the donkey by those sorry means,    
The beast to sell for parts for his machines.    
 
The Lion and the Wolf      
 
The desert sun was shining up above,    
As hot and fierce and merciless as love.    
Across the plain a thirsty lion trudged    
Beneath the sun, the hearth that it begrudged,   
Attempting to discover any well     
To save it from the horrors of its hell.    
The lion found a pool that would assuage,    
Though running t’ward it, it turned to mirage.   
Continuing to dredge its poor palms raw    
It stepped on burning sand with callus paws.    
But then it saw a tree amongst the waste,    
The proof of water, which he soon would taste.   
He rushed to drink the water but he viewed    
That standing at the pool there did intrude    
A wolf severely gasping for a drink;    
The lion didn’t mind to share the sink.    
But liquid-quick it blocked him from the pool,   
And snarling it was wasting fluid drool.    
The lion wondered why it was so rash:    
Offending lions to protect its cache.     
But soon it saw; the pool was very small;    
There almost was no water there at all.    
The drip-oasis welled upon the ground    
In which a teensy mouse could not have drowned.   
The lion tried to drink but soon was mad,    
For there was scarcely water to be had,    
And it was guarded by the foaming dog,    
Just like refreshment by a sphincter’s clogged.   
The lion was by far the bigger brute,    
Although with rage the wolf appeared astute.   
The lion raised itself upon his feet,     
And to the wolf attempted to entreat:    
“Please let me soak my tongue within that pond,   
For of cool water I am very fond,     
And you should not be standing in my way,    
For I am predator and you are prey,     
For I am bigger and I can defeat you,    
And I can strip your meat and then can eat you...!”   
The wolf declared with rage and savagery,    
Without abandoning necessity:     
“I was the first to see this tiny puddle;    

I don’t want your corrosive mouth to muddle   
And drink it all before I have a sip;     
You’re bigger and you’ll only leave a drip.    
Let me drink first for I have greater need,    
And you are merely here to sup your greed...!”   
They stared in tensile stalemate, both arch-rivals   
Against each other vying for survival.    
They stood in eerie silence of the fight;    
The two were blinded by the desert light,    
But through the fierce debate the duelers heard   
The croaking of a dirty buzzard bird.    
The birds of carrion were overhead,     
Awaiting for the duo to be dead.     
They saw the vultures flying through the airs,   
Which swooped amidst the searing solar flares.   
They waited with their eyes upon the water,    
Conceiving that there soon would be a slaughter.   
They stopped the fight to take a needed breather;   
Not wanting to be parched or eaten either.    
Far more than hating enemies they hate    
Those birds that in their deaths would celebrate.   
With those vile birds they didn’t want to share   
Their bodies, so they set aside their cares.    
They split the pool for either member’s thirst   
And didn’t argue who would drink it first.    
 
The Fox and the Lion      
 
There was a fox who’d never seen a lion,    
The king of beasts, who chased like swift Orion.   
The fox had always wondered of its power    
And if it could engulf him or devour    
Whole elephants which often was the rumor;    
Great tales described the feats of that consumer.   
The fox delighted dreaming of the brute,    
Though not in meeting beasts of such repute.   
But one day he was stunned to see the beast    
And stunned to not be eaten as its feast;    
He lived instead to marvel at its pride    
Its shifting muscle tone and golden hide,    
Its brutal eyes which proved a savage brain,    
Its massive paws and smooth, majestic mien.   
On sight the fox immediately fled     
Distressing that he soon could end up dead.    
He ran into the forest and he hid     
And sobbed upon the roots he lay amid.    
Eventually he had to leave to feed,     
And gathered courage to achieve his need,    
He exited his den with bravery     
To eat some rodents which were savory.    
Once he was done he scurried homeward tearful,   
For every moment in the wood was fearful.    
He had to look around and not surprise,    
For nonchalance could be his swift demise.    
The fox meandered many days in peace,    
But safety soon would cease and lift its lease,   
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For then again it saw the fearsome king;    
The fox was statue-still and feared the thing,    
But didn’t leave and watched the graceful creature,   
Inspecting all its wonder-wooing features.    
He watched the lion ‘til it left the wood    
And then he breathed and leniently he stood.    
He didn’t startle at the rousing wind    
And to his hidden home did not rescind.    
The fox was more contented with his life    
And didn’t make his every twitch a strife.    
He didn’t fear the lion any more     
And through the forest brazenly explored.    
The stranger was familiar, thus a friend;    
The danger had abated; wounds would mend.   
The mystery subsided to intelligence;    
The fearful fox’s folly turned to elegance.    
Their histories remained as mindful remanence,   
But now their coexistence was the imminence.   
Again he saw the lion in the bush,     
Magnificently prowling with a push     
At any shrub obstructing it from motion;    
The fox was proud and had a silly notion    
That he was worth the predators attention;    
The fox began to proudly speak and mention:   
“You look fantastic in your savagery,    
No one surpassing you, your majesty.    
You are the paramount of dominance,    
The only beast of any prominence.     
How goes your powerful regality?     
How is your mighty, regal family?”     
The fox continued spouting out a lot,    
Not knowing if the lion heard or not.    
 
The Eagle, the Wildcat, and the Sow    
 
Within the wood there was a massive tree,    
A towering oak that reached the canopy.    
Atop the tree an eagle had her nest,     
Amongst the highest branches at its crest.    
A wildcat made her home beneath its bark,    
Within a hollow den where it was dark.    
A sow inhabited the gripping roots;     
I made a squalid nest amongst the newts.    
They lived in harmony and ever critter    
Eventually gave birth and had a litter.    
The eagle started off the procreation,    
And fed its youngsters with regurgitation.    
The eagle made its nest and laid its batch,    
And waited for its little eggs to hatch.    
The cat produced a clutch of clawing kittens,   
And by its tiny youths was wholly smitten.    
The wild cat kept them in her hollow house    
And let them play or prey upon a mouse.    
Beneath the tree inside their muddy hollow    
The pig and piglets burrowed and they wallowed.   
They washed themselves in clays and mossy muds,   

The frothing of detritus was their suds.    
The animals protected their own broods,    
And traveled out to bring their children foods.   
Their coexistence was in perfect peace,    
But soon their harmony was to surcease.    
The wildcat was the one to end their truce;    
She gossiped to these friends about abuse:    
She wished to make them leave the sturdy oak   
With gossip she began to harshly poke.    
The cat addressed the eagle while the sow    
Was off collecting food just like a plow    
That scoured the woods to search for some nutrition    
The cat rebuked the sow with great suspicion:   
“Great eagle, I respect that mother pig,    
But I don’t trust the sneaky swine to dig.    
It burrows far beneath this massive tree    
And rips the anchor roots and knocks it free.    
This oak will fall she continues such    
And I believe that she would like it much    
If our young nests would fall down to the earth   
Where she could use our cubs to feed her girth!”   
The eagle heard those words and was afraid    
And planted in her nest the eagle stayed.    
It didn’t want to move to risk for food;    
Inside the nest the mother bird was glued.    
The cat then sought the sow and found her eating;   
The gossip scornfully began entreating:    
“Kind sow, I had to tell you right away;    
I overheard a tragic thing today:     
The bird that roosts above our nest now plots;   
I don’t know if your kids are safe or not.    
She said that on this night she’d eat some ham.   
She wants to eat you and your children, ma’am.   
You should return and guard your grotto now;   
Protect your piglets; I can’t tell you how,    
Or leave the tree to somewhere down the road   
To find and claim a new and safe abode.”    
The cat advised her caution and the swine    
Ran back to guard her babies, not to dine.    
The wild cat hunted while the pair remained    
Within their houses and from food abstained.   
The wild cat thrived while all the others died    
Because she used her evil guile and lied.    
But soon as she was hunting in the brush    
A hunter killed her for her coat of plush.    
The kittens were abandoned in their hole    
All withering from their unkindly dole.    
But still the eagle and the sow survived    
And to protect the kittens they both lived:    
“Let’s put aside our differences, my friend    
And guard the wild cat’s kittens from their end;   
For wildcat was so nice to both of us    
That we are obligated to do thus.”     
 
The Eagle and the Fox      
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There was an massive tree, a dreadful climb,    
As tall as cliffs, and ancient as is time.    
A fox lived in a burrow at the foot,     
And laid her litter safe within the root.    
An eagle lived upon the highest keep,    
Which anchored firmly to the earth as deep,    
With roots that burrowed far below the ground,   
Just like the sky-high branches plumed around.   
The fox and eagle lived as happy neighbors;    
Who closely paralleled each others labors,    
For both had birthed a nest which they caressed;   
In this they understood each other best.    
They laved their clutch in love and searched for food   
Because that was a mother’s aptitude.    
The fox was fat with milk and let hers drink;    
The eagle captured fish that didn’t sink    
And fed her young with slivered bits of fish;    
This peace was either mother’s only wish.    
But soon the eagle found that food was rare,    
And saw the kits unguarded in their lair;    
The fox had left her little babies there,    
To find some food to make her milk for care.   
The eagle snatched a little baby fox     
Intending to drop it upon the rocks.     
The little fox attempted to escape,     
But tightly was constricted on the nape.    
The talons tore its flesh and it was pained,    
But couldn’t fall so high; by fear obtained.    
The mother fox came back and saw the deed,   
While angrily petitioning to heed:     
“Friend eagle, do not kill my little child;    
To you I’ve always acted soft and mild,    
But my maternal rage will kill your young,    
And you will wish that you had never hung    
My fox as feed above your lovely nest.    
Will you dare put my anger to the test!?”    
The fearful eagle jeered and had no frets,    
For she thought nothing of the fox’s threats:    
“You cannot kill my young, or come this high!   
We eagles are the creatures of the sky!    
You foxes live and burrow in the earth,    
With altitude to symbolize your worth!    
You will not kill me, fox, just come and try,    
For you will be the one to sadly die!”    
The eagle bore the foxlet higher still,    
Intending nothing but to sourly kill.     
She had to feed her babies something soon,    
For they were hungry, and they sadly crooned.   
The fox was swift to think and swiftly acted;    
Into the forest depths the fox retracted.    
She found a smithy’s shop where burned a fire,   
A method for the work of her desire.    
She brandished high a torch, returning back;    
While her small cub was being made a snack:   
It still was struggling to evade the beak,    
But had no place to go and was too weak.    

That flaming weapon would protect her kit;    
She found her tree and then assaulted it:    
“Relinquish now my child or pay the price,    
For you are now achieving only vice;    
I’ll burn your tree and nest by means of flame;   
Your eaglets by great Vulcan’s rage all claimed,   
Disintegrated into lifeless ash;     
Give me the helpless child and don’t be rash.   
If you destroy my nest then I will yours;    
Both left with nothing more to thus adore.”    
The eagle hesitated on its perch;     
Eventually, reluctantly it lurched     
And flew down from the pillar to the ground    
And gave the fox the its little child unbound.    
In such a balance both of them were quelled,    
For if one fell the other fell as well.     
 
The Falconer and the Partridge     
 
A falconer was trapping in the field     
And he was finding monumental yields.    
He caught so many birds within his net    
That them escape he was obliged to let.    
But soon he caught a partridge in the cage,    
Who was afraid to die and so it waged    
To trade its life for something of more worth,   
A finer feast to fill a bigger girth.     
The nervous bird assumed a business tone,    
Through which its muffle fearfulness was shone.   
“Great Falconer, I am no meal for you;    
I’m gamy and a horrid meat to chew,    
But I know where a hoard of pigeons lies    
Where they are fattened up to be in pies.    
The idle and they fill themselves with juice;    
Their savory meat is thick wit fibers loose.    
Those friends of mine would make a better meal,   
And better substance for your tongue to feel.    
I’ll lead you there if you will let me free;    
I’ll bring you to the cache and will not flee;    
There are a bunch to catch, you’ll plainly see   
And use them soon for pleasant cookery.”    
The partridge didn’t know if this was truth,    
Though knew that either way it was uncouth    
To give away position of a friend     
And trade your livelihood with someone’s end.   
It had betrayed his friends to save its life,    
To get itself out from such heavy strife,    
Though it convinced itself that it had lied,    
And wouldn’t kill its friends, that it would glide   
And lead the man away from them through sky...   
It waited for the human to reply.     
The falconer was raged by such a bird;    
It was the cruelest thing he’d ever heard:    
“You interrupted me before I said:     
That I would free you and not have you dead.   
But now you have exposed your evil heart,    
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And that was not an act that was too smart,    
For I now wish to punish treachery,     
And from my grasp you never will be free.    
The zeal of justice burns me, now that you    
Admit the vicious things that you will do.    
There is no sin surpassing mutiny;     
From me you’ll have no nice impunity.”    
The falconer said this and didn’t wait    
To satisfy his overflowing hate;     
The bird did not have idle time to peck;    
He grabbed the bird and harshly broke its neck.   
 
The Loving Lion       
 
A savage lion a lived within his pride,    
Though he was lonely where he would reside;   
Across the land he held his vast prowess,    
Though always felt that he was ruling less.    
The didn’t have a mate with which to share,    
His massive kingdom or his comfy lair.    
Unhappily he ruled his tyranny,     
And miserable was all his majesty.     
Alone he wandered through the torpid plains,   
Achieving masterworks, though with no gains.   
He wasn’t proud about his massive lands,    
And even sunsets seemed a little bland.    
But soon the lion’s loneliness dissolved,    
But more emotions then became involved.    
The savage lion was destroyed by love,    
A savagery of vain desire, whereof     
The mate was not a female of his race;    
She scorned him but the lion loved to chase.    
The female was a pretty human girl,    
Who through the harsh savanna often twirled,   
And danced and glanced around with gorgeous glee,   
Alive and happy to emote her spree.    
He witnessed once her wonders on his prowl,   
And to the girl he gave a loving growl.    
She saw the lion and for help she screamed;    
Though sensual to him her screaming seemed.   
The lion after this with her was smitten;    
He came to her and she was never bitten.    
But it was love that she did not requite;    
She feared that every kiss would be a bite,    
And every darling dote would be a slash,    
And every sweet coquet would be a gnash.    
Unnatural was such a bestiality,     
But often love can be of such brutality.    
With lonely pain it was an equal trade    
To be in love, for either state abrades.    
His misery was of a different grade,     
And for the lovingness he sorely paid.    
Great kings cannot submit to simple pains,    
For then its easy to abscond domains.    
The lion soon approached the maiden’s father,   
Who by the beast’s address was very bothered.   

From fierce to calm by love metamorphosed,   
To marry her, the regal beast proposed:    
“If she would marry me, then I would love it    
Your daughter is the only girl I covet.    
From my appearance I seem most dirty,    
But I have never lived in poverty;     
I actually am something of regality.     
To her I’ll be of highest cordiality;     
We lions don’t have gardens but have meat    
And on my kills she savagely can eat.    
We lions don’t have houses, farms, or clothes,   
But she’ll adjust, she must, and she won’t loathe   
To live as lions live out in the wild,     
Reverted back to nature, like a child.”    
Her suitors weren’t a lot and were not motley,   
And were not wealthy kings who loved her hotly,   
Who had a regal realm to be inherited;    
This lion seemed to be most highly merited.    
The farmer almost thought about the deal,    
Though then rejected it with utmost zeal.    
He cared about her, as his only daughter;    
He wouldn’t give her up to pointless slaughter.   
He feared that it would hunt her with a chase,   
And gorge, ferocious, on her gorgeous grace.   
The caring farmer angrily refused     
But when he did he knew he had abused    
The temper of a raging, savage beast,    
And feared to soon become the tyrant’s feast.   
The lion was ferociously enraged,     
And was not in Circus tightly caged,    
But free in habitats where it was king,    
Where it could legally do anything.     
The beast was going to carry her away,    
And going to violently and rashly slay    
The daughter’s father, that poor farming man;   
Though quick, the farmer clasped a perfect plan:   
“O no! You’re mad at me, your majesty?    
You merely have misunderstood my plea.    
Great king, I don’t deny your fine request;    
Of all her suitors, you are he, the best;    
I grant you marriage on one grave condition,    
You’ll marry her upon your love’s decision:    
You must extract your teeth and all your claws,   
For I’m afraid you’ll scratch my daughter raw.   
I do not doubt your love, but your caresses,    
Will cause my loving daughter great distresses.   
I fear that kisses from you may be sores,    
Although I do not doubt that you adore.    
Your love will cause her seething lacerations   
Although intent will be love’s titillation.    
I fear that she will suffer from contusions,    
Not by intent but by your love’s confusions    
Your loving would make lesions on her flesh,   
Like grain, her tender shell from organs threshed.   
A harsh affliction will be your affection,    
And it will cause her death by an infection.    
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By claws and teeth her flesh will be a flay,    
And surely, accidentally your will slay.    
I fear that you will mangle as you mingle    
And that your love will hurt instead of tingle.   
Your amatory coquetry will maul,     
And gone will be you intimacy, all.     
I know that if you slept with her in bed    
In morning she would certainly be dead.”    
To this the lion was distraught though blind,    
And thought that weapons wouldn’t be repined;   
For he was absolutely slain with love,    
And promised to be gentle as a dove;    
To cutting off the fangs the beast agreed,    
And didn’t think that he would ever need    
The ripping paws that helped him catch for feeding;   
He ripped out teeth and claws, profusely bleeding.   
With this the plotting man was not afraid,    
And for its negligence the lion paid.    
The beast could not defend itself from harm,    
And felt a blade within the farmer’s arm,    
That hacked him into little tiny pieces,    
Not left alive to propagate the species.    
 
The Lion, the Tiger, And the Fox     
 
A group of beasts combined to make a party    
Of hunters and their catch was very hearty,    
A tender stag that they had fiercely flushed    
Out from the tangled forest underbrush.    
The party was consistent of two cats,    
A tiger and a lion, neither fat,     
And both desiring tasty, juicy food     
But by another member they were crewed:    
A fox had joined the hunt and helped to seize   
The stag, which now was dead as they had pleased.   
The catch was easy with so many skills    
Employed by them to make the single kill.    
The lion was the largest of the hunt,     
A massive cat; the tiger was a runt.     
The lion was as big as both the rest     
Combined and at their hunting was the best.    
Throughout their hunt the lion had done most,   
And of his feats he rightfully could boast;    
He was the one to chase the stag and bite    
His teeth into its flesh and then to fight    
The dying carcass as it fired crazed nerves;    
That regal king believed that he deserved    
More than the others for his hunger’s share;    
They brought it back to split within his lair.    
Around the fallen, corpse the three decided    
How such a massive kill should be divided.    
The lion was their leader, for he held    
The power to make either of them killed,    
And delegated as he lounged and waited:    
“Friend tiger, make the carcass separated    
So each of us will have our worthy share;    

Do good and make the cutting very fair.    
The tiger took the stag and severed it    
Into three equal portions, each to get    
Amount that equaled every other’s part;    
He sliced the bones and meat with careful art.   
He then presented it to her great king;    
The lion snarled, irately glowering,     
When seeing that the feast was neatly squared   
And the in kind equality was shared.    
The lion madly growled and then attacked,    
Forgetting all about the tasty snack.     
He killed the tiger with his frantic seething,    
Upon its flesh infuriately teething.     
The tiger fell beneath a massive paw,    
For power is fierce nature’s only law,    
Completely razed into a traitless pulp.    
A bloody carcass fit for hungry gulps.    
The lion paced around in passion’s pride,    
With not a single scratch upon his hide.    
The fox knew that the cat was choleric,    
And he was proud and right to learn quite quick,   
For then the lion asked the fox to deal    
The meat to give them each a rightful meal:    
“Now I have killed two banquets, not to brag;   
Divide the carcass of the fallen stag,    
For this nice carcass of the tiger’s mine,    
And on the fallen beast I now will dine,    
But as I do the stag must be allotted     
To us before the thing is old and rotted.    
You have to eat as well so please commence;   
Make sure to do it fairly, with good sense.”    
The fox was fearful as he did the job;    
He did it carefully and didn’t rob.     
He dished a massive portion to the lion    
Afraid to be attack and end up dyin’    
And gave himself a tiny little bite;     
He did the thing and didn’t try to fight.    
The lion praised how it had been divided,    
For clearly it had been a thing one-sided:    
“You have great skill in knowing what you’ve earned!  
Where was this rightful skill of justice learned?”   
The hungry fox then ate what he had sliced,    
Although to take some more his gut enticed:    
“I learned it from the tiger, my late friend;    
My education only took his end.”     
 
The Lion, the Bear, and the Fox     
 
A fawn was prancing happily about     
Within the wood and also there without    
Enjoying springing through the lovely leaves   
And underneath the looming, verdant eaves,    
But then a lion pounced out from a bush,    
And slashed the fawn into a gory mush.    
The lion was about to eat the fawn     
When there within the brush with brutal brawn   
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A bear immerged and challenged it to fight,    
For it was hungry and desired a bite.    
The cat protected its delightful meal,    
Attacking with a stream of hungry zeal.    
The bear combated with its hurling fist    
And pummeled it and lashed it with a twist.    
The brutes competed in the fight for food;    
In nature such a battle isn’t crude     
But is the normal system that will choose    
If you will live and win or die and lose.    
The warriors contorted carnally     
In vicious strikes of fervent savagery.    
They clashed with equal force and equal aim    
And both of them were fiercely maimed and lame.   
The battle raged for hours until they stood,    
Having destroyed a section of the wood,    
And stared upon each other in distress,    
A horrid glare, strong like a sweet caress,    
And both collapsed upon the forest floor,    
Too tired to battle fiercely anymore.    
Both fell and caused the battle to be done    
Though neither one had either died or won.    
They both had too much injury to run,    
Enough between them to have killed just one,   
But not to kill the two to of them together;    
They breathed their blood and couldn’t cognize whether  
They both would die in such a gory heap,    
Encrusted in their blood and tissues, deep.    
Both beasts were vanquished by the dire onslaught,   
Before they could eat that for which they fought.   
Both beasts were bested by the vicious war,    
And soon they lost what they were fighting for.   
For then out from the brush their sprang a fox,   
Who saw the fawn and to their faces mocked,   
For he discovered both the mates were checked;   
The scavenger then showed his disrespect,    
By, as they lay, injecting in between,    
By bending down upon the fawn to glean,    
And picking up the kill and running off,    
Without appreciation, just a scoff.     
The massive, dying tyrants then bewailed    
For over them the wily thief prevailed.    
 
The Bundle of Sticks      
 
There was a family that was distraught,    
On many useless arguments they fought,    
They were with hatred and resentment fraught,   
And by this hate was only trouble brought.    
It was a fairly wealthy family,     
And they had health as well as luxury,    
But they were discontent and held a brawl    
About all things that are just trifling small    
The mistress fought with sons about house work,   
For they would often make him sorely irk,    
For they would often try to do far less    

And leave their angry mother with their mess.   
The daughters often bickered with their mother   
And also with their watchful, older brother    
About the suitors that they liked the most,    
And which would be a spouse on which to boast,   
But all their stolid suitors seemed the same,    
All equally inept and dumb and lame.    
The sisters would debate about their clothes,    
Inciting turmoil that made both girls loathe    
Each other for they often wished to wear    
The same enamoured dress and couldn’t share,   
Because they wished to wear it to the ball,    
To dazzle princes with their dress and shawl;   
They argued on this every other night,    
So much that neither could sustain delight,    
For both of them became a pompous priss,    
And they became too elegant for bliss.    
The brothers fought to see who had more skill,   
And which of them contained the better will;    
They oft competed in a gauntlet course    
To see who had more speed and wit and force   
To satisfy their mutual resent,     
The brothers held decathlons of events    
And battled in the tournament until     
One man had shown by far his better skill,    
Though always when results were tallied one   
Would say the other had unfairly won    
That it had been a scam, and was unfair.    
This thus began a fight between the pair    
To see if there had been a fair defeat,    
Or if the unfair fight was obsolete;     
The two repeated this for many times    
And soon were so dismayed by th’others crimes   
That they divided and they never spoke,    
Considering that all their bonds had broke.    
At all of them the father was annoyed    
For they had broke their bonds and had destroyed   
Their family, which once had held prestige,    
And now by brawl had their respect reneged.   
He tried to counsel them and reconcile    
The state that was becoming very vile.    
The father often went out to the wood    
When they were all debating where he there could   
Find luscious moments of serene tranquility,    
And could perceive his cognitive ability,    
Without the fog of rage to make it cloudy,    
Incited by the fights, both loud and rowdy,    
Which often interrupted his sweet thoughts    
And all the benefits that thinking brought.    
One day as walking he tripped on a pile    
Of sticks that lay arranged within a file,    
All bounded up and waiting to be burned;    
The master was most angry and he spurned,    
But this inspired a wonderful idea     
(Untaught at even the Academia,     
Where great philosophers were often gathered,   
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Like sticks in piles, and on grand topics blathered,   
Like on the origin and goal of life     
And on the goods and bads of having strife.)    
The master came back home with such a faggot;   
He’d tied it to a rope so he could drag it.    
Immediately all began to fight:     
“Where have you been and what’s that piece of trite!?   
You oft abandon this house that you master,    
And as you leave it turns to a disaster!”    
The father was composed and didn’t yell    
And waited for a silence and to tell     
Exactly what he meant by such a bundle    
And why into the house he made it trundle.    
He’d tried to sooth their arrogant commotion   
But soothing words had never worked as lotion,   
So he just waited for a blink of silence,    
An ending to the arbitrary violence;     
They settled sheepishly and then he said:    
“My sons, I’m growing old and will be dead,   
And all will be inherited by you,     
And dead, I won’t advise you what to do,    
But now I am alive and I can give     
Some good advice on how you both should live.   
You must bring peace to this ruined family,    
Not harm to us but splendid harmony...    
Please come and use your anger on these sticks,   
And try to break them while they’re bound so thick...”  
The sons approached and tried to break the heap   
But they could not destroy a pile so deep;    
They couldn’t break the massive pile in half;    
At this the father soon began to laugh:    
“Now take them all apart and try to crack    
Each stick alone, when they are not all packed...”   
The sons untied the sticks and broke them each;   
With ease they snapped the twigs so it would teach:   
“There’s strength in numbers of the little twigs,   
For they are small alone, though joined are big.   
If this fine family remains united     
With all the love and care by you requited    
Then you will all prevail against your foes,    
But if you don’t then you will surely lose.”    
The family was silent from the speech,    
For in their deep extremities it reached.    
 
The Lion and the Mouse      
 
A massive lion slept within its den;     
It feared no thing, not even spears of men    
And would have challenged anything to fight   
And would have slain it with a single bite.    
It slept in pleasant dreams until a mouse    
Invaded into its expansive house;     
The rodent scurried through the frigid cave;    
Some scraps of cast out meat are what it craved.   
It tried to find some bits of old carrion    
But only could perceive the massive lion,    

It climbed along the lion’s ticklish paw    
And then proceeded up unto its jaw;    
It didn’t even fear the scathing claw     
Or shiver at the lion’s gaping maw.     
There was a smear of meat upon its lip.    
The mouse attempted to receive a drip.    
It climbed up on its lips and on its nose    
But there upon as that small rodent rose,    
It fondled whiskers with a tiny whisk;    
The lion woke, both sharp and very brisk.    
The mouse was at great risk as that beast woke;   
Its whisker-tickled nostrils were provoked,    
And like a hurricane was its great sneeze;    
The mouse could not endure the seething breeze.   
It flung the mouse into the corner wall    
And then it saw the mouse was very small.    
The lion picked it up within his palm    
Much to the feeble mouse’s dreary qualm.    
The lion laughed and tightened its great grasp;   
Its booming jollity both rang and rasped.    
The mouse was fearful of its happiness    
Much more than of its rage, or its distress;    
The lion was about to gulp the meal     
But then the fearful little mouse repealed:    
“Please King, don’t eat me thus, and just forgive;   
Just let a poor, distressed scrap-snatcher live;   
I won’t forget your kindness if you do,    
Besides, I’m not a worthy meal for you.    
I’m just a junk food snack, a single bite.    
If you preserve my life then I’ll requite;    
Perhaps someday I’ll have the chance to aid    
You, friend, and thus will make a kindness-trade.   
Perhaps the day could come when you, the king,   
Will be in need of me, a tiny thing.”    
The shivering rodent squeaked the joke and after   
He heard the lion burst in rolling laughter.    
The fear within the mouse went to the bone,    
The lion thought the mouse quite overblown    
And was so tickled by the rodent’s tale    
That he allowed its freedom to prevail    
And let it go amongst the breezy reeds    
To wander off and do amazing deeds.    
For by the joke his hunger was sufficed:    
That royal lions could be helped by mice!    
Not many days had passed before the cat    
Was hunting deep within the woods whereat    
It found a group of antelopes to eat;     
It preyed on them but found its own defeat,    
For as it crouched within the underbrush    
It passed a trap and accidentally pushed    
A rope that sprang a net upon its back;    
It writhed and struggled in the netted sack    
Though it could not escape the mighty trap;    
Man’s cunning caused the lion’s doleful hap,   
And captured beasts much stronger than is man,   
The lion wrestled with it for a span     
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And then it bellowed out a futile roar    
It scared the antelope and beasts galore.    
The jungle heard the mangled lion’s cry    
And knew that soon his dynasty would die,    
For it was not a bang of joyous rage     
But purring of a cat within a cage.     
The beasts were all too scared to give it aid    
But one of them, a mouse, was not afraid;    
The mouse remembered how the lion saved    
Its life when it had entered in its cave    
And knew that now his kindness could repay    
The helpless lion where in bonds he lay.    
The mouse approached and saw the massive net;   
The lion, being bound and useless, let    
The mouse come near to view the wretched sight,   
The fall of such great majesty and might.    
The mouse knew that this was his helpful friend,   
And would not let him reach his helpless end:   
“I promised that I’d help and didn’t lie    
And in this net I will not let you die.    
You didn’t eat me; I did not forget,     
And now I have the chance to pay my debt;    
Not many friends receive that glorious chance,   
And I will take it, not leave with a glance.”    
The mouse proceeded to chew through the rope   
Until it made a hole and gave some hope.    
It bit until the lion-leashing fetters,     
Were all destroyed as worthless, useless tatters.   
This massive lion, on a big game hunt,    
Was rescued by a bitsy, little runt.     
The cat was free from that catastrophe,    
And thanked the little mouse with tearful glee.   
But then it saw the hunter and it scowled,    
A hunting face, like it was on the prowl.    
The little hunter had a single spear     
And was solidified with stony fear.     
The hunter was a youngster, just a boy,    
Which that great cat intended to destroy.    
The lion could have killed the human kid,    
But soon remembered what the rodent did;    
And didn’t murder him for such a strife;    
The beast allowed the little hunter’s life.    
He gaily pranced off through the shady woods,   
For such an act of kindness feeling good.    
 
The Eagle and the Beetle      
 
A eagle eyed a rabbit that ran past;     
And flew to try to nab it very fast.     
The hare, afraid that it would soon be prey    
Accelerated; it did not delay;     
The rapid rabbit sprinted through the brush;    
To dive within a  nearby hole it rushed.    
Discovering a burrow in the ground     
It rushed within and tried to not be found.    
The burrow was the nest of a small bug,    

And beetle, by whose claws the hole was dug   
The beetle was a friend and let the guest    
Survive within the safety of its nest,    
Declaring there a sacred sanctuary     
For any beast within the bestiary;     
The eagle searched around to seize the hare    
And of the intercession didn’t care.     
It found the rabbit after it explored;     
The sacred laws of temple were ignored    
When he snatched up the hare within its beak.   
The raging beetle tried to truly speak:    
“The rabbit found his shelter in this cave    
And I have intervened so I may save    
The fearful rabbit from its deadly date    
When finalized is its extinguished fate.    
For I declare a sanctuary here     
And amnesty befalls those who are near.    
If you do not obey divine demand     
Then gods will surely, harshly reprimand.”    
The eagle didn’t heed to any threats     
And it ignored potential for regrets:     
“In nature there can be no amnesty;     
All action is a faithless savagery.”     
The bird engulfed the hare much to its sorrow   
For it would never view another morrow.    
The beetle was enraged by such an act;    
For eagles had no dignity or tact.     
It theorized an act of animosity     
That could repay this demon bird’s atrocity.    
The beetle followed it back to a tree    
Where there the bird had stashed its family;    
The baby eagles were just scarcely born    
And still had fluff, not feathers to adorn.    
The bug invaded that small eaglet cache    
And to the distant forest floor it dashed    
The little babies, far to young to fly,    
But never, ever still to young to die.    
The beetle scurried back to its abode;    
The eagle found the mess and teardrops flowed;   
It wasn’t time for any strong elation,    
For it had lost the future generation;    
The eagle persevered and then it laid    
Another nest of eggs, of better grade.    
It guarded them throughout the torrid day    
But needed food and had to go away,    
And when it did the beetle then returned    
And every single egg to earth was spurned.    
The eagle found its nest to sadly mourn;    
Without its children it became forlorn.    
Again it laid a very handsome clutch    
But that vile bug would not have it as such.    
The beetle threw the eggs down every time    
And never was discovered in its crime;    
On brawny rocks the brittle eggs were shattered,   
With all the life intrinsic to them splattered.    
As long as eggs were laid they were destroyed;   
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The bird disliked this trend and was annoyed.   
She went to Zeus to ask the god for aid;    
Zeus knew that eagles had unfairly played:    
Had killed the rabbit while it tried to hide    
Where in a sanctuary, there it died,     
But still did not want eagles all extinct    
For to that bird his symbols were all linked.    
So he did listen to it as it begged     
And he allowed the bird to placed her eggs    
Within his lap, where he upon his throne,    
The king of gods, could see the hatchlings grown.   
The beetle though was adamant with hate    
And coldly wanted to exterminate     
All eagles from the realm of Jupiter;    
It wrathfully attempted to incur     
Misfortunes more upon the fleeing bird    
Who brashly had deceived the sacred word.    
It rolled a putrid ball of pungent dung    
And to its legs the fixed globule there clung    
As it excelled to grand Olympus higher    
To cleanly solve its harsh revenge-desire.    
So small an insect fought against a bird    
And it succeeded with its means absurd.    
It took the dungy clod and hurled it high    
Upon the regal god’s prestigious thigh;    
The tyrant didn’t notice in his nap,     
But woke and found the substance in his lap.    
Disgustedly he jumped at such profanity,    
Which basely mingled with his great divinity,   
And knocked the nest, which from Olympus fell,   
Down to the earth where shattered were the shells.   
Grand Jupiter was angry at the beetle    
Though knew that it was right for it to meddle,   
Because the eagle had been very vile    
And sacred laws by eagles were defiled.    
The god was just and tried to solved the brawl   
Between these animals that were so small    
Compared to grand affairs he held with gods;   
These meager animals were worthless clods.    
Between the beasts he instigated truce,    
But none of these arrangements were of use.    
The beetle was possessed by mortal ire    
And killing off the eagle, didn’t tire.    
The god did not want eagles to decease    
And heartily condoned a loving peace,    
Although this was impossible for them,    
And in the turmoil they were both condemned.   
There was no truce on which they were agreed,   
So Zeus induced the eagle to not breed    
When beetles were awake and in their season;   
He changed their patterns for the simple reason   
That beetles came at just one time of year    
And during other times there was no fear.    
They never could disrupted the other’s niche,   
And with great populations they grew rich.    
The duo lived in simple harmony,     

Because together they would never be.    
 
The Two Pots       
 
A gushing flood rushed through a helpless village   
And by the inundation all was pillaged.    
It ruined great mansions though its wrath did not   
Destroy the merchant’s shop or any pots    
That held his grain or wheat or stores rice;    
Though now the goods were ruined and held no price   
The pots remained intact and didn’t break;     
The land was turned into a massive lake,    
Into which sea the houses took a dunk;    
Within the water everything had sunk    
Except two pots that still remained afloat    
Both round and hollow like a buoyant boat.    
One pot was made of brass and one of clays,    
With clay engraved with fanciful displays    
Of mythic heroes and of floral scenes,    
Of Grecian letters and of glossy sheen.    
The metal pot held none of this fine art,    
But was extremely tough and rough and hard.   
The earthen pot in furnaces was glazed    
And metal pot in kilns was fiercely blazed    
The former had a fragile, glassy shine;    
The latter was a durable design.     
They floated in the rapid rush of rain    
That flowed downstream to where it soaked the plain   
Like little ships, they followed flushing fluid;   
The clay pot flowed and metal pot pursued.    
The pots were fairly safe within the water    
But still the fragile clay pot feared its slaughter.   
With all the rushing torrents it could shatter    
When into something hard it harshly clattered.   
Upon the river, it was made to feel     
As dizzy as when on the potter’s wheel.    
The brass pot called, his voice just like a gong:   
“Fear not, clay pot, for I am very strong!    
You do not need to hold such high alarm;    
I will defend you from unseemly harm.    
I’ll stay right next to you and you’ll be safe    
And into fearful objects you won’t chafe.    
I’ll bash all threats until they are a mush    
And you will safely flow upon this gush.”    
The earthen pot did not condone this course,    
Severely feared the brass pot’s fearsome force:   
“You are aware that fully I commend    
Your great phil-agril-py, my metal friend,    
But I am worried of your pleasant aid;    
I fear the substance from which you are made   
For you are forged from copper and from zinc,   
And that would be quite hard if we should clink,   
And in me you would surely make a chink    
And to the river bed I’d surely sink.     
For if you stay away from me then I    
Will never break upon a block and die    
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But if you stay near me then certainly    
Our clinking would not harm your pottery,    
But I would feel your brazen potency    
And it would surely be the end of me.”    
The pot said this, but too long had it waited,    
For waves into their presence inundated    
And knocked the metal pot into the clay    
And shattered it and all its fine display    
Of artful patterns and its lovely glaze,    
To sink so on the seafloor it would laze    
And there erode into a useless sand;     
The earthen pot said this to understand:    
“In all the rushing currents of your life    
To deviate from any horrid strife     
Its better to work lonely in your labors    
Than be ruined by too powerful of neighbors.”   
The brass pot watched its fragile neighbor fall;   
Where once was beauty, now was none at all.   
 
The Young Man and the Swallow     
 
There was a man who died from his poor health   
But died with great amounts of stored up wealth,   
And his inheritance went to a fool     
His only son, who hadn’t gone to school    
And was completely ignorant of strife.    
Delighting with his father’s money rife    
He never work and lived in always joy    
Corrupted by his wealth and unemployed,    
And wasting all his money on his diet    
And revelries in which he’d often riot.    
He always heeded to his fickle taste     
And never knew reserve or lessened waste.    
Eventually he used up all his cash     
And all he had was just a house and stash    
Of clothing that was for the winter chill;    
The winter came but was quite torrid still.    
He walked along in such untimely weather    
And wondered if the winter chill was either    
Late or would never come this year at all,    
And it would go straight to the spring from fall.   
Amidst his pondering he faintly heard    
The chirping of a foolish little bird.     
A swallow had immerged as if the spring    
Had come already, which caused it to sing:    
“No winter will approach this lovely year,    
The spring has come, rescinding all our fear;    
There is no use to gather piles of wood,    
For in the heat more heat will do no good.”    
The man observed the swallow and believed    
That it was augury that he perceived    
And trusted vainly that there would be no    
Cold winter this year and would be no snow:    
“This bird attempts to fly and so should I,    
For nature knows itself and doesn’t lie.”    
He didn’t know that birds like men can fail    

To see the truth when only truth avails.    
The man did not believe that snow would come   
And he resolved to live as just a bum    
Out in the fickle weather on the road;    
He sold his clothing and his warm abode    
And lived in weathered rags in useless shambles   
And spent the money on some silly gamble;    
He lost the bet and had to pay the debt    
And had no cash, but he did not regret    
For he had known that there would be no frost   
Before he paid the cost and all was lost.    
The man, with every last possession sold,    
Stepped out into the road but found it cold.    
He shivered as he felt his lack of clothes    
And felt the cold freeze off his mournful toes.   
He couldn’t understand why it was snowing    
And why the fierce north wind was newly blowing,   
And why great icicles were hung like splinters,   
And why it was as cold as frosty winter    
But then the answer to his thoughts was found:   
He saw the lively swallow on the ground    
Encrusted in the snow and hardened ice,    
Destroyed by its ridiculous device:     
Predicting random weather that would be    
And trusting its predictions wrongfully.    
It lay within the snow where it was frigid,    
Where death and coldness made it very rigid.   
The man had trusted what the swallow said,    
But now the fool reposed as refuse, dead.    
“This is your fault, you stupid little lout,    
That my tears turn to ice as I now pout;    
You gave me wrong directions and I now    
Am cold and without any home endowed.    
You, foolish bird, deserve to sadly freeze;    
For putting me in this unkempt unease.”    
He shivered as he slowly understood    
That what dire fate befell the bird soon would   
Befall him as reward for foolishness;    
He sadly knew that he deserved no less.    
He stared upon the corpse to sadly rue;    
He was a stupid fool but he still knew    
The widely-known but still unspoken rule:    
That he had been a fool to trust a fool.    
 
The Farmer and the Stork     
 
Upon a flowing field of growing grain    
A farmer tended crops for his own gain,    
Exerting all his energy to get     
More energy from foods containing it.    
He worked extremely hard and never tired    
For grain was single thing that he desired;    
This was a fairly constant whim to hold,    
Not like most whims that mutate and grow old   
And mutilate themselves with contradiction    
And ruin themselves with absolute conviction.   
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Thus in this monomania he was     
A man who always felt a hyper buzz    
And surged with pleasure from his seething toil,   
An ecstasy that nothing vile could spoil    
Though when great plagues were spread upon his fields  
Or some obstruction hindered him from yields,   
His joy converted to a pleasant rage     
And war against the universe was waged.    
And so his passion was severely irked    
When stolen from, like any man who works.    
Some cranes were stealing all this farmer’s grain   
And causing an extreme amount of pain    
Within the stomach that had grown the crops    
He wanted confiscation to be stopped;    
Around the vast perimeter he set     
And strong and massive Aves catching net.    
The silly cranes would seek the grain and fly    
Into the net, which they could not espy    
And there they were imprisoned by the farmer   
Just waiting for his malice to do harm or    
To kill them and to eat them in a stew;    
They knew that either end would soon ensue.   
The farmer found the birds and was quite mad   
And they knew that their ending would be bad,   
But then within the catch he found a stork    
All wedged inside the masses like a cork    
Within a bottle of unopened wine;     
The stork addressed the farmer to repine:    
“Great master, I am not a useless crane;    
I do not try to pilfer all your grain.     
I am a loving and a caring bird     
And am not one of this unruly herd     
I am of worthy and congenial stock     
Not part of this destructive, thieving flock.    
I have a nest of youngsters that I keep    
And feed them worms and listen to them cheep,   
The very slugs that feed upon your grains    
Are things that I digest to save you pains.    
I even care for my old parents who     
Are aging and can scarcely even chew.    
I feed to these with my regurgitation    
And didn’t mean for your great aggravation.    
Please let me flee and kill the wretched rest    
For of the flock I am the single best.”    
The farmer heard the bird but he ignored    
For all the cranes were thoroughly abhorred    
And he responded to the wretched plea:    
“My stork, shut up, I will not let you free;    
You may speak verity and only true     
Or equally may just be lying, too.     
I cannot know such things except for this:    
That in my crops these cranes have run amiss   
And that I’ve caught you with the wretched thieves.   
For sight is all that my great mind believes    
Your guilt is all that I can plainly view,    
And for your company you now will rue,    

For you were caught with thieves and condemnation   
Will be for guilt by your association.”    
The farmer took a sickle and he chopped    
This stork who hadn’t fed upon his crop...    
An animal must firmly hold its niche;    
Survival can’t permit a single glitch,    
For natural selection doesn’t let     
A beast behold just one inept regret.    
His faculties were fading into dim;     
Cold nature didn’t choose the likes of him.    
 
The Lion and other Beasts Go Hunting    
 
The lion normally would hunt alone    
Because the meaty catch was then its own;    
For he did not desire to share the spoils    
That he received from his extraneous toils.    
The lion was exclusive in these hunts    
Until it realized that only runts     
Were being caught by its ferocious bite.    
It knew that it could sate its appetite    
Much better if it hunted in a troop.     
The lion gathered such a savage group    
Of him, a wolf, a bear, and a baboon;    
These vicious animals were all his goons.    
Together they went hunting in a train,    
And formed a line of troops across the plain    
And rushed upon a herd of tender deer;    
The prey fled in absurdity of fear     
And lost all logic in their frantic flight    
While predators used strategy to fight    
And circled in to slay the straining stag    
Who thought that it was strong enough to lag.   
The savage hunters made a grand stampede    
And lounged upon the stag to harshly feed.    
They tore the creature from its stance of pride   
And ripped it open for the blood inside.    
The gruesome lion pounced on it at first    
And he desired to quench his carnal thirst,    
Though he was well aware that all the rest    
Desired a share, and to them he addressed:    
“Since we have worked together for this meat   
We also must apportion it for us to eat.    
We must divide it in a way that’s fair    
So that all members get their proper share.    
I choose that I will cut it into four     
And then will delegate who gets the gore.”    
He sliced the stag in half with his sharp claws;   
Now all of them were drooling from the jaws.   
The lion cut the halves in half and then    
He stood straight and addressed the beasts again:   
“Since I am bestial king I shall consume    
One quarter of this beast, and be its tomb.    
Because this stag was caught within my pride,   
It’s mine and I deserve this fourth of hide.    
The second quarter then will go... to me.    
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For I am working hard in surgery     
To slice this stag into the proper shares    
And I am taking many cautious cares,    
And as I have been making these incisions    
I too am straining brain to make decisions    
About who should be given shares of meal;    
Thus as the judge, I get the second deal.    
Besides, I was the one who gathered you,    
And brought you here for luscious meat to chew.   
The third part will give to me too     
Because I was he who went out to pursue    
This fleeing stag and was the fearsome beast    
Who did the most, while others did the least.”   
The animals at this were irritated;     
The lion took the meat that all created.    
The lion pushed three quarters t’ward his lair;   
The meat was juicy and was very rare;    
He shoveled over meat and bones galore.    
“But we still have this portion number four...”   
With this the cat released a regal roar,    
And put his shining claws upon the gore:    
“Who gets the last piece? I don’t really care.    
Let any beast come get the piece who dares!”   
The animals then fled from this blood bath    
All fearing for the massive lion’s wrath;    
The lion had the meaty gore galore     
But beasts refused to hunt with lions more.    
For often when a team forms, only one    
Will reap the benefit that all have won.    
 
The Travelers and the Bear     
 
Two travelers were wandering across    
A vicious land of turmoil and of loss.    
They joined to make a party to secure    
Themselves if any danger would procure    
Itself out from the wilderness around;    
Fantastic monsters in those parts abound    
And they were very glad to have a friend    
To fend off savage monsters, or to mend    
The bleeding wounds that brooding beasts intend,   
Or to give comfort if their life should end.    
Before their travel they had made a pact    
That if a danger rose they both would act    
And die together or not die at all     
And fall if ever their good friend should fall.    
They made this truce and then went on their way,   
Across the vapid lands of dirt and clay    
Where deserts were besmirched with skies of dust   
And forests where the trees sprout at full thrust   
And darken all the passages with gloom,    
And darkness seems to everywhere consume    
The light trespassing through the evil eaves    
As if they all were darkness soaking leaves,    
Where even air appears dark and opaque    
And there is nothing good to there forsake.    

They wandered through these forests for a time   
Like through a dungeon having done a crime    
With darkness shrouding every single path    
And in the shadows, hidden ends of wrath,    
Afraid of echoes of their fearful voices    
Regretting all their thoughts and all their choices   
With pressures of the atmosphere like guilt    
Upon their shoulders, forcing them to wilt.    
Meandering, they heard a fearsome sound    
Like something large and heavy making bounds   
And barreling through trees and breaking brambles.   
The fearful men were mentally in shambles.    
Before the beast immerged, the time was ample;   
They stood exactly where the thing would trample.   
One man was fearful and he climbed a tree    
Escaping to the high security.     
The other traveler had held his ground    
Until as it approached he looked around    
And saw that he was left alone to face    
Whatever came from that unkindly place.    
He dropped to earth to feign his death and held   
The dead position like a hero felled.    
Out from the woods immerged a gruesome bear   
With bloody scabs encrusting all its hair.    
The traveler reposed upon the dirt     
Still frozen, like a iceberg, all inert.     
The bear came by and sniffed the fallen man    
And pressed its nose upon him for a span.    
It smelled his clothes and then his breathless neck;   
The bear had checked but then it double checked.   
The man continued scarcely holding breath    
To scare the bear by imitating death.    
The bear then licked his ears and finally    
Avoided him for his morbidity     
For beasts dislike a corpse that is too old    
For it grows slime and germs and noxious mold.   
The coward jumped down from the hidden tree   
And helped his friend to stand firm-footedly.    
The braver man reposed upon a stone    
And in the virile woods he felt alone.    
The coward looked upon the ground and said:   
“We both are lucky, for we could be dead!”    
His face then looked away with sterile shame   
That made his body feel extremely lame    
More lame then he who felt the Ursa’s tongue   
Who held his breath until it burst his lungs.    
The coward was concerned about the hap    
And then he asked the bravely-weathered chap:   
“I saw the bear say something in your ear;    
What did it say? I really wish to hear.    
The wisdom of the animals is strange;    
But constant, for our nature doesn’t change.”   
The friend then sighed and rose to mighty height   
And knew that he had nothing to recite    
But just a chance to scorn his awful friend.    
He stared him down, intending to offend:    
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“The bear told me that: he is not a man,     
Who left his friend to die as off he ran;    
That I should find a friend that I can trust    
Not men who have their selves as single thrust;   
That he is not a friend who leaves a friend    
Deserted and alone to frailly fend;     
That worse than any monster is the fiend    
Who will betray and hide when trouble’s seen.”   
 
The Father and his Two Daughters    
 
Within a town there was a pious man    
Who prayed as day was done or day began    
For things to aid him so that he could live    
Upon what sustenance the earth would give.    
He didn’t pray for luxury or wealth     
But just the stripped necessity and health.    
The man acquired two daughters from his wife   
And they both grew and lived a happy life    
As children playing on the fruitful plain    
While their kind father harvested the grain.    
The daughters were well fed and were well bred   
And soon they both grew old enough to wed    
And bear their children, end their maidenhood.   
The father prayed for suitors who were good    
And found the perfect tradesmen for his maids.   
They each were skilled in very different trades;   
The father thought that he could get two worlds   
If to these men he married off his girls.    
One suitor was a potter and could make    
Clay pots and tiles and jugs that didn’t break.   
The other was a gardener who grew     
The tastiest of fruits he ever knew.     
He hoped that having son in laws like this    
Would help him and would just increase his bliss.   
He married off his daughters right away    
And they were carried off upon the day    
And he was left alone upon his farm,    
When present family had been his norm.    
He often went to visit both of them     
And ask them of their happiness and whims:    
“How are your husband’s gardens, my sweet girl,   
Do plenteous leaves and fruits like joys unfurl?   
How is your life? Is everything alright?    
Have you been having surpluses or blights?”    
The garden-girl replied that she was fine:    
“There’s nothing for which I can duly whine;   
I am a very happy wife and daughter...    
Although our garden could receive some water   
And make the crops sprout out and help our trade.   
Expansive are the seeds that we have laid,    
But better would they grow if their was rain;    
The fluid would engorge those that have lain.”   
The father was supportive of her needs    
Intending prayer for water for her seeds.    
He visited the other daughter too     

Who worked upon a wheel with earthen goo    
Of humid clay that spun into a jar.     
He asked this daughter if her life was par:    
“How are you, daughter, now a potter’s wife    
How is your business and you pleasant life?”   
The potter’s wife replied that she very pleasant:   
“There never ever was so glad a peasant;    
In times like these our potting business thrives   
And with our craftsmanship so too our lives...   
The single thing that I would dare to ask    
Would be that we have sunny days to bask    
So that our pots and tiles are dry and warm,    
Not humid from some huge, torrential storm.   
Bright, sunny days will harden all our clay;    
I wish that each day was a sunny day.    
For rain will wash us too much sludgy slip;    
Our business cannot stand a single drip.    
I want the weather dry and also hot     
So that the sun will bake our lovely pots.”    
The father heard this and desired to pray    
That every day would be a sunny day,    
Though he remembered that he wanted too    
For storms to come so that the gardens grew.    
The quandary was harsh and undecided    
For either daughter’s wishes were divided    
And couldn’t be achieved unless the other    
By helpless plagues of unwished days was smothered.  
“Great weather gods, what should I pray to you   
When everything is evil that I do?     
What should I wish in life if everyone    
Divides themselves between the rain and sun.   
Is there benevolence in a success     
If it will only cause another’s mess.     
Is there a thing to do that’s truly right    
If every action causes someone’s blight?”    
 
The Mouse and the Frog      
 
A mouse was traveling swiftly past a pond    
Where he met a frog and they grew fond.    
They were the best of friends until the mouse   
Protested that he go back to his house    
And that the silly frog go back to hers.    
(Affection often makes obscure and blurs)    
The frog refused and wanted to unite    
With her friend mouse on his ambitious plight   
Across the evil fields to find his home.    
The two companions then began to roam;    
Before they did they tied themselves together   
The froggy foot and mousy hand were tethered   
Because the frog demanded that they stay    
Together when they went upon their way    
To prove their friendship with the tethered bond   
As they relieved the pond and went beyond    
Across the flowing meadow and the land    
Uncomforted, with foot entwined with hand.    
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They hopped and flopped and scrambled through the grass  
The mouse began to think the method crass    
Because he could have journeyed far without   
The limping frog attached like painful gout,    
For it had not yet taken many hours     
Before the frog began to lose her powers.    
The frog could scarcely travel over earth    
And mouse could scarcely carry its vast girth.   
The frog eventually was very tired     
And sat upon a log as it desired.     
The mouse could never drag the heavy frog    
And sat down with it on the massive log.    
Their travel was extremely inefficient    
The mouse was now decidedly impatient:    
“I could have traveled further if you just    
Had stayed behind and not destroyed my thrust.”   
The frog was sad about the mouse’s scorn    
But that sad frog for long was not forlorn;    
She heard a river bubbling that was nigh    
And then she spied the river with her eye    
And she decided that she’d prove that she    
Could travel as efficiently as he:     
“If we will swim we will achieve the way    
And will be to your house while it’s still day.”   
She hopped straight in the river and she dragged   
The mouse who was reluctant and so lagged.    
She pulled him in the rapid, seething flow    
And tried to go as fast as she could go;    
The mouse could scarcely swim and scarcely breathe   
And tried to free himself as water seethed    
Though couldn’t swim and couldn’t leave the frog   
For then he’d surely drown within the bog.    
The frog continued but it dove too deep    
Down to a depth, like dreamy realms in sleep,   
While pulling him behind her as he drank    
Too much and struggled as it sadly sank.    
It would have sunk within the rushing pool    
If then an eagle hadn’t seen the fool     
And dove to sleekly catch the struggling prey;   
It grabbed the pair but dropped them right away   
Expecting not the weight that it had born;    
It circled back to see if they were torn,    
While hoping that it could consume them both,   
Two hunts in one, and more to fill its mouth.    
The frog and mouse had landed on the bank    
And tried to flee, although much to their angst   
Because the frog jumped back and tried to swim   
But foolishly was still conjoined to him;    
The mouse attempted breaking free to sprint    
But couldn’t while its hand was in the splint    
Entwined upon the frog’s aquatic feet;    
They would be easy to both catch and eat.    
They fought about the choicest medium    
And wasted time in such a tedium .    
The pair was incompatible and they     
Had soon become the ravenous bird’s prey.    

The eagle latched its talons on the rat    
And with the capture came the tadpole that    
Had grown and latched itself with foolish care   
Upon this mouse, and made a useless pair    
Who couldn’t function when they were together   
And sealed their folly-friendship with a tether,   
Together hanging on the eagle’s claws,    
Together heading t’ward its hopeless jaws.    
 
The Man and his Two Wives     
 
There was a land where people lived their lives   
Where husbands were allowed to have two wives   
And in this land there was an aging man    
Who had persisted half his living span    
Who’s hair was sable black but scarcely just    
Was sprouting silver strands by aging thrust.    
This graying man was soon to fall in love    
Though just one woman was not near enough;   
He dated two and fell in love with both    
And with both women took his sacred oath.    
The man lived happily with both the maids    
And they were also happy and obeyed    
The husbands wishes, and they washed his dishes   
And they both cooked his chickens and his fishes.   
One woman was a coy and sprightly youth    
And scarcely old enough to wed in truth;    
She had a youthful face and lovely beauty    
She was naive and scarce neglected duty.    
The other woman was of elder age     
She wasn’t old enough to be a sage     
But had some wrinkles on her weathered face   
That all around her joints and muscles traced    
And had a head of hair of silver splayed,    
With matted texture with the ends all frayed.    
The man would often travel to the city,    
To show his wives, who both were very pretty,   
But when he went the people often thought    
That these were not his wives that he had brought   
But were his daughter and his mother shown    
And that he had no wife and was alone.    
The wives did not delight for this repute;    
Each thoroughly desired that he would suit    
Her with appearance that would match her own,   
So that their matrimony would be known.    
The man by now was half black and half gray   
And his appearance could shift either way.    
The younger wife did not desire to look    
Like daughter of her husband so she took    
The liberty to brush his hair at night    
And pluck each tiny hair of gray or white,    
So that he would appear a younger man    
For he (as many middle-agers can)     
Displayed himself with youth and also age    
And it was somewhat hard to safely gauge    
The oldness of the man, for he was stern    
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Though had a youthful mind that loved to learn,   
And he was very staunch about his ways    
But he was flexible on many days.     
She pulled the grays on every day until    
She found no extant aging proof to kill.    
But as his scalp was purged the other wife    
Would come in mornings and by means of knife   
Would trim his scalp but as she trimmed the hair   
She would pull out each black hair that was there,   
For she did not desire the man to be     
A youth and wanted his senility     
To prove itself upon his graying head    
So that in town it never would be said    
That she appeared like her own husband’s mother;   
She wanted people to address them rather    
As husband and as wife and so she stopped    
The growth of black before it even cropped.    
The growth of either colored hair was stifled    
Both fighting over just a petty trifle.    
Both women plucked the hair in such a way;    
The husbanded liked the grooming but a day    
Soon came when he looked in the mirror    
And didn’t like the way that he appeared    
For by the women his poor scalp was mauled   
And now the man was absolutely bald.    
 
The Trees and the Ax      
 
A woodsman wandered through a whispering wood   
Where trees discoursed, though no one understood.   
It was the oldest and the thickest part,    
Within the forest, at the woodland heart    
Where trees had lived one thousand years or more   
And there was sturdy timber source galore.    
They talked about him as he wander through    
And didn’t know what thing the man would do.   
Eventually the man began his hacks     
Though realized the handle of his ax    
Was rotted through with termites and with mold,   
For that bold ax was crude and very old.    
The handle rotted off and so the man    
Could not begin to chop, as woodsmen can    
When they have handles for their cutting tools.   
He sat and wept and felt like one great fool.    
An ancient oak allowed him some relief    
Because he leaned on it and wept in grief    
But as he cried the splendid arbor heard    
And asked the man why sadness now occurred:   
“What malady infects your silly eyes?    
Can we trees fix your troublesome demise?”    
The tearful woodsman sadly looked above    
Into the eaves and leaves and oaken grove:    
“My ax has not a handle for its head;    
I’ve come so far, but now this causes dread;    
The ax is useless with no space for hands,    
If only you great trees could understand;    

I simply need a piece of solid wood     
And with that timber certainly I could    
Create a handle and be on my task.     
But certainly this is too much to ask...”    
The woodsman sat and pouted, very glum    
As trees discoursed about his fortune some,    
And they resolved to vote to give the guy    
A branch to aid him and to dry his eyes.    
The trees concluded that they’d render aid    
Though many vetoed; one great ash tree said:   
“Don’t give a branch to him, for he will not    
Appreciate for in his heart is rot.”     
The trees agreed that they would lend a twig    
But this great branch was truly very big    
And he had whittled it into the size     
That would be comfortable to utilize.    
The trees were very kind to give the wood;    
This did not mean the woodsman though was good.   
Immediately when he fixed the ax     
He ran about with vicious hacks and whacks    
And chopped the trees that gave him his supply;   
They gave him means and caused themselves to die.   
He wielded high his weapon all around    
And chopped defenseless arbors to the ground.   
Eventually he started on the oak,     
And as he worked this benefactor spoke:    
“We’ve given him the means to our demise;    
We should have seen the malice in his eyes,    
But we have been the root of our despair;    
We gave this killer method unaware;    
The ash was right, and even he is felled.    
By this great murderer we’ll all be quelled    
We would have lived for many glorious ages;   
But now we’ll just be wooden planks and pages.”   
The tree perceived the massive desiccation    
All falling to the woodsman’s machination,    
With its own wood to cause the handled-traction,   
Destroyed by their own ruthless benefaction.    
For with the handled-ax that it supplied,    
The ancient oak was slashed from roots and died.   
 
The Travelers and the Hatchet     
 
Two men were traveling within the forest;    
They both were friends and neither was a tourist.   
They traveled on a marketing occasion    
To go to town and, with some good persuasion,   
To buy some goods at prices that were cheap,   
For neither man had pockets that were deep.    
While walking through the woods the duo found   
A chest of treasure lying on the ground.    
It was beneath a pile of moss and leaves    
Like hidden there by some foul pack of thieves.   
One traveler espied it and he rushed     
And grabbed the treasure from the underbrush.   
Upon discovery, the man exclaimed:    
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“I can’t believe that my good eyes have aimed   
And found so grand a thing within the grass.    
Look what I found, do my eyes not surpass    
Omniscient eyes of Zeus and everyone    
Who guides their eyes throughout the light of sun.   
My vision is by far the very best     
For I have found this heavy treasure chest!”    
The other man was just a bit annoyed    
For such a treasure that the man enjoyed    
Could have been seen by anyone who passed   
And wasn’t something very deeply cast.    
He muttered something to the happy friend    
Though not a note to praise him or commend:   
“It’s more polite and more correct to say    
That we have found this treasure where it lay,   
For it was not a thing that anyone     
Could miss if they were coming down this run.   
You shouldn’t say just ‘I’ you should say ‘we’   
For there are two of us, including me.”    
The friend expressed this statement with resent;   
The braggart heard him say it with lament    
For both desired to keep the treasure trove    
For each believed he’d found it in the grove.    
The man who held it didn’t want to share    
For he believed the find was rich and rare,    
And so he simply shrugged his laden arms    
And didn’t seem to mind or be alarmed.    
He took it from the bushes and the trees    
And carried it with trouble and unease.    
He set it down and opened up the box.    
Inside were golden coins and precious rocks    
Enough amounts of jewels and coins and gems   
To fully satisfy the both of them.     
They looked upon the jewels like mindless fools,   
And stared and on the piles of gold they drooled.   
The man who held it quickly latched the lid    
And held it like a fussy little kid     
And they continued down the drudging path    
Not wanting to provoke the other’s wrath.    
Not far from there they saw a group of men    
Who bent to earth and looked around and in    
All bushes and all leaves to find some thing    
That had apparently been long missing.    
The travelers decelerated fast     
For they now knew the treasure wouldn’t last.   
The men who bent arose when those men neared,   
And saw the treasure chest that was endeared   
Within the greedy traveler’s tired hands.    
The searching men then took them for brigands   
And they unsheathed their swords upon the sight   
For they were very ready for a fight,    
For they had lost the treasure chest and thought   
That in the act these foolish thieves were caught.   
The duo saw them coming and the one    
Who held the chest could barely start to run    
And so he said with fear within his voice:    

“There now can be no reason to rejoice,    
For we are both in trouble with these men,    
For they believe that we have done a sin,    
And stolen this fond case of all their jewels;    
My friend, in greed we have been knavish fools...”   
The other man was furious at this     
And shouted at his friend, who’d been amiss:   
“You have declared that we are now in trouble;   
But once you counted one and now count double;   
When there was treasure you just mentioned you,   
But now say us when danger will pursue!    
I touched the treasure not! It wasn’t me,    
And you’re the only man that needs to flee!    
To say that we have trouble is absurd    
But ‘I have trouble’ is the better word!”    
 
The Birds, the Beasts, and the Bat    
 
During the ancient age when animals    
Were rulers of the earth’s expansive hull,    
And didn’t have to serve the whims of man    
They found some other ways to pass the span.   
Between the beasts and birds there was a war   
Like never there had ever been before.    
All animals were forced to pick a side    
And to the cause relinquish their own hide.    
The birds were gathering a massive flock    
Of every single living, breeding stock,    
The beasts had formed a brutal, restless herd    
To murder every sky-abiding bird.     
They did not know how such a hate occurred,   
Forgetting reason, they were so absurd.    
The species gathered and they picked their sides   
And then they went to war and sorely died.    
The war was raging for a surly age     
Until there was a feral battle waged     
In which they realized that they were matched   
Unless they could procure another batch    
Of allies so that they could win the fight;    
The beasts were confident of greater might    
Though feared their numbers had become too slim   
Which made their forces less and chances grim.   
The birds were fearful of the beasts’ great power   
Though high above in air the birds could tower;   
Thus Avians researched an ally who    
Could help them tip the Libra and imbrue    
The birds with chance of winning out the war,   
Though still they didn’t really know what for.   
Both sides were scouring all the land to get    
A being that was not conscripted yet.    
Eventually both sides discovered bats    
Who were between a pigeon and a rat    
And were the middle ground between the faction,   
And either side desired their firm contraction.   
The beasts and birds then set about with craft   
To try to lure these allies to the draft,    
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But either side was scorned when they attempted.   
The bat, by its reluctance was preempted:    
It didn’t want to join the useless battle    
Because it thought the cause was just some prattle   
And didn’t want to hurt its fragile wings    
Because a bat’s a pretty fickle thing.    
The friendly beasts approached and asked the bat:   
“Are you a beast or bird, my creature? What?   
To whom do you ally yourself my friend?    
Is it the birds or beasts that you offend?”    
The bat returned: “In case you have heard;    
The bat is inextricably a bird!     
About the air we flutter and we fly     
And take our refuge up within the sky.    
No beast excels to heights as high as we,    
So we are birds as much as we can be.”    
The beasts, denied, were angry and they left;    
The friendly birds then came to post their draft:   
“Good bat, what is your full taxonomy?    
You’re bird or beast, bat? Anatomically?”    
The bat replied: “It’s obvious at least!    
I clearly am a earthy, dirty beast!     
I have the hair and have no fluffy feathers,    
And stay near Mother Earth by nature’s tethers.   
I am no bird and never want to be;     
Don’t ever try to draft the likes of me!”    
The bat responded and the birds flew off    
And in their absence he could vainly scoff,    
For he had lied to both because he just    
Did not desire to put himself in trust    
Of any army, trying to avoid     
Their battles, though his friendships were destroyed.   
Eventually the battle culminated     
And peace evolved from factions that had hated.   
The birds and beasts decided to agree    
That they could live in perfect harmony    
With all the beasts below and birds above,    
So that they couldn’t clash, and so the dove    
Was flying free above the loving truce    
For neither side had lost or felt abuse.    
They partied in a massive celebration    
To mark the battle’s final culmination.    
The bat perceived this party and he went    
But as he came, away he then was sent    
For when he went to birds they shunned his kind,   
For they believe that bats to beasts consigned,   
And when he went to beasts they kicked him out:   
They thought he was a bird without a doubt.    
The bat therefore had neither side to join;    
He lost no matter how he flipped the coin,    
For he remained a neutral side and never    
Had joined the armies in their blind endeavor,   
Though now he was berated by them both    
For he had never taken any oath.     
He was so blamed that they had banished him   
To only live at times when it was dim.    

The bats therefor were forced to live at night    
When sun was gone and nothing then was bright,   
And live in caves and crevices where none    
Would see the coward where in shame he’d run.   
 
The Farmer and his Dogs     
 
The winter stretched for months and was the coldest   
Within the knowledge of the very oldest.    
The storms of ice had blocked the cluttered roads   
And piles of snow were clogging men’s abodes.   
The people were imprisoned in the ice    
And in the freezing cold could not suffice    
Without a large amount of food and fire    
To keep their bodies warm in their attire.    
The ice was frozen on their houses and    
It crusted everything across the land    
And all the crops were killed and every seed    
Not used for beasts, was used as human feed.   
The farmers persevered through every storm    
But soon they had no form to keep selves warm.   
One farmer was contained inside his home    
And from the spot he couldn’t aptly roam    
For all his doors were sealed with solid snow   
That packed when water droplets slightly flowed   
And made an icy solid that was not     
Extremely nourishing or very hot.     
The fire was flourishing within this den    
But it would die if wood was gone and then    
The farmer would have nothing for his fuel    
To keep him warm and he would get quite cool.   
The farmer didn’t fear the coming frost    
Because the store of wood would not be lost    
Before the store of meat was wholly gone.    
The farmer used his animals as pawns,    
And even those that he had always loved    
Were killed and placed inside the flaming stove,   
For he had used his stores of grain and rice    
And everything was scarce beneath the ice;    
His rations were consumed and then in course   
To eat his animals the man was forced.    
The sheep were first to quench his taste and thirst;   
Their mutton was the toughest and the worst    
That he had ever had because they weren’t    
Intended to be boiled and fried and burnt;    
They were for wool and nothing more than that;   
The farmer put their loins into a vat     
And served them to his family and then    
When sheep were gone he had to kill again.    
He killed his goats which ate his grain and oats;   
He loosed their blood by cutting all their throats.   
They were for milk and weren’t for eating whole   
And so they tasted awful, just like coal.    
The farmer finished all of these for they    
Were starving beasts, were unfed anyway    
And had no muscles on their fragile frames.    
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There wasn’t wonder why the taste was lame.   
The man continued killing all his stock    
And weather worsened and it sorely mocked;   
Eventually he had to kill his ox,     
Imprisoned in his frozen little box.     
This ox was useful and had tilled his rows,    
Though he could not experience his woes    
For if he didn’t kill it he would die     
And have no thought by which to sadly cry.    
He killed the husky ox to make a meal    
And ate it so that hunger pains would heal.    
The dogs were well aware of what he’d done   
And they had made their minds to swiftly run   
For they conversed about the murdered flocks   
And murdered goats and murdered useful ox.   
“We now must leave, for he has killed them all,   
And now upon our necks the knife will fall,    

For he has killed the worker and that means    
That he will kill us, even though we’re lean    
For we’re just dogs and have no special skill;   
We canines cannot pull the plow or till;    
The ox could not perceive that it was doomed   
For prior only idlers were consumed.    
We see that he does not discriminate;    
Both workers and the wastrels, that man ate.    
We’re lucky that he didn’t kill us first    
For of the beasts its we who are the worst,    
Who don’t contribute anything to him;    
Let’s go right now, our future’s very grim,    
And though the travel through the vicious ice   
Might slash us and might kill us with a slice,    
We have to brave the danger, for to stay    
Is merely brutal dying anyway.”     

 


